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    To Jace and Jax –  my sweet, beautiful boys. I hope that you 

will always uphold the cause of the poor and the oppressed 

(Psalm 82:3)    
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     1 

 Medicaid, Political Life, and Fragmented Democracy     

    “No one can travel the length and breadth of the United States without the 
conviction of its inexpugnable variety. East and West, South and North, its 
regions are real and different, and each has problems real and different too. 
The temptation is profound to insist that here, if ever, is the classic place 
for a federal experiment … This kind of argument is familiar in a hundred 
forms. I believe that, more than any other philosophic pattern, it is respon-
sible for the malaise of American democracy.”  

 –  Harold Laski, 1939  

   “I’ve worked in Ohio, I’ve worked in California, I’ve worked in Washington 
and as a single parent I have always had Medicaid. Now here in Georgia in 
2012 they cut me off because I have a part- time job … This is the only state 
that has ever cut me off Medicaid because I have a job, a part- time job that 
does not allow me to afford insurance. Why cut off someone for that? You 
know I have to be healthy to work right? You want me to be a functioning, 
self- suffi cient adult. So why take away the very thing that keeps me func-
tioning, self- suffi cient, and able to provide?”  

 –  Terrie, 2012  

 One warm August day I sat in a burger joint on the outskirts of Atlanta 
and spoke with Terrie, a middle- aged black woman.  1   I treated Terrie to 
a banana milkshake and she gave me the scoop on Medicaid. Because of 
her limited income, Terrie had been on and off Medicaid for more than 
seventeen years. Over this period of time she lived in Ohio, California, 
Washington, Illinois, and Georgia. Of everything she divulged about 
her experiences, Terrie’s most emphatic observation was that Medicaid 
varied dramatically from place to place. Before we sat down to talk, 
I told her that the purpose of my research was to understand what it 
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2

was like to be insured through Medicaid. Then, I  began with a very 
open question: “Tell me a little about yourself?” In response, Terrie por-
tentously broached the core issue that she would dwell on throughout 
our conversation:

  My name is [Terrie] and I have a sixteen- year- old son; he’ll be seventeen soon. 
I have traveled a lot so the difference between state to state with Medicaid and 
what it offers and the programs and how consistent they are; I have a lot of expe-
rience with that. Being in [Medicaid] seventeen years, you know, it has just been 
a whirlwind with keeping [my son] safe and healthy.  

  I was struck by the prominence of geographic variation in Terrie’s 
fi rst words. Her emphasis on this proved persistent and pointed. She 
soon offered details about the merits of various state Medicaid pro-
grams: “Ohio   is the easiest, they do care about their people.” “California,   
their process is probably faster, but there are so many people and it’s so 
rapid that it is out of control.” “In Georgia, there are limitations in every-
thing that they offer … you either can get this and can’t have that, or you 
can have this and can’t get that … you can only go to this doctor on this 
day at this time.” 

 Foremost on Terrie’s mind was how the intergovernmental design of 
Medicaid affected interstate travel. She shared this:

  When I knew I was going to meet you, I got upset a little bit thinking about 
it, because I’ve got a lot to say about Medicaid. Like, for instance, my grand-
mother was here from Chicago just this past week. She went to the doctor and 
to the hospital. We got some prescriptions we needed to fi ll for her. So we go 
to the pharmacy and we can’t fi ll this prescription because Medicaid is non-
transferable state to state … and her prescription was $190, so we really had to 
fi nd $190 for her prescription. That was amazing … and for something that’s 
provided by the government … you’re limiting the use of something meant to 
make people better.  

  As our conversation progressed, Terrie elaborated on the (state- specifi c) 
political lessons that she drew from such geographic discontinuities:

  If it was about helping people, you would say yes, let  my state  be more productive 
and healthy so that we do not have people losing their lives [and] so that they 
can be productive citizens … These types of people are here serving you food 
when you go out … wouldn’t you like to know that they are healthy? These are 
the people that you want to give Medicaid, the very people who are serving your 
food … you do not want to insure the very people that are serving you food? 
(emphasis added)  
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  Toward the end of the interview, I asked Terrie whether politics might 
be an avenue for changing some of the things we had talked about. 
She stared at me in what seemed like disbelief and sardonically uttered, 
“white noise.” I  looked back at her, confused. Again, she reiterated, 
“white noise.” After a few seconds of awkward silence, I asked her what 
she meant. She explained by saying,

  White noise is the people that choose to say well, if they give it to me, they give it 
to me, if they don’t, they don’t … white noise also means that you feel like in your 
world,  you have no say, no say in the process if you don’t agree with what is going 
on in Medicaid . It’s demeaning, you know, the process. So when you want to, you 
can’t get through that door and you are wondering how can you possibly get 
through the magic door to get people to understand … I have never seen anyone 
really stand up about Medicaid. We fi ght a little bit … politically we fi ght a little 
over welfare reform and Medicaid reform and all that, but in general as people, 
I don’t know why we don’t fi ght (emphasis mine).  

  Terrie was among those who did not fi ght. Most of her time was spent 
working grueling low- wage jobs while taking care of her son, and she 
simply did not believe Georgia was a place where one could make a dif-
ference on issues like Medicaid. Throughout our conversation, she would 
recount some feature of how Georgia’s Medicaid program operated, 
compare it to another place she had lived (often Ohio), sigh audibly, and 
say, “that’s Georgia.”   

 Terrie recognized that Georgia was not the only “headache when it 
comes to Medicaid.” She named other culprits, like Louisiana,   a state that 
“doesn’t give a toss about Medicaid whatsoever.” She thought this was 
an injustice, reasoning that “Everyone in America needs to be covered 
so America is covered.” Still, Terrie saw little hope for change. She was 
mostly resigned to a life of second- class citizenship.   She even admitted 
being “amazed” that I cared enough to talk to her, much less write an 
entire book about people on Medicaid. 

 Terrie’s contextually infl ected experiences with Medicaid were accom-
panied by feelings of political ineffi cacy and powerlessness, “white noise” 
as she dubbed it. She was not exceptional in this regard. Though the 
details differed in rich and revealing ways, nearly all of the Medicaid 
benefi ciaries I interviewed for this book described program experiences 
that varied across states, counties, and even neighborhoods –  critically 
shaping political life along the way. John, Fiona, and Daphne provide 
additional examples. Before I proffer a single word about academic lit-
erature or scholarship, I present their stories. I  lead with the voices of 
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Medicaid benefi ciaries   because their experiences paint a compelling and 
multitoned portrait of the largely veiled operations of federalism in the 
everyday lives of economically and (disproportionately) racially marginal 
Americans. The ensuing narratives exemplify the profound implications 
of federalism for democratic citizenship and provide a springboard for 
the scholarly inquiry taken up in this book. 

  John: “Married” to Michigan Medicaid 

 John is a white man from Michigan who was diagnosed with a life- 
threatening chronic illness in early childhood. He expressed grati-
tude for Medicaid, but he also admitted feeling as though he was 
“married to Michigan” medically, without “the option of really going 
other places.” Like Terrie, John described an out- of- state trip gone 
wrong: “I actually hurt my leg and I got like a patch of gout down 
in my ankle and [Michigan] refused the bill and I  got a whopping 
bill in the mail that I am still paying.” Further underscoring his wed-
dedness to Michigan, John discussed his dashed hopes of relocating 
to Arizona to start a new life.  2   After speaking to caseworkers and 
friends in Arizona, John learned that the Arizona Healthcare Cost 
Containment System (that is the name of the state Medicaid agency) 
had meager home health care provisions that would not cover the 
services he required. “I got some other friends [who] live down [in 
Arizona] who have the same disease I do and … they’re stuck over 
there with what they got and it just kind of becomes a struggle.” 
Reluctant to jeopardize his life- sustaining benefits, John decided not 
to move. He explained that “beggars can’t be choosers,” and declared 
that he would “live on Mars” if he had to. John also pointed out that 
if the government “just did like a federal insurance and everybody had 
their insurance card regardless of who we are, where you are, I think 
it would solve a lot of problems for people, but I don’t think that’s 
going to happen.” Incredulous about the possibility of change, John 
noted that Medicaid beneficiaries were politically lackluster because 
“it does kind of feel like you just reach a fork in the road where you 
just give up, you just lose.” Throughout our conversation, he con-
tinually referenced his thwarted aspirations:  “I wanted to venture 
off and go try to do something different for myself … seeing other 
family and friends and they’re able to move on … it is tough.” When 
I finally asked him what he thought about “politics,” he assured me 
that he was not the least bit “interested in that.” I return to John in 
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subsequent chapters because it turns out that when mobilized by a 
cause proximate to his life, health, and community, he cares quite a 
bit about “politics” (which, as I  make clear throughout this book, 
extends far beyond voting and elections). Still, separate from the con-
crete political outcomes I detail later on, the snapshot of John offered 
here speaks to how profoundly a federal political system conditions 
life for those who find themselves in need of assistance from the gov-
ernment to secure vital resources.  

  Fiona: “Medicaid Saved My Baby’s Life” 
(But Almost Didn’t) 

 Fiona’s story was more heartening, but the challenges she encountered 
are nonetheless instructive. Fiona was unexpectedly thrust into the 
world of health care policy when her son Jack was born with a poten-
tially fatal tumor on his leg. With her partner in school, the family lost 
health coverage when she quit her job to care for Jack. Sympathetic 
and supportive hospital employees in North Carolina helped to sign 
Jack up for Medicaid. The program paid for everything and even 
covered expenses retroactively from a period before he was enrolled. 
Fiona had great things to say about Medicaid because it met her fami-
ly’s most dire need during a perilous time. Nonetheless, she recounted 
a disconcerting problem. After about a year, the treatment that Jack’s 
physicians in North Carolina were providing stopped working. Fiona 
sought care from experts in Boston who were more knowledgeable 
about the rare condition that Jack suffered from. But North Carolina’s 
Medicaid program refused to cover that care, cautioning Fiona that if 
she pursued treatment in Massachusetts, she would have to do so on 
her own dime. At a devastating loss, Fiona waited and hoped. She soon 
noticed that Jack’s tumor was shrinking. Doctors said that the treat-
ment he received in North Carolina had kept him alive long enough for 
his body to mount its own defense against the illness. Fiona avowed, 
“Medicaid saved my son’s life!” I  relished in her happy ending, but 
wondered what would have happened if Jack’s body had not taken 
over. Fiona rightly spent little time pondering this. Instead, her expe-
rience with Medicaid motivated a new career:  she now works for a 
grassroots organization advocating “health care for all.” In this role, 
Fiona coordinates with activists in Florida, Texas, and North Carolina 
to spearhead the fi ght for Medicaid expansion in the states that have 
refused it.  
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  Daphne: Medicaid as the Burger King of 
the Hood 

 At the time we initially spoke, Daphne –  a young   black woman in her 
early twenties –  had been insured through Medicaid for her entire life. 
She grew up in a high- poverty, high- crime, hyper- segregated neighbor-
hood in Syracuse, New York. She was living at home, attending com-
munity college, and desperately trying to “get out of the hood.” Her 
life had been so deeply defi ned by where she lived, that when I asked 
her about Medicaid, the overbearing power of place lurked in the sub-
text of nearly all that she relayed to me. For Daphne, Medicaid meant 
the scary clinic downtown where only the most indigent benefi ciaries 
ventured. It meant being treated in “ridiculous” ways by health care 
practitioners who surely would not do the same to (white) people from 
nicer neighborhoods like “Fayetteville or Cicero or North Syracuse.” 
Medicaid meant missing out on high- quality care, not (only) because 
the program itself was inadequate, but because the  places  where poor 
people utilized the benefi ts were lacking. As far as the practical appli-
cation of Medicaid services, Daphne told me that “it is different in 
different places … [like] say if you’re at an Olive Garden or you go to 
a Burger King, they treat you really different.” Daphne and those who 
lived in communities like hers were relegated to the medical equivalent 
of the cheapest junk food. 

 Daphne was savvy enough to know that this was politically meaning-
ful. Her politics –  like most politics, perhaps –  were local.  3   No matter 
the direction our conversation veered, the specter of the neighborhood 
loomed. What’s more: Daphne mapped the local to places beyond it, and 
she developed her ideas about policy and politics accordingly. For exam-
ple, when I raised the topic of Medicaid expansion, Daphne confessed that 
she was glad New York had expanded the program, but deeply uncom-
fortable with that decision being left in the hands of any particular state:

  I don’t really like the state choosing things …  I don’t really trust the state  … I just 
think everybody having the same access and it being the same everywhere … 
would be more helpful instead of having all these rules and here and there … 
I wish it was just nationwide … I just wish it was the same nationwide and not 
just the state, because  I don’t think the state could be trusted, honestly. We can’t 
even trust our police force  (emphasis added).  

  At the root of Daphne’s mistrust of the state, there was something more 
proximate:  her mistrust of local police. Extrapolating from one level/ 
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institution (neighborhood/ police) to another (state/ Medicaid), Daphne 
deduced that policy decisions should be uniform across the nation. In 
doing so, she unknowingly foreshadowed her own struggles. 

 A few months after our initial interview I caught up with Daphne and 
learned that she had come to experience the consequences of federalism 
more acutely than she ever wanted to. Her long- held dream had come 
true:  she was accepted to a college in North Carolina and given suffi -
cient fi nancial aid to actually go. Exultantly, she had made it out of “the 
hood.” Distressingly, her Medicaid could not go with her. Since North 
Carolina had stricter eligibility criteria, Daphne could not qualify and 
had to remain signed up for Medicaid in New York. Her plan was to visit 
her doctors when she came home over breaks. So when she tore a major 
muscle in an accident, she could not immediately see a doctor in North 
Carolina. Instead, she aggravated her injury by waiting until she could 
arrange travel home for treatment. As Daphne fi nished her fi rst year in a 
bachelors degree program, her move south represented her purest aspira-
tions for upward mobility, but it imperiled her health. 

  Political Life: Participation and Citizenship 

 The political lives of Terrie, John, Fiona, and Daphne bear the imprint 
of Medicaid’s federated structure. By invoking political “life” in this 
way, I  am being intentionally capacious. I  mean for this to include 
“political behavior” as traditionally understood by political scientists 
(which encapsulates activities such as voting, contacting an offi cial, and 
protesting). Going further, political life   also involves more mundane 
actions taken by denizens seeking resources, redress, or protection from 
national, state, or municipal governments (such as fi ling a complaint 
within a local bureaucracy or requesting a fair hearing). Extending 
beyond the realm of participatory action, political life is also about how 
a person experiences democratic citizenship.   Citizenship includes the 
“rights, duties and obligations imposed by government, as well as citi-
zens’ responses to them” (Mettler and SoRelle  2014 : 156).  4   Folks who 
cannot recall participating in any political activity at all nonetheless 
have political lives worth recognizing. Some of the people featured in 
this book exemplify that. They returned only blank stares when I asked 
them how, if at all, they “participated” in politics. But when I    probed 
their experiences with Medicaid, they surprised themselves by having 
more to say than they had thought possible. And despite their disconnec-
tion from “politics” in the formal sense, they captivatingly articulated 
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how they were actually  living  politics off the record. This is what Terrie, 
John, Fiona, and Daphne voice to us. While I will demonstrate why and 
how people like them take political action, I will also describe how they 
 live in and make sense of  a polity that is fragmented by the powerful 
force of federalism.     

 This book thus illuminates a pressing question:   how do Americans 
understand and respond to a political system that confers (or withholds) 
access to resources for the most indigent –  not on the basis of needs or 
rights –  but on the basis of geographic location?  To tackle this inquiry, 
I  investigate whether, how, and under what conditions Medicaid infl u-
ences political life. I fi nd that it has varied effects across states, counties, 
and neighborhoods. In this way, federalism produces   geographically dif-
ferentiated political capacity across its population of benefi ciaries  and 
federalist  5   social policy is a key purveyor of political inequality.  

  Why Medicaid? 

 The design of Medicaid is one reason for its central place in this book. 
The intergovernmental confi guration of the program allows for wide dis-
cretion across state and local levels, which facilitates the policy fragmen-
tation that I  seek to understand. Still, Medicaid is not merely a useful 
case for investigating larger questions; it is substantively important in its 
own right. 

 Medicaid is the largest source of public health insurance   in the United 
States and the primary mechanism for providing health coverage to low- 
income Americans.   It is the third most costly domestic program in the 
federal budget (following Social Security and Medicare) and the biggest 
source of federal revenue in state budgets, accounting for one out of every 
six dollars spent on health care (Paradise  2015 ; Snyder and Rudowitz 
 2015 ). Recognizing Medicaid’s immense signifi cance, scholars have stud-
ied it carefully. Among other things, they have found that Medicaid has 
(positive) effects on mortality, mental health, fi nancial security, and edu-
cational outcomes (Baicker et al.  2013 ; Cohodes et al.  2016 ; Finkelstein 
et al.  2012 ; Sommers, Baicker, and Epstein  2012a ). In this book, I assess 
its effects on democratic citizenship and political participation. 

 With growing ensemble of academics, pundits, and ordinary people 
stridently pronouncing (and denouncing) the economic stratifi cation 
of political life in America, tracing the conduits of political inequal-
ity remains a fi rst- order task. Given that charge, Medicaid   is especially 
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signifi cant. Its benefi ciaries are overwhelmingly poor, disproportion-
ately people of color, and unduly prone to health troubles. As such, 
Medicaid policy brings government directly into the lives of the 
most marginal citizens (Hernández- Cancio, Bailey, and Mahan  2011 ; 
Manchanda  2011 ). 

     Foremost among such persons are the economically marginal. 
Income is the chief criterion of Medicaid eligibility, especially for able- 
bodied adult benefi ciaries.  6   In the wake of the 2010 Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act (commonly called the Affordable Care Act, or 
the ACA),   non- elderly adults became eligible for Medicaid in states that 
implemented expansion so long as their income fell below 138 percent 
of the federal poverty line (FPL).   In Wisconsin   (a state that did not 
expand Medicaid) the cutoff is 100 percent of the FPL. The remaining 
(non- expansion) states have varied income requirements that mostly 
exclude non- disabled adults; when parents with dependent children 
qualify, they must fall (on average) below 44 percent of the FPL (see 
 Figure 1.1 ). 

 The larger point is this:  though Medicaid plays many important 
roles in our health care system,  7   the overall picture suggests that it is a 
primary resource for those who are living in or near poverty. In 2015, 
more than 90  percent of non- elderly benefi ciaries were either poor or 
low- income:  54  percent were offi cially below the FPL (accounting for 

 Figure 1.1      Income eligibility limits for adults in non- expansion states (2016)  
 Data from Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2016 
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36 percent of all Americans in poverty), while an additional 38 percent 
hovered between 100 percent and 199 percent of the FPL (comprising 
roughly 30 percent of all low- income Americans).  8     

 The tethering of class to race in the United States means that the pen-
ury of benefi ciaries has racial repercussions. People of color are dispro-
portionately represented in Medicaid:   32 percent of African- Americans   
and 34  percent of Latinos   were enrolled in 2015 compared to only 
16 percent of whites. Though   blacks and Latinos (combined) composed 
30 percent of the U.S. population in 2015, they accounted for 50 percent 
of Medicaid enrollees.        

 Not surprisingly, given well- documented racial and economic health 
disparities, Medicaid benefi ciaries   are also more likely to suffer from ill-
nesses like diabetes, asthma, obesity, high cholesterol, and high blood 
pressure (Mendes  2013 ).  Figure  1.2  contrasts people insured through 
Medicaid to those with employer- sponsored insurance.  9   The ailments of 
benefi ciaries are particularly worrisome in light of mounting evidence 
that health can affect both electoral participation and democratic repre-
sentation   (Gollust and Rahn  2013 ; Pacheco  2013 ; Pacheco and Fletcher 
 2015 ; Pacheco and Ojeda  2015 ; Schur et al.  2002 ).    

 The trifecta of race, class, and health puts Medicaid benefi ciaries 
among the most politically vulnerable persons in the country.   Discerning 
the democratic corollaries of Medicaid is therefore essential for an 
accurate picture of political (in)equality   in the United States. Relatedly, 
comprehending the political consequences of Medicaid policy requires 
attentiveness to its defi ning institutional facilitator: federalism   (more on 
that in  Chapter 2 ).  

 Figure  1.2      Percent of Medicaid insured and private insured with health 
conditions  
 Data from on Gallup- Healthways Well- Being Index, 2013 
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  What’s Democracy Got to Do with It? 

 You may have noticed that I just shifted from describing the demographic 
profi le of Medicaid benefi ciaries (race, class, health) to asserting its impor-
tance for democracy. One reason for this jump is that demographic real-
ities signal political vulnerability.   When those most affected by a policy 
are also most marginal in the polity, it is worth stopping to think about 
how policy and polity interact (Schneider and Ingram  1993 ). Even more 
crucially, turning to democracy is unavoidable as we move away from 
the hard numbers of Medicaid and toward the people behind them. As 
of 2017, more than 70 million Americans had health coverage through 
Medicaid. Fifteen percent of those benefi ciaries were disabled, 9 percent 
were elderly, 48 percent were low- income children, and 27 percent were 
low- income adults. These statistics are useful, but incomplete unless 
we relate them to the very real human beings who rely on Medicaid to 
meet their most pressing needs: the jobless mother who is too proud to 
apply for food stamps but humbled enough by debilitating back pain to 
embrace Medicaid; the minimum wage- earning father who was kicked 
off the Medicaid rolls despite his epilepsy and eventually had a seizure 
that caused him to bite off a portion of his own tongue; the homeless man 
who insisted that “Government totally sucks. They can determine when 
you can live and how you can live. They give you that assistance and it 
determines your lifestyle … your weight and your health and all those 
things.” These examples are drawn from the accounts of Medicaid ben-
efi ciaries I interviewed for this research. Before talking to them, I could 
have opined on the “politics of Medicaid” without once mentioning or 
thinking of an  actual  person. Afterward, I can do no such thing. 

 Though Medicaid benefi ciaries are key stakeholders in the American 
health care system, many of them hardly make a blip on anyone’s polit-
ical radar. Certainly, some groups of benefi ciaries –  like the elderly and 
the disabled –  are better positioned politically.  10   But overall,   most remain 
disempowered in the face of polarized, pivotal public debates that may 
literally determine whether they live or die. They are the numbers behind 
the statistics in these debates, but where are their voices? They are the 
people who will be most deeply affected by the policy that politics cre-
ates, but what of their political lives?   

     This is where democracy comes in. The relative quiescence of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries is not an inevitable or infl exible outcome. For example, in 
September 2011, numerous “My Medicaid Matters” rallies were held 
throughout the country and thousands of people showed up to oppose 
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program cuts. The fl ow of protests continued thereafter. In 2012, demon-
strators in Texas held rallies challenging the state’s defunding of a wom-
en’s Medicaid program and warned Governor Rick Perry not to “mess 
with Texas women.” In 2013, activists in Philadelphia demanded that 
then Governor Tom Corbett expand Medicaid, holding up signs with 
the query, “Medicaid or Millionaires, what will it be?” In 2014, two 
dozen people converged on Topeka’s copper- domed state house, waving 
American fl ags and urging Kansas Governor Sam Brownback to imple-
ment Medicaid expansion. In 2015, hundreds of protesters descended 
upon the Missouri state capital with the goal of letting “the legislature 
and senators know that … there are many people in the state of Missouri 
[who] are dying that have no means to go to a doctor and to get assis-
tance.”  11   On Valentine’s Day in 2017, hundreds of activists in North 
Carolina called for lawmakers to “have a heart,” delivering thousands of 
individually signed “Valentines” to two Republican senators asking them 
to expand Medicaid and protect the ACA.  12   

 Just over a month later, on March 21, 2017, Rise and Resist,   a direct- 
action political group, organized a rally in New York City around the 
theme “Medicaid Block Grants Kill.”  13   Roughly 300 demonstrators 
gathered in front of Federal Plaza at the intersection of Broadway and 
Worth, holding signs that read, “Medicaid Block Grants Kill,” “Medicaid 
Cuts Kill,” “We Need Medicaid,” and “TrumpCare Makes Us Sick.” 
(Some of these protestors are pictured on the front cover of this book.) 
Medicaid benefi ciaries in attendance shared about why they needed the 
program; they expressed their disdain for President Trump   and they lit-
erally pleaded for their lives. Foremost among their concerns was the 
prospect that Medicaid budgets would be slashed and thousands of lives 
sacrifi ced at the altar of “state fl exibility.” Ironically, on the same day 
as the rally in New York City, Congressman Bruce Westerman   (R- ARK) 
published an op- ed explaining how “Medicaid Block Grants Give States 
More Freedom” and arguing in favor of them.  14   The divergence between 
Westerman’s sentiments and those of the Medicaid benefi ciaries fi ghting 
for their lives on the streets of New York City bespoke a gaping chasm 
between the elites making decisions about Medicaid policy and the every-
day Americans affected by those decisions. 

 Since the passage of the ACA, hundreds of rallies about Medicaid have 
taken place, attended by anywhere from 25 to 8,000 people (at a single 
event).  15   Though scattered and sporadic, such activity hints at the life that 
is coursing through the veins of our body politic.     It insinuates the poten-
tial for Medicaid benefi ciaries (and would- be benefi ciaries) to play an 
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active role in American democracy. However, the political capacity of this 
population and the quality of their democratic citizenship   depend upon 
processes that are structured by the institution of federalism (Mettler 
 1998 ; Soss, Fording, and Schram  2011 ). In the  next chapter , I  take a 
closer look at federalism:    what is it and why is it so important ? But fi rst, 
I provide a brief mapping of this book, say a bit about my methodologi-
cal approach, and clarify the political stakes of this work.  

  Outline of Book 

 Since federalism   is a foundational American institution that dynami-
cally structures politics at multiple levels of governance, across vari-
ous repertoires of action, and with dramatic material and ideational 
consequence, this book covers a broad scope. After conceptualizing 
federalism in more detail,  Chapter  2  situates this book in a broader 
literature and poses a framework for understanding my contribution to 
scholarship on political participation, policy feedback, and contextual 
effects. 

  Chapter  3  then pans out, with   a historical perspective on the pro-
found implications of federalism for U.S.  social welfare   policy  –  most 
especially health policy and Medicaid. It has always been the case that 
what it means to live in poverty in Maine is very different from what it 
means in Michigan; that Cook County (IL) offers a markedly different 
array of services than Cuyahoga County (OH); and that teetering at the 
economic brink in Seattle is quite unlike doing so in Syracuse. I  show 
how such incongruences have been buttressed and amplifi ed by federal-
ism.   Medicaid is an especially arresting case, epitomizing how federal-
ism generates inequity by creating geographic variation in access to vital 
resources. 

 After recounting this historically, I present a contemporary sketch of 
Medicaid to demonstrate how federalism enables systematic disparities 
among economically and racially marginalized Americans. This is not 
because federalism is inherently bad. Federated political systems have a 
host of well- noted advantages and disadvantages, so coarse characteri-
zations will not do (Zimmerman  2008 ). Nor is Medicaid   the problem; it 
is a program that saves thousands of lives every year and provides tens 
of millions of Americans with the security of health insurance (Sommers, 
Baicker, and Epstein  2012a ).  Chapter 3  emphasizes that inequities among 
Medicaid benefi ciaries (and between benefi ciaries and non- benefi ciaries) 
are the product of policy choices made possible (but not necessitated) 
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by federalism. Not only do such policy alternatives underwrite  material  
inequities that diminish the social citizenship of marginal Americans; 
they also contribute to  political  inequities   (Marshall  1950 ). 

  Chapter  4  represents the fi rst step in making an empirical case for 
the latter claim. Here, I examine the participatory effects of state- level 
Medicaid policy variation. After establishing that disparities exist in polit-
ical participation between Medicaid benefi ciaries and similarly situated 
non- benefi ciaries, I dig deeper to make sense of heterogeneous political 
outcomes  among  benefi ciaries. I fi nd that Medicaid has the potential to 
be either a boon or a bust for political engagement. The outcome realized 
depends in large part on how state contexts shape benefi ciaries’ expe-
riences of policy. Benefi ciaries living in states offering a wide scope of 
services, fi scally equipped bureaucracies, and expanding Medicaid pro-
grams are signifi cantly more likely to participate in politics. In this way, 
the geographic inequalities induced by Medicaid’s federalist design have 
tangible consequences for the political health of low- income populations.   

 Having found a critical role for state- level policy design,  Chapter 5  
concentrates on the counties that implement policy. To study how county 
administration shapes politics among Medicaid benefi ciaries,       I highlight 
the political resistance that unfolds as they push back against the per-
ceived injustices they face at the hands of local bureaucracies. Examining 
county- level records on fair hearings in combination with interview data, 
I  investigate the processes that lead benefi ciaries to take oppositional 
action. Despite counties’ oft- lamented lack of control over Medicaid 
spending, federalism positions them to exercise substantial discretion in 
overseeing benefi ciary disputes with Medicaid agencies. Consequently, 
counties shape political resistance in ways that are consequential both 
for continued access to health resources and for democratic engagement. 

  Chapter 6  turns to a frontier that few scholars recognize as relevant 
to either federalism or Medicaid: the American city. After explaining the 
links between federalism and urban politics,   I assess how cities infl uence 
the political reach of Medicaid. I  fi nd striking variation in Medicaid’s 
participatory effects across Chicago neighborhoods, with strong and 
negative effects limited to highly disorderly neighborhoods. The upshot 
of this is that the urban geography of race and class, together with the 
contemporary trajectory of federalism, makes antipoverty policy (like 
Medicaid) especially demobilizing for disadvantaged  people  when they 
live in destitute  places . 

  Chapter  7  switches gears to look at Medicaid policy advocacy.   
Drawing on qualitative interviews, I  chart the varied responses of 
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activist benefi ciaries to changing policy landscapes. Confi rming and 
broadening the fi ndings from earlier chapters, I  specify the numerous 
limits that federalism places on benefi ciaries who are advocating for 
their own interests   (as well as those faced by external advocates act-
ing on benefi ciaries’ behalf). At the same time, I  demonstrate possi-
bilities that federalism creates for particular advocacy strategies and 
repertoires of action. Political entrepreneurs sometimes adroitly exploit 
those possibilities, but they often confront steep challenges and discon-
certing democratic defi cits. 

 In the fi nal chapter, I consider what we have learned about Medicaid, 
federalism, and democratic citizenship. The lessons imparted are not 
about federalism being either good or bad. Instead, I  follow   Simeon 
( 2006 : 18) in asserting that “federalism is not a value in itself. Like any 
other set of institutions, it must be evaluated in terms of its consequences 
for other, more fundamental values and principles.” In this light, federal-
ism is a multivalent, dynamic institution that sometimes works at cross- 
purposes with the principles of democratic self- governance and other 
times strengthens them.   Cultivating the latter outcome requires a focus 
on securing the well- being of those who are most vulnerable, ensuring 
geographic equity, reviving struggling communities, and valuing state and 
local fl exibility contingently, only to the extent that they serve higher 
ideals.  

  Methodological Approach: On Centering the Voices of 

Medicaid Benefi ciaries 

   I take a bottom- up approach to investigating these inquiries. I foreground 
the experiences of low- income policy benefi ciaries (like those whose sto-
ries anchor this chapter) instead of accentuating intergovernmental jock-
eying among political elites. I consider where federalism emerges in the 
lives of those who are economically and racially marginal, how it affects 
their understanding of politics, when it prompts (or suppresses) political 
participation, and how it transforms their citizenship (social and polit-
ical). To study all of this, I  rely on a mixed- methods empirical design. 
Mario Small ( 2011 ) quite rightly asserts that the designation of “mixed 
methods” is hardly straightforward. Scholars can mix several different 
things (data types, data collection methods, and data analysis techniques) 
in different ways. In this book, I draw primarily on three types of data: 1) 
interviews with Medicaid benefi ciaries and those who advocate on their 
behalf; 2) state administrative records; 3) large- sample surveys. The latter 
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two require “quantitative” analyses while the former involve “qualita-
tive” analyses.  16   

 The methods I employ are a function of the questions that motivate 
the research and the answers that unfold as the research progresses. 
Sometimes, I  rely on the interview data to generate hypotheses and 
then leverage the large- sample or administrative data to test them (as in 
 Chapters 4 ,  5 , and  6 ). Other times, the interviews stand alone, revealing 
things that the other data do not speak to directly (as in  Chapter 7 ). The 
data are never the point; the arguments are (though the two are closely 
related). 

 The methodological appendix offers lots of information, and it is a 
vital addendum to the main text. Still, I must stress two related points 
up front. First, my overarching methodological approach is pragmatic 
rather than dogmatic. The questions detailed in this chapter drive my 
research –  not fi delity to a particular method. I am devoted to getting 
the most correct answers possible to the questions I pose, given (inev-
itable) practical limits. At times, my search for the best answers leads 
me to quantitative data. As appropriate, I use a range of techniques to 
get a better handle on whether observed correlations indicate possible 
causation (controlling for confounders, attempting alternative model 
specifi cations, matching, multilevel models, fi xed- effects models). Still, 
many of the questions that I ask do not lend themselves to experimen-
tation, nor do I always fi nd it possible or optimal to employ the latest, 
most sophisticated techniques for making quantitative causal infer-
ences. My strategy is to bring strong and varied evidence to bear on 
important (and at times complex) inquiries. Though I cannot promise 
dispositive certainties, I offer thoughtful, compelling, and empirically 
corroborated arguments. 

 As further foreshadowing of the overarching approach on offer here, 
my second disclosure is that the voices of Medicaid benefi ciaries fi gure 
prominently in this book. Benefi ciaries provide this book’s core insights. 
Perhaps most illustratively, federalism was not a topic that I naturally 
found interesting. As I started talking to people involved with Medicaid, 
they kept mentioning the relevance of where they lived. I  took notice. 
Even then, I imagined that further investigation would reveal the signif-
icance of “contexts” as this was a framing that resonated naturally with 
me. Yet, as the research progressed, a contextual focus proved inadequate 
on its own. Yes, contexts shaped how Medicaid benefi ciaries engaged 
politically, but those contexts were themselves political phenomena 
deeply tied to larger institutional forces like federalism. I would not have 
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drawn such conclusions in the absence of in- depth conversations with 
benefi ciaries themselves (Mosley  2013 ; Soss  2006 ). 

 This research exposes troubling political inequities undergirded by a 
federated political system that too frequently mutes the voices of eco-
nomically and racially marginal populations. It is no small thing then, 
that in order to produce the fi ndings, those very voices had to be heard. In 
that sense, the methodological foundations of this work gesture toward 
the shift that must occur in American politics if we are to strengthen and 
preserve the democratic process.    

  The Political Stakes of this Research 

 I cannot move on without directly articulating the stakes of this work. In 
the wake of the ACA,   health care became even more of a political light-
ening rod than it had long been. The election of Donald Trump   intensi-
fi ed this state of affairs. After dozens of futile votes to repeal the ACA 
while Obama was still in offi ce, the dawn of 2017 ushered in a political 
moment when repeal was fi nally possible. The U.S. House tried (but 
failed) to make good on this new opportunity in March 2017 by   pro-
posing the American Healthcare Act (AHCA; H.R. 1628).   In June and 
September of that year (respectively), the U.S. Senate made two attempts 
at repeal: the Better Care Reconciliation Act (BCRA)   and the Graham- 
Cassidy bill. The AHCA, BCRA, and Graham- Cassidy all promised to 
roll back the ACA’s expansion of Medicaid and to radically restructure 
the program so that federal funding is capped (through block grants or 
on a per capita basis). Such changes would have given states even more 
power to determine the contours of Medicaid. Moreover, these policies 
would have led to tens of millions of additional people being uninsured 
(Jost  2017 ). 

 Given the gravity of such policy developments, I must be straight-
forward about this book’s implications. The broadest strokes are as 
follows:  I bring to the fore an often neglected aspect of Medicaid 
 policy –  how it affects citizenship and democratic participation.   I show 
how and why state variation in policy design and local variation in pol-
icy implementation –  while not inherently or necessarily detrimental –  
often pose substantial dangers to democracy.     All of this (and more) will 
become clear in the pages to follow. But before delving into the deep 
end, allow me to make a critical clarifi cation:  no honest interpretation 
of this book can or should be used to crudely impugn Medicaid or to 
justify its retrenchment . Program cuts accomplish little and risk setting 
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off a different sequence of politically demobilizing processes than 
those I describe here. Keep in mind that though I focus on some of the 
negative democratic upshots of Medicaid, I trace them to specifi c pol-
icy and administrative choices. The pathway to improving Medicaid 
(and social policy more broadly) lies in elaborating and addressing the 
(sometimes unrecognized) consequences of such choices. That is what 
I aim to do. 

 Medicaid   provides vital benefi ts to tens of millions of Americans. 
As the people highlighted in this book relay, it is literally “a lifesaver.” 
That fact notwithstanding, many Medicaid benefi ciaries live in states 
and localities that design and implement the program in ways that 
weaken their connections to political life and erode their citizenship. 
I  aver that the provision of life- sustaining health care benefi ts need 
not confl ict with the safeguarding of democracy. In fact, these tasks 
should reinforce one another. That they do not is because of the politi-
cal decisions our nation has long made, and those we continue to make 
now. This book is meant to bring such matters to the fore of policy 
discourse, to enrich the academic literature, and to inform the public. 
Above all, however, it is meant to advance an agenda: not a particular 
partisan plan, but an agenda that centers on the material and politi-
cal well- being of economically and racially marginal groups and that 
pushes for public policy and political institutions to cultivate, incorpo-
rate, and respond to the needs of those who too often fallen through 
the cracks of our fragmented democracy.     
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 Democratic Citizenship and Contextualized 
Policy Feedback     

  As democratic citizens, how do Medicaid benefi ciaries experience, under-
stand, and respond to federalism –  a political system in which their access 
to health resources is closely linked to their geographic location? Many 
moving parts underlie this question: federalism, democratic citizenship, 
policy feedback, political participation, and contextual theories. To intel-
ligibly grapple with this motley crew of ideas, some theoretical house-
keeping is in order. I’m not mixing academic fl avors in the vain hope of 
coming up with something tasty; these components are connected. In this 
chapter, I elaborate on them and coherently link them. 

  A Legacy of Dual Citizenship 

       The federal structure of the American political system has long raised 
tough questions about the jurisdiction of U.S. citizenship. For instance, 
take the prominent   Supreme Court case of  Barron  v.  Baltimore .  1   In the 
early 1830s, the City of Baltimore inadvertently ruined John Barron’s 
wharf  2   while completing street construction. Barron sued, seeking 
compensation for his losses. After a defeat in state appellate court, he 
appealed to the Supreme Court on the basis of the Fifth Amendment.  3   
In a seminal decision, Chief Justice John   Marshall ruled against Barron, 
insisting that “the Fifth Amendment must be understood as restraining 
the power of the General Government, not as applicable to the States.” 
Essentially, Marshall claimed that the Fifth Amendment regulated the 
actions of the federal government, but did not pertain to the states. 
Had a federal construction project damaged Barron’s wharf, he would 
have been vindicated; but since the constitution of Maryland did not 
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offer protections analogous to those of the U.S. Constitution, Barron 
was not granted relief by the Supreme Court. This case established 
the doctrine of “dual citizenship” by confi rming that Americans were 
 separately  and simultaneously citizens of the national government and 
of their respective state governments –  with different rules applying to 
each domain. 

 More than thirty years later, the Fourteenth Amendment provided a 
potential corrective to  Barron , forbidding states from making or enforc-
ing laws that “abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States.”  4     Still, it would be nearly a century before the Supreme 
Court extended the  entire  Bill of Rights to citizens, irrespective of their 
state of residence (Lowi et al.  2017 ). Over the long period of time during 
which the precedent set by  Barron  held sway, the courts openly adjudi-
cated an enduringly diffi cult question:   what are the bounds of citizen-
ship in a federal polity where multiple levels of government share distinct 
powers ? Today, from a formal constitutional perspective, that question is 
largely settled. However, as a political and ethical inquiry, it remains very 
much alive and is central to this book. To understand why, we must inter-
rogate federalism: what is it, what has it been, and why does it matter for 
democratic citizenship?        

  What It Is: A Brief Primer on Federalism 

   Federalism is a nebulous and contested notion for which “there is no 
accepted theory … Nor agreement on what, exactly, [it] is” (Duchachek 
 1987 :  189). I  will not get snagged in the conceptual or defi nitional 
“tangled mess” that awaits those who seek a comprehensive theoreti-
cal mapping of federalism (Landau  1973 : 173).  5   Nevertheless, to pursue 
questions about how it shapes citizenship and democracy, I need a work-
ing description. To that end, I defi ne federalism   as a “set of institutional 
arrangements and decision rules” that divides government authority 
into constituent parts, each of which maintains substantive autonomy 
within its respective realm (Obinger, Castles, and Leibfried  2005 : 9; Scott 
 2011 ). I emphasize a particular “species” of federalism characterized by 
a national polity with multiple levels that are “territorially defi ned” and 
divided between central and subnational governmental entities (Gibson 
 2004 : 5). While federalism looks quite different across polities, a major 
distinguishing aspect of all federations is that they have “an architecture 
of government … driven by a process of bargaining between a number of 
constituent units and a center”   (Beramendi  2009 : 754). 
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 In the United States, the specifi c content of this general form is 
refl ected in the constitutional division of power between the states and 
the national government. The national government has powers that are 
directly enumerated in the Constitution (e.g., the power to collect taxes, 
borrow money, or declare war), as well as “implied” powers that are 
not so straightforwardly expressed but are deemed necessary in order to 
execute those that are.  6   Perhaps most strikingly, the “supremacy clause” 
of the Constitution makes national law the “supreme law of the land.”  7   

 Notwithstanding this marked centralization of power, the U.S. national 
government does not reign unilaterally, by far. The Tenth Amendment   dic-
tates that states retain  all  powers not otherwise delegated. This encom-
passes an astounding array. Consider just a few laid out by Lowi and 
colleagues ( 2017 : 77) in their classic textbook:

  The power to develop and enforce criminal codes, administer health and safety 
rules, and regulate the family via marriage and divorce laws. The states have the 
power to regulate individuals’ livelihoods … to defi ne private property … the 
state may seize your property for anything it deems to be a public purpose.  

  As this demarcation of powers elucidates, under the U.S. system of fed-
eralism, both the national government and the states have substantial 
autonomy; each is granted power to affect a wide variety of political and 
material outcomes. 

 Though such authority is established constitutionally, the U.S. 
Constitution does not exclusively determine the contours of federalism. 
For example, the Constitution does not delegate  any  powers to local gov-
ernments. Yet not a single state in the country reserves  all  of its power for 
itself (Richardson, Gough, and Puentes  2003 ). Instead, states endow local 
governments (municipal, county, city) with varying degrees of autonomy 
and often do so via institutional mechanisms that are enabled by the U.S. 
Constitution (like state constitutions). So, despite common depictions of 
American federalism as two- tiered (state and national), the practice of 
federalism incorporates local entities, and has since its inception.  8   This is 
not simply decentralization or devolution for the purpose of conducting 
bureaucratic or administrative affairs. Federalism extends “all the way 
down” in substantive and pervasive ways (Anton  1989 ; Gerken  2010 ). 
Cities, counties, and municipalities are granted offi cial institutional 
power, they operate autonomously to a signifi cant degree (even if inter-
pedently), and they are central to the practice of democracy (Anton  1989 ; 
Zimmerman  2008 ). Despite their formal absence from the Constitution, 
local governments are knit into the very fabric of federalism.    
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  What It Has Been: The Development of 
Federalism 

   It is impossible to give a brief synopsis of the history of federalism with-
out being painfully reductive. In  Chapter 3 , I look at federalism histori-
cally through the specifi c lens of social welfare policy and health policy. 
For a broader historical view than that, I necessarily direct the reader to 
texts more suited for the task (Conlan  2010 ; LaCroix  2010 ; Robertson 
 2012 ). Nevertheless, it is crucial to say something about the development 
of federalism –  what it has been –  because doing so situates this work in 
a wider intellectual and political landscape. 

 In the United States, federalism has played a role in “every major polit-
ical confl ict in American history”(Robertson  2012 : 9). Some of the most 
divisive and enduring political battles animated by federalism have been 
fought over issues concerning the maintenance of white supremacy  –  
such as slavery, Jim Crow, and civil rights (Katznelson  2005 ; Lieberman 
 2005 ; Lowndes, Novkov, and Warren  2008 ; Robertson  2012 ). Another 
(and often related) pivotal set of struggles has been waged around mat-
ters related to capitalism and economic development –  like unionization, 
tariffs, and antitrust laws (Bensel  2000 ; Ritter 1999; Robertson  2012 ; 
Scheiber  1975 ). These two arenas (race and economic development) are 
critical, yet they only scratch the surface of the many ways that federal-
ism has fi gured into American political development (Robertson  2012 , 
 2014 ). There is scarcely a policy domain one can envision without invok-
ing federalism in some way (think: education, marriage equality, environ-
mental protections, mass incarceration, and so on). 

 Despite the undeniable infl uence of federalism in U.S. history, under-
standing its effects remains an elusive quest, made all the more diffi cult 
by the broad transformations it has undergone over many years. Before 
the 1930s, the American political system was characterized by “dual fed-
eralism,” an arrangement by which the national government had a rela-
tively distinct and limited role, while states and localities did most of the 
governing (Corwin  1950 ; Kincaid  1996 ).  9   The 1930s ushered in an era 
of cooperative federalism (Conlan  2006 ; Kincaid  1990 ,  1996 ). During 
this time, the role of the national government expanded signifi cantly, but 
relations between the federal government and states remained largely 
collaborative. As the 1970s came around, the grand national policies of 
cooperative federalism that were aimed at building the Great Society, 
waging the War on Poverty, and providing civil rights protections gave 
way to a “new” more “coercive” or “regulated” federalism marked by 
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heightened anxieties over “big government,” deepening tensions between 
national and subnational sovereigns, reduced federal funding for states 
and localities, and the beginning of historic devolution in social welfare 
policies (Béland, Rocco and Waddan  2016 ; Kincaid  1990 ,  1996 ; Peterson 
 1995 ; Soss et al.  2011 ; Weber and Brace  1999 ). Contemporarily, federal-
ism continues to be defi ned and redefi ned in relation to changing polit-
ical contexts. For instance, scholars have become increasingly attentive 
to the possibilities of “progressive federalism” or “federalism as the new 
nationalism” (Gerken  2012 ,  2014 ; Rogers and Freeman  2007 ). Given an 
intensely polarized political system, progressive federalism posits federal-
ism as a mechanism for transcending political gridlock, cultivating dem-
ocratic discourse, setting the national agenda, and catalyzing productive 
policy confl icts. 

 I have sketched these assorted (and still unfolding) iterations of fed-
eralism in order to clarify a crucial point: federalism is a dynamic insti-
tution. Grasping its effects is a challenging endeavor. I thus proceed with 
care and assert the bounds of my evidence and arguments as precisely 
as possible. The empirical chapters in this book are oriented toward the 
contemporary moment, so the fi ndings cannot be blithely applied to the 
past, nor can they be assumed applicable indefi nitely. Thoughtful consid-
eration of federalism requires continued assessment and attentiveness, 
which necessitates engagement with the ideas offered here, but goes 
beyond any single text.    

  Why It Matters: Federalism and Democracy 

 In light of both the history and the prospects of federalism, scholars have 
devoted substantial energy to deciphering its role in shaping public poli-
cies.   They have considered how the institution of federalism affects (or is 
affected by) racial and gender inequality, labor relations, social welfare, 
social citizenship,   health, and crime (Banting  2006 ; Brown  2003 ; Doonan 
 2013 ; Freeman and Rogers  2007 ; Johnson 2006; Lieberman  1998  Mettler 
 1998 ; Miller  2008 ; Nathan  2005 ; Soss et al.  2011 ). Notwithstanding this 
impressive corpus, little empirical research directly assesses the conse-
quences of federalism for political participation.     More than seventy- fi ve 
years after Harold Laski’s   audacious insinuation (noted in the epigraph 
of the fi rst chapter) that federalism was “the malaise of American democ-
racy,” we remain underequipped to scrutinize his claim. 

 Many stylized and normative accounts of federalism     suggest that it 
buttresses democracy (Andre  2014 ; Anton  1989 ; Stephen  1999 ; Tushnet 
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 1998 ). The purported reasons for this are myriad. In the roughest sense, 
federalism was designed to prevent the concentration of political power 
( Federalist  No. 51). It multiplies the potential points of citizen infl u-
ence, which presumably expands opportunities     for political engagement 
(Anton  1989 ; Ostrom, Tiebout, and Warren  1961 ; Riker  1975 ; Trench 
 2006 ). It also invests power in the hands of political offi cials at different 
levels of government who can then craft policy specifi c to their constit-
uencies and this generates proximate incentives for those constituencies 
to become involved in politics (Anton  1989 ; Arnold and Holahan  2014 ; 
Tushnet  1998 ). Furthermore, federalism disciplines local government by 
giving citizens choices and allowing those who are mobile to wield power 
by voting with their feet (Greve  1999 ; Hirschman  1970 ; Tiebout  1956 ). 

 Juxtaposed to such reasoning, numerous descriptions of federalism 
highlight its antidemocratic bent. For example, scholars of comparative 
politics have asserted that federalism contributes to low levels of citizen 
participation and is generally incompatible with democracy (Cameron 
and Simeon  2000 ; Smiley  1979 ; Warhurst  1987 ). 

 Scholars of American political development (ADP) have offered mul-
tiple, diverging narratives about federalism and democracy. On the one 
hand, APD research   demonstrates how federalism has facilitated the 
diffusion of progressive policy arrangements and radical political move-
ments (Skocpol  1992 ; Valelly  1989 ). On the other hand, APD perspectives 
highlight how federalism has begotten fragmented political parties, weak 
labor unions, and overly dispersed interest groups –  all while empowering 
corporations (Robertson  2014 ). Perhaps most damning, ample research 
has confi rmed that federalism     bolsters one of the most antidemocratic 
forces in the American polity:  racism (Brown  2003 ; Lieberman  2005 ; 
Lieberman and Lapinski  2001 ; Miller  2008 ; Riker  1964 ; Soss et al.  2011 ; 
Soss et al.  2004 ; Strolovitch, Warren, and Frymer  2006 ; Ward  2009 ). 

 While claims about the virtues or inadequacies of federalism abound, 
they often lack     suffi cient “empirical analysis of how federalism actually 
structures political activity on the ground, whether it produces the ends it 
is alleged to encourage, or even whether those ends are, in fact, essential 
to the advancement of democratic values” (Miller  2013 : 267). As a result, 
federalism’s “democratic credentials” remain unclear and contested 
(Smith  2004 : 8). So much so, that when a leading scholar of American 
politics recently identifi ed a handful of “crucial questions that offer fertile 
topics for future research,” he included an inquiry about whether “fed-
eralism facilitate[s]  democracy” (Robertson  2014 : 10). This book sheds 
light on that subject. 
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 To do so, it  relies on the rich intellectual underpinnings of scholars 
who have produced seminal research about public policy, federalism, 
and democracy (Campbell  2014 ; Mettler  1998 ; Miller  2008 ,  2013 ; Soss 
et al.  2011 ). These authors provide invaluable antecedents to the ques-
tions that I raise here. Perhaps most aptly, in  Dividing Citizens  (1998),   
Suzanne Mettler   persuasively argues that the confi guration of federalist 
social policy during the New Deal era “facilitated a gendered division 
of Americans as social citizens” (19). As a result, “the incorporation of 
citizens     in the context of American federalism has tended to undercut 
possibilities for full inclusion … curtailing more complete opportunities 
for participation in public life” (12). In advancing such claims, Mettler 
lays the groundwork for scholarly scrutiny of the relationships between 
federalism, policy, and democratic citizenship. 

 Expanding on this foundation, Lisa Miller   delineates  The Perils of 
Federalism ,   highlighting its “signifi cant implications for political repre-
sentation and accountability.” Miller shows how federalism can splinter 
democratic participation     “in ways that strengthen existing power dif-
ferentials” by consigning interest groups advocating for marginal con-
stituencies to local legislative settings, while shutting them out of more 
powerful state and national venues ( 2008 : 10, 20, 27). 

 By establishing how federalism “functions as a political institution 
that structures power relations,” Mettler   and Miller   provide a point 
of departure for my work (Miller  2013 :  268). While Mettler’s tack 
was historical and elite- oriented, I  concentrate on the contemporary 
bottom- up operations of federalism in the political lives of policy ben-
efi ciaries. Mettler accentuated citizenship “divided” between the states 
and the national government; I consider the many subdivides embed-
ded in these arrangements, and the resulting possibilities for proliferat-
ing inequities. Similarly, where Miller highlights interest group activity 
across levels of government, I  look primarily to the political actions 
of ordinary people and the pedestrian politics that emerge     when they 
encounter federalist government. Tens of millions of Americans do so 
each year. A  robust scholarly literature avers that their experiences 
with government often matter for political behavior (Campbell  2003 , 
 2012 ; Mettler  2005 ; Mettler and Soss  2004 ; Soss  2000 ). Yet federalism 
seldom factors explicitly into the story. For example, the word  feder-
alism  did not appear in Andrea Campbell’s   now classic review of the 
policy feedback literature ( 2012 ). The absence of federalism was not 
due to Campbell’s   neglect of the literature, it was due to the literature’s 
neglect of federalism. 
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 Filling this lacuna means heeding the admonition that “the capac-
ity of public policies to remake politics is contingent, conditional and 
contested” (Patashnik and Zelizer  2013 : 1072). I examine a crucial con-
dition that determines how policy is designed, implemented, and expe-
rienced: geographic context. In the United States, the institutional force 
of such context principally derives from the dictates of federalism.     So 
my task is to understand how federalism shapes the political effects of 
Medicaid policy. Along the way, I  advance a synoptic account of how 
people like Terrie, John, Fiona, and Daphne (introduced in  Chapter 1 ) 
experience American democracy amid the conspicuous geographic dis-
continuities that characterize much of American social policy. 

 Previous research has touched on such discontinuities. Joe Soss,   
Richard Fording,   and Sanford Schram   ( 2011 ) dedicate their extensive 
analytical wherewithal to a sweeping analysis of the ways that racially 
infl ected policy devolution –  powered by federalism –  shapes contem-
porary     poverty governance.     In a book that offers an incisive descriptive 
portrait of Medicaid, Andrea Campbell   devotes a chapter to discussing 
state- level program differences ( 2014 ). Notwithstanding such schol-
arship, no one has yet pulled federalism, social policy, and political 
behavior into a single orbit to assess how the subnational heterogeneity 
of public policy bears upon democratic citizenship and one of its key 
components  –  political participation.     That is the distinct contribution 
I make here.  

  A Contextualized Feedback Model of 
Political Participation 

   To illuminate the extent and value of that contribution, I develop a con-
textualized feedback (CF) model of political participation. This stylized 
rendering (graphically depicted in  Figure 2.1 ) maps the questions inter-
rogated in this book onto a broader schema incorporating three (usually 
distinct) approaches to political behavior: traditional, feedback, and con-
textual. The CF model seeks to “integrate both individual and contex-
tual factors into a common frame of analysis” by coalescing dominant 
approaches to the study of political participation while keeping political 
institutions in clear view (Soss and Jacobs  2009 : 105). 

 Panel A represents traditional models. For example, Steven Rosenstone 
and John Mark Hansen ( 1993 :  6) offer a decisive take on the foun-
dations of political participation: “citizens participate in elections and 
government both because they go to politics and because politics comes 
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to them.” The authors subsequently explore two sets of mechanisms 
propelling the participatory process:  1) individual characteristics that 
motivate people to “go to politics”; 2)  institutional elements of the 
political system that draw ordinary folks into politics. Panel A refl ects 
Rosenstone and Hansen’s theory as well as insights from a range of other 
scholars, including Verba, Schlozman, and Brady ( 1995 ), who highlight 
similar dynamics; Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes ( 1960 ), who 
emphasize partisan attachments; and a host of other political scientists 
who demonstrate the effects of individual characteristics and meso- level 
institutions like interest groups, organizations, places of worship, and 
media (Garcia- Rios and Barretto  2016 ; Hahn  2009 , 2014; Jamal  2005 ; 
Schlozman et al.  2012 ). 

A. Traditional Models of Participation

B. Policy Feedback Models of Participation

+

C. Contextual Models of Participation

+

D. Contextualized Feedback Model of Participation

Institutions (Meso)
Parties, interest groups, political 
& non-political organizations, 
media, places of worship, etc.

Political Participation
Voting, contributing, contacting, interaction with 

bureaucracies implementing policy.

Public Policy
Social Security, welfare, GI 
Benefits, criminal justice 

Institutions (Macro)
Federalism

Contexts
-Economic, Social, Political, 
-States, cities, neighborhoods

Political Participation
Voting, contributing, contacting, interaction with 

bureaucracies implementing policy, local community 
engagement 

+ Public Policy
Design, Implementation, Constraints

Political Participation
Voting, contributing, contacting, 

interaction with bureaucracies 
implementing policy, local community 

engagement, policy advocacy 

State, county, city/neighborhood contexts

Political Engagement
Interest, efficacy, knowledge, 
partisan attachments, attitudes etc.

Political Participation
Voting, contributing, contacting etc.

Individual Characteristics 
Race, ethnicity, gender, age, 

socioeconomic status, religion

Political Engagement
Interest, efficacy, knowledge, 
partisan attachments, attitudes, etc.

Political Engagement
Interest, efficacy, knowledge, 

partisan attachments, attitudes, etc.

Political Capacity
Interest, efficacy, knowledge, partisan 

attachments, attitudes

Individual Characteristics
Race, ethnicity, gender, age, 

socioeconomic status, religion etc.

Institutions (Meso)
Parties, interest groups, organizations,
media, places of worship 

 Figure 2.1      A contextualized feedback framework of political participation  
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 Panel B highlights an important addition to such theories, the policy 
feedback model. The imperative intervention of the feedback literature 
has been to view public policy as an especially signifi cant institution that 
is not only an output of the participatory process but a vital input as well 
(Easton  1957 ). Scholars in this literature have gone a long way in show-
ing how “policies create politics” (Campbell  2003 ,  2012 ; Mettler  2005 ; 
Mettler and Soss  2004 ; Pierson  1993 ; Schattschneider  1935 ; Soss  1999 , 
2002; Weaver and Lerman  2014 ). Policy feedback models do not replace 
traditional models; they extend and supplement them (hence the plus sign 
in the diagram). 

 Next, Panel C incorporates research that highlights the role of con-
text. A  substantial body of work has confi rmed the political relevance 
of states, cities, neighborhoods and even counties (Alex- Assensoh  1998 ; 
Books and Prysby  1988 ; Cohen and Dawson  1993 ; Gay  2012 ; Huckfeldt 
 1979 ; Michener  2013 ,  2017a ). Economically marginal persons are espe-
cially vulnerable to contextual infl uence because those with the fewest 
resources are more concentrated and less insulated from negative exter-
nalities (Jargowsky  1997 ; Massey, Gross, and Eggers  1991 ; Sharkey 
 2013 ; Wilson  1987 ). Moreover, interconnected, cascading disadvantages 
amplify the potential impact of overlapping adverse contexts (Harris and 
Lin  2008 ). For these reasons, economic, political, and social settings play 
a key role in conditioning politics in under- resourced groups. 

    Finally, Panel D brings together all three models. Though traditional, 
feedback, and contextual approaches to studying participation are 
complementary, they have developed largely independently from one 
another, especially the latter two. As a result, scholars of participation 
and policy feedback have paid inadequate attention to three things: 1) 
that the design, implementation, and constraints of public policy are 
contingent upon state, county, and even neighborhood contexts; 2) that 
macro- institutions structure those contexts; 3) that such institutionally 
embedded contexts affect individuals’ experiences with policies, shaping 
their political capacity and thereby infl uencing a wide range of partici-
patory actions. Points 1 and 2 are not novel, but the advantage of the CF 
model lies in more fully integrating them into theories of participation. 
Doing so implicates point 3, which is a core claim of this book. Let’s 
consider each point in turn. 

 First,  the design, implementation, and constraints of public policy are 
often contingent upon state, county, and even neighborhood contexts , 
most especially for means- tested benefi ts (Mettler  1998 ; Soss et al.  2011 ; 
Soss and Jacobs  2009 ). This gives us reason to suspect that the political 
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effects of such programs could be geographically heterogeneous across 
states (which have some discretion over  design ), counties (which often 
handle  administration ), and more proximate localities (which impose 
concrete  constraints  on things like the safety of communities in which 
policies are implemented). While scholars have separately considered the 
effect of state policy differences on political participation (Bruch, Ferree, 
and Soss  2010 ) and the impact of county policy administration on mate-
rial outcomes (Soss et al.  2011 ), they have not cohesively examined the 
multilevel political effects of geographic policy variation. 

 Second,  macro- institutions structure the aforementioned contexts . 
State and local contexts are important, but they are embedded in a larger 
set of social, economic, and political arrangements that dictate how and 
when they matter. In this book I focus on how one vital macro- institution 
(federalism) affects political participation through its infl uence on a par-
amount policy (Medicaid). The CF model can be applied more generally 
across policy domains and macro- institutions (though its applicability 
will vary based on the specifi cs). For example, we might consider a differ-
ent macro- institution (civil law) and its infl uence on how citizens expe-
rience one or more related policies (e.g., eviction and/ or child custody 
policies). A CF approach would be distinguished by attentiveness to the 
multilevel contextual conditions created by the civil legal system (e.g., the 
structures and practices of city, state, and county housing/ family courts) 
and investigation into the implications of those conditions for the politi-
cal capacity of those who come into contact with such institutions. 

 The latter point relates to the third and most crucial aspect of the CF 
model:   institutionally embedded contexts affect individuals’ experiences 
with policies, which can in turn affect their political capacity and shape a 
wide range of participatory actions.  In the dotted path of  Figure 2.1  (Panel 
D) federalism frames the settings in which policy is designed, implemented, 
and constrained. Then, policy (through the differential experiences of 
benefi ciaries) affects political capacity. Note the shift of the intermediary 
mechanism here from “political engagement” (models A– C) to “political 
capacity” (model D). Capacity is engagement in context. It encompasses 
the factors that bear upon citizens’ willingness to take political action 
(effi cacy, knowledge, attitudes, resources), but recognizes that institution-
ally rooted contexts structure those factors via public policy. 

 Finally, by referencing a range of political actions, point 3 underscores 
that an institution- driven, multilevel, contextual approach requires a 
capacious understanding of participation. That is why the number of 
activities included in the participation box multiplies as we progress 
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from model A to model D. When we add public policy to the panorama 
of relevant institutions (model B), we must consider the political action 
that occurs within implementing bureaucracies (as I do in  Chapter 5 ), 
and we must recognize the policy advocacy of benefi ciaries ( Chapter 7 ). 
Similarly, when we incorporate contexts as a central feature of the anal-
ysis (model C), we must then think about how citizens engage in relation 
to their local communities   ( Chapter 6 ).  

  An Illustration of the CF Model 

   The CF model is a framework connecting the research questions moti-
vating this book to relevant academic ideas and literatures. For those 
familiar with one or more of those literatures, the CF approach should 
prove useful; for the uninitiated reader, it may seem like a confusing 
enigma. To clarify and concretely elucidate the CF model, let’s briefl y 
consider the experiences of Lucy, a woman I interviewed just outside of 
Atlanta, Georgia. For now, I  emphasize the particulars of her life that 
most directly relate to the CF model. (Lucy will also emerge at several 
other points later in this book.) 

 As a fi rst step in understanding Lucy’s political life, traditional mod-
els of participation ( Figure 2.1 , Panel A) would point us to her indi-
vidual characteristics (she is an African- American single mother with 
a very low income, her elderly parents live in poverty and were never 
highly educated) and to her thin connections with meso- level politi-
cal institutions (she is neither religious nor involved in civic organiza-
tions and her partisan attachments are weak). To be sure, predicting 
the behavior of a single individual this way is not possible. Still, for 
the purposes of expounding the CF approach, we might surmise that, 
per traditional models of participation, Lucy is unlikely to take part 
in political activities such as voting, contributing to a campaign, and 
other conventional forms of action. 

 Layered on top of such prospects, the policy feedback model (Panel B) 
stresses additional factors. Lucy has lived in poverty her entire life and 
along the way she has utilized public assistance via the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Temporary Assistance for Needy 
Families (TANF), and Medicaid. Though Lucy views Medicaid as dis-
tinct in numerous ways, her overarching assessment of these policies was 
 negative –  she readily recounted the challenges that she faced with them 
and she connected those experiences to her deep cynicism toward “dirty” 
politics and “bad” government. In this way, the policy feedback model 
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and traditional participation models are unifi ed in suggesting dim pros-
pects for Lucy’s political activity. 

 One apparent missed opportunity for catalyzing Lucy’s political life 
was via     military service (Ellison  1992 ; Leal  1999 ; Parker  2009 ). Lucy 
enlisted with the hope of gaining upward mobility and making money 
to care for her family. Had that happened, perhaps she would have seen 
government more positively (interpretive feedback effects) or gained 
additional material wherewithal and civic skills (resource- based feed-
back effects). However, Lucy prematurely withdrew from the army in 
order to care for her ailing parents. As a result, she received fewer of 
the benefi ts she thought she would from her military career. In fact, she 
was astonished at how badly she fared given that she was a veteran     who 
served for four years. Her military background only reinforced the neg-
ative messages conveyed by other experiences with government and she 
was decidedly uninterested in engaging the government that had burned 
her so badly in so many ways (literally, Lucy relayed an experience of suf-
fering through an untreated third- degree burn because she was ineligible 
for Medicaid). 

 An important exception to this general pattern was Lucy’s experiences 
with the bureaucratic policy implementation. Lucy recounted initiating 
an administrative fair hearing when she felt that Medicaid had made an 
unfair decision about her benefi ts. In this way, exploring her “political 
[life] within welfare institutions” reveals a wider array of participatory 
outcomes than are ordinarily included in traditional models of participa-
tion (Soss  2000 : 3). 

 By now, we may be tempted to think that we understand a lot 
about Lucy’s political world:  we have considered both her political 
apathy (with respect to voting) and her political action (with respect 
to resisting bureaucratic authorities). But we would be misguided in 
stopping here. As contextual models of participation suggest, Lucy’s 
political experiences have been marked by her attachments to particu-
lar places and those places have shaped her participatory inclinations. 
Lucy was born in Mississippi and lived there through young adulthood, 
but she did not stay put. She moved to Texas and eventually settled in 
Georgia. She observed stark Medicaid policy differences across these 
states. Furthermore, Lucy recounted the varied experiences of liv-
ing in rural   versus urban counties, particularly with reference to the 
composition of her social networks. She had a deeper social network 
of  fellow benefi ciaries  in the urban county where she lived when we 
spoke (because Medicaid density was higher there), but she had a wider 
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social network of  non- benefi ciaries  in the rural county from which she 
hailed (where bureaucrats and benefi ciaries shared the same small town). 
These contexts had political implications. Wide rural networks engen-
dered smoother bureaucratic interactions. Lucy had grown up alongside 
some of the bureaucrats who worked in the rural Medicaid offi ce and 
knew them personally. As such, relations with bureaucratic authority 
remained informal and did not occur through administrative hearings 
or any offi cial processes. Lucy personally experienced the rural South 
as deeply racist and parochial –  a fact that drew her to the big city –  
but when she arrived in Atlanta, she suddenly felt like “just another 
number” as far as Medicaid was concerned. When problems with the 
program arose, she could not make a personal appeal to her local neigh-
borhood bureaucrat; she had to fi ght formally to get what her family 
needed. Moreover, the contextual constraints of the city were not lim-
ited to problems posed by Medicaid bureaucrats. For example, Lucy’s 
children went to an elementary school that did not allow students to 
enroll without immunization shots –  even when delays in getting those 
shots were on account of stumbling blocks imposed through Medicaid 
rules. The overburdened school had neither the time nor the inclination 
to contact the Medicaid offi ce –  and the fact that the two refused to 
interact made Lucy critical of both, forcing her to engage in extended 
battles on two fronts. In the poor, mostly   black, urban neighborhoods 
where Lucy now resided, constraints and confl ict were abundant. 

 Accounting for context sheds a different light on Lucy’s experiences 
and on her political behavior. Lucy’s story is not just about political apa-
thy, as traditional participation theories might have us believe; it is also 
about how local constraints (elaborated in contextual theories), state 
policies (emphasized by policy feedback theories), and individual fac-
tors (at the core of traditional theories) work in distinct but interrelated 
ways to structure political life and shape a range of political actions. 
Not only does the CF model merge these theoretical perspectives, it also 
extends them by recognizing the macro- institutions that sit outside of the 
observational purview of Lucy’s immediate experiences. Lucy does not 
explicitly identify federalism as an element of her political experiences, 
but the contextualized feedback approach sensitizes us to the ways that 
federalism structures the multilevel arenas that affect Lucy’s social and 
political citizenship.      
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 Federalism, Health Care, and Inequity     

    “Were there to be a change in values toward equality of condition, the 
political culture that undergirds federalism would fall apart … you cannot 
have a belief in equality of results … and still have a federal system … 
There is no escape from a compelling truth:  federalism and equality of 
result cannot   coexist.”  

  –  Aaron Wildavsky (1984: 68)  

 This epigraph is a gauntlet thrown down by a prominent political sci-
entist. Among those who have taken it up, some have corroborated 
Wildavsky’s assertion about the inequitable consequences of federalism 
(Lieberman  2005 ; Robertson  2014 ; Soss, Fording and Schram  2011 ). 
Others have maintained that federalism also has the power to do good 
(Finegold  2005 ; Freeman and Rogers  2007 ; Gerken  2012 ). All things 
considered, the relationship between federalism and equality cannot be 
determined out of context. Only focused attention to historical realities 
and policy specifi cities can shed light on its variegated effects (Cashin 
 1999 ; Robertson  2014 ). To that end, this chapter examines overlapping 
policy arenas that underscore the relationship between federalism and 
inequality   (antipoverty policy and health policy). My objective is to set 
the stage for grappling with the democratic implications of the “com-
pelling truth” that Wildavsky   articulates. Federalism is anything but a 
“dusty constitutional issue largely disconnected from normal politics 
and policy,” as I admittedly once viewed it (Johnson  2007 : 9). At every 
juncture in our nation’s history, it has shaped the trajectory of public 
policy. This has been most true for policy aimed at people living in pov-
erty and those seeking health care. By charting the path of federalism 
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in these realms, I frame the context undergirding the larger narrative of 
this book. 

  Federalism and Policy Responses to 
Poverty 

     A study of the history of poverty in the United States shows that there 
is no escaping the enduring distinction between the “deserving” and 
the “underserving” (Katz  1983 ,  1986 ,  2013 ; Patterson  1981 ; Pimpare 
 2008 ; Trattner  1999 ). The inclination to classify people living in poverty 
according to desert is the most critical component of American poverty 
governance. Federalism follows as a less salient yet still decisive infl uence 
on the politics of poverty in the United States (Tani  2016 ). As far back as 
1536, England’s Henrician Poor Law identifi ed  local  government as the 
appropriate source of aid to the needy (Kunze  1971 ; Trattner  1999 : 9). 
By 1601, when the legendary Elizabethan Poor Law was passed, the 
idea that “poor relief” should be locally fi nanced and administered was 
already well established (Trattner  1999 ). These statutes represent a policy 
lineage that predated the emergence of U.S. federalism, but prefi gured the 
basic outlines of social welfare practices in the United States. The prac-
tices they promulgated eventually developed alongside federalism and 
were continually reinforced by it. 

 Relying on the blueprint supplied by the Elizabethan Poor Law, the 
earliest colonial governments emphasized “the doctrine of local care,” 
which left responsibility for the indigent in the hands of the smallest 
unit of government. In New England this was the town, and in the 
South it was the parish (Trattner  1999 ). To avoid being overwhelmed 
by the needs of the impoverished, localities set up strict residency 
requirements that enabled them to circumvent the burden of caring for 
those outside of the immediate community (Jones  1975 ; Kelso  1922 ; 
Trattner  1999 ). Still, nearly everyone accepted the responsibility of 
caring for those within the community, with the marked exception of 
  blacks and indigenous peoples, who were blatantly excluded from this 
ethic of care. 

 While the overarching rule of local control dominated at the dawn of 
American politics, even then it was peppered with exceptions. Most nota-
bly, community- based systems of care foundered in times of trouble: when 
refugees from beleaguered frontier settlements drifted into town or 
when impoverished immigrants fl ooded seaport cities. As early as 1675, 
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municipalities began to rely on aid from the colonial treasury to reim-
burse funds spent on the “unsettled” poor (Kelso  1922 ; Trattner  1999 ). 

 This was the inception of a persistent pattern. When towns, parishes, 
counties, or states could not adequately meet the needs of those within 
their borders, they would seek help from a higher level of government 
(Patterson  1981 ; Trattner  1999 ). This happened in the aftermath of the 
American Revolution, before federalism had even taken form (Trattner 
 1999 ). By the time the federated colonies were constitutionally estab-
lished as a polity (circa 1788), localism had a stronghold in American 
political culture, but its limits were also quite apparent. Thereafter, the 
need for a strong central government was periodically salient, especially 
during times of crisis: in the wake of the social and economic dislocations 
prompted by industrialization, in the devastated South after the Civil War 
(Patterson  1981 ; Skocpol  1992 ; Trattner  1999 ). Essentially, poverty alle-
viation was always an intergovernmental affair (though to an extent that 
varied across time and geographic space). 

 Notwithstanding this fact, there is no denying that a default preference 
for localism has been a robust reality in the United States. Contrastingly, 
the widespread acceptance of a strong federal role in helping people liv-
ing in poverty has been spotty and begrudging (Tani  2016 ). Civil War 
pensions, the broad- based federal assistance program for men who had 
served in the Civil War (and their dependents), proved temporary and 
pyrrhic, as they later became political fodder for those who (successfully) 
sought to eliminate social assistance programs for adult men in the post– 
Civil War generation (Skocpol  1992 ). Policy victories after this point 
were often more limited (such as those that applied only to preferred 
subgroups like white children and widows) and much less centralized 
(like those achieved in particular localities or states). Fleeting Civil War 
pensions were an exception to a general rule that prevailed prior to the 
1930s: minimal federal funds to directly support people living in poverty. 
As late as 1929, the federal government did not spend money on poverty 
relief except for its expenditures on well- defi ned and carefully delimited 
groups like “Indian” wards and war     veterans (Patterson  1981 ). To be 
sure, the tightfi stedness of the federal government in the pre– New Deal 
era was partly because national coffers were smaller. Even more crucial 
was that widely held, fi ercely protected, racially suffused political com-
mitments to states’ rights and localism (especially, though not exclusively 
among Southern elites) were a powerful force constraining federal inter-
vention (Lowndes  2008 ). 
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 With the task of poverty alleviation largely left in the hands of 
states and localities, geographic disparities were nothing short of wild. 
In 1929 the average monthly grant for assisting single (white) mothers 
“ranged from $4.33 in Arkansas to $69.31 in Massachusetts” (Patterson 
 1981 :  27). At this point in American history, eight states placed legal 
limits on the  maximum  amount that local governments could spend on 
the poor, and countless localities squabbled in the courts over who was 
responsible for particular “unsettled paupers” rather than risk taking 
responsibility for anyone whom they were not unequivocally obligated 
to (Patterson  1981 : 28). Southern states were especially stingy and capri-
cious, both because bureaucrats discriminated against African- Americans 
and because powerful offi cials actively discouraged welfare generosity 
in order to create more favorable labor conditions for economic elites 
(Fox  2012 ; Lieberman  1998 ; Mettler  1998 ). Southwestern states made 
life especially hard for indigent Mexican immigrants, whom they opted 
to deport rather than support (Fox  2012 ). In general, the political uses 
of federalism were perennially tied to efforts to exclude racial and eth-
nic “others” from the welfare state (Brown  1999 ; Fox  2012 ; Lieberman 
 1998 ; Lowndes  2008 ; Mettler  1998 ). 

 Though the Great Depression shook the foundations of localism, 
expansive national policies remained diffi cult to achieve. The broadest 
and boldest policy to emerge from the Depression was Old Age Insurance 
(OAI), now known simply as Social Security. OAI was originally designed 
to disproportionately help the most well- regarded segments of the 
American populace:  working white men.  1   On the opposite end of the 
policy spectrum lay targeted, state- level programs like Aid to Dependent 
Children (ADC) and Unemployment Insurance (both a product of the 
same legislation that created OAI). ADC in particular was aimed at less 
powerful groups like (white) mothers living in poverty. Even in the midst 
of economic desperation, political elites insisted that states and localities 
maintain control over the boundaries of social policy where marginal 
or stigmatized citizens were concerned (Mettler  1998b ). In the context 
of U.S. federalism, such preferences were widely accepted and led to the 
creation of policies like ADC. The long- term repercussion of this has been 
the development of a two- tiered social policy system with a national/ local 
overlay. Under such arrangements, people of color, women, and people 
living in poverty have most heavily populated the localized track. Their 
access to policy benefi ts has been less generous, more variable, and highly 
discriminatory (Fox  2012 ; Lieberman  1998 ; Mettler  1998 ). Instructively, 
similar patterns exist in the arena of health     (Engel  2006 ).  
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  Fragmented Welfare Medicine 

 Historically, the politics of health care in the United States parallels the 
politics of antipoverty policy in many ways. The   colonial approach to 
caring for the sick was parochial. Some town governments appointed 
physicians who were primarily tasked with indigent care (Hoffman 
 2012 ). Individual physicians also recognized their obligations to those 
in need and often donated their services to fellow community members. 
On the whole, health care remained a provincial responsibility. However, 
because of the acute needs of particular groups, health care sometimes 
required multilevel government intervention. 

 In the   prewar era, the federal government took an active role in health 
care only where specially favored populations were concerned.     Veterans 
were one example. As early as 1798, Congress approved a hospital insur-
ance program for men in the U.S. Navy.  2   Sailors paid a tax of twenty 
cents per month and received access to hospitals in return. By the 1860s, 
the government had used these funds to build two dozen hospitals and 
insure 10,000 mariners (Hoffman  2012 ). For a well- delimited, popular, 
and relatively homogenous group like     veterans, federal provisions of 
health benefi ts was both fi nancially feasible and politically palatable. 

 The historical role of states in health care   has similarly been to provide 
for specifi c subgroups, especially if their needs stretched the capacity of 
localities. The mentally ill   were a prototypical case. Care for the “insane” 
was widely viewed as a responsibility of the states (Hoffman  2012 ). As 
early as 1752, Pennsylvania dedicated space in a state hospital to the 
mentally ill. By 1890, every state had built one or more public mental 
facilities, and by the mid- twentieth century, these institutions housed 
more than half a million patients (National Library of Medicine).  3   

 The key point is this: even before the advent of employer- sponsored 
health insurance   (1940s), the availability of limited coverage for low- 
income elderly people (1960), and the passage of Medicare and Medicaid 
(1965), federal and state governments contingently intervened in the 
ostensibly local realm of   health care. The paradigm of local care could 
never withstand the reality of severe need that sometimes surpassed what 
communities could independently manage. Furthermore, private prac-
titioners (through powerful organizations like the American Medical 
Association [AMA]) were adroit at exploiting   federalism. On the one 
hand, they marshaled great political force to guarantee that govern-
ment did not subsidize insurance for anyone who could afford to pay 
(Hoffman  2012 ). At the same time, they lobbied for national, state, 
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county, and city dollars to fi nance care for notoriously unprofi table pop-
ulations (Hoffman  2012 ; Olson  2010 ). In this way, the permanent exis-
tence of sizable and glaring subsets of the populace for whom an entirely 
privatized health care system was infeasible prevented the veneration of 
localism from fully taking hold in the domain of health care. Where it 
concerned health, the “local fi rst” model of caring for economically dis-
advantaged people was strained even during good times. It took neither 
a war nor a depression for Americans to be mentally ill, chronically sick, 
or catastrophically injured. Any health care system worth its salt had to 
address these inevitable occurrences and an exclusively local or even state 
model has never suffi ced. 

 Given this, federalism has provided a mechanism for the national gov-
ernment to fi ll vital gaps in the health care system, while allowing states 
and localities to retain as much control as possible. But it has always 
been a contested mechanism, both because private interests struggled to 
achieve the precise confi guration of governmental intervention that was 
most amenable to profi teering, and because political elites rarely relented 
from their reverence for localism (Engel  2006 ; Hoffman  2012 ; Olson 
 2010 ). Medicaid policy conveys this history and points us to the vast 
present- day implications of federalism.    

  Battles for Public Health Insurance and 
Intergovernmental Dynamics 

 Medicaid yields vital insights into the policy challenges of caring for the 
impoverished in a federalist regime. Federalism     has historically conferred 
an abundance of policy options and the choices made in the face of those 
possibilities have bred deep spatial inequalities. Even a rudimentary 
understanding of how and why this has happened elucidates some of the 
most durable confl icts of our nation’s history. 

     Political battles for a universal or near- universal health insur-
ance system have been as recurrent as they have been unsuccessful. 
Peterson ( 2005 : 207) fi ttingly declares that “when it comes to national 
proposals for comprehensive health care reform … Congress has been 
an unrelenting graveyard.” Prior to the progressive era, there was 
limited organized demand for government to intervene in the realm 
of health care. Then, in 1915, the American Association of Labor 
Legislation (AALL)   drafted a bill in support of compulsory health 
insurance and lobbied state legislatures across the country in an effort 
that initially went quite well (Chasse  1994 ). Though the coverage that 
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AALL proposed would be available only to the (white) working class, 
it was a radical option at the time. Ultimately, stymied by the dis-
ruption of World War I and fl anked by staunch opposition from pri-
vate insurance companies and the American Federation of Labor, the 
AALL bill was killed by 1920. 

 In the 1930s there was again serious hope for a large national health 
program. But as the Great Depression deepened, unemployment and social 
security were more pressing issues for President Franklin D. Roosevelt   
and health care was dropped from the Social Security Legislation for 
fear that it would doom the bill (Gordon  2004 ; Hoffman  2012 ). Another 
attempt during Roosevelt’s tenure, the 1943 Wagner- Murray- Dingell bill,   
sought to establish a national medical care fund for employed persons 
and their families. The bill was backed by organized labor and farm 
organizations but forcefully rejected by physicians and other powerful 
groups. It was labeled socialist medicine and never even came to a vote in 
Congress (AHA  2013 ; Quadagno  2006 ). 

 Ever more vigorous efforts followed in the mid- 1940s when President 
Harry Truman   ardently took up the cause of health care. In 1945, 
75 percent of Americans supported the idea of national health insurance 
(Quadagno  2006 ). That year, President Truman supported the introduc-
tion of a revised   Wagner- Murray- Dingell bill. The measure failed again, 
but Truman pressed on, addressing health care during his campaign tour 
in 1948 and going before Congress to ask for health legislation in 1949. 
Eventually, divisions from outside (e.g., the highly organized and well- 
funded AMA) and from within his own party (i.e., Southern Democrats 
who feared that national insurance would provide the federal govern-
ment with leverage to undermine segregation) won out and Truman 
dropped the issue. The tide of public opinion also turned: by 1949 only 
21 percent of Americans supported national health insurance (Hoffman 
 2012 ; Quadagno  2006 ). 

 Though the history of health care reads like a series of dead ends, these 
failures served to orient health care policy toward a model of federalist 
fragmentation (Engel  2006 ). For opponents of a federally subsidized uni-
versal health care system, one key to keeping victory out of the hands of 
their adversaries was to offer viable but more limited alternatives (Engel 
 2006 ; Hoffman  2012 ; Sparer  1996 ). At the same time, in the wake of 
losses, those most keen on universal coverage became willing to negotiate. 
The struggle for health care thus generated compromises: the Sheppard- 
Towner Act of the 1920s, the Hill Burton Hospital Construction Act of 
the 1940s, and the amendments to the Social Security Act of 1950. These 
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policies shared a common denominator: they afforded states and locali-
ties tremendous power and resources. 

         The controversial Sheppard- Towner Act of 1921 provided federal 
matching funds to incentivize states to develop programs that supported 
the health of mothers and babies. This funding was precariously con-
tingent upon state legislatures offi cially setting up their own Sheppard- 
Towner programs (Lemons  1969 ; Skocpol  1992 ). Connecticut, Illinois, 
and Massachusetts never did so, while Maine and Kentucky delayed until 
1927, just two years before Sheppard- Towner was repealed (Lemons 
 1969 ). Even among the states that complied, program design varied sub-
stantially (Lemons  1969 ). 

 Similar geographic disparities   emerged as a consequence of the Hill 
Burton Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 1946. By disseminating 
health resources through (unevenly distributed and inequitably funded) 
medical institutions tethered to particular geographic areas, this Act 
ensured that power remained solidly in the hands of state and local eco-
nomic elites (Fox  1986 ). 

 Finally, the Social Security Act of 1950 was intended to “broaden and 
liberalize Federal grants to the States” and it became the fi rst federal 
program to provide funds to states who were willing to pay health care 
providers for the care of welfare benefi ciaries (Cohen and Myers  1950 ; 
Sparer  1996 ). 

 Sheppard- Towner, Hill- Burton, and the 1950 Social Security 
Amendments all laid the foundation upon which Medicaid was built. 
A preference for localism buttressed by the institution of federalism made 
state and local power sacred political assets that any viable health care 
legislation had to abide in order to secure backing.          

  The Genesis and Development of Medicaid 

   In 1957, Rep. Aime Forand   (D- RI) introduced a plan for health insur-
ance that did not suffi ciently conform to this requirement: it promised to 
provide sixty days of hospitalization coverage and sixty days of nursing 
home coverage to  all  Americans over sixty- fi ve who qualifi ed for Social 
Security. Southern Democrats blocked the bill in committee, but Forand 
reintroduced it in 1960, this time with more political support. Roused 
by the growing strength of Forand’s coalition, the AMA mobilized the 
opposition and presented an alternative:    Senators Robert Kerr (D- OK) 
and Wilbur Mills (D- AK) sponsored the Kerr- Mills bill. This legislation 
provided matching grants to states for assisting very low- income elderly 
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persons. Congress passed Kerr- Mills in 1960, in part because its support-
ers wanted to undermine more comprehensive national plans (Hoffman 
 2012 ; Sparer  1996 ). 

 Unlike the (Forand) legislation that it was designed as an antidote to, 
Kerr- Mills did not apply to everyone eligible for Social Security, only to 
the very poor. And like its forbearers, it was largely the prerogative of 
the states. As the most proximate precursor to Medicaid, Kerr- Mills fore-
shadowed the implications of such a structure for geographic equity. By 
1962, forty- three states had expanded their coverage of the elderly poor 
and more were on the path to doing so. Though all of them were tapping 
into the same newly available funds, they were using those resources to 
develop “fi fty separate programs … with only mild similarities” (Engel 
 2006 : 37). Eligibility standards, family contribution levels, deductibles, 
co- payments, payment ceilings, and provider reimbursement rates all 
varied widely. In 1961, spending per benefi ciary ranged from $16 in 
Maryland to $353 in Pennsylvania (Engel  2006 : 37). By 1963, just fi ve 
states accounted for 90 percent of the Kerr- Mills money and less than 
1 percent of the elderly received benefi ts (Zelizer  2015 ). 

 In light of the many inadequacies of Kerr- Mills, liberals in Congress 
continued to push for the passage of major health care legislation to help 
senior citizens. In 1962, President Kennedy   attended a rally in Madison 
Square Garden with more than 17,000 people and made a speech to a 
national television audience of 20 million in defense of health care expan-
sion. Congressional conservatives were not swayed and Wilbur Mills, a 
fi scally conservative Democrat from Arkansas and the powerful longtime 
chair of the House Ways and Means Committee, refused to allow health 
care legislation to come up for a vote (Zelizer  2015 ). A stalemate over the 
issue continued until the landslide defeat of Republican presidential nom-
inee Barry Goldwater   at the hands of Lyndon Johnson in 1964. Goldwater 
had aligned himself with the AMA and staunchly opposed Medicare. 
Meanwhile, not a single incumbent who had supported Medicare (from 
either party) was voted out of offi ce in that election. Observers concluded 
that opposition to Medicare was not politically palatable (Zelizer  2015 ). 

 Perhaps even more consequentially, the 1964 election ushered in 
an 89th Congress with Democratic supermajorities in both chambers, 
emboldening liberal Democrats who were intent on passing Medicare 
and sobering Republicans who had previously opposed such a policy. 
Before long, the once formidable opponent of Medicare, Wilbur Mills, 
was working alongside health policy wonk Wilbur J. Cohen to plan a 
comprehensive policy that would provide medical aid to the needy. Mills 
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is credited with combining several legislative proposals that were fl oating 
around at the time to devise the now famous “three layer cake” structure   
of   Medicare:     Part A provided insurance for hospitalization, Part B for 
doctor’s visits, and Part C was an expansion of Kerr- Mills   (Zelizer  2015 ). 
Part C was ultimately called Medicaid.    

 When Title IX of the Social Security Act of 1964   created Medicaid, it 
met little fanfare (Oberlander  2003 ; Olson  2010 ). Kerr- Mills had been 
insignifi cant enough that there was no precedent to suggest that Medicaid 
would be an important program (Olson  2010 ; Zelizer  2015 ). Initially, 
Medicaid committed federal matching funds to states to create a medical 
program for low- income Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) 
benefi ciaries. The program was thus built directly on the two- tiered foun-
dation established during the New Deal era and positioned fi rmly in the 
lower tier, among policies that were targeted and state centered. By linking 
Medicaid eligibility to AFDC, the federal government left most decision- 
making power vested in the hands of states (given that states largely deter-
mined AFDC eligibility). The states set the terms of entry into Medicaid, 
allowing them to select the benefi ts that would be offered, decree how 
much health care providers would be compensated, and (discriminatorily) 
determine which groups would be covered (Cohen et al.  2015 ). 

 Despite initial rallying cries against Medicaid and some signifi cant 
foot dragging, states eventually realized how much they stood to gain (see 
 Figure 3.1 ).  4   By 1967, twenty- six states were on board with Medicaid. In 
the following two years, fi fteen more states were added.   Alaska held out 
until 1972 and Arizona   fought the change until 1982. This   state- by- state 
rollout meant that benefi ciaries’ ability to access   health care was largely 
dependent on where they lived. If an eligible person got sick in the wrong 
state during the wrong year, the consequences of policy fragmentation 
could be life altering.    

 In the more than fi fty years that have passed since Medicaid’s enact-
ment, it has become an “iconic [part] of the American social insurance 
system” (Cohen et al.  2015 : xii). Along the way, it has weathered a mul-
titude of storms: popular ambivalence toward its aims, hostile presiden-
tial administrations, sinking economic conditions, ballooning health care 
costs, massive welfare retrenchment, and more. Crucially, these tempests 
have been navigated in the waters of federalism, setting Medicaid on a tra-
jectory of increasing heterogeneity and inequity (Grannemann and Pauly 
 2010 ; Sparer  1996 ). To be sure, Medicaid has continually expanded and 
consistently helped millions upon millions of Americans. It represents a 
groundbreaking step forward in our national commitment to health care. 
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But the American health care story is not a simple, linear, or unequivo-
cally progressive tale. Even while recognizing the path- breaking value of 
Medicaid, we must concede that it has taken constant political struggle 
to keep the program alive. The political compromises spawned by that 
struggle have paved the way for geographic inequities. 

 Other scholars have already done the pivotal work of unearth-
ing Medicaid’s rich policy history, so I  will not repeat their efforts 
(Cohen et al.  2015 ; Engel  2006 ; Olson  2010 ; Smith  2008 ; Sparer  1996 ; 
Thompson  2012 ). I will, however, briefl y track the program through the 
lens of federalism to show how the seeds for place- based inequality were 
sown from the start, watered plentifully, and cultivated intently, even as 
Medicaid did much good in the lives of Americans (see  Table 3.1 ). The 
democratic implications of this are like the proverbial pink elephant in a 
small room: highly visible but scarcely acknowledged. 

 The political history of Medicaid encompasses four distinct policy eras 
(Sparer  1996 ; Thompson  2012 ). The fi rst spanned from the program’s 
beginning in 1965 to 1980. This was a time of relatively unhampered 
state discretion. States controlled AFDC eligibility and could therefore 
hold sway over Medicaid. AFDC had always exhibited massive variation 
across states so Medicaid followed suit. In the early days of the program, 
interstate variation proliferated in virtually every arena, from benefi ts to 
reimbursement. Even attempts to impose uniformity via broad federal 
mandates were weak. For example, all states were required to provide 
inpatient hospital services (a uniform standard), but they were free to 
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 Figure 3.1      Timeline of state Medicaid implementation  
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  Table 3.1      Medicaid Expansions in the 1980s  

 Original Enactment 
in 1965   

 •  Medicaid covers benefi ciaries of Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children; states have discretion 
over coverage of additional groups.   

 Social Security 
Amendments of 
1972 

 •  States must now cover Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) benefi ciaries (elderly, people with 
disabilities). 

 Omnibus 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1981 

 •  Repealed requirement that states pay Medicare 
hospital payment rates, but allowed states to make 
additional payments to disproportionate share 
hospitals (DSH) serving a disproportionate share of 
Medicaid and low- income patients. 

 •  Allowed states to pursue a Section 1915(c) HCBS 
waiver, which enabled them to cover home-  and 
community- based long- term care services for the 
elderly and individuals with disabilities at risk of 
institutional care. 

 Tax Equity and Fiscal 
Responsibility Acts 
of 1982 

 •  Allows states to extend Medicaid coverage to 
“Katie Beckett” children under age eighteen with 
disabilities requiring institutional care but living 
at home. 

 •  Allows states to impose nominal cost sharing on 
some benefi ciaries. 

 Defi cit Reduction Act 
of 1984 

 •  States must now cover children born after 
September 30, 1983, up to age fi ve, of AFDC- 
eligible families. 

 •  States must now cover AFDC- eligible fi rst- time 
pregnant women and pregnant women in two- 
parent unemployed families. 

 The Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1985 

 •  States must now cover all AFDC- eligible pregnant 
women. 

 Omnibus 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1986 

 •  Option for states to cover all pregnant women and 
children up to age fi ve with incomes at or below 
100 percent FPL. 

 Omnibus 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1987 

 •  Option for states to cover all pregnant women and 
infants with incomes at or below 185 percent FPL. 

 •  Option for states to cover children up to age eight 
with incomes below 100 percent FPL. 

 Medicare 
Catastrophic 
Coverage Act of 
1988 

 •  States must now phase in coverage of pregnant 
women and infants with incomes up to 100 percent 
FPL. 

(continued)
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limit how often benefi ciaries could utilize those services:  in Louisiana, 
the cap was fi fteen days per calendar year and in Florida, it was forty- fi ve 
days (Sparer  1996 : 38). The variation that existed with respect to optional 
services like dental, vision, and podiatry was even starker. States devel-
oped essentially different programs under the banner of a single federal 
funding source. Medicaid was  ex uno plures . The most notable depar-
ture from this in the pre- 1980s period was the requirement included in 
the 1972 Social Security Amendments that states provide Supplemental 
Security Income (SSI) benefi ciaries with Medicaid coverage. Still, the spe-
cifi c benefi ts that SSI benefi ciaries received was decided by the states. 

 The second era of Medicaid policy making was between the early 
1980s and 1992. These years were marked by increased federal inter-
vention. President Ronald Reagan was determined to cut and redesign 
Medicaid in ways that were an anathema to the states. Though Reagan 
failed to a large degree (his 1981 bid to convert Medicaid to a capped 
block grant was a fl op), his tenure put state governors and legislators 
on high alert. During this very same time, a string of national eligibility 
expansion options deftly coordinated by Congressman Henry Waxman 
(D- CA) pushed states to cover more pregnant women and children (see 
 Table 3.1 ). By the late 1980s and early 1990s, many of those options 
became mandatory. During this era, legislative and executive interven-
tions (or attempted interventions) from the national government served 
to mobilize state political elites, who neither wanted to lose Medicaid 
funding nor desired to be mandated to cover more people than they saw 
fi t. In the next (longer) stage of Medicaid’s political development, embat-
tled state legislators and governors had learned important lessons and 
they emerged as much more formidable actors in Medicaid politics. 

 Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1989 

 •  States must now cover pregnant women and 
children up to age six with incomes at or below 
133 percent FPL 

 •  States must now cover services offered at Federally 
Qualifi ed Health Centers. 

 Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act 
of 1990 

 •  States must now phase in coverage of children ages 
six through eighteen with incomes at or below 
100 percent FPL 

   Sources: Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured : “A Historical Review of How 
States Have Responded to the Availability of Federal Funds for Health Coverage” and 
“Medicaid: a Timeline of Key Developments”  

Table 3.1 (cont.)
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 The third stage of Medicaid politics, stretching from 1992 to 2008, 
was marked by the phenomenon of growing state power and height-
ened intergovernmental contention. By the mid- 1990s, a more active 
federal government coupled with steadily rising health care costs caused 
states to agitate for more fl exibility in Medicaid policy design. The apo-
gee of this struggle was when Republican governors and congressman 
came together and resolved to convert Medicaid from an entitlement 
(for which the federal government’s fi nancial obligation had no cap) to 
a block grant (with capped federal contributions and drastically loos-
ened federal oversight). The Republican- conceived Balanced Budget Act 
of 1995 (H.R. 2491) mandated a Medicaid block grant that threatened 
severe program cuts (Smith  2002 ). Insisting on “federalism not pater-
nalism,” advocates of this legislation sought to confer unprecedented 
authority over Medicaid to the states (Havemann and Goldstein  1995 ; 
Thompson  2012 ). Their efforts failed, in part because they were coupled 
with attempts to cut Medicare. Despite controlling both the House and 
the Senate, Republicans could not overcome the veto of President William 
Jefferson Clinton. Though Clinton was a “New Democrat” with centrist 
orientations toward social welfare policies, he could not abide the scale 
of retrenchment promised by H.R. 2491. Republicans proved unable to 
force his hand. The attempt to do so by shutting down the government 
backfi red when the tide of public opinion turned against   Newt Gingrich.    

   Most crucially, this episode set the stage for contentious struggles over 
the locus of power in Medicaid design and implementation. While block 
grants failed to pass muster, they were one weapon in an armory aimed 
at expanding state control. Some of those efforts won out. Most nota-
bly, Medicaid waivers became a key channel through which states wres-
tled for, in President Clinton’s words, “relief from a cumbersome process 
by which federal government had micromanaged the health care sys-
tem affecting poor Americans” (Friedman  1993 ; Thompson  2012 : 134, 
2015). From a state- centered perspective, waivers were the equivalent 
of having your cake and eating it too: expanded power over the design 
of state programs without sacrifi cing an uncapped funding commitment 
from the federal government (Thompson  2012 ). Beginning in the mid- 
1990s, states increasingly used waivers for a variety of purposes:  to 
expand eligibility, implement managed care, attempt private market ini-
tiatives, provide emergency response relief, expand family planning, and 
even make broad- based reforms to state health care systems (Schneider 
 1997 ; Thompson  2012 ). There is no single story about these waivers; 
sometimes they meant that Medicaid benefi ciaries would be getting more, 
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sometimes they necessitated belt- tightening (Thompson  2012 , 2015). 
Either way, waivers allowed states “to assume more control” in the health 
care policy process (Schneider  1997 : 89). 

 The fi nal stage of Medicaid development covers the presidency of 
Barack Obama,   from 2009 to 2017. Obama’s signature legislation, the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), instituted a wide 
range of reforms meant to move the country toward universal health 
coverage (Jacobs and Skocpol  2015 ). As expressed in Vice President Joe 
Biden’s infamous gaffe (which included more colorful language than 
I will use here), the ACA was a “big … deal.” Recall the history recounted 
in this chapter. Comprehensive health care provision in the United States 
has always been a steep, uphill climb. When Barack Obama took offi ce 
in 2009, he proceeded with laser- sharp focus in efforts to scale the moun-
tain of opposition that blocked his path to the goal of health care reform. 
He had many of the necessary tools to do so: Democratic majorities in 
both chambers, a public expecting to see signifi cant change, and a health 
care system that was in dire straits –  and getting worse by the day (Jacobs 
and Skocpol  2015 ). Still, in a highly polarized political environment (and 
with the futile hope of attaining bipartisan cooperation), Obama and the 
Democrats made many concessions. Most notably, the so- called public 
option –  to offer a government insurance plan that would directly com-
pete with private options for health insurance coverage –  was dropped 
from the ACA, despite Obama’s initial support for it (Halpin and Harbage 
 2010 ; Jacobs and Skocpol  2015 ). 

 In order to gain support for the ACA and achieve the policy out-
comes that they imagined, Democrats came to believe that Medicaid was 
a central conduit for expanding the number of Americans with health 
insurance. Accordingly, Medicaid expansion was a key component of the 
ACA. But in 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court threw a wrench in the plan. 
In a landmark decision,  National Federation of Independent Business  
v.  Sebelius , the court maintained that states could not be forced to accept 
the ACA’s Medicaid expansion. Framing the expansion as signifi cant 
enough to constitute a new program altogether, Chief Justice Roberts rea-
soned that it was beyond the purview of the federal government to coerce 
states into adopting one policy (Medicaid expansion) by threatening to 
defund another (traditional Medicaid). The court ultimately espoused the 
logic that “the shift in Medicaid policy was so enormous, and potential 
sanction of the loss of all federal funding for failure to comply with a new 
mandate was so onerous” that requiring expansion was unconstitutional 
(Rosenbaum and Westmoreland  2012 : 1666). 
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 The  Sebelius  decision fueled intergovernmental jostling. As the Obama 
administration pressed for a uniform expansion of coverage to  all  people 
below 138 percent of the FPL, the high court equipped states with the 
legal power to resist this move. Given the additional leverage for bargain-
ing, Medicaid waivers became even more prominent and state Medicaid 
programs grew as variable as they have ever been. A relatively simple and 
logical perspective on waivers is that they’re practically useful: they cre-
ate pathways for reform where none would otherwise exist. Whether and 
how waivers achieve the goals of health care reform remains to be seen, 
and given the alternative of no expansion at all, it is likely that Medicaid 
benefi ciaries in states that negotiated waivers are better off (though they 
are not necessarily better off than they would have been under traditional 
expansion). 

 Looking beyond the general valence of waivers, scholars have broadly 
considered their larger implications: whether they erode checks and bal-
ances by giving the executive branch primary gatekeeping power, whether 
they threaten the solvency of Medicaid as a single government program, 
and more (Bolton  2003 ; Gais and Fossett  2005 ; Thompson and Burke 
 2007 ). On the whole, however, the democratic consequences of prolifer-
ating geographic disparities encouraged by waivers remain unclear. As a 
further step in understanding this and related questions, I next consider 
the striking geographic differences that Medicaid benefi ciaries now con-
front as a result of the long legacy of federalism.    

  Contemporary Medicaid and Geographic 
Inequality 

 Given the historical policy development that I have described thus far, it 
should be no surprise that Medicaid –  though a vital and invaluable pro-
gram –  is presently a fragmented labyrinth that underwrites a dizzying 
array of disparate services. This has come to pass despite the concerns 
about geographic inequity that have existed since the inception of the 
program and steps taken to address them. From the beginning, states 
were given differing levels of assistance from the federal government 
such that poorer states got more money. This continues   today.  Figure 3.2  
shows the range of these disproportions. New  York State’s Medicaid 
costs   are matched at a rate of 50 percent whereas Mississippi has nearly 
75 percent of its costs federally subsidized.   This compensatory funding 
scheme speaks to policy makers’ recognition that states have distinct 
needs. Differential federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) match 
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rates     are designed to minimize geographic divergences. However, they 
have proven an inadequate tool in that regard, and the extent of policy- 
based dissimilarities in health resources has grown wide across a number 
of metrics.    

  Medicaid in the States: From the Cradle to the Grave 

 Medicaid policies shape the resources that citizens have access to at every 
stage: from birth, throughout life, and right down to death. This endows 
Medicaid   with an ethical force that speaks to the very nature of our pol-
ity. As Vice President Hubert Humphrey   powerfully articulated, “The 
moral test of a government is how that government treats those who are 
in the dawn of life –  the children; the twilight of life –  the elderly; and 
the shadows of life –  the sick, the needy, and the handicapped.” Medicaid 
brings this formulation into sharp relief because benefi ciary subgroups 
roughly map onto Humphrey’s stages, and states vary in their investment 
across such groups.       For example, some states spend much more than 
the national average on child enrollees, exhibiting noticeable generosity 
toward children. Other states spend comparatively little on children (and 

 Figure 3.2      Federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP) match rates (2017)  
  Source : This map (and the others in this chapter) is taken from the Henry J. Kaiser 
Family Foundation website. 
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more on other categories of enrollees).  Figure 3.3  shows the top fi ve and 
bottom fi ve states in terms of the percent of all Medicaid funds that are 
expended for child enrollees. At the top,   New Mexico spent 47 percent 
of all Medicaid funds on children (with 31  percent of children in the 
state living in poverty). At the bottom, New York spent 11 percent of 
Medicaid funds for children   (with 23 percent of children living in pov-
erty). Of course, the reasons for these patterns are complex, so we cannot 
draw strong conclusions from such descriptive data. Still, no matter the 
reasons, it is clear that states prioritize enrollee populations differently.   
The variation illustrated in  Figure 3.3  exists whether we highlight chil-
dren, adults, the elderly, or disabled people, and it does not always covary 
with poverty rates. As a result, benefi ciaries’ likelihood of being eligible, 
their ease of signing up, and their access to services are all tightly linked 
to their stage in life. Surveying Medicaid from a life course perspective, 
with an emphasis on federalism and inequality,   reveals persistent and 
distinct disparities.      

     On a       tour through the life of a Medicaid benefi ciary, we begin with 
birth. On average, 45 percent of all births in the United States are fi nanced 
by Medicaid. Childbearing is thus a major avenue through which preg-
nant women and young mothers (especially women of color) experience 
government (Bridges  2008 ). Yet this average conceals signifi cant subna-
tional disparities (see  Figure 3.4 ). For example, in 2010, Massachusetts   fell 
well below average, with only 26 percent of births fi nanced by Medicaid, 
while   Louisiana came in at a whopping 69 percent. It is beyond the scope 
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 Figure 3.3      Medicaid dollars spent on child enrollees (2011)  
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of this chapter to assay the reasons for this, but suffi ce it to say that the 
incidence of pregnant women relying on Medicaid for health care var-
ies dramatically by place. To the extent that Medicaid coverage during 
pregnancy affects the experience of democratic citizenship,  5     mothers in 
    Louisiana may be disadvantaged relative to mothers in Massachusetts for 
reasons that do not refl ect the core principles on which our polity is (or 
at the least, should be) grounded.    

 Pregnancy is hardly the only time in life when Medicaid proves cru-
cial.         One thing that my conversations with benefi ciaries made clear is that 
when there is an important medical need to be met, Medicaid shows its 
true colors. Four health arenas offer key examples:     dental,       vision, hear-
ing aids, and physical therapy. I  have not cherry- picked these services 
because they show unique variation befi tting this narrative. To the con-
trary, they illustrate patterns common to many services. Still, I select these 
areas because they involve health resources that are crucial for coping 
with everyday life and with the diffi culties that affect low- income people 
in especially devastating ways. In what follows, I  provide very specifi c 
details on state variation in each of these domains, not with the intention 
of inundating the reader with minutiae, but in hopes of conveying the con-
crete realities of federalism. From the perspective of a low- income adult 
with decaying teeth, cataracts, loss of hearing, or a bum leg, these are not 
irrelevant particulars. They are the stuff of daily life and for our purposes 
here, the tangible evidence of the failings or successes of state policies and 
the larger macro- institutions (like federalism) that enable them. As we will 
see in  Chapter 4 , optional services like dental and vision prove especially 
important because they are highly visible to Medicaid benefi ciaries and 
can therefore infl uence their evaluations of policy and politics.        

  Dental 

 Alabama,         South Carolina, Delaware, and Tennessee offer no dental cov-
erage to adults. All other states provide some services to adults, but to 
an assorted degree. In Arizona, dental coverage   is limited to emergency 
treatment by physicians for relief of pain and infection. The same is true 
for   Florida,   Illinois,   Kansas,   Mississippi,   New Hampshire, and many oth-
ers. At one pace ahead of their peers, North   Carolina, North   Dakota, 
  Ohio, Vermont,     Wisconsin, and   Wyoming additionally offer dental exams 
and/ or cleanings (but the precise number of exams covered per year var-
ies). More fl exibly, some states put a yearly cap on spending: $500 in 
  Arkansas, $1,000 in   Nebraska, $1,150 in   Alaska, $1,800 in   California, 
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and so on. Perhaps most notably, in addition to giving, states are also 
taking: twenty- two states require co- payments for adult dental services, 
ranging from 50¢ in Georgia to $7 in New Mexico and as much as 5 per-
cent of procedural costs in Florida.      

  Vision 

     A similar battery of differences exists for adult vision coverage. Nominally, 
every state covers ophthalmology services. Yet ten states do not include 
routine eye care in those services, only emergency medical procedures. 
Some states offer eye exams, but all states limit the number of such exams 
a benefi ciary can have:  one every two years in   Rhode Island, two per 
year in   Pennsylvania, etc. Again, twenty- nine states require co- payments. 
Benefi ciaries must pay co- pays ranging from $2   (Florida) to $3 (North 
  Carolina) and $7 (New   Mexico) per visit.   Idaho will allow such expenses 
to run as high as 5 percent of a benefi ciary’s total yearly income.  

  Hearing 

     Thirty- four states offer adult coverage for hearing aids.       Alabama, Arizona, 
Arkansas,   Colorado,   Delaware,   Maine, and   Pennsylvania are among 
those that do not. Yet, even for those that do, the terms of support look 
quite different from place to place. In   Indiana, you are only covered for 
one hearing aid every fi ve years, though no such limitation exists if you 
move across the border to   Illinois.   New Jersey will spend no more than 
$4,000 on your hearing aids, but a drive across the George Washington 
Bridge or through the Holland Tunnel takes you to a state   (New York) 
that imposes no such limit.   South Carolina will provide benefi ciaries with 
hearing aids only if they have diagnosed intellectual disabilities.   Utah will 
only do so if you’re a pregnant woman.  

  Physical Therapy 

 The landscape is similarly     spattered for adults living in poverty who 
might require physical therapy (PT). Seventeen states do not offer it at 
all. Among those that do, limits abound: in   Missouri, no PT unless you’re 
pregnant or blind. In   New Hampshire, any benefi ciary can have eighty 
PT sessions per year, though only in fi fteen- minute increments. In states 
like   Minnesota, Oregon,   and Tennessee,   what you get depends on which 
benefi ciary group you belong to (pregnant women, childless adults, etc.).  
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  End of Life Care 

   Even at the very end of life, Medicaid does not equalize its treatment 
across place. While nearly all states fund hospice care for elderly people 
who are dually eligible for Medicaid and Medicare, for non- elderly adults 
who are dying, only forty- two states support such services. Even among 
that large number, access depends upon whether benefi ciaries can afford 
a co- payment (in Florida, Missouri, Montana, and Oklahoma, for exam-
ple), whether they suffer from an illness on a particular “priority list” 
(Oregon), or whether they have qualifying emergency conditions (Utah). 
Since hospice is generally something that families coordinate, this is one 
phase of life when the quality of access to care can reach beyond the 
immediate benefi ciary to impact the ways that their loved ones vicari-
ously experience government   (Campbell  2015 ; Levitsky  2014 ; Michener 
 2017a ).  

  Proliferating Inequality 

 As I have made clear, Medicaid provides uneven and inconsistent access 
to policy benefi ts across     geographic space. The purpose of this book is to 
examine the politics produced by such an institutional backdrop, partic-
ularly with respect to the ideas and actions of policy benefi ciaries them-
selves. What I  fi nd (and relay in the proceeding pages) is that by dint 
of federalism, Medicaid policy produces  unequal politics  and deepens 
already yawning racial, class, and geographic disparities in the United 
States.   This is not an inherent, inevitable, or invariable outcome;  it is a 
systematic upshot of the institutional arrangements and social forces that 
prevail in American politics. 

       The continuing saga of Medicaid expansion offers an apt prima facie 
example. For many adults living in or near poverty, the battle for access 
to health care continued after passage of the ACA. Though the law 
dramatically reduced the number of uninsured Americans and allowed 
many previously ineligible adults to benefi t from Medicaid, it was 
fi ercely contested. By early 2017, nineteen states continued to reject the 
expansion of Medicaid (see  Figure 3.5 ). As a result, millions of low- 
income adults fell into a “coverage gap”: not poor enough to qualify 
for Medicaid, but too poor to take advantage of the ACA’s market sub-
sidies. Represented among the states that were unwilling to implement 
Medicaid expansion     were eight of the top eleven states with the largest 
share of the nation’s African- American population:   Alabama,   Florida, 
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  Georgia, Mississippi,     North Carolina,   South Carolina,   Tennessee, 
and   Virginia.  6   As a result, 56 percent of non- elderly uninsured adults 
who fell into the coverage gap were either   black or Latino   (Artiga, 
Stephens, and Damico  2015 ). Also represented among states that 
refused to expand were eight of the top eleven states with     the highest 
poverty rates:   Alabama, Florida,   Georgia,     Mississippi,   North Carolina, 
  Oklahoma,   Tennessee, and   Texas.  7   Because of federalism, the geo-
graphic constellation of access to Medicaid tethers health policy even 
more deeply to race and poverty.    

 Also crucial       is that       post- ACA Medicaid expansion has opened up space 
for even more geographic fragmentation. To induce states to expand, the 
federal government has granted several 1115 Waivers allowing them to 
signifi cantly alter the program requirements. Waiver- based expansions 
have occurred in Arizona, Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Montana, 
and New Hampshire.  8   In these states, expansion has taken very distinct 
forms: Medicaid coverage can happen via subsidies for private insurance, 
it may require co- pays or premiums, it can entail incentives for healthy 
behaviors, and it might deny benefi ciaries (previously standard) retroac-
tive coverage.    

  Table  3.2  provides information on the initial group of such waiv-
ers, but it is quite likely that more are coming down the pipeline. On 
November 8, 2016, Donald J. Trump was elected the forty- fi fth president 
of the United States. Across the political spectrum, his election raised 
many questions about the future of Medicaid. In a postelection inter-
view with Jake Tapper on CNN, Mike Pence, vice president- elect of the 

 Figure 3.5      Status of state Medicaid expansion (June 2017)  
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United States at the time, foreshadowed what the new administration 
was planning:

  I would anticipate that a part of what we will do is what the President Elect has 
called for during the course of the campaign, and that is … we’re going to develop 
a plan to block grant Medicaid back to the states so that the states can do exactly 
what Indiana  9   was able to do … states can innovate in Medicaid and it’s going to 
be part and parcel of our plan to replace Obamacare.  

  Presidents have signifi cant leverage for institutionalizing state heterogene-
ity and inequality in Medicaid policy. States are not blind to this fact. Not 
long after President Trump’s election, states began considering policies 
like drug testing Medicaid benefi ciaries (Wisconsin), imposing limits on 
the length of time benefi ciaries can be enrolled in Medicaid throughout 
their lives (Arizona), and requiring work or volunteer service for “able- 
bodied” adult benefi ciaries (Kentucky). In June 2016, Wisconsin sub-
mitted a waiver request that included drug- screening/ testing and work 
requirements.  10   If such policies are implemented, geographic disparities 
in the experiences of Medicaid benefi ciaries and the resources that they 
have access to will grow even wider.         

  Policy Inequities, Social Citizenship, and 
Political Capacity 

 The policy- based geographic health care inequities described earlier 
should prompt us to contemplate the democratic repercussions of feder-
alism in two respects.   First, we should think in terms of social citizenship 

 Table 3.2      State Medicaid 1115 Waivers  

  State    Premium 
Assistance 
for Private 
Insurance  

  Cost 
Sharing  

  Healthy 
Behavior 
Incentives  

  Premiums    No 
Retroactive 
Coverage  

  Arizona                    
  Arkansas  
  Indiana              
  Iowa  
  Michigan              
  Montana  
  New Hampshirere        

   Sources : Hinton et al. ( 2017 )   
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(Marshall  1950 ). This dimension of citizenship is about access to the 
material resources necessary to be a full and productive member of the 
polity. Dahl ( 2003 :  152) expresses the logic of social citizenship quite 
aptly, asserting that “In order to exercise the fundamental rights to which 
citizens in a democratic order are entitled –  to vote, speak, publish, pro-
test, assemble, organize, among others –  citizens must also possess the 
minimal resources that are necessary in order to take advantage of the 
opportunities and to exercise their rights.” Unequal access to the resources 
necessary to remain healthy is a refl ection of differentiated social citizen-
ship. The disparities relayed earlier in this chapter illustrate the contours 
of that differentiation in the realm of health care and are thus democrat-
ically consequential in their own right.   

 To go further, these inequities also directly implicate the  political  
dimensions of citizenship because they affect political attitudes and 
behavior. Among numerous processes that are explained in the pages 
that follow, a primary mechanism by which the distribution of Medicaid 
benefi ts is linked to political participation is through the experiences of 
benefi ciaries themselves.   Medicaid benefi ciaries recognize many of the 
unequal patterns that I have outlined. They are residentially mobile, 
they have friends and family who live in other states, they travel, and 
they perceive policy changes both within states (over time/ across the 
life cycle) and across states and localities. Moreover, their experiences 
provide knowledge that has political meaning. Medicaid benefi cia-
ries can spot politics at work; they can appreciate the ways their fate 
is intertwined with state power and policies.   Alice Wong, a disabil-
ity rights activist in her forties who has been a Medicaid benefi ciary 
since she turned eighteen, captured this in an op- ed she penned for the 
 New York Times :

  When you are disabled and rely on public services and programs, you face vul-
nerability every day. This vulnerability is felt in my bones and in  my relationship 
with the state . Fluctuations in the economy and  politics determine whether my 
attendants will receive a living wage and whether I’ll have enough services to 
subsist rather than thrive . The fragility and weakness of my body, I can handle. 
The fragility of the safety net is something I fear and worry about constantly.  11    

  Of course, as a former presidential appointee to the National Council on 
Disability, Alice Wong is well attuned to political dynamics. Nevertheless, 
her sentiments are not singular. Indeed, most of the benefi ciaries I inter-
viewed for this research confessed similar impressions.   Even those 
who admitted having little interest in politics experienced the tangible 
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consequences of Medicaid policy and discerned that their health care 
access (or lack thereof) was a result of politics.  12   When benefi ciaries can-
not receive health coverage out of state, or when the benefi ts they are 
offered fl uctuate over time, or when moving (across or within states) is 
diffi cult to coordinate without compromising access to medical care, they 
know that something is up and they attribute it to the government.  13   This 
means that federalism, as it is experienced on the ground, is relevant to 
democratic engagement and political participation.     

 The chapters to follow demonstrate more specifi cally that Medicaid 
benefi ciaries’ political capacity is infl uenced by salient policy experi-
ences enabled via federalism. These experiences affect views of govern-
ment and they are often (though not always) politically demobilizing. 
Federalism thus generates geographically differentiated political capac-
ities across benefi ciary populations. Recall that I defi ne political capac-
ity   as citizens’ ability or willingness to take political action relative to 
their positioning within the polity (political engagement in context). 
Political action includes voting, protesting, local activism, particu-
laristic demands upon government, and more. Capacity concerns the 
relational fi eld in which such action occurs and thus links political 
behavior to one’s place in a political structure (Soss and Jacobs  2009 ). 
Capacity captures how institutional contexts shape micro- political 
relations. This goes beyond the traditional contextual effects literature 
to consider how pivotal political forces like federalism affect the bonds 
between place and politics. 

   The trouble with federalism as identifi ed here is not simply that it 
subsidizes geographic inequality. It is part and parcel of politics that 
some groups benefi t from certain institutional arrangements, while 
others are disadvantaged. That is neither unusual nor (necessarily) 
unsettling. The dilemma arises when institutions systematically and 
consistently encumber particular groups (e.g., people living in poverty, 
African- Americans, residents of certain states or regions). When that 
happens, as is often the case with federalism, then policy makers and 
ordinary Americans should consider what such institutional arrange-
ments mean for citizenship and democracy. Though legal scholars 
have contemplated these matters and pointed out the possibilities that 
federalism holds for empowering those who are marginalized, care-
ful empirical study of political participation in the context of feder-
alist distributional inequalities is not yet part of the scholarly record 
(Gerken  2012 ). I take on precisely that task with the hope of spurring 
a discourse focused on hard, but critical questions. For policy makers, 
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this might mean explicitly considering how block granting, state policy 
waivers, and similar strategies bear upon democratic inclusion. For 
everyday people, it means asking how closely yoked geography and 
access to vital economic/ political resources should be, and whether a 
strong nexus between the two comports with the national ideals many 
Americans purport to hold dear.      
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 State Policy and Political Mis(Education)     

  In January 2015, Mike Pence,   then the governor of Indiana, announced 
that his state would extend Medicaid to everyone living below 138 percent 
of the federal poverty line. Following the prescriptions of the ACA,   the 
Healthy Indiana Plan   pledged to insure an additional 350,000 low- income 
people, but there were a few caveats. As a Republican eager to distance 
himself from “Obamacare,” Pence proudly touted the modifi cations that 
Indiana   would make to the program. Benefi ciaries would be required to 
pay monthly premiums amounting to 2 percent of their household income. 
Those unable or unwilling to pay would only be eligible for downgraded 
coverage (which excluded dental and vision and required co- payments up 
to $75). Moreover, benefi ts could be suspended for up to six months as a 
penalty for nonpayment. In Governor Pence’s sanguine view, this reform 
would prompt people to “take greater ownership of their health care.” 
Looking beyond Indiana, critics decried a more worrisome outcome:  a 
“many- headed Medicaid” marked by different standards in different 
states and spawning increasing inequality across the nation (Sanger- Katz 
 2015 ). In  Chapter 3 , I sketched a portrait of precisely such a landscape 
(historically and contemporarily). In this chapter, I investigate the demo-
cratic consequences of Medicaid policy fragmentation by examining how 
state policy disparities bear upon benefi ciaries’ political behavior. 

  Medicaid, Federalism, and Policy Feedback 

   For more than two decades, scholars have marshaled robust evidence 
that policies affect citizens’ political behavior (Bruch, Ferree, and Soss 
 2010 ; Campbell  2003 ,  2012 ; Mettler  2005 ; Pierson  1993 ; Soss  1999 , 
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 2000 ; Weaver and Lerman  2010 ). Such research has shown that the 
structure and design of government programs can infl uence civic and 
political participation   by channeling resources, generating interests, and 
shaping interpretive schemas (Béland  2010 ; Campbell  2012 ; Mettler and 
Soss  2004 ; Pierson  1993 ; Schneider and Ingram  1993 ). Though impres-
sive in range and depth, most studies of policy feedback have paid little 
attention to subnational differences in policies.  1   

 More generally, theories of policy feedback provide useful but indeter-
minate guidance about the micro- political effects of Medicaid. Much of 
the literature implies that as a means- tested program, Medicaid is likely 
to depress the political participation of those who enroll (Campbell  2012 ; 
Mettler  2002 ; Mettler and Stonecash  2008 ; Soss  1999 ). However, Medicaid 
has fared well in the court of public opinion and years of research confi rm 
that it is less stigmatized than other means- tested programs (Campbell 
 2015 ; Cook and Barrett  1992 ; Grogan and Patashnik  2003 ; Howard  2006 ; 
Stuber and Kronebusch  2004 ). Moreover, burgeoning scholarship exam-
ining the short- term aggregate participatory effects of recent Medicaid 
expansions has found an increased likelihood of districtwide and county-
wide voting in the wake of coverage expansions (Clinton and Sances  2017 ; 
Haselswerdt  2017 ). However, though the immediate positive effects of  cov-
erage expansion  may indicate an electorate that is responsive to major pol-
icy changes, such effects do not speak to the more enduring consequences 
of the  experiences  that emerge from actually using Medicaid. In short, cov-
erage effects are quite distinct from the  experiential  effects of policy utiliza-
tion. To date, political scientists have only probed the former.  2   Altogether, 
the research record does not offer a clear and comprehensive view of the 
effect of Medicaid on individual- level political participation. 

 Perhaps paradoxically, I seek to further complicate this literature by 
suggesting that uncovering Medicaid’s broad political effects is a less 
pressing task than understanding how those effects are geographically 
distributed. There is no uniform Medicaid program. Each state runs its 
own program and (as I detailed in  Chapter 3 ) they vary substantially. We 
should therefore approach overly expansive assessments of Medicaid’s 
policy feedback processes with some trepidation.    

  Medicaid and Political Participation: 
Theorizing beyond the General 

 I began this research with a very general question: how do experiences 
with Medicaid affect political behavior? I then embarked on a series of 
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in- depth interviews with benefi ciaries. At that point, I knew enough to 
deduce that since Medicaid was a federal- state program, I should inter-
view benefi ciaries in a range of places. This was a commonsense intuition 
about case selection,   but I originally put little theoretical emphasis on 
geography. Instead, I was searching for a general theory of the Medicaid- 
to- politics link. Then I began talking to people. One of the fi rst benefi cia-
ries I spoke to was John, whom I introduced in  Chapter 1 . John perceived 
stigma in relying on Medicaid and sometimes had negative bureaucratic 
interactions. Though he had a chronic debilitating illness, John was a 
young (in his thirties) white man who at times appeared healthy, and he 
believed that this aroused suspicions among bureaucrats:

  I’ve had a few instances where they [caseworkers], I know I was just looked at 
differently because I am a male and I think it was more or less the women, you 
know; I hate to say that, but dealing with what I’ve dealt with, like when an older 
woman if I’m assigned to her [as a caseworker] she just looks me up and down 
and I kind of, I kind of look better [health wise] than I am you know.  

  This subtle invocation of stigma was not surprising given that Medicaid is a 
means- tested public program (Mettler  2002 ; Mettler and Stonecash  2008 ). 
In addition, John mentioned administrative burdens and negative evaluations 
of caseworkers (Burden et al.  2012 ; Moynihan, Herd, and Harvey  2014 ):

  As far as like the caseworkers and the paperwork … all the caseworkers quit all 
the time and they’re sick of dealing with everybody, and everybody hates each 
other; it’s been just like a circus, like a zoo … the paperwork is fi ll this out, come 
here, and then you know, home inspections, they come to my house and I have to 
have my doctors fi ll this out, and it’s yeah, it’s been getting pretty rough.  

  Near the end of the interview, John noted that he did not believe Medicaid 
benefi ciaries have much power: “No, I don’t think that we are going to 
change anything as patients.” He also admitted that he made little invest-
ment in electoral politics:

  I have listened to a few speeches or whatever on TV and I honestly can’t tell you 
anything about what they support or if they are Democrat or Republican … I am 
not involved and I know I probably should be.  

  Coming early in the research process, my conversation with John sig-
naled some of what I surmised dampened Medicaid benefi ciaries’ politi-
cal participation: stigma and negative interactions with state government. 
However, John’s narrative also contained elements that I had not antic-
ipated: a declaration that he was “married” to Michigan medically and 
an account of an attempt to move to Arizona that was foiled by the 
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impossibility of getting equivalent Medicaid benefi ts there. I was espe-
cially struck by how profoundly this cross- state limitation seemed to 
drive John’s sense of his life prospects:

  I guess that’s pretty much the boat I’m in now. I’m just, I’m not where I want to 
be, but you know, I guess beggars can’t be choosers, and I try to tell myself, you 
know, I’ll also live on Mars the second I have to and you’re just going to do what 
you got to do and it’s just not very fun, but okay unless something changes you 
know … if they did like a federal insurance and everybody had their insurance 
card regardless of who we are, where you are, I  think it would solve a lot of 
problems for people, but I don’t think that’s going to happen … being a man, you 
know and being older and being like, just knowing that you’re never going to bet-
ter yourself … in that sense it’s been hard … seeing other family and friends and 
they’re able to move on … you know it is tough. You know, it’s hard to, I mean 
I’ve accepted it a long time ago because it is what it is and I’ve always known that 
you know, that’s just how it is.  

  After talking to John, I had a hunch that Medicaid’s policy feedback pro-
cess was in some ways akin to that of other means- tested programs, but 
I was not clear about the role of geography. I kept this in the back of my 
mind, but did not yet perceive it as central. 

 Going forward, my qualitative research took me to Florida, Georgia, 
Idaho, New York, and more. Across all of these places, Medicaid bene-
fi ciaries continued to describe their experiences in terms of stigma and 
negative bureaucratic interactions.   In  Table 4.1 , I offer just a few illus-
trations. Enumerating everything relevant that came up in the interviews 
would take too many pages, but these examples are refl ective of the 
kinds of statements that generally emerged in my conversations with 
benefi ciaries. 

 Given the proliferation of such attitudes, I  developed the general 
hypothesis (which I provide quantitative evidence for later in this chap-
ter) that the individual- level relationship between Medicaid enrollment 
and political participation would be negative   (H1). Comparing benefi -
ciaries to similarly situated non- benefi ciaries, I expected that the former 
would be less likely to participate in politics because of their stigmatized 
identities as policy benefi ciaries and their negative interactions with gov-
ernment bureaucrats.    

 By the   conclusion of my interviews, however, I was not as interested 
in this general hypothesis as I was intrigued by the stark surfacing of 
something that I  did not expect:  vast geographic heterogeneity in the 
policy experiences Medicaid benefi ciaries recounted. It was the obser-
vation of such discrepancies that led me to contemplate the relevance of 
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federalism and to theorize beyond a general Medicaid- to- politics link. 
Instead, I redirected my focus to the reasons why Medicaid benefi ciaries’ 
interpretations of government and politics seemed especially dependent 
on where they lived. In making this theoretical shift, I heeded the encour-
agement of Mettler and Soss ( 2004 : 64), who suggested that scholars 
could enrich the study of policy feedback by recognizing that “policy- 
based resources may have very different political effects … clients in a 
single public program, for example, may draw different lessons from 
their encounters.” In what follows, I demonstrate that state context is 
one avenue through which divergent lessons can be conveyed to benefi -
ciaries in the same program.  

  Table 4.1      Qualitative Descriptions of Stigma and Bureaucratic 
Interactions  

  Stigma    
  Terrie : “It’s demeaning, you know; the process is extra- extensive, long.” 
  Louisa : “You feel embarrassed.” 
  Ahmad : “They treat us like we are stupid animals; we don’t know anything … 

This is what I feel … I feel like shit. I feel like I’m nothing, because when you 
are in Medicaid, they do whatever. You have to be on their rules.” 

  Daphne : “I think it does come with a negative stigma. Like they talk about it 
at school in economics and stuff, just in my business classes, and just hearing 
my classmates talk about it.” 

  Administrative Burden/ Negative Bureaucratic Interactions  
  Roxy : “It’s a lot of paperwork. You have to have a physical, you have to have 

proof of your pregnancy … You have to have proof of your income. You 
have to have your bills, how much you spend per your paycheck.” 

  Dani : “It’s a lot of work. They make it a lot of work. They want to see 
everything. They want to make sure that you really qualify for what they’re 
offering. So it’s a lot of work.” 

  Kay : “I distinctly remember taking the binder … they gave us a binder and 
said, ‘Start working on this.’ And it was the Medicaid application, and it was 
so complex and there were so many pages, and I was like, it can’t be this 
diffi cult.” 

  Nessa : “And they[’re] so rude and nasty; that’s why I try not to come up to 
them ‘cause they are rude and they’re nasty … I just hate it and so I try not to 
go up there.” 

 Katrina: “The people [who] are working in these offi ces … there’s sometimes a 
respect issue, and there’s sometimes just a –  I don’t know. When I say it felt 
like they were stupid, part of that is coming from a place of real frustration, 
and part of it is just the way they talked, which was irritating to me because 
it felt like the future of my health is in your hands right now, so don’t talk to 
me like this.” 
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  A Political Learning Approach 

     I begin with qualitative underpinnings for my arguments. The case study 
data used in this book are based on sixty- one in- depth interviews with 
forty- fi ve Medicaid benefi ciaries and sixteen key stakeholders.  3   To some-
one who is unfamiliar with qualitative methods, a quick reaction to these 
numbers may be to think, “What can you really learn from talking to 
61 people?” The answer is that you can learn a lot. The value of these 
interviews was not in the number of cases. The goal of the qualitative 
component of this work was depth, not breadth. Neither achieving rep-
resentativeness nor obtaining a massive “sample” were my focus. Instead, 
I engaged in close, detailed conversation with benefi ciaries in an effort to 
acquire a more rich understanding of their experiences and interpreta-
tions of Medicaid policy. Those conversations yielded vital insights and 
are especially signifi cant given the glaring absence of Medicaid benefi cia-
ries’ voices from much of the research attempting to explain outcomes in 
their lives.  4   

 The interview cases   were purposively selected with the goal of achiev-
ing a range on the basis of race, gender, and geography (Yin  2003 ). 
Among the benefi ciaries I interviewed, 82 percent were women, 42 per-
cent were African- American, and 16 percent were Latino. They hailed 
from thirteen states and represented a variety of regions within those 
states   (urban, rural, and suburban).  5   The interviews were audio recorded, 
transcribed, and thematically coded.  6   Analyses of the resulting transcripts 
uncovered the ideas that ground my understanding of the heterogeneity 
of Medicaid’s micro- political effects. In light of a dearth of knowledge 
about the experiences of Medicaid benefi ciaries, and given research indi-
cating that perceptions are an important mechanism through which geo-
graphic context affects political participation, it was fi tting to center the 
views of benefi ciaries as a starting point (Michener  2013 ). Still, I resist 
making strong causal claims based solely on the interviews. Instead, 
I leverage the qualitative data as one form of important evidence to gain 
clarity on the processes that shape Medicaid benefi ciaries’ political lives 
and to develop focused quantitative models (Auerbach and Silverstein 
 2003 ; Small  2011 ). 

 The interview data corroborate and extend the political learning 
approach advanced by Joe Soss ( 1999 ,  2000 ). In   explaining the relation-
ship between welfare receipt and political involvement, Soss’ framework 
emphasizes the actual experience of receiving benefi ts. The core logic is 
that salient interactions with the government convey important political 
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lessons. Critically, policy experiences and their corresponding lessons 
differ by design. Soss ( 1999 ,  2000 )  fi rst focuses on the broad distinc-
tion between means- tested and non- means- tested designs, arguing that 
the former teach welfare benefi ciaries to view government in ways that 
undermine external political effi cacy and thereby dampen participation. 
In later work, Bruch, Ferree, and Soss ( 2010 ) look beyond the means- 
testing dichotomy to differentiate between paternalistic (cash assistance), 
bureaucratic (public housing), and incorporating (Head Start) means- 
tested policy designs. 

 Building on these insights, I  consider heterogeneity  within  a sin-
gle means- tested program (Medicaid) based on variation across states. 
I argue that 1) the adequacy; and 2) the capriciousness of material ben-
efi ts are crucial purveyors of differential policy- based learning. More 
specifi cally, benefi ciaries consistently highlighted two imperative polit-
ical lessons:  that government lacked the resources to meet even basic 
needs (inadequacy), and that government could not reliably provide ben-
efi ts (capriciousness). Having become sensitized to these shortcomings, 
Medicaid benefi ciaries were generally unenthusiastic about the primary 
means of infl uencing government: politics. Most crucially, since the ade-
quacy and capriciousness of Medicaid resources vary by state, these polit-
ical learning mechanisms produce geographically differentiated effects.     

  A View from Policy Benefi ciaries: Learning Government 

Inadequacy and Capriciousness 

     Nearly every interviewee I  spoke to initially said positive things about 
Medicaid, echoing a recent Gallup poll showing that 76  percent of 
Medicaid benefi ciaries   are “satisfi ed” with how the health care system 
is working for them (Searing  2014 ). They described Medicaid as “awe-
some,” “great,” “a lifesaver,” and so on. Willy, a man in his late thirties 
who had had a heart attack when he was twenty- fi ve and had been on 
Medicaid ever since, illustrates benefi ciaries’ most general evaluations: “I 
have been poor my whole life, and without Medicaid I would be sick, 
homeless, and dead probably … so I would just say that I think Medicaid 
is great.” Similarly, Christy, a fi fty- year- old mother of eight, declared, 
“I am blessed to have Medicaid … I am satisfi ed to the utmost.” Willy, 
Christy, and many others might have given Medicaid eight, nine, or even 
ten points on a ten- point scale. But at the slightest probing, more thor-
ough descriptions of the program often pivoted to perceptions of inad-
equacy and capriciousness. Take Willy, for example; despite his overall 
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satisfaction, he struggled with getting transportation to and from the 
local Medicaid offi ce and did not understand why Michigan could not 
cover transportation services. Likewise, though Christy stressed her bless-
ings, she later explained that with Medicaid:

  There are some things you can get [and] some things you can’t, like glasses; I can’t 
see. You know they say go to the dollar store and get some reading glasses … but 
now my eyes are getting worse and worse. Medicaid told me that I can get a free 
eye examination, but not glasses.  

  Accounts like this were common. Efrain’s experience underscores as 
much. In 2011, Efrain enrolled in Florida’s Medicaid program. The cov-
erage he was given proved a godsend. He was fi nally able to see doctors 
and was eventually diagnosed with diabetes. As a result, his “opinion of 
Medicaid [was] very positive.” He explained that “the access in many 
cases is very good  … so I  haven’t had a problem  … everyone is very 
nice.” Despite these positive assurances, before long Efrain mentioned 
his disappointment that in recent years Florida had cut back on dental 
coverage: “I miss the Medicaid when there is none, like in the case of 
the dental program, which is very reduced –  they never give you any-
thing, basically.” Efrain also discussed program changes that happened in 
2013.  7   Around that time, making appointments with specialists (like his 
urologist) became much more diffi cult and fi lling prescriptions became 
a burdensome task. Efrain recalled that for the fi rst time at that point, 
Medicaid would not cover his prescription costs. His pharmacist realized 
that a medication was being refused because the program had recently 
stopped covering treatments for ear problems. To circumvent this, the 
pharmacist gave Efrain the precise same prescription –  but for his eyes. It 
turned out that the same drugs could be used to treat either eyes or ears. 
So the pharmacist put in a prescription for eye care, but instructed Efrain 
to use it for his ears. While Efrain appreciated the ingenious solution, he 
was struck by Florida’s seemingly arbitrary coverage parameters. 

 This kind of epiphany was par for the course among Medicaid ben-
efi ciaries. Kay –  a mother of four whose youngest son, Brian, was born 
prematurely and with severe disabilities –  relayed an especially arresting 
story. At the time we spoke, Kay was the director of nursing at a health 
care facility and her husband was also a working professional. When 
Brian was born, Kay and her family had private health insurance and 
Brian was covered under it. But his health care expenses began skyrock-
eting immediately. Kay noted that his “NICU  8   stay, just the bed alone, 
not counting any of the doctors’ visits or surgeries or medications or 
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anything, just for the bed, was $532,000.” When Brian’s numerous health 
conditions were diagnosed, his nurses immediately encouraged Kay to 
sign him up for Medicaid. Had Brian not qualifi ed, Kay and her hus-
band’s middle- class income would not have been suffi cient to pay for the 
many medical needs not covered by their private insurer. Not only did 
Kay know this, she was acutely aware of the seemingly arbitrary terms 
of Brian’s eligibility:

  We fi lled out all of that paperwork and then Brian was in the neonatal intensive 
care unit for four months. So what we then learned was there were different kinds 
of technicalities for a child to automatically qualify for Medicaid if they’re born 
prematurely, so born at thirty- one weeks or less and weighing two pounds, ten 
ounces or less automatically qualifi ed. So Brian was born at thirty- one weeks and 
he weighed two pounds, ten ounces.  So by the grace of God , he automatically 
qualifi ed for that, which ended up being –  he ends up costing about a million 
dollars a year in health care costs. Yeah, he averages about a million dollars a 
year (emphasis mine).  

  In Kay’s view, it was only  by the grace of God  that her family dodged the 
bullet of being saddled with impossible health care costs. When I asked 
her what would have happened had Brian been born at  thirty- two  weeks 
or weighed two pounds,  eleven  ounces, she noted that “there are a lot 
of parents who fall into that gap and end up paying –  have to pay that 
off, because their private insurance doesn’t cover it.” Only “grace” had 
allowed her family to avoid this disastrous policy gap. Still, she was 
exceedingly grateful because Medicaid saved Brian’s life. 

 Ultimately, the simple story of high “consumer satisfaction” proved 
misleadingly superfi cial. Benefi ciaries were appreciative for what 
Medicaid provided, and such gratitude was apparent in their general 
evaluations of the program. At the same time, they were painfully aware 
of what Medicaid  did not  provide and perceptively mindful of the arbi-
trary and shifting boundary lines between provision and non- provision. 

 Note that lessons about adequacy and capriciousness did not emerge 
from the sheer weight of poverty (i.e., I am poor, therefore I just do not 
think the government is doing enough for me), but were instead connected 
to specifi c (usually geographically rooted) policy experiences. Attesting to 
this, benefi ciaries from a wide range of backgrounds expressed similar 
and consistent sentiments. Approximately 30 percent of the people I inter-
viewed were, like Kay, from otherwise middle- class backgrounds. They 
relied on Medicaid for a variety of reasons (a chronic illness, a recent job 
loss), but they lived in middle- class neighborhoods, grew up with parents 
who were professionals (and/ or were professionals themselves), and had 
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little experience with traditional welfare. Nonetheless, when these bene-
fi ciaries found themselves navigating Medicaid, they were still attuned to 
a lack of resources and dependability. Altogether, Medicaid benefi ciaries 
across a range of race, class, and gender categories regularly expressed 
that government was inadequate and capricious (though to different 
effect, which I discuss in subsequent chapters). 

 Perhaps most vitally, benefi ciaries shrewdly related these cognitions to 
politics. Angie, for example, spent much of our interview detailing all of 
the diffi culties she had with Medicaid in Michigan. When I asked her if 
those experiences had anything to do with politics, she quickly declared, 
“Yes, it has a lot to do with politics … I don’t think the average everyday 
working person really can infl uence politics much … I don’t do politics.” 
Will was resigned to the fact that “if they are going to make cuts, there 
is not much that people [can] do about it but accept it.” Darius lamented 
his intermittent ineligibility for Medicaid and chalked it up to “politics,” 
which he then described as “like a double- edged sword. I mean it helps 
and then it is also dangerous too … it requires a lot.” Likewise, Efrain 
thought that politics was “very important … because it changes things,” 
but he suspected that Medicaid benefi ciaries had “very little infl uence” 
in politics. When I asked Kay about how her experiences with Medicaid 
shaped her views of politics, she conveyed a deep sense of cynicism:

   Me:      Do you think your experiences with Medicaid have changed anything in 
terms of the way you view politics … has it shaped your thoughts about poli-
tics, your feelings?  

   Kay:      It has brought to light the dirty side of it and that it’s corrupt, and that this 
battle in Iowa, when it comes down to it, isn’t about what is best for Iowans; 
it’s a political game. That’s all it is. This is an election year, and the political 
game is disgusting, it’s fi lthy, it’s unethical. It’s  House of Cards  dirty. That’s 
what makes me sick, is that if people only knew that the intentions are not 
pure, what’s driving this is greed in politics. It’s dirty. And that is just disgusting.  

Again and again benefi ciaries proffered perspectives on the connec-
tions between politics and Medicaid, linking the program’s capricious-
ness and inadequacy to perceptions of political disempowerment. While 
a small handful reacted to such perceptions by delving more deeply into 
policy advocacy (like Kay, whose advocacy I discuss in  Chapter 7 ), most 
responded with distrust and disengagement. Even the engaged benefi cia-
ries viewed themselves as exceptions rather than the rule. Instructively, 
when Kay “changed hats” in our conversation, shifting from centering 
on her experiences as the mother of a benefi ciary to her role as a nurse, 
she acknowledged that “if you put it on my nurse hat  … managing 
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people and caring for [benefi ciaries] … I don’t see people advocating for 
themselves or even taking politics seriously.”       

  Medicaid and Political Participation: A 
Qualitative View of State Heterogeneity 

       Even as benefi ciaries stressed capriciousness and inadequacy, geographic 
positioning was central to their narratives. Remember Terrie from the fi rst 
chapter? I began my interview of her with the open- ended question: “Tell 
me a little about yourself.” In response, she noted “the difference between 
state to state with Medicaid and what it offers and the programs and 
how consistent they are.” Like Terrie, nearly every benefi ciary referred to 
Medicaid in state or local terms, and many enumerated specifi c aspects 
of state programs. Lucy, describing her former state of residence, insisted 
that “in Mississippi,   they’re still behind time … it’s who you know; it’s 
not what you need.” Lydia relayed that “in New York,   assistance is easier 
to get than out here in Georgia.”   Riley contemplated moving away from 
Iowa   to get better mental health services.   Frank too confessed that only 
his penury kept him in Florida   where Medicaid was paltry. Again, Kay 
was an uncommon but important example: her family actually did move 
from Iowa to Minnesota, leaving behind middle- class jobs and a home 
they owned in order to access the superior Medicaid benefi ts Minnesota 
promised to offer Brian.  9   Kay more generally connected this move with 
another life- altering experience of Medicaid’s geographic variation:

  You know, after our son was born, we looked at moving to Tennessee   because my 
parents live there and we would have had a home to live in that we wouldn’t have 
had to pay for, just so that they were close by to help us. But they [Tennessee] 
don’t have a waiver program, so the only way our son would have been able to 
get Medicaid was if we lived under the poverty line, so then we wouldn’t work. 
Well then if I didn’t work, I wouldn’t be in homecare, and it was like, that makes 
no sense. And so I kept going around and around and basically learned there was 
no winning there. So we couldn’t move there for our family to help us [but] we’re 
actually going to be moving to Minnesota here in another month because … their 
Medicaid is set up and designed and run better, so when this MCO thing came 
to light [in Iowa] … it became a very easy decision to go. I don’t have to fi ght 
anymore. Screw it, let’s go. And so we’re moving.  

  Kay was made painfully aware of which states had “waiver programs” 
that would allow disabled children in middle- class families to qualify for 
Medicaid. The lack of such a program in Tennessee   prevented her from 
moving there to live near her parents during a time of dire need. But even 
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in Iowa, where Brian benefi ted from a waiver policy, there was a new 
“MCO thing.” MCO is an acronym for “Managed Care Organization.”   
Iowa had recently decided to transition from a state- run Medicaid pro-
gram to a managed- care model that would put the administration of 
Medicaid in the hands of private entities contracted by the state. The 
privatization of Medicaid was a problem for Kay largely because of the 
unpredictability of the upcoming transition to managed care:  it was 
unclear what changes there would be to coverage, whether Brian’s doc-
tors would be included in coverage networks, and whether he would have 
to get special authorizations before he could receive care. Kay found this 
capriciousness unbearable and it was eventually the fi nal straw that led 
her family to migrate to Minnesota. 

 While Kay’s case is unique, I found that even when benefi ciaries had 
not moved much from state to state, they had friends, family, and social 
contacts who enabled them to compare experiences. Brianna, for exam-
ple, lived in upstate New York   for most of her life, but her two sisters 
and mother were also on Medicaid. Brianna’s mother recently migrated 
southward to Kentucky   and managed to enroll in Medicaid there. She 
subsequently told Brianna all about how much less generous Medicaid 
benefi ts were in Kentucky. When Brianna and her mother contrasted the 
specifi cs of their state Medicaid programs, both women gained an entry 
point for understanding cross- state policy differences. Many of the other 
benefi ciaries I  spoke to described a similar dynamic. When asked how 
they thought Medicaid differed across states, nearly all of them offered 
details based either on their own experiences or on those of someone they 
were close to. 

 States are the teachers that draft the curriculum on which policy ben-
efi ciaries’ political learning     is based. People learn experientially about 
the inadequacy and capriciousness of their states’ Medicaid policy. In 
particular, benefi ciaries’ narratives frequently highlighted four issues: 1) 
benefi t expansions; 2)  benefi t contractions; 3)  the scope of services 
offered; 4) administrative capacity. Accordingly, these are the variables 
that I expect to be associated with political behavior among benefi ciaries. 
In what follows, I draw on examples from interviews to delineate hypoth-
eses related to each factor.       

  Benefi t Contraction or Expansion 

       Changes in the benefi ts covered by Medicaid make a strong impression 
on people who rely on the program. Trajectory is especially important 
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because the status quo becomes more visible once it is altered. When 
people who were once unable to visit the doctor are now able to do so, 
they are more liable to develop positive views of government even if they 
previously felt negatively, and vice versa. Shana, a young woman from 
Michigan,   ardently maintained that “I love Medicaid because … it helps 
low- income families that can’t afford insurance.” She then followed up 
that sentiment with an observation that “the policy is changing … mak-
ing it hard for anyone to pretty much go to a doctor, just to get a general 
pap exam or any kind of exam.” Across several years, she could chart a 
process of retrenchment, recalling a downward trend that worried her. 
Most vitally, she directly implicated politics, declaring that “politics is 
what matters the most … if you need services that you can’t afford, like 
Medicaid.” Likewise, John observed:

  Over the past few years, it’s kind of becoming more of a struggle, you know. 
I think the state, they’re cutting back on a lot of benefi ts for people and they’re 
trying to make it harder and harder to where you just give up and you just feel 
like, well, I don’t want to do that or it’s not worth it to me, and they, you know, 
they fi gure if we can eliminate 10 people out of 100 that applied, you know, 
there’s savings for the state and all that. I understand that, that there is no money 
and there’s no, it’s not a lot of help … again the past couple of years, I kind of 
don’t know what changed; it’s probably just like a budget issue, but I’ve run into 
a problem … I’ve got a feeding tube and they don’t want to pay for the formula 
anymore, they don’t want to pay … And the dietician is even fi ghting like tooth 
and nail and the doctor is saying, “he needs so many calories, you know, he’s 
underweight, he’s sick, he’s blah, blah, blah,” but they just have this category in 
their head.  

  John connected benefi t retractions to the state he lived in (Michigan)   and 
identifi ed inadequate resources (i.e., the budget) as the culprit. Moreover, 
the loss of benefi ts was capricious insofar as it did not correspond to 
changing needs. Nothing about John’s health had changed over the past 
few years, but he nonetheless could no longer rely on the state to provide 
a vital need. Benefi ciaries frequently exhibited this kind of knowledge of 
changes and assigned responsibility to the state for such shifts. When pro-
grams retract, they view state government as both capricious and inade-
quate. As such, I hypothesize (H2) that benefi ciaries living in states that 
have recently retracted Medicaid benefi ts will be less likely to participate 
in politics (relative to benefi ciaries living in states that have not retracted 
benefi ts). Alternatively, when programs expand, benefi ciaries view gov-
ernment through a lens of adequacy. Given this, I hypothesize (H3) that 
benefi ciaries living in states on an expansionary trajectory will be more 
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likely to participate in politics (relative to those living in states that have 
not expanded benefi ts).        

  Scope of Services Offered 

       As is typical in the U.S. federal system, there are many optional benefi ts 
that the national government does not mandate, but that states can 
nonetheless chose to provide. Some of these make a major difference 
in the lives of benefi ciaries. Dani, a young mother from Michigan,   said 
she was treated fairly and respectfully during the three years she was 
on Medicaid, but later told me, “I kind of wished they offered a few 
more         services.” When I  asked what kinds of services, she promptly 
answered:

  Like vision. They don’t do any eye care … unless you have low vision … I think 
contacts are a luxury, so to speak, but I just feel like glasses are not. That’s defi -
nitely something that I think is needed to work. I can’t see. I couldn’t drive, no 
way. I can’t see; things are blurry to me twenty feet in front of me, ten feet in 
front of me. I’m not considered low vision because low vision is like almost next 
to blind, so I don’t get that.  

  Dani easily saw the political dimensions of this:

  It’s the Democrats representing the people [who] need social services. You know 
what I mean, but they’re not Democrats [who] ever have even been in need of 
social services. I don’t know; for some reason, it’s like that population of people 
[who] are utilizing the services just –  they don’t even have a voice.  

  Many benefi ciaries mentioned dental and vision services. Terrie emblem-
atically explained the benefi ts and disadvantages of her particular health 
plan, saying, “With Well Care I pay for 30 percent dental and vision is 
free. We have bad eyes, so I’ll take free vision and pay 30 percent dental 
‘cause we have great teeth. You see what I’m saying?” Echoing this, Kyra 
told me, “I need braces because I grind my teeth, but they don’t pay for 
it. Both my kids need braces and they don’t pay for it … Medicaid needs 
to … you know, get people … where their teeth are healthy.” Brianna 
and Maggie were especially bothered by Medicaid’s refusal to cover root 
canals (in New York and Michigan, respectively). This was memorable 
for both of them because it was a painful dental episode for which they 
had limited recourse to relief. Maggie recalled that “they don’t pay for 
root canals; you can only get them pulled, that’s it … and eventually get 
dentures once you are approved.” Brianna believed that Medicaid did not 
pay for root canals because it was “cheaper to just take it out” rather than 
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try to “save the tooth.” Brianna had an entire row of teeth removed as a 
result of this. Maggie mentioned dental issues numerous times through-
out our hour- long interview. She was openly perplexed over Medicaid’s 
refusal to acknowledge the importance of oral health.         

 The scope of services that benefi ciaries were aware of did not stop at 
dental and vision. Maggie told of a skin condition: “I have vitiligo, which 
causes my skin to lose its color pigmentation. They consider that a cos-
metic issue, so they won’t cover the cream I need for it.” Greg could not 
get inpatient expenses covered for his ankle surgery. Lucy even noticed 
limits on the amount of ice cream and juice that Georgia’s Medicaid 
would cover after her seven- year- old daughter got a tonsillectomy. It 
seemed as though there was no end to the nuances of optional services. 
Benefi ciaries were cognizant of every nook and cranny and keen on the 
stakes for their families. Moreover, they identifi ed states as the locus of 
Medicaid policies. When asked whether Medicaid was about national, 
local, or state politics, Maggie, Brianna, Lucy, and Greg each pointed 
to states. But in the face of miserly state resources, they often felt lit-
tle power, echoing Maggie: “there is nothing you can do … politicians 
have the control … not benefi ciaries.” Considering this state of affairs, 
I  hypothesize that when non- mandatory benefi ts are narrow in scope, 
benefi ciaries view the state through a lens of inadequacy and will be less 
likely to participate in politics (H4).        

  Administrative Capacity 

       Interviewees frequently relayed the extent to which Medicaid was over-
burdened. There were too many “clients” and too few “workers.” This 
state of affairs made the caseworkers hardened and unresponsive. To 
my surprise, benefi ciaries did not usually blame street- level bureaucrats 
(even when they described negative interactions with them). Instead, they 
expressed a modicum of sympathy for bureaucrats. Maggie, for exam-
ple, noted that “[caseworkers] have a hard job with a lot of clients … 
I can only imagine how diffi cult their job must be trying to deal with so 
many individuals and remember so many different cases.” Similarly, when 
I asked Dani about her caseworker, she told me, “I mean you can tell that 
she is just busy and boggled down by caseloads up to the ceiling, you 
know what I mean, just like hundreds and hundreds of people that she is 
taking care of.” In benefi ciaries’ view, caseworkers were trying to make 
lemonade with the sour lemons given to them by the “powers that be” (as 
Angie described it). Having little to work with, street- level bureaucrats 
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cannot help but succumb to the stresses of the job. As Lucy explained, 
the issue was fundamentally one of capacity: “It’s not enough casework-
ers … You have six, seven caseworkers to all these people, but instead of 
trying to break it down or hire more caseworkers, they get to you when 
they can get to you. You just better hope you have everything ready to go 
when they call you. If not, there’s another ten to twelve days.” 

 These kinds of observations convinced benefi ciaries of the inade-
quacies of the government, over and above the failings of its individual 
employees. Illustratively, Shana, the Michigan woman I mentioned previ-
ously, praised the geniality of her interactions with Medicaid bureaucrats, 
saying, “I always have a good experience.” But as she later recounted the 
diffi culty of reaching anyone from the Medicaid offi ce on the phone, she 
drew larger conclusions about the limits of government, noting that with 
the government, “you can’t have your cake and eat it too” because “they 
can only do so much.” Human resource scarcity dampens benefi ciaries’ 
views of government adequacy. As such, I expect that benefi ciaries living 
in states with a low ratio of public welfare workers to people living in 
poverty will be less likely to participate in politics (H5).         

  Quantitative Evidence of the 
Medicaid- to- Participation Link 

     To quantitatively test my fi ve hypotheses, I use data from the third wave 
(2001/ 2004) of the Fragile Families and Child Well- Being Study (FFS).  10   
This survey follows a cohort of nearly 5,000 children born in U.S. cities, 
interviewing both mothers and fathers around the time of their child’s 
birth and at various intervals subsequently. Since the sample was com-
posed to refl ect nonmarital births in large U.S. cities, it is not nationally 
representative in the traditional sense. However, the emphasis on “fragile 
families” means that FFS contains an unusually large number of persons 
living in poverty and just under 4,000 Medicaid benefi ciaries (53 percent 
of the sample).  11   In using this sample, I follow other scholars who have 
sought to understand the political behavior of disadvantaged Americans 
(Bruch et  al.  2010 ; Weaver and Lerman  2010 ). Importantly, however, 
Medicaid benefi ciaries in the FFS sample are not refl ective of the (adult) 
Medicaid population nationally. FFS benefi ciaries are younger, healthier, 
more likely to be male, and less likely to live below the poverty line. Since 
these are the characteristics of the benefi ciaries who have recently joined 
Medicaid as a result of the expansion spurred on by the ACA, the pat-
terns observed among FFS respondents are indicative of what we might 
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expect from expansion- based benefi ciaries.     To address concerns about 
this unique sample, I reproduced the initial fi ndings using an alternative 
source of data (the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health).  12   
Doing so generated comparable results. 

 In the absence of an experimental intervention that randomly distrib-
utes Medicaid benefi ts to some eligible individuals while withholding 
them from others, it is not possible to make an unequivocal case for 
Medicaid’s political effects.  13   Still, working with available data, I  take 
numerous steps to conduct robust analyses. After examining an initial set 
of regression models, I expand them to include pivotal but often over-
looked factors that are principally relevant to low- income people. Next, 
I  use a quasi- experimental  matching  technique to control for the con-
founding infl uence of factors causally unrelated to the primary indepen-
dent variable. Finally, I  use  seemingly unrelated regression  to mitigate 
concerns about who selects into the Medicaid program. 

  Measuring Political Participation 

 The models I present here estimate voter turnout, voter registration, and 
a more extensive index of political participation.  14   Though I  selected 
these dependent measures because of availability, it is also worth noting 
their substantive implications. Registering to vote and voting are central 
components of democratic citizenship, and they signal the most formal 
engagement with the political system. It is vital for scholars to understand 
the conditions that cultivate formal engagement among people on the 
economic and racial margins of American society (as many Medicaid ben-
efi ciaries are). The participation index additionally accounts for member-
ship in a political group and taking part in a political rally. These are less 
conventional forms of involvement; both incorporate political action that 
extends beyond the bounds of electoral politics. Among groups who are 
politically disaffected, the inclusion of non- electoral participatory chan-
nels is imperative (Michener and Wong  2018 ). Of course, the measures of 
participation available via the FFS data are not exhaustive. In later chap-
ters I examine other forms of political behavior including resistance to 
bureaucratic authority, local community activism, and policy advocacy.  

  Accounting for Other Factors 

 The main predictor of interest is a dichotomous measure of Medicaid 
enrollment.  15   Additional controls refl ect classic insights from the political 
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participation literature (Rosenstone and Hansen  1993 ; Verba, Schlozman, 
and Brady  1995 ) by focusing on key individual characteristics (age, edu-
cation, employment, income, sex, race, nativity, cash welfare receipt, and 
civic attitudes  16  ), as well as mobilizing factors (church attendance). I also 
include controls for personal health and child health.  17    

  Some Initial Results 

   I begin with H1 and the general question of the Medicaid- to- politics link. 
This is not my main focus, but it is useful to evince that there is a cor-
relation between Medicaid enrollment and political participation and, as 
per my qualitative indications, that it is negative. To do so, I predict each 
political outcome as a function of Medicaid enrollment plus the con-
trols. The vote and registration models were estimated via probit and the 
participation model via ordinary least squares.  18   As shown in  Table 4.2 , 
compared to the rest of the FFS sample, respondents who indicated being 
Medicaid benefi ciaries are signifi cantly less likely to vote, register, and 
participate more generally.  19   A simple regression (column 1) confi rms H1, 
indicating that Medicaid enrollment corresponds to a fi ve- percentage- 
point decrease in the probability of voting, a fi ve- percentage- point 
decrease in the probability of registering, and a six- percentage- point 
decrease in the probability of participation.  20      

 To bolster our confi dence in these results, I conduct three robustness 
checks. First, following Bruch, Soss and Ferree ( 2010 ), I  expand the 
models to incorporate factors often omitted from traditional studies of 
political behavior but known to have strong bearing on the lives of disad-
vantaged persons. These included drug and alcohol dependence, depres-
sion, incarceration, the number of kids in a household, and marital status. 
Though many of these prove signifi cant (especially the measure for incar-
ceration), adding them did not attenuate the signifi cance of Medicaid (see 
 Table 4.2 , column 2).  21   

 Next, I present the results after using coarsened exact matching (Iacus, 
King, and Porro  2012 ). Matching attempts to address the confounding 
infl uence of factors causally prior to the primary independent variable 
by better aligning the distributions of observed covariates in the treat-
ment group (Medicaid benefi ciaries) with those in the control group 
(non- benefi ciaries). As shown in  Table 4.2  (column 3), statistical models 
using matched data indicate that the earlier fi ndings hold.  22   This means 
that compared to non- benefi ciaries who are similarly situated in terms of 
age, sex, receipt of cash assistance, education, race, marital status, and 
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income, Medicaid benefi ciaries are still signifi cantly less likely to partic-
ipate. There are a host of reasons why demographically similar survey 
respondents may not be enrolled in Medicaid: they may not have encoun-
tered an institution that encourages them to enroll (many benefi ciaries 
join through hospitals or clinics), they may not know that they are eligi-
ble (many eligible people fail to enroll; see Sommers et al.  2012b ), they 
may view Medicaid as stigmatizing and thus decline to enroll (Levinson 
and Rahardja  2004 ), or they may not be able to navigate sometimes com-
plex enrollment procedures (Stuber and Kronebusch  2004 ). Instructively, 
most of the factors that explain non- enrollment among a group that is 
demographically similar to Medicaid benefi ciaries point to such a group 
being in a  weaker  position vis- à- vis political engagement (e.g., out of 
contact with community institutions and social networks, vulnerable to 
feeling stigmatized, having limited knowledge of bureaucratic processes). 
In other words, unless Medicaid itself is affecting political behavior, we 
should expect a group of people who are demographically similar to 
Medicaid benefi ciaries but not enrolled in the program to be  less  politi-
cally active. That means that the bar for fi nding a negative relationship 
(in the empirical context of a matched sample) was high, which makes 
the results even more compelling. 

 Finally, in the vein of considering barriers to enrollment, I offer a set 
of Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) models aimed at addressing 
the possibility that unobserved factors infl uence  both  the decision to 
get Medicaid  and  the decision to vote. If it turns out that, contrary to 

  Table 4.2      Estimated Effects of Medicaid on Political Outcomes  

  Outcome    Simple 

Regression (1)  
  Expanded 

Models (2)  
  Coarsened Exact 

Matching (3)  
  Seemingly 

Unrelated (4)  

  Vote     − 0.10* 
 (0.05)   

 −0.12* 
 (0.05)   

 −0.07 *  
 (0.04)   

 −0.37* 
 (0.14)   

  Register   −0.12* 
 (0.04) 

 −0.17* 
 (0.05) 

 −0.09* 
 (0.04) 

 −0.34* 
 (0.13) 

  Participation   −0.06* 
 (0.02) 

 −0.07* 
 (0.02) 

 −0.03* 
 (0.01) 

 −0.39 *  
 (0.12) 

  N   5,033 ( Vote ) 
 7, 079 ( Register ) 
 7,113 

 (Participate)  

 4,955 ( Vote ) 
 6,915 ( Register ) 
 6,948 

( Participate ) 

 3,925 ( Vote ) 
 5,543 ( Register ) 
 6,563 

( Participate ) 

 3,299 ( Vote ) 
 4,663 ( Register ) 
 4,426 

 (Participate)  

  Cells report coeffi cients from Medicaid variable, with standard errors in parentheses. 
Asterisks denote point estimates that were statistically signifi cant at the p < 0.10 level (two- 
tailed tests). All models include full array of controls described in text  
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what I suggested earlier, people who decide to enroll in Medicaid some-
how share an unmeasured trait that makes them less likely to vote, then 
the SUR models should capture this. As shown in  Table 4.2  (column 4),  
estimating the models via SUR does not change the fi ndings: Medicaid 
remains a signifi cant and strong predictor of political behavior.     

  Medicaid and State Policy Contexts 

 The empirical support I  provide for H1 is not incontrovertible, but it 
is strong evidence that   Medicaid enrollment has an overall negative 
individual- level correlation with political participation. Recall, however, 
that my qualitative work led me to question the geographic patterns 
underlying this overarching relationship. Closer scrutiny confi rms the 
validity of this line of inquiry. For example, separate (matched) regres-
sion models for each of the fi fteen core states represented in the Fragile 
Families data indicate that the relationship between Medicaid and polit-
ical participation exhibits wide geographic variation (see  Figure  4.1 ). 
There is a negative and signifi cant association in New York,   California,   
and Virginia,   a positive relationship in Wisconsin,   and no signifi cant asso-
ciation in Texas,   Michigan,   New Jersey,   and others. Note that Medicaid 
can be a boon to participation.   Though the examples offered earlier stress 
benefi ciaries’ adverse experiences with the program, it is worth noting 
that such outcomes are not inevitable. If we are to grasp how to avoid the 
negative gradient, it is crucial to identify the policy factors that contribute 
to it. Guided by the themes identifi ed through the in- depth interviews, 
I turn to the quantitative data to do so. 

  The Political Effects of State Policy Heterogeneity 

     Recall that the political learning approach   outlined earlier focuses on 
the lessons that benefi ciaries are taught about the adequacy and capri-
ciousness of state Medicaid policies. In particular, I  hypothesized that 
four factors would prove especially educational for benefi ciaries: 1) ben-
efi t expansions; 2) benefi t retractions; 3)  the scope of services offered; 
4) administrative capacity. Benefi t reductions implicate the capriciousness 
of the government, while benefi t expansions, a limited scope of services, 
and human resource scarcity each implicate the adequacy of government 
(albeit in distinct ways).    

 In the models that follow, I  explore the associations between these 
factors and the political participation of Medicaid benefi ciaries. Note my 
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transition from employing models that compare benefi ciaries and (sim-
ilarly situated) non- benefi ciaries, to examining models limited to only 
benefi ciaries. The political learning explanation posits that the political 
infl uence of state policies depends upon the experience of Medicaid pol-
icy and the lessons it confers. As such, I expect that only Medicaid ben-
efi ciaries’ political participation will vary based on the specifi c kinds of 
policy heterogeneity emphasized here. Since some of these factors may 
also affect participation among disadvantaged  non- benefi ciaries , I keep a 
comparative eye on equivalent models among that group as well. This is a 
placebo test. To the extent that the expectations outlined earlier are borne 
out  more so  among benefi ciaries than among their matched counterparts, 
it is evidence of the ways that states help turn policy into politics by dis-
tinctively shaping the experiences (and therefore interpretive lenses) of 
policy benefi ciaries. 

 In the quantitative models of state policy heterogeneity, the outcome 
variables and basic controls are the same as those presented earlier. I also 
control for the proportion of Medicaid enrollees who were   black and 
the degree of within- state geographic health disparities.  23   The predictors 
of interest are measures that refl ect the following state- level features: 1) 
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 Figure 4.1      Medicaid and political participation across states  
  Note : Dots represent point estimates of the “effect” of Medicaid for within- state 
OLS models of political participation. Bars represent 90 percent confi dence inter-
vals. Models are based on matched samples and include controls. 
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whether a state had expanded the Medicaid benefi ts offered in the past 
year  24  ; 2)  whether a state has retracted any benefi ts  25  ; 3)  how a state 
Medicaid program ranks in terms of provision of optional health ser-
vices  26  ; 4) the density of state welfare bureaucrats.  27   The models are lim-
ited to the fi fteen core states contained in the Fragile Families data.  28   
 Figure 4.2  illustrates the main fi ndings. 

 As shown, state policy arrangements can boost or dampen political 
action among Medicaid benefi ciaries. Benefi ciaries living in states that 
expanded benefi ts in the previous year are signifi cantly more likely to reg-
ister and participate more generally; those living in states with a higher 
density of welfare employees are substantially more likely to register; 
those in states offering a wider scope of optional services are more likely 
to vote; and those living in states that have recently reduced benefi ts are 
signifi cantly less likely to participate, vote, and register.    

 The effect of benefi t reductions was the largest and most consis-
tent. To provide a sense of magnitude,  Figure 4.3  displays three graphs 
showing the marginal effects of Medicaid policy reductions on each 
political outcome. As shown, compared to benefi ciaries living in states 
that did not reduce benefi ts, benefi ciaries living in states that had made 
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 Figure 4.2      State policy factors and benefi ciary political behavior  
  Note : Dots represent regression coeffi cients and bars represent 90 percent confi -
dence intervals. Models are based on matched samples and include full array of 
controls. See  Appendix  for full tables. 
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the most reductions were between four and nine percentage points less 
likely to vote, register, or participate.    

 These results are substantively strong and consistent with expecta-
tions. They are also robust to many additional controls, including states’ 
ideological leanings, a measure of state welfare paternalism, the size of 
the Medicaid population, the partisan composition of state legislatures, 
the proportion of noncitizens in a state, the degree of within- state income 
inequality, contextual demographics at the census tract level, and even 
the organizational structure of state Medicaid programs (i.e., whether 
they are linked to or separate from state public health, mental health, and 
human services departments). Crucially, most of the state policy variables 
highlighted in the models are insignifi cant when the models are run for 
similarly situated (i.e., matched) non- benefi ciaries.  29   This suggests that 
the political behavior of  benefi ciaries  is especially responsive to state pol-
icy factors that shape their experience of the program. 

 Of course, these fi ndings are not dispositive. The Fragile Families 
Survey provides access to a uniquely large but nonetheless idiosyncratic 
group of Medicaid benefi ciaries. Though similar analyses conducted using 
a very different sample showed equivalent results (not shown), caution 
is still warranted when generalizing beyond the sampled populations. In 
addition, while the empirical models cover much ground, they do not 
eliminate the possibility of inferential biases.  30   
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 Figure 4.3      State Medicaid reduction policies and benefi ciary political outcomes  
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 Finally, note that the quantitative models do not  explain  the general 
Medicaid- to- politics link (though  they establish it as best as possible). 
While I aver, based on qualitative observations, that stigma and negative 
bureaucratic interactions are part of the reason for this link, most of 
my emphasis was on grasping the contours of state variation. Moreover, 
adding the state- level factors based on H2– H5 to the original (full sam-
ple) models (which estimated the general relationship between Medicaid 
and participation) does not render the indicator for Medicaid enroll-
ment insignifi cant. If it did, then I would have evidence that state factors 
explain the general Medicaid- to- politics link. But that is not the case. 
Instead, accounting for state policy factors primarily helps us to under-
stand the distributional patterning of Medicaid’s relationship to political 
behavior. 

 The multi- method evidence presented in this chapter indicates that 
Medicaid’s democratic reverberations are tethered to the federal polit-
ical system. Federalism     gives states the discretion to design policy (to 
expand benefi ts or to reduce them, to offer a broad or narrow scope of 
services) and to implement it (hiring enough workers to meet demand 
or failing to do so). This produces heterogeneity in Medicaid benefi cia-
ries’ experiences of policy, teaching pointed and differential lessons about 
the inadequacy and capriciousness of government in the face of need. 
Qualitative evidence indicates that this education (or miseducation) has 
political upshots, shaping the way that Medicaid benefi ciaries view gov-
ernment and politics. Quantitative evidence supports this, revealing that 
the Medicaid- to- politics relationship varies across states based on policy 
confi gurations. 

 Political scientists have long argued that “policy makes politics.” 
I demonstrate some of the conditions under which  state  policies make 
particular kinds of politics. But federalism is not “just a system that allows 
states to pursue different strategies; it is also a relationship between lev-
els of government” (Soss et al.  2011 : 93). With this broader view in my 
sights, I turn to the counties that operate within states to consider their 
implications for Medicaid benefi ciaries’ political lives.         
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 Particularistic Resistance in County Contexts     

    “Where there is power, there is resistance.”  
  –  Michel Foucault, 1978  

 I met Shana in the spring of 2012. She was a mother of two in her early 
thirties and a lifelong “Michigander” who excitedly shared that she 
had just begun nursing school. Her husband, Tim, worked a low- wage 
job and suffered from severe epilepsy. Their young son had a serious 
kidney disease. For much of the previous decade, Shana and her family 
were enrolled in Medicaid. When I asked her about their experiences 
with the program, she told me that she “loved” it. Medicaid had made 
it possible for her to have “one happy, poor family.” About forty- fi ve 
minutes into our conversation, Shana rather nonchalantly divulged that 
Tim’s benefi ts had recently been “cut off.” Someone “at the agency” 
told him that due to policy changes, he now had to “spend down $440 
a month” to retain his health coverage. Given their family’s limited 
income, the fi nancial impossibility of this cost was exceeded only by 
the price of Tim’s medicine. So Tim stopped fi lling his expensive pre-
scription. Soon afterward, he had an epileptic seizure and nearly bit 
off his own tongue. Shana “cobbled together” the money to pay for his 
ER visit because “you can’t go around with your tongue hanging off 
of your mouth.” When I asked what they could do to avoid this hap-
pening again, Shana echoed my query: “What can we do?” Then she 
replied, “nothing really.” When I  questioned whether she knew how 
to appeal the decision, Shana proved familiar with the process. Once, 
when she was assigned an apathetic caseworker, she complained, ini-
tiated a fair hearing, and eventually got a new caseworker. Now, only 
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a few years later, she was convinced that “nothing” could be done to 
reinstate Tim’s coverage and prevent his dangerous epileptic seizures. 
This perplexed me. It was not about casting a ballot in an election –  an 
activity that could very well seem futile from the vantage point of ben-
efi ciaries whose experiences with Medicaid sometimes reinforced the 
government’s inadequacy and capriciousness. Instead, this was about 
obtaining benefi ts that were critical to survival. By what logic did peo-
ple like Shana and Tim acquiesce in such circumstances? Under what 
conditions would they push back? 

 In pursuing these inquiries, this chapter focuses on the role of county- 
level institutional contexts. As clarifi ed in  Chapter 2 , though local gov-
ernments like counties are formally excluded from the constitutional 
architecture of federalism, they are deeply integrated into the practice of 
federalism (Anton  1989 ). Shana and Tim are not unattached individual 
“claimants.” They are citizens embedded in local political environments 
(in this case, counties) that infl uence their decisions about whether to 
fi ght against or capitulate to the bureaucracies that hold sway in their 
lives. Even such relatively pedestrian political choices about how to 
respond to unfavorable bureaucratic decisions are tied to the practices of 
federalist institutions. 

  Parsing Participation: The Significance of 
Particularistic Resistance 

   When policy benefi ciaries take oppositional action in response to admin-
istrative decisions that threaten their access to valuable resources, I call 
it  particularistic resistance  (PR) .    PR can include contacting supervisors 
about problems with lower- level bureaucrats, lodging formal or informal 
administrative complaints, requesting administrative “fair” hearings, and 
even initiating external legal proceedings against an agency. The common 
thread underlying each of these is an aim to challenge, reverse, or amend 
decisions made by agents of state welfare bureaucracies. Put simply, to 
resist them. 

 Though it is an essential facet of human behavior, resistance is a 
contested concept that has eluded conclusive defi nition (Hollander and 
Einwohner  2004 ; McCann and March  1996 ; Rubin  1996 ; Scott  1985 , 
 1990 ). As a result, social scientists locate resistance across an exten-
sive gamut of acts ranging from rallies and protests to hairstyle choices, 
artistic performances, and deviant deeds (Cohen  2004 ; Hollander and 
Einwohner  2004 ; Silva  1997 ; Weitz  2001 ). Frequent and sometimes 
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uncritical deployment of the concept has allowed “some scholars to see it 
almost everywhere and others almost nowhere” (Weitz  2001 : 669). 

 Notwithstanding these complexities, there are two straightforward 
criteria for identifying resistance: 1)  action  on the part of the resister; 
2)   opposition  to something the resister views unfavorably (Hollander 
and Einwohner  2004 ). Policy benefi ciaries meet these criteria when they 
take steps to contest bureaucratic outcomes (action) that they perceive 
as adverse to their well- being (opposition). I  designate such resistance 
as particularistic because it is focused on the needs and interests of spe-
cifi c individuals. PR is not part of an intentional mass strategy to impel 
government action, as was the case during the welfare rights movement 
(Piven and Cloward  1966 ). Neither is it “contentious politics” involv-
ing “interactions in which actors make claims bearing on other actors’ 
interests, leading to coordinated efforts on behalf of shared interests” 
(Tilly and Tarrow  2015 : 7). Though PR certainly entails contention as 
Tilly and Tarrow defi ne it (“making claims that bear on someone else’s 
interests”) and it counts as politics (as I soon explain), it generally does 
not involve coordinated efforts and thus does not meet their criteria for 
contentious politics. Moreover, while the conceptual frames of “infrapol-
itics” or “everyday politics” are related, PR does not fi t neatly into these 
molds because it is neither hidden nor subversive, it occurs openly in for-
mal political spaces, and it relies on codifi ed rights protected by the state 
(Scott  1985 ,  1990 ; Tani  2016 ; White  1990 ). Particularistic resistance thus 
falls in the conceptual cracks between several more prominent notions. 
This makes it less perceptible, obscuring a potentially important political 
arena from scholarly view. 

     In their 1972 classic,  Participation in America:  Political Democracy 
and Social Equality , Verba and Nie   highlight a close conceptual coun-
terpart to PR:  the third of four categories of participation:  1) voting; 
2)  campaign activity; 3)   citizen- initiated contact ; 4)  group organiza-
tional activity. Like PR, citizen- initiated contact (CIC) occurs in “those 
instances in which individuals with particular concerns initiate contacts 
with government offi cials” (46– 47). Verba and Nie assert that the four 
modes of participation they identify are distinct along four axes: “the 
type of infl uence exerted over leaders by the political act, the scope of 
the outcome that can be expected from the act, the amount of confl ict 
in which such act involves the participant, and the amount of initiative 
needed to engage in the act” (47). In relation to these axes, CIC stacks up 
as follows: it exerts a narrow infl uence, has a limited scope, involves little 
confl ict, and requires a fair amount of initiative. Verba and Nie claim 
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that the scope of the outcome is the most idiosyncratic element of CIC 
because “only this mode of participation can reasonably be expected to 
result in a particularized benefi t” (52). 

 Though CIC may sound like PR, there are notable contrasts. For 
example, Verba and Nie say that for a given (male) citizen who con-
tacts a government offi cial: “ he  determines the timing, substance and the 
act of participation” (47, emphasis theirs). This logic holds if one has in 
mind a neighborhood resident deciding whether to contact his or her 
local alderwoman about a broken streetlight or an annoying pothole. 
But when a citizen is responding to a perceived failing on the part of the 
government to provide a well- defi ned material resource, such fi rst- mover 
privilege is less assured than Verba and Nie suggest. Take Brianna, for 
example, for whom Medicaid covered the removal of an entire row of 
teeth. Once her teeth were removed, she was in the precarious position 
of hoping that Medicaid would then also approve replacement dentures. 
Fortunately, her dentures were permitted, but had they not been, Brianna 
would not have freely “determined” the timing and substance of the con-
tact she initiated. She would have been hard pressed, for rather tangible 
reasons, to act swiftly and in whatever ways bureaucrats would respond 
to most favorably. Barbara Nelson   ( 1980 ) captured this when detailing 
the unique nature of the “contact” that occurs within welfare bureaucra-
cies, observing that “particularistic contacts, such as making a complaint 
about litter removal … are not equivalent to applying for public social 
benefi ts or services.” The latter, Nelson points out, is a form of “help- 
seeking” that acts to “confer a durable status on the grievant” and for 
which the outcome of the interaction can “appreciably and fairly imme-
diately alter the opportunities individuals have in society” (177). This 
is why the invocation of  resistance  is consequential. Most low- income 
policy benefi ciaries who “initiate contact” with government are doing so 
from a position that affords them limited control over the terms of the 
interaction. Given an array of forces working against their active engage-
ment, such political action is not only  particularistic  (aimed at securing 
benefi ts directly for themselves) but also  oppositional  (aimed at resisting 
some decision or outcome that will negatively affect them). 

 Several other assumptions that Verba and Nie make about CIC also do 
not fi t with PR. For example, counter to their expectations for CIC, PR 
can occasion substantial  confl ict  because benefi ciaries and bureaucrats 
have interests and incentives that sometimes put them at odds with one 
another. In addition, since PR takes multiple forms, the level of  initia-
tive  it requires ranges widely. Sometimes all it consists of is asking your 
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caseworker if you can speak to a manager (as Dani and others recount 
in what follows). Other times benefi ciaries must go further by requesting 
administrative “fair hearings” (as Shana did when her caseworker was 
not suffi ciently responsive). Still yet, some people do even more by lean-
ing on outside advocates for help. Finally, depending upon its form, PR 
can have both  scope  and  infl uence . In  Chapter 7 , I describe how unco-
ordinated individual benefi ciaries approaching public benefi ts lawyers 
en masse can (unintentionally) alert policy advocates to problems in the 
system and cause them to look for broader solutions. In Pennsylvania in 
2011, when a fraction of disgruntled benefi ciaries who had been unfairly 
kicked off the Medicaid rolls individually made their way to local legal 
services attorneys, it was enough to get advocates asking questions and 
demanding information. Ultimately, this led to nearly 200,000 people 
having their benefi ts reinstated. 

 While PR clearly has similarities to CIC as Verba and Nie concep-
tualize it, it does not align with their assessments of scope, infl uence, 
confl ict, and initiative. Juxtaposing CIC with PR is useful for orienting 
the latter (less familiar) outcome vis- à- vis a more traditional schema of 
political behavior. But PR is a distinctive outcome that merits inclusion in 
an appraisal of Medicaid (and other policy) benefi ciaries’     political lives.    

  Medicaid, Resistance, and the Second Face 
of the State 

   Medicaid bureaucracies have many of the ingredients necessary to gen-
erate PR. Though the program’s provisions for the elderly and disabled 
make it relevant to the middle class, the fact remains that it primarily 
serves populations associated with America’s “traditional” poor:  very 
low- income adults and their children (Grogan and Patashnik  2003b ; 
Quadagno  2015 ). As politically vulnerable target populations (Schneider 
and Ingram  1993 ), these groups contend with an intergovernmental 
program that leaves much discretion in the hands of local bureaucrats 
who are granted asymmetric power and gatekeeping authority over vital 
resources (Soss, Fording, and Schram  2011 ). 

 In addition, benefi ciaries must confront a program that is extra-
ordinarily complex. Both anecdotal and scholarly evidence underscore 
the bureaucratic labyrinth that Medicaid has become (Campbell  2014 ; 
Moynihan, Herd, and Harvey  2014 ; Moynihan, Herd, and Rigby  2016 ). 
The prevalence of red tape and administrative burden means that there 
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are many possible points of contention and correspondingly, many 
choices about whether and how to resist adverse bureaucratic decisions. 

 Importantly, escaping the burden of the Medicaid bureaucracy is often 
not an option. For low- income Americans, health insurance coverage is 
diffi cult to obtain through other means. Even middle- income Americans 
who qualify due to expensive or debilitating health circumstances have 
few alternatives. As Terrie noted: “[Medicaid is] number one to me, you 
know, you have … other programs that will help me get food if there is 
need be, but your child going to see a doctor on a regular basis, it’s just so 
much more necessary.” This suggests that there is some incentive for those 
who rely on Medicaid to push back against reductions or cancellations. 
But how is such an inducement tempered by the social and institutional 
contexts of counties?   

 To date, political scientists have limited insights on this question 
because the kind of resistance that occurs in response to local Medicaid 
agencies has not often been a subject of inquiry.  1   Such an oversight is 
exacerbated by the theoretical distinction often made between politics 
and administration (Moynihan and Soss  2014 ; Soss   and Keiser    2006 ).  2   
As Soss and Keiser ( 2006 : 133) point out, claims on the state made within 
welfare institutions:

  provide citizens with a relatively accessible and targeted mechanism for infl u-
encing the allocation of public resources. Such claims have obvious importance 
for the applicant’s personal security and well- being; they also have considerable 
signifi cance for the broader polity. Although welfare claims generally lack coor-
dination and explicit political intent, they add up to a potent form of mass action 
that shapes the societal distribution of resources, capacities, and rights.  

    Especially for people living in poverty and/ or people of color, negoti-
ations with the government pervade life through multiple avenues and 
with striking intensity: through the criminal justice system, child support 
enforcement, public assistance agencies, and much more. Exchanges with 
these government entities are more than a one- shot deal of going into a 
government agency to apply for benefi ts or going into a court to con-
test a charge and so forth. Instead, they are multisided (often) iterative 
interactions that can reinforce class identities, engender alienation from 
government and/ or create avenues for participation (Michener  2017 ; 
Soss  2000 ). This is part of a larger political process that is the underside 
of the more widely vaunted “liberal democratic” or “fi rst” face of the 
state (Soss and Weaver 2016: 74). This “second face” of the American 
state comprises the “activities of governing institutions and offi cials that 
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exercise social control and encompass various modes of coercion, con-
tainment, repression, surveillance, regulation, predation, discipline and 
violence” (Soss and Weaver 2016: 74). I conceive of particularistic resis-
tance as Medicaid benefi ciaries’ response to the incursions of the second 
face of the state into a vital aspect of life. While mass protest is one 
particularly salient political reaction to government practices that make 
life diffi cult for “race- class subjugated communities,”  3   activities like 
particularistic resistance are less prominent. In fact, means- tested poli-
cies and the bureaucracies that administer them are “seldom analyzed 
as … a site where citizens exercise important forms of political agency, 
or an arena for direct political experiences with modes of social control 
that have lasting consequences for political consciousness and action” 
(Soss and Weaver 2016: 86). Examining PR thus advances the project 
of understanding “how policies fi t into ongoing political transactions 
and construct objects and subjects of governance” (Moynihan and Soss 
 2014 : 322). 

 Admittedly, PR is mundane compared to other kinds of politics. Its 
tactics are less broad based (i.e., small- scale individual acts versus larger 
collective organizing), its goals are more modest (i.e., particularistic gains 
versus far- reaching policy change), and its salience is muted (fair hear-
ings do not make for good headlines). Nonetheless, PR is quintessentially 
political. For scholars who view politics as the generalized process of 
determining “who gets what, when, and how” PR entails actions aimed at 
infl uencing the distribution of highly coveted resources (Lasswell  1936 ). 
For those who more narrowly see politics as practices associated with 
the formal operations of government (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 
 1995 : 38), PR highlights relations that occur between denizens and the 
state. Finally, for scholars who broadly conceive of politics as the strug-
gle over power (Goodin and Klingemann  1996 ), PR involves individuals 
struggling for a critical kind of power: that which permits access to vital 
services.      

  County Bound: The Contexts of Resistance 

   To better understand particularistic resistance and to grasp the condi-
tions under which Medicaid benefi ciaries make claims against the state, 
I  turn to legal scholarship about processes of dispute formation. One 
seminal legal framework depicts a “dispute pyramid” that highlights the 
progressive steps of  naming ,  blaming , and  claiming  (Albiston, Edelman 
and Milligan  2014 ; Felstiner et al.  1980 - 81; Miller and Sarat  1980 - 81). 
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 Naming  involves recognizing that a wrong has been committed against 
you.  Blaming  entails attributing that harm to the responsible party or 
social entity.  Claiming  consists of communicating the harm done and ask-
ing for a response or remedy (Felstiner et al. 1980– 1981: 635– 636). This 
rendering of the dispute process has been enduring and infl uential; it has 
motivated a shift from viewing disputes as “found objects in the world” 
to recognizing them as “social constructs” (Albitson et al. 2014: 106). At 
the same time, a weakness of this perspective is its individualist orienta-
tion toward “narrow precipitating events … rather than the fundamental 
structural features of society or the long- term social processes” (Albiston, 
Edelman and Milligan  2014 : 107). 

 Per the insights and criticisms of this dispute framework,   we might 
view the particularistic claims of Medicaid benefi ciaries as social con-
structs with both individual and systemic precursors (Levitsky  2014 ). 
      Emphasizing the latter, I highlight benefi ciaries’ positioning in a federal 
political structure that empowers counties. Counties can have tremen-
dous sway over the contexts of claiming, but scholars ask relatively little 
about their infl uence (Soss et al.  2011  are a noteworthy exception). For 
example, in a seminal article, Felstiner and colleagues (1980–   1981 : 633) 
invite us to “Assume a population living down- wind from a nuclear test 
site” and offer a logic to help explain why some of the individuals in this 
population might make claims in response to perceived wrongs, while 
others might not. This thought experiment obscures the role of context. 
If instead, we assume multiple institutionally embedded communities, we 
can ask why some people, in some places, at some times produce different 
patterns of claiming than other people, in other places, at other times. 

 Local administrative contexts are especially critical in this regard. In 
 Chapter 3 , I described the historical genesis of Medicaid’s intergovern-
mental design and the contemporary heterogeneity it spawns in access 
to health resources. There, I  focused mostly on variation across states. 
However, federalism also implicates subnational governing entities that 
have the power to infl uence policy via administrative channels (Anton 
 1989 ; Rich  1993 ; Soss et al.  2011 ). While this complicates the assessment 
of federalism’s participatory effects, it enriches our knowledge of how 
federalism functions in policy benefi ciaries’ daily lives. I thus follow Hills 
( 1999 ) in asserting the necessity of “dissecting the state”:

  In discussions of American politics it is common to speak of a “state government” 
as if it were a black box, an individual speaking with a single voice. State govern-
ments are, of course, no such thing. Rather, a state actually incorporates a bundle 
of different subdivisions, branches and agencies.   (1201)  
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  Counties are one such subdivision, and a particularly important one at 
that (Benton  2002 ; Soss et  al.  2011 ). As a hub for the negotiation of 
disputes over Medicaid’s procedural aspects, counties are proximate sites 
at which Medicaid policy is administered. Few scholars have made the 
case for the signifi cance of administrative/ bureaucratic implementation 
as lucidly as Moynihan and Soss ( 2014 : 322), so I will echo them:

  Policy implementation can reorganize power relations in a society, redefi ne terms 
of political confl ict, mobilize or pacify constituencies, and convey cues about 
group deservingness … Bureaucratic encounters can teach citizens lessons about 
the state, mark them in politically consequential ways, alter their political capac-
ities, and reposition them in relation to other citizens and dominant institutions. 
Through these and other processes, bureaucracies shape their own political envi-
ronments and alter the broader organization and functioning of the polity.  

  For Medicaid benefi ciaries, bureaucracies’ administrative decisions can 
affect life in profound ways. Recall Tim and Shana:  their lives were 
severely altered after Tim’s benefi ts were cut. As such, their decision  not  
to fi ght against the bureaucratic outcome that deemed Tim ineligible was 
consequential. If they had instead decided to resist, their only option 
would have been to do so on the front lines where county administrative 
judges and local bureaucrats exercise sizeable discretion. 

 As an artifact of federalism, the devolution of responsibility for 
Medicaid from the states to the counties varies markedly across the nation. 
Such heterogeneous intergovernmental dynamics mean that counties are 
more central to the provision (and regulation) of social welfare services 
in some states than others (Benton  2002 ).     Connecticut and Rhode Island 
do not have functional county systems; counties are only minimally rele-
vant in         Maine, Vermont, and Massachusetts; they are infl uential in states 
like California and New York; they also are quite imperative in many 
Southern states (where they are sometimes called parishes). 

 In New  York     and Florida in particular, counties have a historically 
signifi cant responsibility for administering Medicaid and bearing its 
costs. The analyses that follow show that in these states, patterns of par-
ticularistic resistance are refl ective of county- level social, political, and 
institutional characteristics. Since it is not immediately obvious  how  
counties infl uence particularistic resistance, I begin with insights from in- 
depth interviews that illuminate the relevant features of counties. While 
benefi ciaries often do not speak in terms of counties, as a researcher, 
I know: 1) that many of the factors they describe when recounting deci-
sions about whether to resist vary signifi cantly across counties; 2) that 
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the administrative processes mitigating resistance are housed at the 
county level. I thus infer that counties are a pertinent incubator of action 
related to resistance based on knowledge of how the Medicaid bureau-
cracy operates.       However, I rely on benefi ciaries’ accounts of their expe-
riences to explicate the key aspects of counties that matter for PR. The 
qualitative work then provides theoretical guidance for statistical models 
of county- level variation in a quantifi able manifestation of PR: the initia-
tion of administrative fair hearings. 

 Given this approach, I  am cautious in making unequivocal infer-
ences:  the ecological fallacy dictates that quantitative aggregate analy-
ses of county- level data do not provide suffi cient leverage for making 
inferences about the political behavior of individuals (and vice versa). 
Nevertheless, the qualitative and quantitative data presented here offer 
distinct and complementary indications that the factors at play in 
Medicaid benefi ciaries’ decisions about particularistic resistance vary sig-
nifi cantly across counties and in ways that are connected to the action (or 
inaction) of the state.  

  Particularistic Resistance from the 
Beneficiaries’ Perspective 

 When I asked Medicaid benefi ciaries if they had encountered a problem 
in dealing with the program, the answer was nearly always yes. I  then 
asked about the specifi c nature of the problem. In response, detailed 
conversations usually ensued. Finally, I followed up by inquiring about 
whether benefi ciaries had done anything in response to any of the prob-
lems they faced. Though nearly all of the interviewees felt wronged by the 
program, only some of them recalled taking informal oppositional action 
and fewer still took formal action (for example, by requesting a fair hear-
ing).       Analysis of the interview data reveals that three factors were espe-
cially germane to such decisions: 1) perceptions of socioeconomic status; 
2) perceptions of race; 3) perceptions of institutional responsiveness. We 
might view these as the usual suspects, but they are nonetheless enlighten-
ing. Indeed, benefi ciaries’ perspectives on how their racialized and class- 
laden positions structured oppositional engagement with (sometimes) 
unresponsive local bureaucracies provide an imperative window into the 
second face of the American state. In highlighting these accounts, I cover 
the very terrain that Soss   and Weaver (2016: 83) argue is under- traveled 
by political scientists:
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  Mainstream scholarship offers little about why, when, and how various actions 
by state authorities  construct race- class positions  or how organized governmental 
practices of social control are guided and rationalized through the coordinates of 
race and class. The political lives of RCS [race- class subjugated] communities, in 
fact, are not defi ned simply by their lack of integration into the political processes 
of representative government. To the contrary, people in RCS communities rou-
tinely interact with state institutions and offi cials and … On a regular basis, peo-
ple in RCS communities actively seek out governmental authorities (e.g., police 
and welfare offi cials) to address the problems they confront –  often to control 
and regulate others on their behalf. In large numbers, they have direct, personal 
experiences with state offi cials who have the authority to alter their lives in pro-
foundly damaging or benefi cial ways … They claim and receive public resources 
that allow them to feed their children or perhaps have this lifeline severed when 
they are deemed to have violated government rules. In RCS communities, these 
types of events are central to the lived experience of citizenship. They raise funda-
mental questions of governmental responsiveness and state power, and they are 
frequently at the heart of grievances that generate political demands.  

  As I show in what follows, Medicaid benefi ciaries consistently assert the 
role of class, race, and local institutional responsiveness in motivating (or 
undermining) such particularized political demands. 

  Perceptions of Socioeconomic Status 

 Medicaid benefi ciaries often articulated ideas about their socioeconomic 
status/ social class as an explanation for decisions related to PR. They 
were highly conscious of such status and its implications for the possibil-
ities of resistance. Angie, an African- American Detroit native and work-
ing mother of three, had a very clear notion of where she stood relative 
to others, and this delimited what she would do in terms of resisting. 
Early on, Angie clarifi ed her thoughts about the standing of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries:

  It’s like you are  uneducated  and you just want to get these free services and 
somehow  you are inferior  to other people if you receive those benefi ts … Once 
they hear Medicaid its oh, one of those people  … if you have Medicaid you 
are certainly looked down upon, you are certainly  placed in some classifi cation  
(emphasis mine).  

  Mindfulness of her “classifi cation” permeated Angie’s choices about 
resistance. For one thing, it convinced her that she had to push hard in 
order to be heard: “You’re lost in the wind unless you’re really adamant.” 
Since Angie believed that she was widely perceived as “a nobody,” resis-
tance was necessary to obtain redress for agency wrongdoings. So when 
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she was sent a notice saying that she had been “cut off” for not turning 
in a review form and that Michigan Medicaid was now “too full” to rein-
state her, she “raised enough sin” that she was put back on. Here is how 
Angie describes it:

  I called the supervisor and I guess I didn’t turn in the review letter on time so 
my entire case was shut, you know what I’m saying … So, when I got the letter 
that said I was cut off, I called up there and I said, “I didn’t receive the six- month 
review letter because I had moved so a lot of my mail was still going to a differ-
ent address and I didn’t receive it, you know. You have to give me some type of, 
you know, leeway here because I didn’t receive it,” and they were like well, the 
case has been closed, there is nothing we can do. I’m like, “no, there is always 
something you can do.” So I just requested a formal hearing and I guess that in 
itself was enough for them to just review and change their decision because I got 
a letter, instead of, you know an appointment to come in for the hearing, I got a 
letter stating that I had been reinstated to Medicaid [laugh].  

  This and other experiences convinced Angie that when nobody really 
cares about you, it is essential that you “make a lot of noise to the right 
people.” Furthermore, Angie viewed the entire ordeal as “a game.” Though 
she was confi dent that no one cared, the rules of the game dictated that 
they had to pretend to care. This created opportunities for resistance, 
which Angie took advantage of when she saw fi t:

  You know, in anything,  the poor  are always who suffer the most and you know 
the saying, he who has the gold makes the rules, it’s most certainly true because 
they don’t care … you know the people who make these rules and these guide-
lines they don’t know anyone on Medicaid they don’t have any  poor people  in 
their family, you know, they don’t care. That is why they are willing to chop so 
many services for  the poor . That is why they are willing to make all these horrible 
mandates and cut services to people who really need them because they don’t care 
and they have no vested interest in caring. [But] you know, politics goes into it, 
they have to pacify certain people, they have to put out the front that they do care 
but in reality they don’t, so it’s all a game, it really is just a game (emphasis mine).  

  Angie laughed when she told me about times she had pushed back and 
gotten the agency to budge. This underscored her notion of the process 
being like a game that she relished winning whenever possible. 

 Angie exemplifi ed how perceptions of socioeconomic status were both 
constraining and enabling. On the one hand, they compelled her to act, 
because she knew no one was concerned enough to act on her behalf. 
On the other hand, they placed a ceiling on her sense of the possibilities. 
Though she was willing to fi ght for minor, procedural, or incremental 
gains, Angie would not do so over “higher issues” because her position as 
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a “nobody” sensitized her to limits. The cat- and- mouse games she played 
with her caseworkers and their supervisors could only go so far because 
“on certain issues the powers that be are willing to bend a little bit; you 
may have some infl uence if you make a lot of noise, but other issues and 
maybe higher than that, I don’t think so.” So, while awareness of socio-
economic standing could prompt benefi ciaries to fi ght for themselves, 
such perceptions also constricted resistance, especially for more serious 
issues. 

 Shana, the woman whose story I opened this chapter with, is an exam-
ple of this. Once, when Shana found it impossible to reach her caseworker, 
she knew that there was something she could do about it. She recognized 
that her “worker” had a position within the Medicaid hierarchy and in 
sensing her caseworker’s relatively low status, Shana was emboldened. 
Although her caseworker was “above” her, she was not too high up to 
be taken to task for neglecting her job. Shana requested a hearing, told 
“her side” of the story, and was eventually assigned a new caseworker. 
Yet, some time later when Shana and her husband were unexpectedly 
cut from the program, they did nothing about it. Shana’s explanation for 
this: “you can’t have your cake and eat it too.” She was happy that her 
kids were still on Medicaid and felt there was little point in complaining 
about her situation. The idea of fi ghting to have her benefi ts reinstated 
did not cross her mind because given “where she was at in life,” she rea-
soned that she shouldn’t expect “a handout.” Here is the takeaway: when 
the going really got tough and resistance required action against the state 
in a broad sense (rather than against a specifi c caseworker whom Shana 
viewed as relatively close to her on the socioeconomic ladder), the stigma 
of dependency pushed Shana away from her prior assertiveness and 
toward quiescence. This was common among the low- income benefi cia-
ries I spoke with. Kyra, for example, noted early in our interview: “Being 
on Medicaid is for poor people. That’s what I think it is … and I don’t 
want to be labeled as poor but I am.” As the interview progressed, she 
noted several problems that she and her family had encountered with 
the program, but when I  asked what she had done in response, again 
and again she expressed reluctance to resist. She fi nally summed it up by 
saying, “its Medicaid –  you can’t complain about it.” 

 But not every Medicaid benefi ciary shared this view. Those who had a 
higher socioeconomic status (and more advantageous racial status) made 
for a striking contrast. John, Dani, and Kay are examples. Recall that 
John was a white man in his mid- thirties with a genetic disease. Though 
his illness had impoverished him, he was from a middle- class family. 
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Moreover, because he attributed his reliance on Medicaid to his incapac-
itating health condition, he saw himself as having equal social standing 
with caseworkers (even while he acknowledged their stigmatized view of 
him). That is why, though John did not vote, and despite his expressions 
of deep cynicism about government and political change (“No, I don’t 
think we are going to change anything as patients”), he nonetheless did 
engage in particularistic ways. For example, when his vital home health 
services were threatened by proposed cuts in the state of Michigan, he 
noted that “eventually a union got involved and they kind of fought for 
workers’ rights and to try to keep people [working] in their homes and 
I can remember I went to a ton of meetings and we actually went down 
to Lansing [Michigan] and they went down right in front of the state 
capital and they eventually got it approved  … some things are worth 
fi ghting for.” John resisted when he thought it was valuable to him (and 
when mobilized by a union). Quite crucially, John’s repertoire of actions 
was wider than benefi ciaries who viewed themselves as poor, uneducated, 
and/ or racialized subjects. 

 Dani was another example of this. As an Indian immigrant who 
had lived in the United States since she was fi ve, Dani considered her-
self accomplished. Just minutes into our conversation she mentioned 
having a bachelor’s degree from a Big 10 school. She then explained 
that she was doing very well until she became pregnant with her son. 
At that point, she moved in with her parents and stopped working 
full time. She needed health care so she turned to Medicaid, but she 
prided herself on not being “your typical person that’s on Medicaid.” 
She assumed that caseworkers noticed this about her too: “I think even 
though they see that I’m on Medicaid, the fact is that I  can speak 
clearly and I’m literate and all those things that they’re not used to 
seeing, so … I think they more so judge me as a person rather than that 
I’m on Medicaid.” Dani knew that one could be judged “as a person” 
or as someone “on Medicaid” and she sensed that the former was the 
case for her. For Dani, perceptions of her socioeconomic status but-
tressed resistance. When she ran into trouble with Medicaid, she did 
not back down. She explained one situation this way:

  I needed a medication  … I  remember it because I  was pregnant  … Medicaid 
hadn’t kicked in yet; there was a lapse in coverage … I remember it was summer; 
it was so hot. I remember just being so frustrated … it’s already hot, I’m pregnant, 
I’m sweating, what the heck … I was on the phone for hours trying to get this 
medication because it was so expensive I couldn’t afford it out of pocket … It was 
an inhaler … and I have really bad asthma … I just talked to the supervisor. I’d 
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tell the supervisor, you’re not giving me the answer I want, I want to talk to your 
supervisor. You’re not giving me the answer I want, I’ll talk to your supervisor … 
fi nally I ended up getting somebody that could immediately get me what I needed.  

  Dani expected that Medicaid would meet her needs and she acted accord-
ingly. Her sense of socioeconomic standing undergirded such expecta-
tions to the extent that she resisted on the basis of seeking coverage for 
something that Medicaid, as per her own knowledge, had  justifi ably  
denied. Dani did not care about the technicalities of coverage and she did 
not hew to the rules. Instead, her socioeconomic positioning empowered 
her to go after whatever she needed. 

 Kay, the mother who featured prominently in  Chapter  4 , is a 
remarkable example of how socioeconomically advantaged benefi cia-
ries engage in needs- based particularistic resistance. As an educated, 
middle- class (white) woman who directed a nursing facility, Kay was 
accustomed to being heard and she knew how to make things happen. 
When Medicaid denied a claim for a $5,000 compression device that 
Brian needed for his lungs, Kay pushed to fi gure out what Medicaid 
 would  cover and learned that “they would cover a vest system that’s 
$20,000. And so I  thought that was backwards  … now we have a 
$20,000 machine that he uses twice a day.” An especially frustrating 
battle that Kay recounted was over diapers. She did not think that the 
diapers Medicaid offered were of suffi ciently high quality. Though that 
is not the kind of criticism that local agencies are normally responsive 
to, this was Kay’ experience:

  We have gone round and round about diapers at DHS [Department of Health 
Services]. After age three, they provide diapers, and so the company we get them 
from –  they’re really poor quality. And so fi nally, after a year going back and forth 
with [DHS], their employee said, “ I’ve been told to just get you whatever it is that 
you want ” (emphasis mine).  

  How did Kay manage to wrest Medicaid’s concession to give her  what-
ever  she wanted? I asked about that. Our exchange was as follows:

   Me:      “So when you say a year of going back and forth, are you calling different 
people? Are you sending letters? I mean, what could you be doing for a year?”  

   Kay:      “Calling and emailing, yes.”  
   Me:      “And you just kind of keep going until somebody –  whoever gives fi rst …”  
   Kay:      “Yes. I will basically knock down any door that needs to be knocked down 

to get whatever our son needs. See, I just tell them at this point, ‘The words that 
need to come out of your mouth are, “As you wish,” because I’m not going to 
let up until you get him what it is he needs to survive, and I shouldn’t have to 
fi ght for every single thing he needs to survive.’ ”  
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   Me:      “What kinds of responses do you get [to that]?”  
   Kay:      Sometimes it’s just general incompetence. Other times, it’s –  I feel like we 

are getting the runaround. I just forewarn people in the beginning that  I am 
that mother. I am the one that will take it to the Nth degree to get what my 
son needs  because, one, I am a nurse and I know the system, and two, I’m not 
willing to risk my son’s life. So you’re going to do what he needs [you] to do. 
And for the most part, once people realize I don’t ask for anything unreason-
able, I will not call unless he absolutely needs it, I am not the boy [who] cried 
wolf.  I am educated ,  I’m willing to take on the battle, and I  will not back 
down at all.  Once people understand and get that, then we get along great and 
we do fi ne. Until that point, then I’m the bitch in the room, and I don’t care 
(emphasis mine).  

This level of engagement was exceptional relative to the experiences 
that low- income benefi ciaries recounted. Remember that Shana did not 
respond this way even after Tim  bit off part of his tongue . Among eco-
nomically and racially marginalized benefi ciaries, unless they were cer-
tain of some form of error on the part of the agency, they were generally 
unwilling to resist, almost irrespective of need. Folks with perceptions 
of low socioeconomic status did not engage in needs- based resistance. 
Recall Angie’s fair hearing: she did not initiate it on the basis of her own 
need but because of a technicality: she had moved and did not receive the 
mail the agency sent. The only benefi ciaries who spoke about resisting 
in order to get things that were beyond the bounds of what Medicaid 
actually offered were those who were both middle class and non- black. 
On the alternative end of the spectrum were benefi ciaries who indicated 
that they would not resist under  any circumstances . Maggie, for example, 
was a white woman in her forties who worked as a school janitor before 
seriously injuring her leg and signing up for Medicaid. She insisted that 
she would “ never  complain” about “ anything ” Medicaid did because “it’s 
Medicaid  and I’m poor .” She saw herself as having no basis for taking 
issue with the program. 

 In sum, though perceptions of low socioeconomic status did prompt 
PR at times (when benefi ciaries felt they had to fi ght for themselves 
because no one else cared), benefi ciaries more often indicated that such 
views undercut resistance by truncating the range of things they were 
willing to go after.  

  Race 

       In addition to conceiving of social status       on the basis of a stigmatized des-
ignation as “poor” or “uneducated,” there was also a racial component 
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to positional perceptions (Blumer  1958 ). Without any prompting from 
me, African- American interviewees consistently noted race as an expla-
nation for their treatment at the hands of caseworkers. Despite the fact 
that many caseworkers were also   black, African- Americans believed that 
they “got it the worst.” Lucy   was a black woman who lived in Georgia 
at the time of our interview. Her children had Medicaid, but she did not. 
She noted that when she walked in the Medicaid offi ce, the assumption 
of bureaucrats was, “oh okay she black she just want the free assistance.” 
She went on to say this:

  I mean you can have white people [who] are on assistance but to them it’s not 
assistance; [its] like, “I just need a little help right now.” Whereas, they look at us 
and be like, “oh that’s all you all want.” … They still look at you in a different 
way because you have the Medicaid. I got burned last year, third degree. I could 
not get Medicaid. And I only make   seven fi fty an hour, but that was too much 
for them and I have four kids. I was out of work for almost two months. I had to 
fend for me and my kids.  

  From her vantage point in Michigan, Angie offered a similar assessment:

  The color factor too that goes into that, you know, because they like to, you know 
propagandize that, you know the face of poverty is African- American. When in 
reality, there are more Caucasians and other races on Medicaid and food stamps 
and everything else than African- Americans by far. But you know it’s like, if 
you’re white and you have Medicaid … then you are looked upon with more 
sympathy. You know, “she’s going through a hard time right now …Everybody 
goes through that rough patch.” That’s the attitude they’re aware of. If it’s  us , you 
know African- Americans, then we’re looking for a handout and you know we 
must be uneducated and we, this is just a life we like to live and we are treated 
as such that way.  

  Further still, black benefi ciaries’ racial reference points were both 
white and Latino benefi ciaries. Nessa, a   black woman from Georgia, 
insisted that “in that [Medicaid] offi ce, we’re in the bottom. Whites, then 
Mexicans, then us all the way down there. If a Mexican girl come in 
there with her ten kids, then I  gotta wait until they talk to her fi rst.” 
Lucy reiterated this, gesturing toward the non- responsiveness of her 
caseworker. “I still haven’t got no phone call, I still haven’t got no letter. 
I  don’t even know who my caseworker is, whereas another national-
ity where it comes from Mexicans, they get approved more quick[ly].” 
  Black benefi ciaries brought this up consistently and across states. For 
them, race saliently manifested in ordinary administrative interactions 
and in observations of other benefi ciaries’ treatment. Even some white 
benefi ciaries believed that they were treated more favorably because of 
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their race. When I asked Roxy, a young white mother of three from   rural 
upstate New York, whether she was treated differently due to her status 
as a Medicaid benefi ciary, I did not invoke race at all (although perhaps 
my very presence as   black woman invokes it). Nonetheless, Roxy told 
me, “I don’t think they really judge [me] at all. They may judge some 
people based on their skin color. They might.” 

 These racial dynamics are connected to decisions about whether 
and how to resist, but not in a straightforward way. African- American 
Medicaid benefi ciaries expressed hesitance about resisting, citing fear 
of retaliation. They also expressed concerns about seeming like trouble-
makers. Zolene, for example, pointed out that “it is in our culture to 
fi ght back, but not in other ethnicities.” This was an attribute that she 
believed “could work against us” given anti- blackness and the hierar-
chical Medicaid bureaucracy. Such hesitance militated against resistance 
among   black people. 

 At the same time, African- Americans most often noted having adver-
sarial relationships with the Medicaid agency, and perceptions of racial 
discrimination   only amplifi ed that. Three of the four interviewees who 
initiated a fair hearing were black women (Shana, Lucy, and Angie). 
Moreover, large cuts to the Medicaid program disproportionately affect 
African- Americans (Franklin  2017 ), so their presence in a state or county 
is likely correlated with more occasions for resistance. Altogether, while 
the qualitative evidence points to the importance of race, it offers a com-
plex, multifaceted picture of the precise infl uence of race on decisions 
about PR.        

  Institutional Responsiveness 

   Perceptions of institutional responsiveness were the third factor that 
came to the fore in an analysis of the qualitative data. By this I mean 
the degree to which benefi ciaries believed that the Medicaid bureaucracy 
was responsive to their needs. Benefi ciaries viewed bureaucrats as largely 
unresponsive due to being overburdened and because of a larger orga-
nizational culture of voicelessness. In a people processing agency like 
Medicaid, bureaucrats were focused on establishing eligibility and man-
aging recertifi cation, listening to benefi ciaries was simply not part of the 
job (Barnes and Michener  2017 ; Hasenfeld  1972 ; Vinter  1963 ). 

 Interviewees frequently noted that the administrative strain of case-
workers did not bode well for the chances of successful resistance. Recall 
that in  Chapter 4  I made the connection between administrative capacity 
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(a marker of the adequacy of state resources) and traditional forms of 
political participation. I now extend the relevance of that factor to the 
county level, both because there is distinct variation in levels of admin-
istrative capacity across counties and because Medicaid benefi ciaries 
viewed bureaucratic non- responsiveness as a signal of an environment 
that was inhospitable to resistance. 

 Benefi ciaries believed that local agencies were slow and indifferent 
because there were too many “clients” and too few “workers.” Lucy said, 
“it’s so big and it has so many cases so it gets to the point where they 
don’t care.” Nessa felt similarly:

  I’ve never spoken to my caseworker and I’ve left messages trying to get in contact 
with her … she doesn’t call back; I guess they don’t check their voicemail. It’s … 
hectic trying to get in touch with a caseworker.  

  Many benefi ciaries were convinced that bureaucrats saddled with enor-
mous workloads became too hardened and intractable to respond to their 
needs. Benefi ciaries believed that workers viewed them as “just another 
number” and were apt to retaliate for any semblance of opposition. When 
you made bureaucrats’ lives harder, they returned the favor. Kim, a young 
mother from Chicago, described her situation:

  Right after I had [the baby] there was one [social worker] lady right down the 
street on Western. My son had been living with me all his life, but there was a 
young boy in Iowa with the same last name, same fi rst name, same birth date –  it 
was amazing. And the [social worker] lady kept telling me that my son don’t stay 
with me and that he live in Iowa, and so I took him to the offi ce with me and 
I was like, that’s [him]. So that went on like that for two years, every time I went 
in to renew, we had the same problem. Um, then … I had my youngest daughter; 
she’s fi ve now. I had her and I went in there and she told me I should get up and 
get a job. Oh, she was real nasty with me.  

  When I asked Kim if she ever considered doing anything about the way 
she was treated, she said this:

  Yeah, but it would prolong it. It would take longer putting my paperwork in. 
They’ll push it to the back. So it’s just best to keep your mouth closed. It’s just 
best to lay low in there. It’s kind of sad that people would treat people that way. It 
makes you not want to go get the help that you need and there are a lot of people 
who ha[ve] issues with pride and they don’t even want to be bothered with it, so 
they just suffer.  

  The notion that resisting would only make things more diffi cult was 
widespread. Terrie insisted that “they don’t make it easy … fi ght [against] 
the system and they will lead you and charge you in paperwork  … 
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appointments [until you’re] red, blue, and black in the face. And you get 
frustrated and you say, ‘Well eff it, I don’t need it.’ ” 

 Layered on top of caseworker recalcitrance, Medicaid benefi ciaries 
discerned a more general culture of non- responsiveness and muting of 
their voices. By their accounting, the Medicaid bureaucracy was a heavily 
tiered system with little indication that anyone cared to involve them in 
the processes affecting their lives. Terrie noted:

  There’s no opinion box in the Medicaid offi ce, there is no “tell us how we’re 
doing” box in the Medicaid offi ce, there is no supervisor like, “I don’t like what 
my caseworker is doing.” [If you] need to talk to a supervisor, you would proba-
bly never reach that person; they’re always running in an offi ce, in a meeting, too 
busy, and they’re not returning that phone call.  

  Noting the importance of the county context, Terrie also explained that:

  There is no interacting with people anymore in Cobb County … Our cases have 
actually been moved to another county, Cherokee County. So now what? If you’re 
on a bus as a parent, you are not getting there. If you’re in a car, maybe, but it’s 
not even a place we can go and make contact with them … You can go to the 
offi ce and apply on one of those computer screens or fi ll out the paperwork. If 
you need to see someone, it would take three to four hours and if they have time 
allotted, I mean you may see them that day, but they don’t really have answers 
for you except we’ll contact you, we’ll mail you something when we get some 
new information.  

  Sentiments like this were communicated repeatedly. Maggie literally 
laughed when I asked her if there was any way she could infl uence what 
happened with her Medicaid case, then she followed up this skepti-
cal chuckle with a simple, “no, no one listens.” Like many benefi ciaries, 
Maggie had grown accustomed to a nonresponsive Medicaid bureaucracy 
focused on processing people, not on interacting with them in more sub-
stantive ways (Barnes and Michener  2017 ; Hasenfeld  1972 ; Vinter  1963 ). 

 Perceptions of socioeconomic status, race, and institutional respon-
siveness shape particularistic resistance in complex (and sometimes 
countervailing) ways. None of these factors is deterministic, but benefi -
ciaries’ accounts broadly skew toward viewing resistance as a restricted 
and dubious option. While the qualitative work cannot provide neat, 
variable- based assessments of what shapes PR, it does suggest that socio-
economic status, race, and institutional responsiveness underlie decisions 
about whether to resist. With these things in mind, I turn to a quantitative 
evaluation of the role that county contexts play in shaping an important 
manifestation of PR: the initiation of administrative fair hearings.     
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  Taking It Up the Chain: Initiating Medicaid 
Administrative Fair Hearings 

     Only a handful of the benefi ciaries I interviewed (four out of forty- fi ve) 
had direct experiences with administrative fair hearings. Others acknowl-
edged the possibility of a hearing, only to explain precisely why they 
would not bother. Non- initiation was often connected to ideas about 
responsiveness. Terrie knew that if you had a problem with something, 
“you can schedule a hearing.” But despite encountering a host of serious 
problems, she hadn’t done so because “that takes thirty days to schedule 
the hearing. Thirty days until you have an appearance; by then you’re 
so far down the line living life again, it doesn’t matter.” Lucy expressed 
similar sentiments:

  You can do a hearing, but the hearing takes so long … the process is too long. 
I am actually looking for help for the well- being of me and my family and you’re 
telling me to wait thirty to sixty days? I mean, I have a problem now.  

  The responsiveness of the hearing process was not only cast in terms of 
time, it was also viewed as a calculus of the likelihood of being heard. 
A  leading offi cial responsible for overseeing Medicaid fair hearings in 
Illinois admitted that “one big concern” that her agency has is that “peo-
ple know about [the appeals process], but they just –  they don’t think it’s 
going to be worth their time … [they] assume it’s a rubber stamp process 
and they just don’t feel they’re going to be heard.” By all indications from 
the vantage point of the benefi ciaries I spoke to, this is indeed the prevail-
ing sentiment. Lucy expressed it most clearly:

  When you walk into a hearing … you have to ask yourself, do they already have 
their mind made up? And they just have to give you this hearing by law. But in 
their mind quite naturally it’s already made up. And the decision is already made, 
but because they have to give you that hearing, they will … you have to go in 
there asking yourself, is this hearing really working? Or the next time you have a 
review [are] they going to make it harder?  

  Notably, Lucy still decided to initiate a fair hearing. Part of what enabled 
her to move past her reservations was a unique aspect of her social 
positioning: recall from  Chapter 2  that though Lucy was a   black single 
mother living in poverty, she was also a veteran. She had joined the     mili-
tary and gone on several tours, all in the name of providing for her family. 
The narrative she offered about herself in our interview centered on her 
willingness to do “whatever” she had to do for her family, even when it 
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was hard. Being a veteran was the ultimate refl ection of that willingness 
and by a similar logic, Lucy initiated a hearing despite her misgivings:

  At the end of the day I have to ask myself, “Are you concerned about what these 
people are going to think, or are you concerned about the health of your child, 
and which comes fi rst?” So they can think what they want or have their minds 
made up to whatever extent they want, but at the end of the day, even if the 
hearing [doesn’t] do well, I’m still going higher because everybody has a boss and 
you’re going to eventually get to the top and fi nd that one person [who is] going 
to really listen.  

  Lucy was cynical about administrative fair hearings, but her familiarity 
with hierarchy enabled her to view them as an avenue for being heard. 
Most of the benefi ciaries I spoke to shared her cynicism, but were not 
inclined to push past it; they did not initiate hearings even when they 
thought there was cause to do so. Before I examine the county- level con-
textual factors that shape such decisions, a brief elucidation of the admin-
istrative appeals process is in order.      

  Fair Hearings: The Process of Appealing 
State Actions 

   Fair hearings are part of Medicaid’s administrative appeals procedure. 
Appealing (i.e., initiating a hearing) is an option available to Medicaid 
benefi ciaries (or applicants) whenever the state, its agents, or its contrac-
tors take an action (or fail to take prompt action) regarding eligibility 
or benefi ts. Such actions can include denial, termination, or suspension 
of Medicaid eligibility and/ or denial or reduction of particular medical 
services. Inaction generally involves the failure to process applications 
or requests in a timely manner. Benefi ciaries have the same rights to a 
hearing whether the dispute is about eligibility or about medical services, 
and such rights hold whether benefi ts are administered through the fee- 
for- service system or a managed care organization (Musumeci  2012 ).  4   

 Though benefi ciaries can initiate a hearing at any time, in interviews 
they noted doing so (or considering it) in response to receiving a notice 
about state decisions related to reductions, cancellations, or refusals of 
benefi ts. States are legally obligated to send notice of impending action 
that concerns eligibility or services, and when they do so, they must 
include information about benefi ciaries’ options for appealing. State 
notices stipulate the legally prescribed time frames for appealing and the 
process by which to do so. For example, in New York     State, benefi ciaries 
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must request a hearing within sixty days of receiving a notice. They can 
do so by completing a fair hearing request form available online and 
in local social services offi ces.  Figure  5.1  provides an example of the 
(blank) New York State form. 

    Once benefi ciaries (or applicants) request a hearing, the state must 
respond either by offering a local evidentiary hearing or by scheduling 

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
Website:  www.otda.ny.gov/oah

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
FAX to: (518)  473-6735

Telephone #:  1-800-342-3334

FAIR HEARING REQUEST FORM – FAX OR MAIL
P.O. BOX 1930

ALBANY, NY  12201-1930

Please Print Informa�on Clearly.  Correct and Complete Informa�on Will Permit Us to Promptly Schedule a Fair Hearing.

CASE NAME: __________________________________________________________    _________________________________   ________
(LAST)                                                                                                                    (FIRST)                                                                  (MI)

STREET ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________________    APT #: _____________   

CITY: ________________________________________________________    STATE: _____________     ZIP CODE: ____________________

PHONE #: ( _______)   ____________________________    DATE OF BIRTH : ___________________     SS#: ________________________

MALE FEMALE CASE #: ___________________    CIN #:  ___________________     LOCAL AGENCY/CENTER:   ___________

INTERPRETER NEEDED?    YES                   NO                                        LANGUAGE:   _________________________________________________

Is Appellant homebound?                   YES               NO If yes, provide medical documenta�on.  Do not delay request while obtaining medical.   
A phone number for representa�ve or requester is required if you don’t have a phone.

Representa�ve                 Requester NAME:  ___________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY:  __________________________________  STATE:  _______   ZIP:  __________  PHONE #: (_______) __________________________

DID APPELLANT RECEIVE A NOTICE FROM THE LOCAL SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT?                           YES                    NO
(***** PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF THE NOTICE WITH THIS FORM *****)

If Yes:  Date of No�ce:  ______________  Effec�ve Date:  ________________  No�ce #:  ________________  RTI #: ____________ ______

RESTRICTIONS
Put an X in days or �mes

you cannot a�end hearing

M      T      W     T      F
AM  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

PM  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

(Must provide a reason)

LOCAL AGENCY ACTION                                  CATEGORY OF ASSISTANCE  (defini�ons below box)

Discon�nuance

Reduc�on

Denial

Inadequacy

FA MA PCS*SNAPSNA HEAP OTHER

* If Personal Care Services:  Provide CASA # _______/Agency ________ & indicate type of service: _______

Name of Managed Care Plan ______________________________________________________

FA = Family Assistance (former ADC)                SNA = Safety Net Assistance (formerly HR)               SNAP = Supplemental Nutri�on Assistance Program  (formerly Food Stamps)
MA = Medicaid                                                      HEAP = Home Energy Assistance Program                PCS = Personal Care Services

Reason for reques�ng hearing (indicate �me frames):

Informa�on needed for Foster Care hearings:  Child’s name, child’s date of birth, birth mother’s name, child’s case number, agency’s name.  
Indicate period seeking foster care payments.

Revised 8/29/12 TODAY’S DATE: __________________________

 Figure 5.1      Example of a fair hearing request form (New York)  
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an administrative fair hearing. The former may provide more immediate 
relief, but if evidentiary hearings result in a denial, then benefi ciaries can 
still request an administrative fair hearing. The right to an administrative 
hearing is guaranteed (via  Goldberg  v.  Kelly , a landmark decision of the 
U.S. Supreme Court). Once a decision is rendered concerning the fair 
hearing, benefi ciaries can technically appeal further in state court, but 
this requires resources, knowledge, and time that most people do not 
have. In practice then, fair hearings are a key and (often) fi nal mechanism 
for benefi ciaries to obtain access when vital health benefi ts have been 
denied.    

  Particularistic Resistance in 
Context: County Characteristics and Fair 

Hearings 

   Since the late 1960s, public administration scholars have studied the 
use of fair hearings (not for Medicaid, but for other public assistance 
programs) as an instrument for contesting government action (Bell and 
Norvell  1967 ; Hammer and Hartley  1978 ; Handler  1969 ,  1986 ; Lens 
 2005 ,  2007a ,  2007b ,  2009 ,  2011 ; Lens and Vorsanger  2005 ; Perales 
 1990 ). These researchers have recognized administrative hearings as the 
“only formal mechanism by which clients can challenge agency deci-
sions” (Lens  2005 : 431) and the “most effective way to determine facts 
accurately and to maintain a sense of fairness and equality in govern-
mental action” (Hammer and Hartley  1978 : 146). Welfare benefi ciaries 
of all stripes use hearings in various capacities: as a tactical tool, as a 
way of resisting laws perceived as unjust, and as a space for explaining 
the realities of their lived experiences to those who have the power to 
intervene (Lens  2007b ). Even when offi cials rule that “clients” have not 
been wronged, fair hearings still ensure that “those whose assistance 
has been correctly denied or discontinued … are given the opportunity 
to state their cases. They too are afforded the dignity of being listened 
to, of being taken seriously” (Perales  1990 : 892). Finally, hearings act 
as a check, though limited, on the arbitrary use of government’s discre-
tionary power in the lives of the poor. They can function as a corrective 
to agency error and help to reveal organizational failings (Lens  2009 ; 
Perales  1990 ). 

 Scholarship on fair hearings has generally focused either on overarch-
ing administrative patterns or on individual experiences with the appeals 
process (Bell and Norvell  1967 ; Hammer and Hartley  1978 ; Handler 
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 1969 ; Lens  2007 ,  2009 ,  2011 ). Such studies have shown that it is rel-
atively uncommon for social policy benefi ciaries to utilize the appeals 
system. Initiating a hearing is a rare occurrence (Baum  1974 ; Bell and 
Norvell  1967 ; Hammer and Hartley  1978 ; Handler  1969 ; Lens and 
Vorsanger  2005 ). In states like Texas, Wisconsin, and New York (those 
that studies to date have concentrated on), appeals occur in response 
to less than 1  percent of state actions (but this rate may be as high 
as 10 percent in some places). Although most scholars focus on a sin-
gle state at a single point in time, cumulative fi ndings indicate marked 
variation across time and place (Lens and Vorsanger  2005 ). To date, 
we have a limited understanding of how institutional contexts infl uence 
such heterogeneity. 

 Though appeals are rare events, they represent the opportunity to be 
heard concerning issues of crucial importance to benefi ciaries. When the 
second face of the state exerts its power over resources in ways that ben-
efi ciaries view as harmful, initiating a fair hearing is one way to resist. 
But none of this happens in a vacuum. The models that follow put the 
individualized particularistic action of appealing into broader context to 
consider how counties (as subnational entities that form part of the struc-
ture of federalism) determine appeal frequency.   

  Analyzing Fair Hearings 

         Utilizing data on fair hearings obtained through Freedom of 
Information Requests (FOIA), I analyze county variation in New York 
and Florida, the second and fourth largest Medicaid programs in the 
country (respectively).  5   These states are home to more than 8  mil-
lion Medicaid benefi ciaries. Both are known for delegating signifi -
cant fi nancial and administrative responsibility for Medicaid down 
to counties. As such, they represent “most likely” cases for observing 
whether patterns of resistance are shaped by county characteristics. At 
the same time, they offer contrasts in terms of region, demographics, 
and political context. 

 The empirical models explain the  frequency  (count) with which fair 
hearings (appeals) were initiated in counties across New York and Florida 
between 2004 and 2011. There were 39,794 Medicaid- related hearings 
initiated in Florida during this time period and 95,289 in New  York. 
These hearings were unevenly and differentially distributed across years 
(see  Figure 5.2 ). In both states, overall appeal rates were very low.  6   Over 
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the time period in question, only 86 out of every 100,000 benefi ciaries 
from New York initiated a hearing, and in Florida the comparable num-
ber was 26.  7      

 To examine the determinants of appeal frequency, I consider county- 
level variables related to the three factors highlighted in the qualitative 
work: socioeconomic status (SES), race, and institutional responsiveness. 
Since the qualitative work reveals that these factors have important but 
at times countervailing connections to resistance, I  cannot specify the 
expected direction of relationships. One purpose of the analysis is to 
uncover that. 

 To measure  SES , I include the percentage of county residents with a 
high school education.  8   To account for  race , I  add the   black percent-
age of county population.  9   Finally, to gauge  institutional responsiveness , 
I include the density of welfare bureaucracy (measured as the number of 
public welfare employees per person in poverty) and the mean time to 
resolution (this is the mean time between the formal initiation of a hear-
ing and the issuance of a resolution). 

 I estimate negative binomial regression models with fi xed effects. 
Negative binomial models are appropriate for over- dispersed count data 
of the sort I use here.  10   Similarly, fi xed effects partial out the many time- 
invariant county characteristics that can easily confound fi ndings.  11   While 
this limits us in some ways (fi xed effects can only illuminate the determi-
nants of changes in appeal frequency  within  counties over time), it also 
frees us from some (certainly not all) of the entanglements of endogeneity 
that accompany observational studies.   
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 Figure 5.2      Medicaid appeals (2004– 2011)  
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  A Tale of Two States 

  Table 5.1  displays the fi ndings. The second column presents estimates 
for Florida and the third column contains those for New  York. As 
shown, counties shape resistance differently in Florida than they do in 
New York.    

 In Florida, government employee density and race are not signifi cant 
factors. On the other hand, county education levels and mean time to res-
olution are both positively correlated with appealing. Substantively, this 
means that as the percent of county residents with a high school educa-
tion increases by one unit over time (from one year to the next), there is a 
corresponding 3 percent increase in the number of appeals. Furthermore, 
as the mean resolution time increases by one unit over time (from one 
year to the next), there is a 0.4 percent increase in the number of appeals. 
This latter number seems trivial, but note that a unit for mean time to 
resolution variable represents  one  day. Across Florida counties, the stan-
dard deviation for the mean time to resolution variable was thirty- seven 
(days). If a county increased its mean time to resolution (from one year to 
the next) by just under half of a standard deviation (eighteen days), this 
would be associated with a nearly 7.2 percent increase in the number of 
appeals. Of course, the magnitude of such an increase would depend on 
the base number of appeals from which the increase occurred. 

 Turning to New  York ( Table  5.1 , column 2), we see very different 
patterns:  more educated county populations are  not  associated with 
increases in the frequency of appeals. On the other hand, higher percent-
ages of African- Americans and increased administrative capacity (ratio of 
welfare bureaucrats to people in poverty) are both positively and signifi -
cantly correlated with the number of appeals, while mean time to resolu-
tion is negatively correlated with appeal frequency. 

  Table 5.1      Determinants of Medicaid Appeal Frequency (2004– 2011)  

  Predictors    Florida    New York  

 % Education    0.03 (0.01)**    −0.07 (0.06)   
   % Black  0.01 (0.01)  0.10 (0.02)** 
 Welfare Employee Density  −0.64 (0.09)  35.7 (10.9)** 
 Mean Resolution Time  0.004 (0.001)**  −0.001 (0.000)** 
 N (County- Years)  495  383 

   Note : Cell entries negative binomial point estimates with are fi xed effects. 
 ** p ≤ 0.05 * p ≤ 0.10  
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 Substantively, in New  York State, a one- unit (percentage) increase 
in the number of African- American residents (from one year to the 
next) is associated with a 10 percent increase in the number of appeals. 
Furthermore, as the mean resolution time increases by one unit (from 
one year to the next), there is a 0.01 percent decrease in the number of 
appeals. Finally, since the ratio of government employees to people living 
in poverty is small and its interpretation is not intuitive, I  graphically 
depict the magnitude of the effect in  Figure 5.3 . As shown, an increase 
from the minimum ratio observed in the data (0.001) to the mean ratio 
across all New York counties (0.01) is associated with an increase from 
roughly twenty- eight to forty appeals.    

 The reasons for the divergence between Florida and New York are 
not immediately clear, and it is not feasible to attempt a comprehensive 
explanation here. Still, knowledge about the particularities of the states 
in question points toward potential explanations. For example, education 
may be more consequential to the processes unfolding in Florida because 
there are starker educational inequalities there. Residents of New York 
State are substantially more likely to have a high school diploma, a col-
lege diploma, and an advanced degree than residents of Florida.  12   In a 
state environment with a lower density of people who are well educated, 
increased education at the county level may prove a weighty advantage 
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 Figure 5.3      Administrative capacity and appeal frequency (New York)  
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in prompting PR. Alternatively, having a populace that is generally more 
educated may cultivate a statewide culture of claiming among both 
the educated and the uneducated (hence, higher rates of appealing in 
New York), dampening the discernable (over time) effect of education in 
the models. 

 Analogously, differences in the role of race may be traced back to state 
specifi cities. African- Americans in New York have long had more protec-
tions, rights, and power than their counterparts in Florida. As a result, the 
presence of African- Americans in a particular county may not be as polit-
ically stigmatizing or demobilizing in New York compared to Florida. 

 Welfare employee density and mean resolution time have effects that 
go in opposite directions across these two states. Again, the reasons are 
likely state specifi c. For example, welfare bureaucrats may be quite dif-
ferent in each state. If bureaucrats in New York are more liberal (which 
is plausible) and there are enough of them that they can pay suffi cient 
attention to their clients, then perhaps those bureaucrats will be more 
able and willing to inform benefi ciaries of their right to appeal and less 
inclined to respond harshly to them when they do so. This would account 
for the positive association between employee density and appealing in 
New York. If, on the other hand, bureaucrats in Florida are more conser-
vative, then having more of them could easily exert the opposite effect. 
A caseworker who pays close attention in Florida would recognize and 
perhaps retaliate against a benefi ciary who appeals. Of course, I do not 
know enough about bureaucrats in New York and Florida for this to 
be any more than informed speculation. For my purposes here, it is not 
the content of the suppositions that matters as much as the takeaway 
point: the very same county- level factors may play a different role across 
states depending on the larger demographics and culture of the states. 
Similar logic applies to resolution time. In New  York, increased time 
to resolution may not exert as much of a negative effect on appeal fre-
quency if benefi ciaries believe that the time is being spent fairly adjudi-
cating their case (or in some other justifi able way). How benefi ciaries 
make sense of time to resolution may vary across states. None of the 
data I  use in this chapter (even the qualitative data) is parsed fi nely 
enough to detect such nuance. Still, these fi ndings open up an important 
set of questions related to contextual variation in the democratic effects 
of policy administration. 

 The precise reasons for the differences between Florida and 
New York may be unclear, but the differences themselves are not sur-
prising. Counties are nested in state contexts, which I  have already 
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established vary dramatically (in large part as a result of federalism). 
That the processes that shape PR differ across counties  and  states, 
underscores my broader argument about considering the role of mul-
tilevel federalist contexts when studying public policy and political 
participation.  

  What Matters about Particularistic 
Resistance? 

 I began this chapter by situating the concept of particularistic resistance 
and detailing why it is especially important for Medicaid benefi ciaries. 
Then, I connected it to the broader county contexts in which benefi cia-
ries are embedded, and explained how counties fi t into the landscape of 
federalism. I opened with this extended exposition of PR because it is not 
an outcome that political scientists generally study. Given the qualitative 
and quantitative evidence that I subsequently presented about the ways 
that race, class, and institutional responsiveness bear upon benefi ciaries’ 
decisions about resistance, what insights can we glean? 

 In all honesty, this chapter raises many questions. But fostering inquiry 
is a crucial mechanism for generating knowledge, so the indeterminacies 
that emerged are valuable. Why do Florida and New York exhibit such 
divergent determinants of appeal frequency?         How should we interpret 
some of the countervailing patterns that came to light in the interviews 
(e.g., African- Americans feeling more stigmatized and self- conscious 
about appealing, but also seeming more willing to appeal under the right 
circumstances)? I provide a springboard for considering these more spe-
cifi c inquiries, but do not resolve them. 

 Particularistic resistance offers Medicaid benefi ciaries an avenue for 
checking the power of local welfare institutions and delivers a proximate 
opportunity for exercising political voice. But counties are an essential 
and often overlooked part of the federalist arrangements that structure 
the possibilities for PR. Though the dynamics within counties that affect 
PR are complex, it is clear that race, class, and institutional responsive-
ness are imperative factors. Only by confronting the dilemmas revealed by 
these axes of inequity can we begin to work toward equipping Medicaid 
benefi ciaries with the power to have a say in the processes that govern 
their access to vital health resources.    
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 People, Places, and Social Policy in the City     

  Tasha   is a twenty- fi ve- year- old Orlando native raising a small child on 
her own while working part- time and going to college full- time. When 
I met her in early 2013, she had been on Medicaid for nearly her entire 
life: fi rst as a child, then as a teenager, then as a new mother. When I asked 
Tasha what struck her most about using Medicaid for all of those years, 
she quickly declared: “the clinics.” I probed and she explained this:

  On Medicaid … you are assigned to a certain clinic. So, it’s like you have to be in 
there with all of these people and I don’t like that … I remember in high school 
getting my tooth pulled and I had to go to this clinic where I’d see bums and stuff 
outside and I was like [oh] man!  

  Tasha’s comments focused more on the local context where she received 
Medicaid benefi ts as on the services themselves. Living in high- poverty 
parts of the city meant that she had to go to clinics in downtrodden 
areas, and this made her experience of Medicaid uncomfortable.   Darius, 
a middle- aged man from Chicago, offered a complementary account by 
describing the differences in the way Medicaid offi ces operate on the 
North and South sides of the city:

  On the North Side you go in and basically you talk to somebody and they will get 
you on the computer, get you the stuff and get you out of there … and somebody 
sits down with you and [they] tell you what your benefi ts are and everything … 
Well now, over here [on the South Side], it seems like so many people, there [is a] 
backlog … they get tired with so many people coming in … On the North Side 
I have never had to stand in line … I went in there and got out real fast.  

  Melissa, a woman from Florida, similarly suggested that at Medicaid 
offi ces in West Orlando, “you’re treated differently.” And Zolene, a 
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Detroit expat living in Ypsilanti, Michigan informed me that one reason 
she was glad to be out of Detroit was because with “Detroit Medicaid 
99.9 percent of the time you have to go outside of your community to 
see a good doctor.” These benefi ciaries were all African- Americans from 
poor, racially isolated neighborhoods. When I asked them to talk about 
their experiences with Medicaid, their responses were refracted through 
the prism of urban inequality. Such observations point toward a question 
that has been neither asked nor answered about the   relationship between 
federalism and social policy in cities: how do intracity disparities infl u-
ence policy feedback processes? 

  Federalism Goes to the City 

 Since it is not obvious why a book about Medicaid and federalism should 
focus on cities, it is worth taking a moment to explain. The arms of fed-
eralism are far- reaching: they go “all the way down” through states and 
into assorted substate entities (Frug and Barron  2008 ; Gerken  2010 ; 
Hills  1999 ; Peterson  1993 ; Rich  1993 ). These entities do not have the 
same degree of autonomy as states, and they do not have as much lever-
age for making constitutional claims to sovereignty (Gerken  2010 ), but 
they nonetheless enter the fray of intergovernmental power sharing via 
(at least) three avenues. First, cities (or other kinds of municipalities) can 
be granted power by states (for a variety of reasons, including political 
commitments to localism and any other state prerogatives that incen-
tivize decentralization). Second, cities can wrest power from states. For 
example, in places where city delegates are well represented in state gov-
ernment (e.g., Chicago) or where the state government is run from the 
city center (e.g., Atlanta, Denver), cities do not have complete auton-
omy, but they do (at times) have the power to override state- level deci-
sions (Frug and Barron  2008 ). Finally (and relatively rarely), cities can be 
given power by the federal government that is separate from that of the 
states. For example, the Community Development Block Grant program 
(CDBG),   a policy descendent of Lyndon Johnson’s Model Cities program, 
was enacted under Richard Nixon in 1974. Approximately 80 percent of 
CDBG funds were allocated to metropolitan areas and provided  directly  
to localities, bypassing state authorities. CDBG was thus designed as a 
largely federal- local program (Wong and Peterson  1986 ). 

 Given the range of ways that cities are implicated in multilevel strug-
gles for state power, they are part and parcel of assessing federalism, espe-
cially with regards to social policy. The economic, social, and political 
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security of urban areas hinges on intergovernmental decisions that infl u-
ence the fl ow of social policy benefi ts into cities. Such decisions, in turn, 
depend on the dynamic relationships between the national center and 
its periphery, as well as those between subnational units (e.g., states and 
cities). This web of connections is defi ned by federalism and it has conse-
quences for the economic and political life of cities. 

 Since the 1970s, there has been extensive disinvestment from cities 
on the part of both federal and state governments. This has left cities 
with a relative dearth of place- based resources (i.e., resources specifi cally 
delineated to places as opposed to people), and that defi cit contributes 
to the deterioration of the most needy parts of cities. Put simply: macro- 
institutional forces of federalism have played a part in generating urban 
deprivation (Frug and Barron  2008 ; Warren  1974 ). This is germane to 
the extent that urban conditions structure the relationship between social 
policy and political capacity. Recall the contextualized feedback (CF) 
model offered in  Chapter 2 . Key to the CF model is that federalism con-
fi gures contexts and sets the stage for the design, implementation, and 
constraints of public policy. Neighborhood environments may act as for-
midable constraints. Residents’ immediate surroundings can cultivate or 
amplify the political infl uence of state and federal policies. It is for this 
reason that the urban fortunes (or misfortunes) engendered by federalism 
implicate policy feedback processes.    

  The Limited City and People- Based Policy 

   Cities are major actors that are at times conspicuously absent from the 
mainstream discourse on federalism. The circumstances of metropoles 
have ebbed and fl owed in tandem with the transformations of federal-
ism over the past fi fty years. In 1969, Daniel Patrick   Moynihan asserted 
that “there is hardly a department or agency of the national government 
whose programs do not in some way have important consequences for the 
life of cities, and those who live in them” (Moynihan  1969 : 11). Within 
ten years of this declaration, the tide began to turn. For several decades, 
both federal and state support for cities has waned (Bissinger  1997 ; 
Eisinger  1998 ; Kincaid  1999 ,  2001 ; O’Connor  1999 ; Weir  1996 ). With 
a strong emphasis on local control and fi scal belt- tightening, President 
Ronald Reagan   spearheaded the dramatic shift of national antipoverty 
policy away from place- based policies that tackled the unique challenges 
of indigent locales and toward people- based policies that provided indi-
viduals with relief from penury (Katz 1995; Kincaid  1999 ,  2001 ,  2011 ; 
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O’Connor  1999 ; Rich  1993 ). The once “hidden, virtuous intersection of 
people- oriented and place- oriented policies” evolved into a widening gulf 
(Katz and Bradley  2013 : 173). 

 As shown in  Figure 6.1 , federal grants- in- aid to state and local gov-
ernments for   resources distributed directly to people (such as Medicaid) 
have increased markedly since the mid- 1970s, while outlays for programs 
aimed at places have plummeted.    

 Despite often contentious relationships between national, state, and 
city governments, cities still receive large infusions of resources from 
national and state governments, but in the form of assistance for people- 
based programs, with little commitment to places. In 1978, roughly 
15 percent of city revenues came from federal aid; today that number 
is in the range of 1 percent to 3 percent (Kincaid  1999 ). Between 1980 
and 1990, the Reagan and Bush administrations slashed grants to cit-
ies by 46 percent (Katz 1995). Funds for low- income housing dried up, 
Community Development Block Grants were cut by 25 percent, urban 
jobs programs disappeared, and general revenue sharing  –  which had 
formerly provided cities with fl exible funding  –  was eliminated (Katz 
1995; Kincaid  2011 ). As suburban politicians began dominating state 
legislatures, similar declines occurred in state aid to cities (Katz 1995; 
Weir  1996 ). With their well- noted fi scal constraints, cities were not 
equipped to step in and take on the redistributive role of higher govern-
ments (Peterson  1981 ). Moreover, though local grassroots organizations 

Percent to persons
for social welfare

Percent to place for
state and local
capital investment
and general
government
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 Figure  6.1      Federal grants- in- aid to state and local governments for persons 
and places  
 *  From Kincaid 2011: “The Rise of Social Welfare and the Onward March of 

Coercive Federalism.” 
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sometimes rallied to fi ll the gaps, they proved even more limited than 
city governments and too frequently accommodated or exacerbated the 
preexisting boundaries of inequality (Garrow  2015 ). 

 Importantly, there is no evidence that this change in the direction of 
funding was because place matters less for life outcomes. Indeed, the best 
available evidence demonstrates that place is as important as ever for 
economic security and mobility (Chetty and Hendren  2015 ). As national 
funding for place- based programs decreased, urban poverty and residen-
tial segregation –  two of our nation’s most enduring place- based chal-
lenges  –  were also on the rise (Bischoff and Reardon  2014 ). The turn 
away from place- based federal assistance was not a product of chang-
ing needs, it was the upshot of shifting political terrain. A confl uence of 
forces soured the national political standing of cities: white fl ight, tum-
bling urban populations, federally subsidized suburbanization, and tough 
fi scal crises all contributed (Katz 1995). As these developments unfolded, 
the power of urban electorates was eroded, and both the national gov-
ernment and the states devoted fewer resources to cities (Eisinger  1998 ; 
Katz 1995). 

 What are the implications of these developments for policy feedback   
processes? There is evidence that place- based resources uniquely affect the 
material conditions of cities (Neumark and Simpson  2014 ; Partridge and 
Rickman  2006 ).  1   So, to the degree that federalism has a corrosive infl u-
ence on such resources, it plays a role in structuring the urban landscape. 
That landscape then bears on the micro- political effects of social policy, 
connecting federalism to urban processes of contextualized feedback.    

  Medicaid Beneficiaries Rolling Deep in 
the City 

     Medicaid is an especially worthwhile lens through which to consider 
how such processes operate. Cities contain outsized shares of the nation’s 
poorest populations and are common sites for major medical institu-
tions. Medicaid benefi ciaries are thus disproportionately likely to live 
in urban centers. To put it quite colloquially, Medicaid benefi ciaries roll 
deep in cities.  Table 6.1  shows the percentage of various urban popu-
lations that are insured via Medicaid.  2   The percentages for adults and 
children are separate since they vary so widely. The average numbers for 
each state are provided for reference. As shown, cities like Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia, and especially New York (the data are broken down by the 
four largest boroughs in New York City) have a high density of Medicaid 
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benefi ciaries. For example, in Queens, New  York (where I  grew up!), 
nearly 50  percent of children and 20  percent of adults receive health 
coverage through Medicaid. And that pales in comparison to the Bronx, 
where nearly 63 percent of children and 33 percent of adults are enrolled 
in Medicaid. The people represented by those statistics are spread across 
neighborhoods. As they navigate their surroundings, they encounter con-
ditions that shape how they experience Medicaid. If this leads to differen-
tial policy feedback, then the disadvantages of urban inequality intersect 
with social policy in democratically signifi cant ways.     

  Neighborhoods Matter (and Federalism 
Does Too) 

 As     the national government and states make major funding decisions 
concerning Medicaid, cities must contend with the needs of their denizens 
in the face of unpredictably shifting policy trajectories. To boot, the pow-
erful forces of economic deprivation and racial segregation generate a 
diffi cult quandary: the communities with the highest density of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries are often the places where racial and economic marginality 
intersect most perniciously. As the attestations of the folks quoted at the 
opening of this chapter suggest, this can lead to distinct policy experi-
ences for benefi ciaries within the city, producing political effects that are 
differentiated by place. 

  Table 6.1      Medicaid Density in Urban Centers  

  State or City    Average (child)    Average (Adult)  

  California     45.6    22.8   
 Los Angeles  50.0  26.0 
  Pennsylvania   34.3  12.2 
 Philadelphia  53.3  20.6 
  Illinois   37.8  14.6 
 Chicago  42.2  10.5 
  Colorado   30.1  10.7 
 Denver  39.9  11.0 
  New York   30.5  14.9 
 Bronx  62.6  32.5 
 Queens  46.4  19.8 
 Kings (Brooklyn)  50.1  26.0 
 New York (Manhattan)  40.1  15.8 
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 Though little research directly explores this, tangential scholarly 
knowledge substantiates its pertinence. Social scientists spanning sev-
eral disciplines have consistently demonstrated that cities are bastions 
of inequality and that neighborhoods exert tremendous social and 
economic infl uence (Chetty and Hendren  2015 ; Chetty, Hendren, and 
Katz  2015 ; Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom  2004 ; Jargowsky  1997 ; 
Massey and Denton  1993 ; Sampson  2013 ; Sharkey  2013 ; Wilson  1987 ). 
Building on this, political scientists have established the signifi cance of 
neighborhoods for political participation (Alex- Assensoh  1998 ; Cohen 
and Dawson  1993 ; Gay  2012 ; Huckfeldt  1979 ; Huckfeldt and Sprague 
 1993 ; Michener  2013 ). Economists have also shown that local contexts 
shape the effectiveness of antipoverty policy (Blank  2005 ; Partridge 
and Rickman  2006 ). In sum, neighborhoods matter for people, politics, 
and policy  –  and federalism matters for neighborhoods (Keating and 
Krumholz  1999 ; Warren  1974 ). 

 With this in view, I  inquire about how urban contexts shape deni-
zens’ experiences of Medicaid. Drawing on in- depth interviews, I develop 
hypotheses about how neighborhoods structure the Medicaid- to- politics 
link. I then examine survey data to test those hypotheses.  

  Medicaid and Urban Inequality: Mapping 
the Pathways of Influence 

 It is not patently evident how local context is related to Medicaid policy. 
Fortunately, the benefi ciaries I spoke to elaborated on how neighborhood- 
level processes of   political learning occurred. Foremost in these descrip-
tions were references to the maze of institutions that Medicaid entangled 
benefi ciaries in:  hospitals, community health centers, social service 
departments, nonprofi ts, and schools. Since many of these organizations 
were located in the neighborhoods where benefi ciaries lived, whatever 
occurred within them simultaneously refl ected the realities of place  and  
policy –  a distinction that benefi ciaries rarely made. That is why when 
Tasha considered Medicaid she thought of “clinics” and the frightening 
people who loiter near them, Kim remembered the “nasty” lady at the 
welfare offi ce “down on Western Ave.,” and Lucy recalled the neighbor-
hood school that would not enroll her children unless they got the very 
immunization shots that Medicaid was refusing to pay for (she won-
dered: “Couldn’t the school talk to the Medicaid people?”). 

 These benefi ciaries conveyed narratives that prominently featured local 
institutions and they readily supplied commentary on the signifi cance of 
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neighborhoods in relation to their experience of Medicaid. Such obser-
vations did not surface among middle- class benefi ciaries who resided 
in more advantaged places. Instead, neighborhoods mattered most 
for those upon whom they conferred the most disadvantage:  African 
Americans living in poverty. And they mattered enough that benefi cia-
ries consistently referenced neighborhoods with no prompting on my 
part. In fact, at the time I was conducting the interviews, I did not fully 
grasp the relevance of neighborhoods, so I did not ask directly about 
them. Nevertheless, many benefi ciaries independently underlined this 
aspect of their lives because it was part and parcel of their thinking 
about Medicaid. 

 Specifi cally, interviewees noted two facets of local context that sen-
sitized them to policy dynamics in politically relevant ways:  1) neigh-
borhood disorder; 2) neighborhood social cohesion. Benefi ciaries living 
in places they perceived  3   as disorderly and socially dislocated recounted 
negative and disempowering experiences with Medicaid. Let’s consider 
the signifi cance of each factor from the viewpoint of benefi ciaries. 

  Disorder from Daphne’s Perspective 

       I follow Skogan   ( 2012 :  174) in characterizing disorder   as “unsettling 
or potentially threatening and perhaps unlawful public behaviors” and 
“overt signs of negligence or unchecked decay as well as the visible conse-
quences of malevolent misconduct.”  4     Indicators of disorder include pub-
lic drinking or drug use, visible litter or paraphernalia, vandalism, graffi ti, 
drug sales, street fi ghts, and more. Hospitals, clinics, and Medicaid offi ces 
located in neighborhoods plagued by disorder bring diffi cult contextual 
realities to the fore at inopportune times: during medical emergencies, 
when a child is sick, or when a tooth is aching. Visceral reactions to 
potentially “dangerous” people loitering outside of a place to which you 
must go in order to secure health services does not cultivate confi dence in 
Medicaid or the government that subsidizes it. 

 To illustrate the complex and multivalent ways that place matters in 
this regard, I highlight Daphne, the young   black woman from Syracuse 
introduced in  Chapter 1 . Remember that Daphne has been on Medicaid 
for her entire life, and her “whole family” was enrolled as well (includ-
ing her mother, grandmother, aunt, and brother). Though Medicaid was 
all Daphne had known, she realized that it was different from private 
insurance. For much of her life, Daphne’s mother took care of the details 
of enrollment and recertifi cation. But as soon as she turned eighteen, she 
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was required to apply on her own. This was her fi rst indication of some-
thing distinct about Medicaid. She observed that:

  Some of my friends, they stay on their parents’ until they’re like twenty- four, 
twenty- fi ve or six. Yeah, so they stay until they’re twenty- six and I just thought 
that was interesting that they could stay until they’re twenty- six and then they 
have to get their own policy, but when you’re on Medicaid, when you’re eighteen 
you have to get your own and you have to apply.  

  Though the application process itself was rather smooth, Daphne faced 
some of the challenges that I have discussed in previous chapters regard-
ing staffi ng, agency responsiveness, and overcrowding. Crucially, many 
of these diffi culties were associated with a specifi c health center that had 
special signifi cance for Daphne:

   I really don’t like going to the health center. It’s an older building.  It’s a lot of 
people. A lot of people, they’re there, they’re kind of upset, the waiting rooms 
are always fi lled. You’ve got to go in –  people be waiting hours, and some peo-
ple have kids and they’ve got jobs they’ve got to get to, so they get annoyed or 
they start getting irritated and start raising their voices or being impatient, like 
just frustrated. I don’t know if they even have air condition[ing] in there. I don’t 
even like going … But yeah, it’s just a long process and then I feel like the people 
in the back [who] work there, I  feel like they’re understaffed and people are 
frustrated with them so they just are not the most pleasant people to speak to 
(emphasis mine).  

  Before long, Daphne extended her observations to the neighborhood  sur-
rounding  the clinic:

  It’s kind of like downtown … I mean, like right there you have the shelter. And 
then a lot of people who go to the Salvation Army shelter, a lot of them are  on 
drugs and stuff  … I would hear about people  being robbed  over there, being 
robbed early in the morning. It’s just, you’ve got to be careful. There’s a lot of 
 sketchy people  over there. And it’s defi nitely downtown. There’s a lot of sketchy 
people downtown. A  lot of people don’t go downtown. A  lot of the wealthier 
people go to Armory Square, but you wouldn’t see the wealthy people down-
town. You’d see them in the nicer part of downtown like the Armory Square. You 
wouldn’t really see black   people over there [in Armory Square]. But  I wouldn’t 
say [the clinic] is in a good neighborhood . It’s kind of going toward the hood.  It’s 
like right down the street [from the hood]  (emphasis mine).  

  Later in the interview, Daphne reiterated, “I just don’t like going to the 
health center. I do try to avoid it.” But she could not avoid it because 
her aunt has “special needs” and had to be taken to appointments at 
the health center. Daphne even noted memories of going to the center 
as a child. When she thought of Medicaid, she had years of experiences 
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linking the program with a particular  place  and that place represented 
disorder: robbery, open drug use, homeless shelters, and people loitering. 

 Interestingly, when the conversation turned to politics and power, 
Daphne’s views continued to be fi ltered through a prism of place. Take 
this exchange, for example:

   Me:      Do you think if people who were on Medicaid wanted to do anything to 
change the program or change Medicaid policy, do you think they have any 
power? Do you think they would be able to do that?  

   Daphne:      I don’t know how they can. I don’t know if they do have any power to 
change it, but I believe they would like to change things and how everything 
works. Because it’s ridiculous how you get treated and how you [can] be in 
the offi ce for hours.  I bet that doesn’t go on in Fayetteville or Cicero or North 
Syracuse . That’s just unheard of. People are in and they’re out when they have 
appointments … I feel like it is different in different places … [like] say if you’re 
at an Olive Garden or you go to a Burger King, they treat you really different.  

   Me:      Okay, so do you think that those experiences that you just described, do you 
think they have anything to do with the political system?  

   Daphne:      Yeah, I think everything has to do with politics, just there’s like winners 
or losers. I can’t really describe. I think everything has to do with politics. They 
don’t care about the poor unless they want the   black vote. I  know Hillary 
Clinton was visiting upstate New York and New York [City].  The hoods and 
stuff like that, you never see her in there.  And I just heard her say, like people 
have videos of her saying different things and contradicting herself, and yeah, 
I just feel like everything ha[s]  to do with politics.  

   Me:      So … what do you think the main barriers are that prevent Medicaid bene-
fi ciaries from being able to have an infl uence?  

   Daphne:      Well, I  just think a lot of Medicaid people  … I  feel like sometimes 
I don’t really think they understand politics, and a lot of them are not really 
well educated. So sometimes it’s kind of frustrating to sit and listen when you 
don’t really know what they’re talking about, or just hear terms and you just 
don’t really know the basic economics. I kind of know more because I go to 
college and I  talk to people about it. I defi nitely had to learn certain things, 
because I didn’t really know what it meant … I just think a lot of people, when 
the polls are open, if people have jobs, like low- income jobs that they’re work-
ing, some people work like two to three jobs just to make ends meet, so I don’t 
even think they have time to go to the polls to vote. And I just think a lot of 
people have trouble with the law. I don’t even think they can vote, if you have 
like a felony or something. Like I know our population deal[s]  with mass incar-
ceration, so even that too. So I feel like sometimes the system, it’s made for us 
to stay down and to stay on Medicaid … it’s hard to get out of it, to climb out.  

As a young   black woman from a rough neighborhood, Daphne proved 
impressively familiar with the many barriers to political participation 
facing people in her community. She suspected that political elites like 
Hilary Clinton avoided communities like hers (“the hoods and stuff like 
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that”) and she sensed that outcomes would be different for people who 
lived elsewhere (“Fayetteville or Cicero or North Syracuse”). All of this 
created a wellspring of mistrust that fl owed into her outlook on policy. 
For example, when I asked Daphne her thoughts on “Medicaid expan-
sion,” she keenly homed in on the fact that the expansion had not hap-
pened uniformly across states:

  I don’t really like the state choosing things. Yeah,  I don’t really trust the state 
and the politicians . I don’t know. I just think everybody having the same access 
and it being the same everywhere, I think that would be more helpful instead of 
having all these rules and here and there, and you’ve got to apply for insurance. 
I wish it was just nationwide, like you’re just not insured if you’re insured in 
New York State but if you move somewhere else you have to reapply. I know a lot 
of jobs moved, like Chrysler was big in upstate New York and then they moved 
to Detroit, and people had to move with their jobs and you probably discouraged 
them from moving because they probably wouldn’t qualify for insurance there 
and they’d have to stay here and loss of a job they had out of high school making 
good money. I don’t know. Like I just wish it was the same nationwide and not 
just the state, because  I don’t think the state could be trusted, honestly. We can’t 
even trust our police force.   

  Throughout her life, Daphne had traumatic experiences with the police 
in Syracuse. She told me that police targeted neighborhoods like hers and 
the people living in them. Because of this, she did not trust the police and 
by extension, she did not trust New York State. Such localized perspec-
tives came to defi ne her attitudes toward Medicaid policy (“I wish it was 
the same nationwide”). 

 Like Daphne, many of the African- American benefi ciaries I  spoke 
with described the physical conditions of neighborhoods in the course of 
explaining their experiences with Medicaid. Mabel, an African- American 
woman in her early sixties who lived on the South Side of Chicago, 
explained the difference between applying for Medicaid on the South 
Side and doing so when she had lived in “middle- class” suburbs. On the 
South Side, the building was “nasty” and the line was out of the door. 
Mabel was so turned off by the environment that she did not even stay 
long enough to apply. Though she was a diabetic and needed health cov-
erage, she chose to go home rather than to wait in the place where had 
gone to apply. Alternatively, during a brief stint living in the suburbs, she 
experienced something very different:

  When I was in the suburbs you didn’t see the welfare offi ce because I lived in a 
part of the suburbs, middle class or whatever. They didn’t have any welfare offi ce, 
you know what they have? … the welfare offi ce is in the bank building and I went 
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in there to get a medical card and I was out in like ten minutes. They are very 
kind and very nice and very helpful, but you couldn’t do that here [on the South 
Side]… there’s a difference.  

  Mabel eventually had to move from the suburbs back to the city for 
“fi nancial reasons.” By the time of our interview, her Medicaid enroll-
ment had lapsed, but she was reluctant to go to the local offi ce to reenroll. 
Instead, she had been making do by going to a health clinic. Recent news 
that Cook County would be closing some of its clinics was causing her 
major stress, enough that she contemplated applying for Medicaid again.

  I’m afraid that when they do [close the clinics], if this goes any further, then I’m 
going to be broke. And I can’t still afford to pay my insurance or my medical bills, 
I can’t afford to pay … I do need to go and stand in somebody’s line to get some 
medical help.  

  Soon after discussing her medical situation, I asked Mabel what, if any-
thing, people like her could do to change such situations and what role 
the government should play. Her response betrayed a dim view of politics:

  I don’t know what, but I’m sure there is something that we can do. You know, 
like vote. It’s supposed to be making a difference if you vote … and it did make 
a difference in November [2008], but we vote for everything else and we don’t 
get it … that is why you ask me about government, I’ll be saying I do not know 
what’s going on there.  

  Mabel had a vague sense that people should be able to do something and 
that voting might be related; she viewed the election of Barack Obama 
as a signal that voting sometimes worked, but when it came to the spe-
cifi cs of her life, she was hard- pressed to see how the government had 
been very helpful. Things like the deteriorated conditions of the building 
where the Medicaid offi ce was located were very proximate signals of 
disorder that directly shaped her experiences with public policy. 

 Social scientists across a range of disciplines have accumulated evidence 
of the multifaceted effects of disorder on social, economic, psychological, 
and political outcomes (Casciano and Massey 2011; Christie- Mizell and 
Erickson  2007 ; Hill et al.  2005 ; Michener  2013 ). This growing literature 
confi rms that disorder works mainly by shaping the lenses through which 
residents view their communities and their experiences within them 
(Hwang and Sampson  2014 ; Michener  2013 ; Murphy  2012 ; Sampson 
and Raudenbush  2004 ; Wallace, Louton, and Fornango  2015 ). Daphne’s 
narrative demonstrates something else about neighborhood disorder:  it 
structures people’s experiences with social policy in ways that refl ect 
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badly upon government. Given this, I  hypothesize that there will be a 
stronger negative association between Medicaid and political participa-
tion   in neighborhoods perceived as disorderly (H1).        

  Neighborhood Social Cohesion: Making It Through Together 

       As a key aspect of urban life, social cohesion is the network of relation-
ships, values and norms of residents in a neighborhood (Friedkin  2004 ; 
Rios, Aiken and Zatura  2012) . Cohesion facilitates access to concrete 
goods and services; without it, people must navigate neighborhood mine-
fi elds alone. That means not having people who can tell you about the 
high quality clinics or nursing homes to go to, the right doctors to see, or 
the best social service organizations to get you signed up for Medicaid. 
Though not as prominent in my conversations as disorder, networks 
were often invoked by the benefi ciaries I spoke with. In particular, they 
described how social connections equipped them with the knowledge 
necessary to adeptly traverse local terrain. Frankly, even (relatively) eco-
nomically advantaged benefi ciaries needed such knowledge to avoid end-
ing up in places that are detrimental vis- à- vis Medicaid. Take Kay, for 
example. She made an effort to ensure that her family’s move from Iowa 
to Minnesota would land them in just the right part of Minnesota: near 
the children’s hospital of their choice and in a neighborhood with the best 
services. She explains it this way:

  We talked to Brian’s neurosurgeon … and said, “Tell us what you know” … And 
so he said there’s a few social workers in the organization he really trusts and 
then he said, “Let me see if one of them appears today.” … So they pulled a social 
worker in, and so she explained to us how the counties manage the Medicaid, and 
so she said, versus if you go to a more heavily populated county, there’s more peo-
ple pulling for those dollars. She said, “You know, it’s supposed to be divided up 
per capita, but if you imagine a lot of people needing those dollars, the kids with 
special needs may not get as much as they could in a less populated area.” So then 
knowing that, then we began the search of which school district has the best ser-
vices for children with special needs and then we talked to several doctors, several 
families, I talked to parents, and then fi gured out where that was, and then homed 
into that county, that school district, here is a neighborhood that we can buy in.  

  As a middle- class, well- educated person, Kay forged connections that 
went beyond her neighborhood. Her family had the resources to select 
into the place that would best meet her son’s needs. Most low- income ben-
efi ciaries do not have such networks, nor can they freely choose the best 
place to live. What they can do is leverage local ties to more successfully 
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navigate community institutions and service providers. Lucy gave sev-
eral examples of how she uses her familiarity with the community to 
help when she sees her “friends struggling.” For instance, she noted that 
“some of my friends, they go to a doctor’s offi ce. There are predominately 
white doctors … but I go to a doctor’s offi ce where it’s Indian doctors 
who are already a minority … so I do not get treated [in] any different 
way [there].” By passing such information onto her friends, Lucy helps 
them avoid instances of racial discrimination   that many benefi ciaries 
described having. Similarly, Terrie remarked that she and a friend who 
is also on Medicaid have been “helping each other out with [Medicaid] 
since we met.” Most arrestingly, Louisa told me of learning about which 
local hospital should be avoided at all costs because of an experience that 
her friend, a fellow benefi ciary, had told her about. Louisa described the 
hospital’s treatment of her friend in horrid specifi city saying:

  She was on Medicaid when she had her baby [and] they actually left a piece of 
her placenta in there, in her stomach. So you know … when you are pregnant you 
stay at the hospital maybe two days, then they release you; she went home [and] 
started having real high fevers and … she had to go to the emergency room. She’s 
been in and out the emergency room for a while because of the placenta, piece of 
her placenta being left.  

  Indeed, when I used snowball techniques to recruit interviewees, some 
benefi ciaries could easily point me to friends who were in the program. 
Others however, drew total blanks and said that they did not know any 
other Medicaid benefi ciaries. Such social linkages (or lack thereof) may 
bear upon benefi ciaries’ ability to cope with (or avoid) Medicaid’s place- 
specifi c challenges, and thus affect how they experience the program. 
If so,   Medicaid should have a stronger negative effect on local politi-
cal engagement among those who view their neighborhoods as socially 
disconnected (H2).         

  Medicaid in an Urban Context: A 
Quantitative Assessment 

     To test these hypotheses, I use data from the Chicago Community Adult 
Health Study (CCAHS). This survey included a household probability 
sample of 3,105 adults stratifi ed by 343 neighborhood clusters (Morenoff 
et al.  2007 ).  5   CCAHS was administered between May 2001 and March 
2003 and generated a response rate of nearly 72 percent. To date, it is 
the only study of a large U.S. city to comprehensively sample  all  local 
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neighborhoods. While the CCAHS’ singular emphasis on Chicago limits 
its breadth, it offers unparalleled depth. First, it covers a much wider 
range of variables than the traditional data sets that political scientists 
rely on. Second, Chicago contains widely recognized neighborhoods that 
closely match the CCAHS neighborhood clusters. This ensures that the 
geographic level of analysis that demarcates neighborhoods accurately 
represents local residents’ experiences of neighborhood spaces. Third, 
Chicago is a preeminent urban center that, while not representative in 
a strict sense, is a strong basis for asserting the relevance of a particular 
urban phenomenon. If Chicago neighborhoods shape the way Medicaid 
policy effects political participation, then there is good reason for inquir-
ing about whether the same holds true in other places. 

 I base the analyses on a composite measure of participation that cap-
tures a wide range of nonvoting political activities, many of which are 
directly or indirectly linked to the local environment. This index of polit-
ical activities combines information about whether respondents have 
engaged in the following activities over the past twelve months: (1) sign-
ing a petition; (2) attending a political meeting or rally; (3) working on 
a community project; (4)  participating in demonstrations, protests, or 
boycotts; (5) participating in a group that took local action for reform; 
(6)  participating in an ethnic, nationality, or civil rights organization; 
(7) participating in a labor union.  6   

 The control variables are standard for models of political participa-
tion: age, sex, education, income, race (indicators for African- American 
and Latino, respectively), nativity (whether the respondent was born in 
the United States), and health. I also control for neighborhood charac-
teristics: the local rate of family poverty and the proportion of African- 
American residents. 

 The key independent variable is a measure based on respondents’ 
report of their source of health insurance. Approximately 8 percent of 
the CCAHS sample was enrolled in Medicaid.     

 Given the use of observational data and its accompanying limitations, 
these analyses aim to explore the relationships between Medicaid, politi-
cal behavior, and neighborhood context, but cannot support unequivocal 
causal arguments about those relationships. Though  I do not to claim 
dispositive certainties, I present important evidence that the relationship 
between Medicaid and political engagement is contingent upon neigh-
borhood context. 

 I address the nested structure of the data (some of the variables are 
measured at the level of the neighborhood) via multilevel modeling. 
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Multilevel regression is an approach well suited to questions that involve 
hierarchical data (Raudenbush and Bryk  2002 ; Steenbergen and Jones 
 2002 ). I begin by using the CCAHS data to duplicate the fi ndings from 
 Chapter 4  (which were based on the Fragile Families Survey). This base-
line model (see Appendix B,  Table B8 ) estimates a multilevel regression 
with the political participation index as the outcome, Medicaid receipt 
as the key independent variable, and all of the individual- level control 
variables. It also includes the two contextual variables (neighborhood 
race and neighborhood poverty). The results confi rm a signifi cant nega-
tive relationship between Medicaid and political participation,   even after 
controlling for local contextual factors. 

           Next, I  move on to the more nuanced analysis suggested by the 
hypotheses developed in this chapter. Extending the baseline model, 
I  add a variable for  perceptions of neighborhood disorder   7   and one 
for  perceptions of social cohesion .  8   Since prior research indicates that 
perceptions of disorder can display a curvilinear relationship with 
participation, I  also include a quadratic term to account for poten-
tial nonlinearity (Michener  2013 ). Finally, since the hypotheses point 
to interactive effects (i.e., the relationship between Medicaid and par-
ticipation will vary based on perceptions of disorder [H1] and cohe-
sion [H2]), I add interactions between Medicaid and the perceptions 
variables.  9   For simplicity, these continuous scales are converted into 
categorical variables indicating whether perceptions of disorder and 
cohesion were low, moderate, or high. 

 The results show that perceptions of cohesion and disorder are signifi -
cantly and positively associated with political engagement. Individuals 
who score high on the neighborhood cohesion scale are more likely to 
participate (see Appendix B,  Table B9 ). Disorder is also positively cor-
related with participation, which may seem counterintuitive, but since 
the quadratic disorder term is negative and signifi cant, this denotes that 
the relationship is curvilinear. Participation rises along with negative per-
ceptions of disorder, but at a decreasing rate. So those with moderate 
perceptions of disorder are most likely to participate, while those at the 
extremes (either most or least aware of disorder) are less likely to take 
political action. 

 The key fi ndings for our purposes concern the interaction terms. How 
do perceptions of disorder and cohesion moderate the link between 
Medicaid and participation? First, the results reveal a signifi cant associa-
tion between participation and the interactive disorder term. Since inter-
actions can be diffi cult to interpret, I display this correlation graphically in 
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 Figure 6.2 . The fi gure highlights patterns among Medicaid benefi ciaries,  10   
showing that benefi ciaries who perceive very little disorder in their neigh-
borhoods are most likely to participate, while those who perceive the most 
disorder are least likely to do so (unlike the direct effect of perceptions of 
disorder, the interactive effect is linear). Since the standard deviation of the 
participation index was 1.3, the decrease shown represents a little less than 
one- third of a standard deviation.    

 Unlike disorder, there was no signifi cant interactive association between 
Medicaid and neighborhood social cohesion. This does not prove such a 
relationship is nonexistent, but it means the analyses do not corrobo-
rate its existence. Keeping in mind that the number of Medicaid bene-
fi ciaries in the sample was relatively small and the interactive variables 
were highly correlated (0.70), it is possible that the CCAHS data are not 
best suited for detecting an interactive association between Medicaid and 
cohesion. It is also possible that cohesion is not enough of a driving fac-
tor to exert an effect over and above disorder. Disorder certainly loomed 
larger in the qualitative accounts than cohesion did. While cohesive net-
works are useful for navigating the challenges of Medicaid, they do not 
mark its very infrastructure. By comparison, disorder is more profound 
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 Figure 6.2      Medicaid, political participation, and perceptions of neighborhood 
disorder  
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and harder to ignore. Robberies and drug addicts near the biggest clinic 
in town, long lines of benefi ciaries stretching down the litter- fi lled and 
dangerous block outside the Medicaid offi ce –  these experiences trigger a 
memorable and visceral reaction and they forge a link between the harsh 
realities of urban inequity and the limited capacity of the very state that 
is providing health benefi ts. 

 Such possibilities aside, I do not offer the fi nal word on whether the 
non- signifi cance of the cohesion interaction indicates that it has no effect, 
or whether the data and analysis utilized here simply cannot detect such an 
effect. These relationships are important enough that the analyses offered 
here should not be considered the fi nal word, but the opening salvo. 

 Perhaps most incisively, the non- signifi cance of the social cohesion 
interaction suggests that the signifi cant interaction between perceptions 
of disorder and Medicaid is not simply refl ective of a nonspecifi c pat-
tern that will emerge  anytime  one interacts a proxy for neighborhood 
disadvantage with Medicaid enrollment status. This is not simply a case 
of people who live in “bad” neighborhoods participating in politics less 
because they are poor (and thus more likely to be Medicaid benefi cia-
ries) or because they experience negative environmental externalities. The 
intervention I make is more pointed: particular kinds of neighborhood 
conditions (i.e., those that connect disorder to the local institutions that 
supply Medicaid services) bear upon the experiences of Medicaid bene-
fi ciaries and thus shape the program’s individual- level political effects. 
The crux is this: though Medicaid benefi ciaries take political action less 
frequently in general, those benefi ciaries who face certain kinds of con-
textual challenges (specifi cally, high levels of perceived disorder) partic-
ipate  even less  (after accounting for individual socioeconomic factors, 
neighborhood poverty, neighborhood racial composition, and more).            

  Cities Matter 

   I submit multipronged evidence that the places in which policies are 
enacted shape their political consequences. As intimated by the contex-
tualized feedback framework, I build on the tradition of policy feedback, 
with an added focus on how contextual conditions shape the interpretive 
effects of social policy. Bridging the tacit divide separating research on 
social contexts from studies of policy feedback, I illuminate a neglected 
nexus between policy and place. Productively merging meso- emphases 
on social policy with micro- orientations toward concrete urban environ-
ments, I fi nd that experience with Medicaid dampens the proclivity for 
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local political activism among benefi ciaries who perceive disorder in their 
neighborhoods more than it does for benefi ciaries who are not as cogni-
zant of disorder. 

 Policy feedback processes do not unfold apart from larger contexts 
of inequality. To the degree that urban inequality leads to divergent per-
ceptions of phenomena like neighborhood disorder, it can also amplify 
disempowering feedback cycles. In this light, investments in people- based 
policies like Medicaid are perhaps best complemented by initiatives to 
improve the places where benefi ciaries live (Blank  2005 ; Partridge and 
Rickman  2006 ). However, when intergovernmental confl icts pit national 
or state authorities against cities, wide scale support for place- based policy 
dwindles. Take for example, President Trump’s   threat to rescind federal 
funds from immigrant- friendly “sanctuary cities.”   A battle between cities 
and the federal government over the proper jurisdiction of their powers 
is possible only because of the federated structure of our political system. 
Yet, if such a scuffl e leads to decreased federal funding for cities, then 
place- based urban policies will suffer and urban denizens’ primary form 
of federal support will be through people- based policies like Medicaid. 
The evidence I present in this chapter highlights one (additional) reason 
why that is problematic. People and places are closely intertwined, so 
implementing people- based policies in places marked by deprivation can 
undermine the democratic life of those very communities. 

 In a milieu of contentious federalism marked by urban retrench-
ment, policies that are exclusively people- based may exacerbate the deep 
inequalities that presently plague American cities. To be clear, the prob-
lem is not federalism. Nor is it people- based policies. Both can be lev-
eraged for the good of marginalized populations. The challenge lies in 
harmonizing people-  and place- based policies in ways that draw on the 
strengths of each, while mitigating their weaknesses. What does this look 
like in practice? Ultimately, policy makers (and the citizens who empower 
them) must decide the details. My primary purpose is to signal that we 
should take great pause when policies are designed to serve fl oating peo-
ple without recognizing their attachment to places. A well- functioning 
institution of federalism should emphasize the prerogatives of both. Katz 
and Bradley ( 2013 ) give us a glimpse of what they think that this implies 
for federalism:

  The federalism that best serves the cities and metros that drive economic develop-
ment in the 21st century is not the traditional “dual sovereignty” that splits power 
between federal and state governments according to subject matter –  but a form 
of collaborative federalism in the service of cities and metros that set priorities 
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and lead implementation .  This requires a re- sorting of the roles and responsibil-
ities of government that focuses on how the constitutional sovereigns –  the state 
and federal governments –  interact with their city and metro partners across the 
private and public sectors to co- produce the public good.  

  House Representative James E Clyburn   (D- SC) has for years advanced 
his own, more concrete vision of what place- sensitive federal policy 
should look like. Clyburn has repeatedly advocated for the 10– 20– 30 
initiative, a proposal requiring that at least 10 percent of federal funds 
for a given economic project be devoted to counties that have had at 
least 20 percent poverty rates for more than thirty years. (These places 
are called persistent- poverty counties.) When Clyburn was able to get 
a 10– 20– 30 provision applied to the 2009 Recovery Act, it prompted 
$1.7 billion worth of economic development projects in low- income 
urban and rural communities across the nation. This policy tool only 
dictates how funds that have already been appropriated are distributed 
(10 percent goes to persistently poor counties); it does not introduce 
any additional costs. In addition, the 10– 20– 30 plan benefi ts both   rural 
and urban counties, both Democratic and Republican constituencies. 
For this reason, Clyburn offers it as a bipartisan strategy for address-
ing place- based poverty. 

 I do not introduce Clyburn’s idea as a solution to the now decades- 
long neglect of the unique problems faced by poor communities in the 
United States. That would be premature. Further still, truly transforma-
tive political strategies to balancing place- based and people- based needs 
will necessarily involve infusing resources, not only reshuffl ing them. 
Nevertheless, I bring up 10– 20– 30 to illustrate a policy possibility: it is 
an alternative approach to poverty alleviation that incorporates states, 
counties, and cities with a focus on the economic and political incorpora-
tion of marginal groups.   The fi ndings offered in this chapter suggest that 
an investment in policies that prioritize such imperatives doubles as an 
investment in American democracy.    
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    7 

 Policy Advocacy across a Fragmented Polity     

      When studying how a macro- institution (like federalism) affects micro- 
actors (like Medicaid benefi ciaries), it is tempting to tacitly view the latter 
as haplessly tossed about by forces that they lack any power to sub-
stantively infl uence. While many scholars embrace the notion that “some 
agency is always there,” they also easily neglect to shoulder the work of 
discerning “under what conditions it is viable, robust, animating an active 
society; and under what conditions it is weak, fragile, sustaining a passive 
society” (Sztompka  1991 : 132). With an eye toward charting the political 
agency of Medicaid benefi ciaries, I now turn to an assessment of policy 
advocacy. Research examining policy processes too often overlooks the 
infl uence (or attempted infl uence) of policy benefi ciaries, especially when 
those benefi ciaries are not politically dominant. Nonetheless, Medicaid 
benefi ciaries do sometimes endeavor to sway the policy process (or are 
brought into it by those attempting to do so on their behalf). Federalism 
structures both  how  such efforts unfold and  what  they achieve. Even 
though the advocacy of benefi ciaries quite often fails to secure change, it 
nevertheless reveals the problems and possibilities of exercising political 
voice in a fragmented polity. 

 Federalism can be advantageous for benefi ciaries involved in pol-
icy advocacy. As widely theorized, it provides models for comparison, 
rousing the political imagination of activists (à la Justice Brandeis’ now 
seminal depiction of states as “laboratories of democracy”  1  ). Federalism 
also affords multiple points of political entry, permitting advocates to 
strategically select venues and enabling them to capitalize on place- based 
expertise (Baumgartner and Jones  1993 ; Grodzins and Wildavsky  1967 ; 
Smith  2004 ). At the same time, federalism can signifi cantly weaken the 
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efforts of policy advocates: it fragments potential coalitions, splinters net-
works of activists, stifl es the energies of those living in politically unre-
ceptive places, and allows politicians to avoid constituent pressures by 
shifting responsibilities to different levels of government (Jordan  2008 ; 
Miller  2008 ; Obinger, Castles, and Leibfried  2005 ; Robertson  2014 ). 
Tracing the individual and organizational contours of Medicaid policy 
advocacy brings the gains and losses of federalism into more clear and 
concrete view.     

  Why Policy Advocacy? 

 Many studies of political behavior do not incorporate policy advocacy 
into the universe of outcomes that they consider. In part, this is because 
scholars who study policy and those who study participation often 
inhabit different disciplines or divergent corners of the same discipline, 
with insuffi cient overlap. Further still, advocacy is often assessed on an 
organizational or institutional level, not with respect to individual advo-
cates or activists. This focus obscures advocacy as a mode of political 
behavior.   Most generally, sociologists and political scientists pose too few 
questions about the interactions between advocacy and political insti-
tutions, and this omission undermines our ability “to answer core ques-
tions about democracy” (Andrews and Edwards  2004 : 501). Among such 
questions are the two taken up in this chapter: how do policy benefi ciaries 
engage in policy advocacy, and how does federalism affect their actions? 

 To start, I defi ne policy advocacy   as action individuals or organiza-
tions initiate in an effort to change, preserve, or create specifi c policies. 
Advocacy is more diffuse than voting in the sense that it pragmatically 
incorporates an array of actors (including bureaucrats, political appoin-
tees, and elected offi cials at several levels of government) and actions 
(including coordinated voting activities, contacting legislators, and lob-
bying). At the same time, advocacy is more focused than voting because 
it is directed at changing or protecting specifi c policies. Though advocacy 
is often the prerogative of organizations, it also encompasses action taken 
by individuals. 

 Policy advocacy   is rare. Only a handful (fi ve out of forty- fi ve) of the 
benefi ciaries I interviewed reported engaging in activity that could be 
defi ned as advocacy. Despite being uncommon, there are four reasons 
why these benefi ciaries’ advocacy efforts are an important political 
outcome.   First, successful advocacy can affect hundreds or thousands 
of benefi ciaries, so even if it is infrequent, it holds immense practical 
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promise. Second, benefi ciaries who are advocates are outliers. It is thus 
instructive to chart the paths that go from receiving the benefi ts of 
policy to actively trying to shape that policy. Mapping such terrain and 
making sense of why it is so seldom traveled tenders insights about the 
prospects for mobilizing benefi ciaries. Benefi ciary advocates are often 
well connected to other benefi ciaries and to the political system more 
broadly, so understanding the channels through which they mobilize 
offers a view of how political capacity can be cultivated. Finally, pol-
icy advocacy also involves those who act on behalf of benefi ciaries. 
External   (non- benefi ciary) advocates sometimes prove a source of indi-
rect or mediated advocacy. Registering these efforts and the constraints 
on them is therefore important. 

  Medicaid Benefi ciaries Taking on Policy 

 Though evidence in the previous chapters shows  that on average, 
Medicaid enrollment depresses political participation,   it is worth not-
ing that in some (less common) instances experiences with   Medicaid 
can spark political activism. While interviewing benefi ciaries for this 
book, I was struck by the narratives of activist benefi ciaries. They told 
me of times when they directly appealed to legislators, the media, high- 
level bureaucrats, and anyone who might listen. In the absence of a sur-
vey that asks a random sample of benefi ciaries about advocacy related 
to Medicaid, it is diffi cult to tell how common this is (or how it var-
ies geographically). Yet, though it is probably atypical, such advocacy 
warrants our attention. Of the forty- fi ve benefi ciaries I  interviewed, 
the fi ve who took up the work of advocacy were the most engaged one 
could expect  any  ordinary citizen to be. In that light, it is educative to 
observe the challenges they faced. Comprehending how even the most 
motivated and active benefi ciaries struggled with the strictures put 
in place by federalism (and less frequently, benefi ted from its advan-
tages) gives us a sense of the scope of federalism’s role in the lives of 
Medicaid benefi ciaries. To clarify these points, I highlight the activism 
of three advocates: Riley, Kay, and Frank. I also discuss the efforts of 
several advocacy organizations that work on behalf of benefi ciaries. 
I quote more heavily and directly from the interviewees than in pre-
vious chapters because advocates were exceptionally good at telling 
their own stories and describing their own actions. Since their words 
uncovered relevant aspects of federalism, to the extent that is legible, 
I let them speak.     
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  Riley: Medicaid Forges a Leader 

       Riley’s initial experience with Medicaid was as the parent of an ill child. 
In those early days, when only her daughter Mary was a benefi ciary, Riley 
did not focus on advocacy –  even when the program caused her grief. 
She instead trained her energies on navigating “the system.” She had to 
be Mary’s “full time caseworker” or else nothing got done. It was a tax-
ing but necessary job, and Mary’s well- being was hanging in the bal-
ance. Riley was grateful to be college educated and adroit at negotiating 
bureaucratic tangles. She “managed [Mary’s] case” through years of near 
disenrollment, medication refusals, and program mishaps. She became 
an expert at making noise until she got what she needed. She knew the 
system was fl awed, but her young child was her fi rst priority. 

 By 2014, everything was different. Mary was an adult and though Riley 
still helped with her Medicaid case, that responsibility was less pressing. 
Not so for other areas of life. After a series of health challenges, Riley had 
to be hospitalized. When she was released earlier than she should have 
been and not given proper follow- up care, she nearly died. After that, 
helpful hospital administrators got her signed up for Medicaid. Now she 
was dealing with “the system” from an entirely different vantage point –  
and with her own well- being at stake. Just as Riley’s medical situation 
stabilized, the policy landscape in Iowa began to shift under her feet. 
State offi cials were taking steps to delegate the administration of the pro-
gram to private corporations (otherwise called a transition to Medicaid 
“managed care”). Notwithstanding the seriousness of such a change, 
benefi ciaries were kept in the dark about the details. There was little com-
munication from above and the information they did receive was vague 
and confusing. Unsure of what would happen if the state implemented an 
ill- conceived privatization scheme, some benefi ciaries became anxious. 

 Riley and a friend pondered moving because their benefi ts were too 
critical to risk. At the same time, the very reason they relied on Medicaid 
was because of limited fi nancial resources. Moving was fi scally infeasible. 
Losing Medicaid was fl at out unthinkable. Riley saw only one option: to 
fi ght. She began contacting the benefi ciaries she knew, attending state 
hearings at the capital, reaching out to political offi cials, and enlist-
ing the help of former coworkers. As it turned out, her contacts were 
deep and wide. She had connections from her professional life in her 
younger years and she knew quite a few Medicaid bureaucrats because 
of her many experiences helping Mary. She was able to fi nd sponsors to 
fund bus trips so that groups of benefi ciaries (who otherwise could not 
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afford transportation) could travel to the statehouse for hearings related 
to Medicaid. She trained benefi ciaries on how to contact the Center for 
Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS), she taught them how to effec-
tively communicate with their local representatives, and she helped them 
to demand more information about the private companies bidding to 
administer Medicaid. 

 In our fi rst conversation, Riley told me about a Facebook group she 
organized for Medicaid benefi ciaries in Iowa, their family members, and 
those advocating for them. This began with a few dozen active benefi -
ciaries, but before long there were thousands of members. The demand 
was so signifi cant that Riley had to set up a separate group for Medicaid 
service providers, who were also clamoring to talk about the issues they 
faced as the policy landscape in Iowa was transformed. The original 
Facebook group now has more than 2,400 members (and counting). The 
group page acts as a clearinghouse for advice, Medicaid horror stories, 
announcements of local political events related to Medicaid, and the 
expression of political sentiments about Medicaid. The Medicaid benefi -
ciaries (and often parents or relatives of benefi ciaries) who log on daily 
span the ideological gamut but exhibit unity in supporting Medicaid, 
opposing privatization, and wanting their voices to be a prominent part 
of the debate. Riley was  the  central player in this network. In the one and 
a half years that I was part of the Facebook group, Riley posted online 
nearly every day and her posts generated many responses. Even state 
political representatives took notice: they began posting on the page to 
inform benefi ciaries of political meetings, town halls, or conference calls 
related to Medicaid. Quite uniquely, Riley’s experiences with Medicaid 
forged a political leader. 

 The political perspectives of Riley and her fellow benefi ciaries were 
decidedly infl uenced by fi rsthand knowledge of federalism as it relates to 
Medicaid. For example, Riley insisted that:

  There have to be alternatives in between what we have now and the [Managed 
Care Organizations]. So, thirty- plus other states have done it … as I always told 
my kids … if another kid jumped off a cliff, would you? We don’t have to jump 
off the cliff that thirty- plus other states have been hurt by. There is middle ground. 
We were just never given the opportunity to fi nd it!  

  In the Facebook group that Riley administered, commentary like this was 
par for the course. On a recurring basis, posters shared articles about 
Medicaid horror stories in other states preceded by the phrase “not Iowa, 
but.” The idea was to draw on the mistakes other states were making as 
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evidence of the appropriate (or inappropriate) policy direction in Iowa. 
In other cases, posters shared stories from states that were considered 
important models, preceded by statements like “look at what is possible.” 
These tactics were meant to inform, motivate, and mobilize benefi ciaries 
(Skocpol  1992 ). In fact, what happened in other states was so important 
to Riley’s organizing and mobilizing strategy that she asked on multi-
ple occasions if I  could help her fi nd research about the consequences 
of Medicaid programs in states that had taken a policy path she hoped 
Iowa could avoid (Kansas and Kentucky especially). Riley was in contact 
with advocates in Kansas and exchanged ideas with them about how to 
keep Iowa from going down a route she viewed as extreme and careless 
privatization. 

 It is important to note that though Facebook was not the exclusive 
locus of Riley’s advocacy activities, it was a key component of her advo-
cacy that reinforced the others. Riley’s large online following facilitated 
access to elected representatives, positioned her as an indispensable arbi-
ter of information, and provided her with opportunities for organizing 
political events in “real life” (including bus trips to the capital, letter/ 
e- mail writing campaigns to targeted political representatives about their 
votes on specifi c legislation, attendance at local town hall meetings to 
advance issues relevant to Medicaid benefi ciaries, and much more). 
Given the tangible leverage that Riley’s online advocacy provided, the 
discussions in the Facebook group she managed proved informative. 

 To this end, I did a simple content analysis of posts to the page over 
a nine- month period (January 1, 2016 to September 9, 2016). Keep in 
mind that as of the end of 2015, there were fewer than 239,000 adult 
Medicaid benefi ciaries in Iowa –  roughly 13 percent of the state popu-
lation.  2   Medicaid expansion in the state began on January 1, 2016, so 
that number grew in the following year, but overall, Iowa is a small state 
(ranked thirty- third out of fi fty- one states, including Washington, DC, 
in terms of the size of its Medicaid enrollment).  3   Given this, the level of 
activity on the Facebook group that Riley administers is substantial. The 
group has more than 2,400 members. Not all group members are benefi -
ciaries, but since Riley set up a different page entirely for providers (who 
were commandeering the discussions that benefi ciaries were attempting 
to have initially), many of the people who post are either benefi ciaries or 
their close relatives (as per my reading of their statements on the page). 
Moreover, most of the group members appeared to be from Iowa (though 
this was hard to systematically count since not everyone divulged their 
state of residence). 
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  Figure 7.1  shows the distribution of topics that people posted about 
on the page. Over the nine- month period that I examined, there were 
1,782 posts on the group page. Though there were certainly serial post-
ers (Riley among them), this activity was not driven by a handful of 
people.  4   As shown, a combined 61 percent of the posts fi t into four 
categories: 1) requesting for help in dealing with Medicaid adminis-
trators or local political offi cials; 2)  sharing an opinion article rele-
vant to Medicaid; 3) discussing a personal experience with Medicaid; 
4) political organizing/ mobilizing. In addition, the “other/ admin” cat-
egory consists mostly of posts from Riley periodically reminding peo-
ple of what is not allowed on the page (advertisements, job postings, 
heated political discussions that do not involve Medicaid, and other 
such issues). “Other/ admin” also includes instances of venting: people 
complaining about Medicaid in nondescript terms that did not refer-
ence specifi c personal experiences. Importantly, “other/ admin” did not 
include miscellaneous posts unrelated to Medicaid because as moder-
ator, Riley systematically deleted those (and often scolded those who 
posted them). 

 The categories most germane to the ideas presented in this chapter 
are political “organizing/ mobilization” and “federalism.” Though the lat-
ter category is infrequent relative to the others, it is more common than 
posts about the governor, policy statements, or state politics. Culling the 

 Figure 7.1      Facebook posts  
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comments of Riley and those I observed in her immediate circle of online 
interlocutors (many of whom also engaged in “offl ine” advocacy), I will 
paint the broad contours of how political organizing and federalism fi t 
into the bigger picture of Riley’s advocacy.    

 Riley led the way in using Facebook as a tool for political organizing 
and mobilization. I could hardly recount all of her posts in this regard as 
they were profuse and varied. Riley talked about town hall meetings, call-
ing political offi cials, speeches at the capital, and so much more. Along 
the way, she was not simply relaying her own experiences; instead, she 
was nearly always encouraging others to participate, both at the polls 
and beyond. The following text from one of her posts is an exemplary 
instance of her mobilization efforts. I relay the post at length because it 
is broadly refl ective of Riley’s online “identity” and because she herself 
marks it as intentionally  educative  (all of the caps and asterisks are hers; 
I edit in order to cut length and include ellipses at points where I have 
cut text):

  ELECTION EDUCATION POST  … we  –  Medicaid benefi ciaries, family 
members, and providers –  have not made Iowa’s Medicaid Managed Care a 
partisan issue. However, throughout the 2016 Legislative Session it became 
clear quite quickly that the Democrats were fi ghting for us and Republicans 
were blindly following Governor Branstad’s Medicaid Managed Care plan. 
Also for months, we’ve been saying guns, abortion, and the presidential can-
didates are not appropriate topics in this group because they don’t relate to 
Iowa Medicaid  … Well, guns just stepped into the Medicaid battle directly. 
If you read the following blog post [link to post] you will see the National 
Rifl e Association is targeting Iowa’s Democratic- controlled Senate.*****Why 
is this important to Medicaid benefi ciaries, family members, and providers? 
Iowa’s Senate is made up of 50 seats. The Democrats control the Senate by hav-
ing a 26– 24 majority. That is a RAZOR thin majority. To get anything accom-
plished, a tie of 25– 25 Democrats to Republicans must not occur under normal 
circumstances. It would be a great deal of nothing getting accomplished and 
legislators largely voting along party lines … the NRA is targeting the Senate 
to fl ip the majority to a Republican advantage so it will be more gun friendly. 
Personally, I  have nothing against guns. However, I  am adamant that I  am 
FOR people … Soooo, as we’ve been saying all year, YOUR VOTE MATTERS! 
Well, now it matters EVEN MORE! We MUST turn out in large numbers to 
vote our hearts and minds around Medicaid, which will overwhelmingly be for 
Democrats given how the Democratic legislators have tried to fi ght FOR the 
Medicaid population. I HATE, HATE, HATE party politics!! … As a leader of 
this group, I have to talk in realities and the reality is in Iowa there are two 
political parties –  Democrats and Republicans. They’re either for us or against 
us. Therefore, I BEG EVERY MEMBER of this group to search your soul as we 
head into November’s election when you go to vote. And, GO VOTE!! Your 
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ONE vote matters! Ultimately, all these campaign donations can impact how 
some legislators vote once they’re in offi ce. But, only WE THE PEOPLE CAN 
BY ONE VOTE AT A TIME can put a legislator in offi ce! … WE NEED TO 
USE EVERY MEANS NECESSARY TO MAKE SURE WE DO ****NOT**** 
PUT LEGISLATORS IN OFFICE THAT WILL BLINDLY FOLLOW THE 
GOVERNOR’S LEAD ON MEDICAID!! I  CAN’T stress that enough! If 
you think things are bad now and WE aren’t being heard by legislators in 
Des Moines  … trust me, it isn’t going to be an improvement to add more 
Republicans … If ANYONE doesn’t understand how their ONE vote can make 
a difference, PLEASE ask rather than choosing NOT to vote in November!  

  Impassioned and lucid, Riley is exhorting citizens to use every means 
possible. Even after the election is over, these kinds of posts do not let 
up. Riley just switches gears toward contacting and pressuring federal, 
state, and local political representatives. It is in this capacity that the 
federalism emerges as an issue. For example, a particular thorn in Riley’s 
side has to do with the way that federal offi cials abdicate responsibility; 
she laments that when she contacts congressional representatives about 
Medicaid (caps hers):

  Most of them are saying it is a STATE issue. However, that is not true because 
Medicaid is funded by state and federal dollars. The only federal legislator NOT 
saying that is Dave Loebsack. It is NOT a coincidence that all the federal level 
legislators saying this is something they can’t help with are Republicans and 
Loebsack is a Democrat.  

  This is broadly refl ective of comments that I categorized as about “fed-
eralism.” For example, in a separate post, a fellow advocate who often 
engages Riley said:

  Legislators punting: I have contacted all three of my *federal* congressional rep-
resentatives (I am in Iowa’s fi rst district) regarding many issues and have received 
nothing but one form email from Blum.  

  Again and again, advocates observed that they were thwarted (by polit-
ical elites) in their attempts to leverage  all  levels of government to work 
in their favor. 

 This was not the only way that federalism came up. As I  suggested 
earlier, federalism gave activist benefi ciaries a vision for strategizing, 
a framework for understanding partisan machinations, and a basis 
for mobilization. For instance, Roy, a benefi ciary who advocates for 
Medicaid policy on-  and offl ine, also saw Medicaid through the lens of 
intergovernmental relations:

  We have thirty- one states with GOP governors, twenty- two states with GOP gov-
ernors and legislatures, and nine states with GOP majorities in the legislatures. 
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What the GOP is doing, by privatizing Medicaid state by state is getting its over-
all agenda on privatizing ALL of Medicaid done through fi fty back doors  … 
Once enough states are accustomed to this, Congress might be able to privatize 
Medicaid for the whole country. We have to stop it and provide the example for 
others in other states to stop it … We need to know who our reps and senators 
are, who is challenging them, and select accordingly. This is in our and our fam-
ilies’ better interest.  

  Despite not using the word “federalism,” benefi ciaries were savvy enough 
to detect that it mattered and to peg their political strategies accordingly. 

 Riley was in many ways a singular case.  5   She was a force to be reck-
oned with in Iowa, she was invited to take formal part in state hearings 
and other legislative activity, and she maintained vast networks of con-
nections to benefi ciaries and their families. Though idiosyncratic, her case 
was instructive. Her efforts showed the classic ways that advocates try to 
exploit federalism: using the mistakes and models found in other states 
and leveraging multiple points of access (Anton  1989 ; Ostrom, Tiebout, 
and Warren  1961 ; Riker  1975 ). At the same time, Riley’s story highlights 
some of the limitations of federalism: it creates opportunities for evasion 
by both benefi ciaries (Riley fought in Iowa only because she had to; she 
would have voted with her feet if she was able to; see Hirschman  1970 ; 
Tiebout  1956 ) and political elites (federal legislators point to the states, 
state legislators claim that they are handicapped by the feds, and so on). 
In addition, federalism makes Medicaid benefi ciaries especially vulnera-
ble to the effects of local partisan squabbles because so much discretion is 
in the hands of (often) extremely polarized state legislatures. This neces-
sitates that advocates strategize around state partisan battle lines, even 
when they would prefer not to. While having all decision- making power 
sit at the federal level would only shift this struggle to different terrain, 
the crucial point is that in a federated polity, advocates must consider 
 both  sets of partisan cleavages and they must contend with substantial 
loss when these (sometimes) confl icting arenas take turns undermining 
their efforts to protect and reform Medicaid.        

  Kay: The Personal Is Political 

       By now, you are familiar with Kay, the woman whose experiences with 
her son Brian have come up in previous chapters. Kay’s twofold status as 
the mother of a severely disabled child  and  a nurse at a long- term care 
facility eventually pushed her to engage in advocacy. In particular, the 
overarching lesson that Kay took from her personal experiences securing 
Brian’s care was that “You have to fi ght for absolutely everything.” At the 
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nursing home where she worked, Kay saw all too often what happened 
otherwise:

  They just roll over and take it, they end up getting lost in the system, they end up 
living further in poverty and thinking that whatever they are told is the truth and 
they have to accept it. They lose out on care … they die … It’s disgusting the hor-
rible care that goes on if someone is not there advocating for people … People get 
lost in the system and if you don’t stand up and advocate for people, they die … 
people just take it … if you look at people who are living in poverty if they don’t 
have opportunity for education or access to somebody that is willing to stand up 
for them, they’re screwed.  

  Kay was convinced that Brian was alive only because of her passion, 
energy, knowledge, and skills –  and she decided to use those to fi ght for 
broader systemic transformation.

  I’ve always been a staunch Democrat, I’ve always been assertive, I’ve always been 
the one that will stand up for what needs to be done and I will make it happen. So 
yes, I’ve been a leader in my group of nursing in that side of it, but not one that 
has had a cause that needed to go to that point. Had there been a cause, I would 
have done it, but there wasn’t one that presented.  

  When Brian was enrolled in Medicaid, Kay unwittingly found the “cause” 
that took her “to that point” from conventional electoral participation to 
full- throttle advocacy. As part of the same social network as Riley, Kay 
marshaled her limited time and energy to push against the move toward 
privatization in Iowa. One problem she had with privatization was the 
proposed authorization requirements of Managed Care Organizations 
(MCOs):

  So if we needed a medication, it would have to be okayed through that. Well, 
that’s a three- to- fi ve day process is what we’re being told at this point, so if he 
needed a chest x- ray, which I would not wait more than fi fteen minutes for –  if 
I thought he needed it right now, I would go kick down whatever door I needed 
to kick down to make it happen –  waiting three to fi ve days is not acceptable. He 
could be dead in that time.  

  Kay viewed this requirement as directly contradicting the mandate to 
serve benefi ciaries’ best interests and she would not stand for it. Her 
response was to take action:

  I went and spoke to the legislators … I was the only person that got over three 
minutes, and I made one of them cry. And the other one took my posters and 
has them in her offi ce, one of the senators, she said that she would use it for the 
greater good to make the point … I asked them how many people have died. I’m 
not willing to risk my son’s life. I don’t think it’s fair that we should risk people’s 
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lives. If you want to save money, you should pull it back out of your pockets. 
That’s what you’re lining it with. That’s not realistic. And what you’re doing is 
morally and ethically wrong. How can you live with yourself? And one of them 
looked me straight in the eye at the end and he said, “These MCOs will happen.” 
And I so wanted to walk up to him and say, “I am a nurse … and if you dropped 
over, I would not start CPR.” I didn’t [say it], but I wanted to.  

  When I asked Kay how she ended up before the legislators, she described 
a process that was unique and self- propelled:

  I am an insomniac because of Brian and because of who I am, so I’m up all the 
time researching, trying to fi nd what would make his life better, what’s going on. 
And I found that this legislative forum was going to happen, and there was an 
opportunity for the public to speak but they have to request ahead of time. So 
at like 11:30 at night, I read that and I emailed, and the cutoff was like the next 
morning. And I emailed and said, “Please, may I speak? Here’s why.” And at 6:30 
in the morning, I got a response saying, “Yes, you may speak,” and I was one of 
the last people … and got the opportunity to.  

  Later, Kay described her experience speaking to the legislature in more 
detail, laying out the way that she prepared for it and the interactions 
that she had. It was clear that she was not only a mother worried for her 
child, she was a powerful and effective advocate:

  I went to Staples and had these posters made with Brian’s pictures on it so that 
he was front and center. It’s visual. I researched every single person on that com-
mittee, where they were from, if they were Republican or Democrat, if they were 
parents, what their education was, and then I studied them and watched them all 
day long. And WellCare was one of the MCOs in the beginning that was part of 
this group, and during the presentation, all of the MCOs were there, but halfway 
through, the WellCare woman who was all, “Oh, we’re here for our people we’re 
supporting. We want to know their stories,” she got up and left. And I thought 
she was going to go to the restroom and come back, but she never came back. But 
I used it to my advantage and said if she really cared about her people, she would 
be sitting right there. And I pointed to her empty chair. It all just worked out. 
Then afterward, Senator Mathis came up and gave me a hug and said, “Thank 
you so much.” And she said, “You know, I would love to get a picture of Brian’s 
posters here,” and I said, “Here you go. They’re yours. You can have them.” And 
she said, “Really?” I said, “If you’re going to use them for the greater good, use 
them. If they’re going to motivate you to make a better change, you can have 
them. They’re yours.” So she took them and is keeping them for that.  

  Kay and Riley knew each other and were connected; they worked 
together, yet independently. Their advocacy was a combination of self- 
motivated action and collective organizing. Riley was at the event that 
Kay describes, among a handful of other benefi ciaries. They each used 
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their own methods to advance the cause of anti- privatization. Kay drew 
on the strength of her sympathetic story; Riley culled her massive social 
network and talent for mobilizing. Kay describes it this way:

  There were thirty- six people [who] were allowed to speak, and I would say a 
third of them were providers, a third of them were people that the MCOs had 
brought in to do the dog- and- pony show … I know more people asked to speak, 
but there wasn’t enough. They only have so much time. But the room was com-
pletely packed, and then inside the Capitol there’s the rotunda area, which is like 
the lobby, and that was completely full. So we were on the inside, and I got in 
there and stood. There were no chairs and I said, “I’m not moving. I will stand 
here all day long. I don’t care. You’re going to look at me.” And I held his [Brian’s] 
posters up. They’re like two- feet- by- three- feet posters … It was standing room 
only and the rotunda was packed.  Riley had organized groups to come in by 
chartered bus  (emphasis mine).  

  Though Riley’s relative strength was in bringing people together, Kay 
was a core member of the advocacy network. In particular, her primary 
function was in forging relationships with the parents of child Medicaid 
benefi ciaries. Kay was optimally positioned to appeal to members of this 
more middle- class- leaning group and to bring them into the larger fold 
of benefi ciaries that included Iowans who were more poor and less well 
educated. 

 As a mother of four, a working professional, and an advocate, Kay 
made a herculean commitment to Medicaid. But her experiences demon-
strate the limits of relying too heavily on already strained populations to 
make such intense efforts –  especially in the context of federalism. Kay 
ultimately moved from Iowa to Minnesota. She did not move because 
she liked the houses or neighborhoods or schools in Minnesota better. 
Her family had a lovely home in Iowa. She had a good job in Iowa. She 
moved because she could not stand the strictures of Medicaid in Iowa 
anymore. The move was decidedly political and directly related to per-
ceived cross- state differences in the kinds of services she could access 
from Medicaid. For example, Kay reasoned that Minnesota was a “more 
liberal state. Their intentions are to serve their people, and then also it’s 
illegal in Minnesota for a hospital to operate on a for- profi t nature. In 
Iowa, it’s not.” 

 For Kay, the personal (her experiences with Medicaid) was political in 
two contrasting ways: 1) it motivated her fervent advocacy for a “cause”; 
2) it was the basis for endless bureaucratic battles that she feared would 
one day cause Brian’s death (Hanisch [1969]  2000 ). In the fi nal calculus, 
the latter prompted her exit from the state of Iowa. 
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 As per traditional participation models, Kay is in many ways the kind 
of person we expect to vote or to contribute to a campaign (relatively 
well resourced, equipped with civic skills, deeply socialized into political 
activity, linked to networks, etc.). Before Brian was born (and even as 
a mother of three), she was in fact a consistent voter. But Brian’s birth 
brought her out of the realm of the traditional, not only by exposing 
her to the feedback effects of particular policy experiences, but by vir-
tue of the fact that those effects were contextualized. Kay experienced 
policy in a federal polity and the  very same traits  that made her apt to 
participate also provided her with the wherewithal to devise an exit 
strategy. One might view this as an advantage of federalism (after all, 
thank goodness Kay had options) or as a disadvantage (the advocacy 
network in Iowa lost a key actor and many benefi ciaries do not have the 
options Kay did).        

  Frank: The Uphill Climb of Advocacy 

   Lest one think that all of the advocacy action is happening among a 
very distinct group of women in Iowa, it is worth exploring another 
case. Frank is a forty- six- year- old Floridian. He is very different from 
either Kay or Riley. Not only is he from Florida, but he is single, unem-
ployed, has lifelong disabilities, and is not very well connected to 
advocacy networks. Despite a long history of being uninsured, he did 
not begin advocating for health care until he realized that Florida was 
refusing to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. 

 Frank is the son of two working- class and disabled parents. He was 
born in New Jersey but raised in Florida. He had developmental disabili-
ties and severe asthma starting very early in life. At the age of sixteen, he 
experienced an asthma attack that brought him to the emergency room. 
It was there that he learned he had been dropped from his parents’ insur-
ance because of his preexisting conditions. That is where his health care 
saga began. As Frank expressed:

  I will turn forty- six in March. For the past thirty years, I’ve never had health 
care, never had it in my adult lifetime. So I get to my twenties, I graduated from 
community college and a four- year college, moved to New Jersey, got a BA in 
communications, but I have problems driving a car, which at that time hindered 
my employment … So basically, for years I’d struggle and I’d take care of my dad, 
who was disabled for a long time. I got a few jobs, two or three different ones, 
but I had to quit them and take care of him, and basically I’ve been uninsured 
for most of that.  
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  Despite not actually being a Medicaid benefi ciary, Frank was always on 
the cusp. He pursued Medicaid coverage for decades; he applied and 
hoped that one day he could secure it. He viewed himself as a future ben-
efi ciary, and fought to become one. But the stars never seemed to align in 
his favor. Instead, Frank was “stuck without a doctor, without a hospital, 
and without insurance.” When the Affordable Care Act passed in 2010, 
he was elated. He thought his health care woes would fi nally be over. But 
Governor Rick Scott refused to expand Medicaid. This is when Frank 
reached his wits’ end:

  Governor Scott didn’t expand Medicaid. I was stuck and I was tired of wait-
ing. So I  had been learning Twitter and Facebook, basically for something to 
do because I had a proper disability and I couldn’t work anymore. So basically 
I became an activist slowly but surely … But the only form of political involve-
ment I ever did before that was … I wrote three letters to the editor. That was it. 
So basically, I created the … accounts on Twitter, and eventually the [website] … 
I also created the Facebook page … I [also] started the petition on MoveOn. The 
petition was not successful, but it opened a lot of doors for me, where normally 
I wouldn’t have one … eventually I partnered with some other people. That didn’t 
work out … but surely I became an activist.  

  Before engaging in these online activities, Frank had voted and written 
letters to editors, but he was not an activist. In part, this was because 
of his disability. He had “transportation issues” and “other issues” that 
prevented him from doing physically taxing work. His discovery of social 
media, catalyzed by his anger over Florida’s refusal to expand Medicaid, 
changed all of that. Interestingly, because of his background and the path 
he took to advocacy, Frank was not especially well networked. When 
I asked him about his networks, he described them this way:

  I’m trying to, but it’s a very loose, hodgepodge connection. My goal when 
I  founded this was to be the top organization for lobbying, and unfortunately 
with funding and access to more stuff, we can’t quite do that. We’re still big on 
social media, but we’re not where we need to be. And other organizations support 
it, but they umbrella it to other causes. And in my opinion, we really do need like 
what “Moms Demand Action” does for gun control and “Everytown” does. You 
need a pure Medicaid expansion advocacy group, which I’m trying to do but it 
can’t quite get off the ground, and make it a national movement.  

  Frank had national aspirations, but thin networks and strong ideas about 
advocacy strategies. His collaborators could not even agree on what to 
call their effort:

  We met this weekend with a couple advocacy groups to see if we can form a 
coalition, but the thing is, I’d like “Expand Medicaid Now” to be the primary 
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name, because it stresses the urgency of the situation, and then they’re going with 
other language. You know, we’re having little technical issues when we need to 
be on the same page. See, I feel “Expand Medicaid Now” is the best way to say 
it because it shows the urgency. They feel like “Close the Gap” does, but it’s like, 
I’m trying to tell them, “Close the Gap” doesn’t tell what gap. Okay, you start the 
conversation, but people don’t want a conversation a lot of times. I went to col-
lege for communication, and we’re such a simple, sound- bite- we- get- bored- easy 
world, that if you just see “Expand Medicaid Now” on the screen or whatever, 
that’s going to register. You’re not going to have to research it.  

  As Florida is a bigger, more diverse state than Iowa, it was a challenge 
for advocates in Florida to work together effectively. Many organizations 
engaged in health care advocacy, but they did not coordinate as seamlessly 
as Riley and Kay (who were not even part of any offi cial or formal orga-
nization). Moreover, they were more divided by race, which was an issue 
that less frequently emerged in (largely white) Iowa. For example, Frank 
observed that a lot of organizing energy in Florida was being devoted to 
the cause of Black Lives Matter (BLM).   He was “supportive” of BLM, 
but confessed that he did not (and would not) work with the group. He 
believed that Medicaid advocates should be out in large numbers fi ll-
ing up malls. But he wanted the issue to be Medicaid, not anything else. 
Moreover, he was clear in saying that he did not want to “shut down” the 
malls like BLM; he only wanted to fi ll them with advocates and activists. 

 As a consequence of the fractured organizational landscape in Florida, 
Frank noted that “real- life” political action was especially hard. 

  We just brought a ballot initiative to get it on the ballot, but unfortunately, they 
started too slow and they weren’t effectively organized enough to get the signa-
tures yet, so we don’t even know if we can put it on the ballot … the whole thing 
is you have this activist group working here, you have this –  I’ll put it this way. 
You’ve got A, B, C, D, and E activist group working on it, okay? Instead of work-
ing as one unifi ed part, this activist group wants to do their thing, their thing, 
their thing. And then they sometimes don’t do it full- time; they do it part- time 
and move on to another issue.  

 Layered on top of the diffi culties posed by the patchwork organiza-
tional fi eld  within  the state of Florida, Frank was also cognizant of bar-
riers erected as a consequence of the national fragmentation of advocacy 
networks. His organizing strategy was built around a commitment to 
rectify this latter problem (in essence, to circumvent the downsides of 
federalism). He explained it this way:

  Some of the Facebook groups and some of the pages are just statewide. 
They’ll say expand Medicaid … in Florida, Georgia, Tennessee. I made mine 
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an American organization, because I decided it wouldn’t be right for me as a 
Floridian and an American to get my insurance and then leave other people 
hanging. So it’s not right. That’s why I  made mine a national organization. 
I understand we need to go coalition on this. We cannot just sit here and go 
state by state, passport by passport. The civil rights movement did not histor-
ically work that way. Each state worked together, the NAACP chapters. They 
worked together and they got it done. It took them a long time, but they got 
it done.  

  Of course, Frank understood that state residence mattered. He was 
informed about the particularities of Florida’s political environment:

  In Florida … our health care plan (that failed) to expand Medicaid was a part-
nership of the Republicans, the Democrats, the chamber of commerce, and the 
hospitals. This thing had State Senate support, 100  percent, Democrats and 
Republicans, but it failed in the House because the House was bought and paid 
for … And Rick Scott himself –  and this is where I get controversial with this –  
stole from you, me, my parents, my grandparents, everyone else in Medicare and 
Medicaid when he was running Hospital Corporation of America. He pleaded the 
fi fth, walked away a billionaire, and unfortunately became governor and ruined 
our state.  

  Florida’s politics was one of the main sources of frustration for Frank. 
He acknowledged that if he moved back to New Jersey   (where he had 
attended college), he would solve a lot of his own problems, because he 
could qualify for Medicaid there. Frank would move back if he could. 
But he was not in a fi nancial position to do so. 

  The whole thing is the expense. See, we’re from New Jersey … rents are just too 
much money. Plus, my dad being in a wheelchair, when we get a blizzard, he’s 
going to be stuck inside. The only time we’re stuck inside in Florida is when we 
get rain. We can go to the store and function as long as it doesn’t rain. A blizzard, 
the ice and snow, means he’s stuck in a wheelchair because he has a bad leg. It’s 
terrible for him. So that’s one drawback, plus the cost of heating and rent, et cet-
era, up there, it’s just, it can’t be feasible.  

 The differences and similarities between Frank and Kay (and between 
Florida and Iowa) are informative. On an individual level, Frank’s dis-
ability, limited mobility, and status as the sole caregiver for an ailing par-
ent made online advocacy his primary option. Kay also cared for an ill 
dependent, but she had a spouse and a supportive family. Moreover, she 
was not herself physically restricted. Traveling to the capital to testify 
before the legislature was simply not as feasible for Frank. As a result, the 
Internet was his forte and it was generally  not  a springboard for other 
political activities. This meant that Frank was less connected to state 
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politics and more nationally focused. Riley and Kay talked much more in 
terms of states and understood the minutiae of Iowa politics. They had to 
do so in order to target their local political activity. Since Frank worked 
mostly online, he focused less on which local political representatives to 
go after and more on getting the attention of the national media. 

 A central difference between Frank, on the one hand, and Riley and 
Kay on the other, was their organizational networks. Frank was at a dis-
advantage, in part, because he was not formally a Medicaid benefi ciary. 
He wanted to be, he anticipated being, and he readily advocated for ben-
efi ciaries against any policy that he perceived as limiting benefi ts, but 
he did not have a history with the program. He did not know fellow 
benefi ciaries with whom he could make common cause. Consequently, 
he was actually not deeply ensconced in Medicaid politics. He knew that 
he wanted expansion, but paid less attention to the other particulars of 
the program. In part, this was just a difference in policy focus (Frank 
was advocating for Medicaid expansion; Kay was advocating against 
Medicaid privatization). But that difference came with a distinction. Kay 
and Riley were able to connect with providers, fellow benefi ciaries, even 
bureaucrats who were  already  invested in Medicaid and thus incentiv-
ized to support their cause. Frank was an outsider and his closest allies 
were also outsiders. Furthermore, his outside status was cemented by 
his refusal to focus on place. Riley and Kay capitalized on the specifi city 
of place, they mobilized Iowans  qua Iowans , and leveraged state iden-
tity as part of their political cause. Posts on Riley’s page would often 
say things about what other states were doing and then follow up with 
phrases like “this is not Iowa.”   The signifi cance of place in Kay and 
Riley’s narratives allowed them to take advantage of federalism. They 
used cross- state comparisons as political fodder, and they drew inspira-
tion from other places that had implemented localized political strategies 
to launch successful advocacy initiatives. They also invested deeply in 
learning about and navigating Iowa politics, because they knew that was 
an unavoidable (though not singular) factor in their battle. Frank gener-
ally eschewed such tactics. He even took pride in his national focus. But 
in many ways, the geographic diffuseness of Frank’s approach hindered 
him. For example, despite his formidable online presence (on Facebook, 
Twitter, and even his own personal blog), Frank’s Facebook group had 
only 487 followers (compared to Riley’s 2,400). To be fair, Frank had 
more than 4,000 followers on Twitter. However, the differences in these 
platforms mattered. Since Riley’s Facebook group consisted mostly of 
Iowans, group members from across the state could be called on to attend 
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local political events, contact local political representatives, and take very 
specifi c actions in their spheres of infl uence. And they did. Riley would 
often advertise an event only to have folks later post updates on how the 
event turned out, how many fellow group members they saw there, etc. 
Riley’s group was a catalyst for local political action. Frank, on the other 
hand, posted articles to Twitter and Facebook about Medicaid horror 
stories or the politics of expansion across the nation. Most of the postings 
came from Frank. The members of the Facebook group –  and to an even 
greater extent his Twitter followers –  were passive observers rather than 
active participants. 

 This points to the role of federalism in structuring advocacy. Riley and 
Kay embraced federalism and organized in response to their awareness 
of cross- state differences and multilevel governance. Federalism factored 
into their advocacy strategies. Frank had higher ideals (that Kay and 
Riley likely shared in principle) dictating that health care was a national 
issue and a human right. He frowned on state- oriented organizing tactics 
and thus did not tap into the local constituencies that may have joined his 
cause. Of course, on top of this he operated in a much more fragmented, 
diverse advocacy network and he had an array of personal limitations. 
Taken together, these issues undermined Frank’s ability to advocate with   
optimal effectiveness.   

  Mediated Advocacy and the Power of Place 

 Thus far, I have focused on Medicaid benefi ciaries and would- be bene-
fi ciaries. However, Medicaid policy advocacy most often depends upon 
the interventions of professional employees of nonprofi t organizations 
tasked with representing the interests of Medicaid benefi ciaries. I call this 
 mediated advocacy . To understand it, I  interviewed fi fteen professional 
policy advocates from organizations in Missouri, New Jersey, New York, 
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania. I selected organizations/ policy advo-
cates with the objective of getting variation in state contexts as well as 
organizational mission, structure, and resources. For example, the bud-
gets of the organizations I picked varied from thousands of dollars to 
nearly $60 million. Their sizes ranged from only a single employee (with 
several volunteers) to hundreds of employees. Their structure was hetero-
geneous as well: a few were local subsidiaries of a larger network of non-
profi ts, but most were independent state or local entities. I promised these 
interviewees anonymity in exchange for their honesty, so I  hold back 
details here (states, cities, names of organizations) that could pinpoint 
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specifi c organizations or people. Moreover, I am not a scholar of organi-
zations and do not seek to make an intervention into the literature about 
how organizations operate. Instead, given the aims of this book, I train 
my lens on the extent to which mediated advocacy is a channel through 
which benefi ciaries are incorporated into politics and investigate how 
federalism shapes those efforts. 

 Across the swath of organizational professionals that I  interviewed, 
there was near consensus about the role of actual benefi ciaries in shap-
ing the advocacy of professional organizations: it was woefully limited. 
  Lainey, the head of a small nonprofi t that focuses exclusively on advo-
cating for Medicaid benefi ciaries in a single state, expressed the general 
sentiment quite well in this exchange:

   Me:      To what extent do benefi ciaries themselves actually play any kind of role in 
your organization? I’m just wondering, from your perspective, where the ben-
efi ciaries themselves fi t in, in terms of how they directly can impact the work 
that your organization is doing.  

   Lainey:      That’s an excellent question, and we have grappled with that ourselves 
over the years. I tell people this all the time, because there is sometimes some 
confusion or some assumptions made that I work directly with consumers and 
I do not … many [advocacy organizations] do not do that at all either because 
they themselves are statewide organizations or statewide associations that also 
sit in offi ces … and do not work on the ground with people. We do not have 
regular involvement of actual Medicaid consumers, but we have on occasion 
over the years engaged people directly by bringing people to … legislative visits 
and including people in other policy discussions in that way. For a lot of people, 
including myself, it is kind of an internal confl ict that we deal with all the time, 
because we want to make sure that we adequately and appropriately address 
consumer interests, but we don’t say that we speak for consumers; we say that 
we speak on behalf of people –  I’m going to bungle it myself. We say that we 
speak on behalf of the interests of people in the program; not on behalf of peo-
ple. A lot of that has to do with the fact that … the work involved in engaging 
people would be a whole different animal that would be very, very valuable in 
many ways but would be an entirely different component of our work. We have 
had the opportunity to facilitate people being involved in different ways. For 
instance, a few years ago the Medicaid director … wanted to engage consumers 
directly, so we were involved in fi nding organizations that could fi nd volunteers 
from within their service networks to go and sit with the Medicaid director and 
have a meeting with him directly … so we were able to provide the resource of 
linking people, but we don’t directly do that work ourselves.  

Lainey was one of the fi rst organizational leaders I  interviewed, so 
I wondered whether this was happening elsewhere. Over the year that 
followed, as I tracked down other (busy and time- crunched) advocates 
(who were doing thankless work and making less than they would have 
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otherwise), I  always asked them the same question: how much do the 
benefi ciaries that you are advocating on behalf of take part in what you 
are doing? I  usually got responses that mirrored Lainey’s:  apologetic 
explanations of why it would be really great to include benefi ciaries, but 
it was simply not feasible.   

   A few organizations noted making more of an effort to bring benefi -
ciaries into the fold. Lenora, a policy director at a health care advocacy 
organization in the South, explained that her nonprofi t included ben-
efi ciaries by putting their “stories” in policy reports that go directly to 
legislators and training them about how “to tell their own stories in front 
of legislators.” Lenora explicitly articulated the goal of giving benefi cia-
ries “some empowerment … to be able to give them the choice is really 
exciting and hopefully helpful to them.” All the same, this was an almost 
infi nitesimal part of the work that her organization did and it could not 
be much more because:

  Oh my God, there are so many hard parts of [engaging the consumer]. So number 
one is, a lot of the consumers … are managing really overwhelming life circum-
stances so they’re managing multiple chronic diseases, they are working multiple 
jobs, or they’re taking care of family members or a combination of all these 
things. So their time is limited and we don’t want to overburden them with lots 
of requests like we’d like to spend an hour with you to coach you on your story, 
and also we’d like you to spend an hour with this reporter, and then we want you 
to go talk to legislators. So we don’t want to tax them with too much; we don’t 
want to ask them too much. Additionally, that takes a lot of time from our staff 
too … there is only so much we can do, so it’s a matter of what’s going to have 
the most impact.    

    Besides constrained resources, a key rationale that organizations gave 
for their limited inclusion of actual policy benefi ciaries had to do with 
geographic variation. National organizations expressed the desire to 
incorporate Medicaid “consumers” but wondered,  which ones ? Different 
benefi ciaries in different states would have very distinct experiences. 
Whose experiences should be highlighted? To address this dilemma, 
nationally based advocates often passed the baton to their state- based 
coalitional partners. However, state organizations faced the same dif-
fi culty:  benefi ciaries in different parts of the state had such dissimilar 
experiences, how could they get all of the perspectives they would need 
to fairly represent  all  benefi ciaries? As I spoke to more advocates, I was 
struck by the predicament that geographic heterogeneity presented in 
terms of incorporating the voices of benefi ciaries into advocacy work. 
Lainey captures this well:
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  We have a wealth of membership from the city, which is not surprising, obviously, 
because that’s where most of the state’s population is, and it’s where most of the 
state’s Medicaid population is, though we do have strong representation in [the 
capital], mostly because there are several statewide associations and organiza-
tions based there. And we do have representation from different areas around 
the state that are not necessarily based on the number of people or the particular 
need in any given area … people are served in different and disparate ways, and 
that all contributes to them not having as strong representation in the advocacy 
community … that all defi nitely does come into play and it is an ongoing chal-
lenge for us … I think part of that is our own fault for not making sure that our 
advocacy efforts are as balanced as possible.  

  Many of the organizational advocates I interviewed echoed this. Often, it 
was a specter hanging over their heads as a source of guilt. But sometimes, 
it was a matter they took on directly. Importantly, when organizations 
straightforwardly confronted the reality of geographic fragmentation, 
they often pivoted toward a more incorporating kind of mediated advo-
cacy. In other words, embracing geographic heterogeneity paired well 
with listening to and communicating the unique experiences of people 
across place. For example, Jackie, the leader of a (single- state) health 
care advocacy organization in the Midwest that had multiple chapters 
across the state, explained her organization’s   recent efforts to expand to 
rural areas:

   Jackie:      And our grassroots organizing, it’s very kind of local organizing. We 
chose a select number of geographic regions to get started, so have kind of 
stuck with that model as we just keep growing the number of regions. But one 
of the things that we’re really proud of is that we’re one of the few organiza-
tions in [our state] actually doing organizing in rural communities. There’s a lot 
of groups that call themselves statewide, but they’re really based in [the major 
cities], which are important, but frankly, there’s a lot more of the state that’s 
rural and a lot more legislators who are rural. So to really move things, we’ve 
been doing work in the rural communities. We’ve got organizers in multiple 
communities throughout the state, not just in one or two urban offi ces.  

   Me:      Can you give me a sense of what that looks like on the ground? So the people 
who are trying to develop this grassroots base to push for the different policy 
goals that you might have, how do they do that? What happens on the ground?  

   Jackie:      We do a lot of what we call story- making. It’s one of our biggest ini-
tiatives. So we collect personal health care stories of [state residents] who are 
impacted by these issues we’re working on, and so those folks are very involved 
in the community, so they’ve helped connect us to people who are willing to 
be interviewed by us. They’ve done media things, so when the  King  v.  Burwell  
decision came out last spring, they held a local press conference … Legislator 
work [too], so we do in- district meetings. I  think actually one of our most 
impactful things is where you meet locally with the legislator with a group of 
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constituents to talk in depth about issues. So they’ve met with their state sen-
ator and their state representative. We’ll be trying to do that again here. And 
then they also have come to the capital for our lobbying, to meet with legisla-
tors there. So they deal with kind of a little bit of everything.  

The most striking feature of all of the “little bits of everything” that 
Jackie’s organization does is that much of it involves mobilizing benefi cia-
ries (or would- be benefi ciaries who fall into the “coverage gap” in states 
that have not expanded Medicaid) on a very local level. Organizations like 
this use state and local differences as a resource instead of viewing them as 
a barrier to representation. Importantly, Jackie believed that this strategy 
was effective. She noticed that legislators responded differently when faced 
by groups of people in their own districts and she reported that though her 
red state had rejected Medicaid expansion, a few local representatives had 
begun to signal openness to discussing it –  especially those from the poor, 
rural districts   where they had focused their     mobilization energies.  

  Mediated Advocacy that Makes an Impact 

 A very different group of non- benefi ciary advocates that I  interviewed 
consisted of public benefi ts attorneys at legal aid organizations. Perhaps 
these are not the people who come to mind when we consider advo-
cacy, especially since federally funded legal aid attorneys are barred from 
bringing class action suits and limited to providing case- by- case represen-
tation. However, after hearing several benefi ciaries refer to such lawyers 
as advocates, I decided to interview a few of them. What I  found was 
that public assistance attorneys are overlooked advocates for Medicaid 
benefi ciaries –  and not only on an individual scale. 

 Public assistance attorneys view themselves as advocates for  entire 
communities  of poor people who would remain locked out of the civil 
legal system without legal representation. Renee, an attorney and direc-
tor of a legal services offi ce in a poor and densely populated city in New 
Jersey, explained that:

  In general trying to advocate on your own, to even get a fair hearing, it very diffi -
cult at times, very diffi cult. Clients will go over here to the local welfare offi ce to 
request a hearing and it never leaves that offi ce … it never happens. Our offi ce is 
a very important resource  for the community here  because we get very involved 
(emphasis mine).  

  Echoing this, Renee’s coworker and fellow attorney Robert insisted that 
“even fi ling for an appeal, for a fair hearing with Medicaid, without 
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having legal aid available, I can’t imagine them doing that successfully, 
and we know from experience that many times they can’t.” 

 Given this state of affairs, legal aid attorneys spend a tremendous 
amount of time and effort on public assistance cases, many of which 
involve Medicaid. In Renee’s crowded offi ce:

  Wednesdays and Thursdays are benefi t days here … We open at 8:30 and people 
will start waiting out there at 7:30, that’s how many come in here for these kinds 
of cases. Here in this area benefi ts are number one, that is the area we see the most 
client need. No question.  

  As many cases as Renee’s offi ce takes on, she estimated that probably 
only 10 percent of public assistance benefi ciaries ever utilize legal ser-
vices. Given the rarity of this particularistic behavior, what broader policy 
consequences could it possibly have? Initially, I assumed not much at all. 
I began to reconsider that after an interview with several attorneys who 
worked almost exclusively on Medicaid benefi ts cases in New York City. 
When I asked about whether the representation of individual Medicaid 
benefi ciaries had any broader systemic implications, one lawyer offered a 
“typical” recent example of a woman who was inadvertently dise nrolled 
from Medicaid and about to lose her life- sustaining homecare. The 
woman was no longer (mentally) capable of making her own decisions, 
so her husband needed to get power of attorney in order to sort out the 
mistake with her Medicaid case. The attorney explained the rest this way:

  He was calling around trying to get help … that is how the case came to us … 
I walked the case over to our director and said “What do we do? Isn’t this what 
you are working on, on a policy level?” So our director was able to contact people 
at the state who were in charge … and say, “here is an actual example and here 
is all the client’s information. One, you need to make sure that this client has 
homecare tomorrow, and two, let’s fi gure out how to have a policy that addresses 
this for other clients.” … We have had ongoing cases with this exact fact pattern 
and sometimes they are even more devastating … We have been meeting with 
the state and a group of advocates for months to get them to actually have a 
policy that streamlines the enrollment of people into a plan to ensure that it is a 
seamless transition without losing services. But  it is such a good example of how 
the cases that come in demonstrate where the holes are in the system and we let 
the state know about it … We continually bring cases to their attention so they 
can see, “hey, we’re not making this up; this actually truly affects people lives ” 
(emphasis mine) .   

  As I conducted more interviews, I realized that all of the legal services 
attorneys I spoke to believed their representation of individual Medicaid 
benefi ciaries had a larger impact beyond specifi c claimants. This did not 
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appear to be wishful thinking or effort justifi cation on the part of over-
worked and underpaid legal services lawyers as they readily offered a 
litany of compelling illustrations. Ronald, for example, had been a pub-
lic benefi ts attorney in Pennsylvania for decades, representing countless 
Medicaid benefi ciaries. He explained that when he noticed something 
problematic among the benefi ciaries coming into his offi ces, he responded 
on multiple fronts. First, he took advantage of his “close relationships” 
with “everybody” in the welfare bureaucracy. Sometimes, by simply pick-
ing up a phone, calling someone with infl uence, and telling them that there 
was a problem, he could convince Pennsylvania benefi t agencies to make 
administrative changes. For example, his offi ce successfully spearheaded 
an effort to “make sure that the welfare department gave receipts” so that 
benefi ciaries had proof of their transactions with caseworkers. 

 When reasoning with bureaucratic elites proved ineffective, Ronald 
admitted that benefi ts attorneys “fed” reporters from major newspapers 
“a lot of stuff.” Shining a public light on the challenges that benefi ciaries 
faced was a less direct but useful strategy for pushing wide- scale change. 
Other tactics included convincing well- resourced law fi rms to take on 
potentially impactful cases pro bono (“we got some lawyers from [prom-
inent private fi rm] to help us”) and reaching out to federal offi cials (“we 
brought in CMS”). Most importantly, Ronald stressed he had seen policy 
achievements grow directly “out of what we were seeing and what we 
were hearing from the clients.” He offered a recent example of a stunning 
victory from just a few years ago:

  Pennsylvania had a new welfare director [who] claimed that the state was inad-
vertently paying for dead Medicaid benefi ciaries. He issued a dictate saying that 
he wanted everyone who had not been re- determined in six months to be re- 
determined in the coming month. One of my colleagues called it “log- jammed 
July” because it was just total chaos, and we kept hearing the same story over and 
over and over again, I mean like literally scores of people … everybody and their 
uncle was coming in and saying that they’re being cut off.  

  In response, Ronald began poking around and soon discovered a host 
of problems ranging from technical issues with scanning software to a 
paperwork backlog so massive that “it was blocking the aisles  … the 
auditors found that there were 474 boxes of unfi led paperwork.” It 
turned out that even people who had done everything correctly were 
being cut off because their redetermination fi les had not been processed. 
As a result, at least 89,000 children had been booted from the program 
and when adults were added, the number climbed into the hundreds of 
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thousands. Despite this massive upheaval, “the higher ups in Harrisburg 
were heavily into denial … they did not think that there was a problem.” 
Ronald and his team got the media involved, talked to “the Feds,” and 
threatened the “higher ups” to the point of “drawing up all the papers” 
necessary for a lawsuit. Through all this, a key goal was to bring the sto-
ries of benefi ciaries to the forefront. After a while, Ronald said, “we con-
vinced them, it’s like, look, we’re not making this stuff up.” Then “they 
settled on an agreement where they automatically reinstated a bunch of 
people and then gave other people the right to get reinstated immediately, 
about 200,000 people.” 

 I could fi ll several more pages with examples like this. Undoubtedly, 
indirect policy representation via legal advocates is an imperfect 
medium for political voice. It conceals the actual role of benefi ciaries, 
who likely have no idea that they helped to shape the policies that 
later affect them. Moreover, lawyers are not unbiased policy advocates. 
Most of the attorneys I  spoke to appeared more apt to take action 
when elderly people and children were involved; some noted as much 
explicitly. This means that certain populations with certain kinds of 
issues might be systematically neglected when policy representation 
depends upon a legal middleman. 

 Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the observations of legal advo-
cates shine an imperative light on mediated advocacy (and, recalling 
 Chapter  5 , on a different kind of particularistic resistance).       Most per-
tinent is that this legal advocacy raises critical questions about federal-
ism. Since there is no federal constitutional right to counsel in civil cases, 
many states provide very little support for it.  6   Paltry investments from 
the national government (that fl uctuate quite widely across presidential 
administrations) make for under- resourced legal assistance agencies that 
cannot meet demand (Legal Services Corporation  2009 ). Moreover, vari-
able support from state governments makes for signifi cant heterogeneity 
in access to representation (National Center for Access to Justice  2016 ). 
 Figure 7.2  shows the geographic distribution of civil legal aid attorneys 
in the United States. As you can see, New York and Washington, DC lead 
the way in the provision of such support, while Mississippi, Alabama, 
and South Carolina fare the worst. The point is this: despite the potential 
for legal advocates to represent the interests of Medicaid benefi ciaries, 
their ability to do so is tightly tied to geographic discontinuities. Because 
the legal domain parallels the realm of social policy in its fragmentation, 
there is no way around this for Medicaid benefi ciaries.     
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  Medicaid, Advocacy, and Federalism 

 The advocates       described         in this chapter are not representative of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries more broadly. To the contrary, the qualitative approach 
taken here is based on an explicit turn toward outliers for several reasons.   
First, even a handful of advocates can make a difference for Medicaid 
policy, shifting the discourse and altering the political landscape in the 
places where they live. This is what women like Riley and Kay achieve, it 
is what organizations that mobilize grassroots   rural constituencies work 
toward, and it is what legal advocates who take particularistic claims to 
the larger political arena accomplish. Advocates need not be plentiful to 
be impactful. 

 Second, the outliers often do not stand alone. Instead, they are con-
nected and well positioned to infl uence others. Riley and Kay demon-
strate this. They may each be idiosyncratic, but their actions radiate out; 
they are tied to other benefi ciaries and committed to using those connec-
tions for the purposes of political mobilization that advances the cause of 
Medicaid access and administration. 

 Third, benefi ciary advocates somehow traversed the unlikely path from 
being a recipient of government benefi ts to being an advocate for them-
selves and others. Illuminating the contours of their journeys points to 
strategies for mobilizing. For example, though Riley was politically active 
throughout her life, the primary catalyst for her full political blossoming 

 Figure 7.2      Civil legal aid attorneys per 10,000 people under 200 percent of the 
federal poverty level  
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was her role in administering a popular Facebook group. Importantly, 
Riley would not have been able to do this without the help of others, 
because for a while, she could not even afford to pay for Internet services. 
When a wealthy supporter of her cause stepped up and offered to cover 
those charges, she was propelled on her trajectory as a political leader. 
Kay and Frank are also very active online. This suggests that access to 
social media and the Internet may be a vital tool for mobilizing disadvan-
taged constituencies. Admittedly, this is not what I expected to fi nd when 
I began studying activists and benefi ciaries. I assumed that the Internet 
would just not be how such folks connected with one another. That 
proved untrue and is an avenue that is worthy of further exploration. 

 Finally, my central rationale for studying policy advocacy is because it 
elucidates the way that federalism affects participatory outcomes –  even 
among advocates who are the  most motivated  to engage politically. The 
pros of federalism include providing examples (good and bad) of pol-
icy alternatives that activists use as fodder for mobilization, providing 
different points of access (local, state, and federal) for targeting advo-
cacy efforts, and facilitating the development of policy communities and 
networks. The downsides of federalism included affording a basis for 
political elites to shirk their responsibilities by pointing to other levels 
of government, creating exit routes through which effective advocates 
retreat from states that are less hospitable, undermining the efforts of 
advocacy organizations to represent the “interests” of benefi ciaries (given 
that those interests vary so widely across place), and fragmenting the civil 
legal infrastructure that provides benefi ciaries with an additional institu-
tional path for redress when they have been wronged. Understanding the 
democratic force of federalism requires attentiveness to both sides of this 
ledger. Further still, advancing democracy requires contending with the 
downsides of federalism in the realm of advocacy (and beyond).       
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 Federalism and Political Inequality     

        “The relation of the states to the federal government is the cardinal ques-
tion of our constitutional system. [It cannot be settled by] one generation, 
because it is a question of growth, and every successive stage of our political 
and economic development gives it a new aspect, makes it a new question.”  

  –  Woodrow Wilson  

  “American federalism … is a highly protean form, subject to constant rein-
terpretation. It is long on change and confusion and very low on fi xed, 
generally accepted principles.” 

–  Martha Derthick  

 The challenges of governing a federal polity have always been central 
to American politics. The “founding fathers” grappled with this and the 
Constitution refl ected the compromises that emerged from their negotia-
tions. But that document –  though accepted as the preeminent law of the 
land –  could not resolve the profound and ongoing dilemmas posed by 
federalism. As Woodrow Wilson intimated, the central diffi culties of that 
institution are always outstanding and must be taken up again and again 
as we traverse new stages of political and economic change. Likewise, as 
political scientist Martha Derthick noted, federalism     is subject to “con-
stant reinterpretation” because there are few (if any) axiomatic truths we 
can fall back on to inform our perspectives on it (Derthick  2001 : 153). 
Instead, as Derthick insisted, “American federalism was born in ambigu-
ity, it institutionalizes ambiguity in our form of government, and changes 
in it tend to be ambiguous too” (154). It is precisely because of how 
equivocal federalism is that we must periodically shed new light on it 
given contemporary challenges. 
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 Today, under the specters of unprecedented economic inequality and 
persisting poverty, the question of “the relation of the states to the federal 
government” begs deeper engagement. It beckons with a special urgency 
because of the present political context. Extreme ideological and politi-
cal polarization is now the norm. Congressional gridlock is a standard 
expectation. Americans are cynical about the intentions of their elected 
offi cials and about the possibilities for political consensus on vital issues 
like climate change, gun control, immigration, and health care. Far- 
reaching policy shifts at the national level are sporadic, hard- earned, and 
sometimes pyrrhic victories. In this milieu, activists, policy makers, and 
advocates are turning to subnational governments in attempts to make 
policy inroads. Many are openly wondering what one  New York Times  
writer also asked: “If Congress won’t focus on a new policy idea, and if 
state legislatures are indifferent or hostile, why not skip them both and 
start at the city level?”  1   Federalism is being touted as a potential solu-
tion to problems of governing by those on both the ideological left and 
the right. It is thus an important phenomenon to understand. Yet aston-
ishingly, policy makers, pundits, and scholars often overlook its conse-
quences for democratic citizenship.     

 The Affordable Care     Act is an example par excellence. As noted at pre-
vious points, contentious national politics led to litigation in the courts, 
which left Medicaid expansion as the prerogative of the states. Now, the 
services to which benefi ciaries have access and the means through which 
they gain that access are more variable than ever. Increasing numbers of 
states are applying for and receiving waivers       that allow them to mold 
Medicaid as they see fi t. In Arkansas,   the trend is toward privatization. 
Indiana   bends in a punitive direction. Vermont   is notably openhanded. 
Some onlookers point out how problematic this is (Sanger- Katz  2015 ). 
Medicaid’s fragmented policy structure generates preposterous situa-
tions: cross the state line and you can get treated for your cancer; oth-
erwise, you’re out of luck. Few people think this is ethical, sensible or 
preferable. Fewer still think about what it means for the nature and qual-
ity of American democracy. 

 On the day that Donald J. Trump     was sworn in as president of the 
United States, he issued an Executive Order on the Affordable Care Act. 
This order prominently announced his intention to “afford the states 
more fl exibility and control.” President Trump could send no clearer sig-
nal of his determination to further proliferate geographic   differences in 
access to health care. While it behooves us to closely interrogate what 
this means for the social and economic equality of Americans who do 
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not happen to live in more generous states, we must also confront what 
it portends for their  political  equality and for the democratic aspirations 
of the nation. 

   Scholars and political elites often emphasize federalism in relation to 
cherished American ideals like freedom and states’ rights, while occlud-
ing its consequences for equality. Scholars have only intermittently 
acknowledged the potential for federalism to spawn inequality, much less 
grappled with the depth of this dilemma (Peterson  1981 ,  1995 ; Riker 
 1964 ; Wildavsky  1985 ). The most worrisome object of neglect has been 
 political  inequality. This book remedies that oversight by connecting the 
inequities of federalism to the prospects for a robust democracy. 

 Through the lens of Medicaid and with an eye toward the political 
incorporation of vulnerable populations, I  have explored federalism’s 
implications for democratic participation. The empirical analyses in 
 Chapters 4  through  7  tackle distinct facets of this phenomenon, but share 
the overarching purpose of revealing the manifold ways that     federalism is 
connected to the political capacity of social policy benefi ciaries. With the 
contextualized feedback model as a starting point, I theorize a threefold 
process: 1) the macro- institution of federalism structures state, county, 
and city contexts; 2)  through public policy –  a primary mechanism by 
which federalism operates –  such contexts shape the experiences of policy 
benefi ciaries; 3) contextually contingent policy experiences (enabled by 
federalism) infl uence the political attitudes and actions of policy benefi -
ciaries. Of particular note is that the modes of political action in ques-
tion span the gamut from the traditional (voting) to the unconventional 
(particularistic resistance) to the uncommon (policy advocacy). Because 
I conceive of federalism as encompassing intergovernmental interactions 
across all levels, the scope for political maneuvering is varied and the 
forms of political engagement that emerge are motley. 

 Charting the processes of the contextualized feedback model does 
not uncover a simple story of federalism as a “national neurosis” that is 
straightforwardly bad for vulnerable social policy benefi ciaries (Rubin 
and Feely  1993 ). Some states (sometimes) make policy choices that are 
a boon for Medicaid benefi ciaries’ political participation; some counties 
(sometimes) run effi ciently and fairly, making it more likely that benefi -
ciaries will obtain redress in the face of unfair administrative decisions; 
some federal policies (sometimes) allocate crucial resources to cities, 
helping to make them more equitable and forefending against dispro-
portionately negative feedback between policy and polity for strug-
gling neighborhoods; some states (sometimes) foster healthier advocacy 
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networks than others. In the main, however, the fi ndings lean toward the 
negative sides of these outcomes, raising concerns about the democratic 
ramifi cations of federalist policy     fragmentation.   

 By directing us to those trepidations, I do not wish to unproductively 
denigrate federalism   or fruitlessly highlight its downsides. After all:

  Federal institutions exist as an integral part of the political landscape; they are 
not going to go away … Political actors in search of social justice must work 
within and through these institutions. This means that in each of them, there is 
a vital reform agenda: for any given system we must ask: how can it be rendered 
more just?   (Simeon  2006 : 43)  

  With this broad inquiry in view, I follow Smith ( 2004 : 8) in submitting 
that “federalism is a structure with the potential to enhance democracy 
or to diminish it. Which way federalism leans depends a great deal on 
the way that political and bureaucratic actors, and citizens, use the struc-
ture.” Assessing the “democratic credentials” of federalism thus requires 
analysis. Even when a Supreme Court justice declares that federalism 
“increases opportunity for citizen involvement in democratic processes,” 
or “makes government more responsive,”  2   these statements should   be 
viewed as conditional conjecture rather than as inherent truth. 

 Arguments in favor of federalism are sometimes compelling (see 
Derthick  2001 , for example), but they tend to pay insuffi cient attention 
to the positioning of Americans situated at the margins of the polity. That 
is not the kind of indifference we can afford to suffer any longer. Notably, 
Richard Freeman and Joel Rogers ( 2007 )     penned a persuasive essay that 
makes a case for “progressive federalism” built on nationally determined 
“fl oors” for social and economic policy, fi scal redistribution that funds 
the mandates imposed by such fl oors, and a more thorough approach to 
evaluating the benefi ts of state policy innovations and promoting those 
that prove effective. These are sound ideas, but Freeman and Rogers give 
short shrift to the problems that federalism poses for equality. They admit 
that federalism naturally leads to disparities in outcomes, but they sug-
gest that this does not compromise “equalities of opportunities” (221). 
By such logic, any inequalities federalism produces stem either from geo-
graphic differences in political preferences or from dissimilarities in the 
development of policy. Ostensibly, these are both things that we should 
expect and probably embrace. Still, Freeman and Rogers never tell us 
what inequalities in “outcomes” look like or why they should be so eas-
ily elided. The core problem here is not uniquely theirs; it is based on a 
common (but I would argue conceptually unsustainable) assumption that 
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persisting inequality in outcomes is compatible with the goal of equality 
in opportunities. In a world where this is true, states can perpetually 
provoke vastly divergent outcomes in many policy arenas with little con-
sequence for “opportunity.” In the actual world, this is not conceivable. 

     For example, when some states (perhaps because of preexisting polit-
ical preferences and a willingness to innovate) implemented harsher 
criminal justice policies with signifi cant implications for the racial and 
geographic composition of incarcerated populations, there were innu-
merable costs for young black and   brown men and women, for the fami-
lies who lost them to prisons that increasingly peppered   rural hinterlands 
and for the racially segregated urban communities from which many of 
them hailed (Burch  2013 ; Lerman and Weaver  2014 ). For these popula-
tions, shifting outcomes in the domain of criminal justice policy dictated 
profoundly altered trajectories of opportunity. 

 Of course, this was not singularly the fault of   federalism. As Lisa   
Miller ( 2008 ) points out,   federalism is a fl exible institution that can be 
used for both good and ill in nearly any policy arena. As if to prove Miller 
right, in recent years the tide has turned and federalism has enabled some 
states to loosen the strictures of excessive incarceration and its concom-
itant collateral damage. Still, what I  mean to highlight is that such a 
turnabout may begin to change some things relatively quickly, but will 
only slowly adjust the opportunities that have been ravaged on account 
of decades of destructive state and local practices underwritten by fed-
eralism. Even as states begin to release more low- level, nonviolent drug 
offenders from confi nement, they can hardly grasp at restoring the emo-
tional, economic, social, and political bonds that have been broken by 
federalism run amok in the arena of incarceration (Lerman and Weaver 
 2014 ). Most importantly, federalism means that such brokenness will 
have a particular geography that maps onto the broader national con-
tours of race and poverty. Far from shaping outcomes with no ramifi ca-
tions for opportunities, federalism is a primary channel through which 
the geography of opportunity is shaped in America. Most distressingly, 
when federalism structures the contours of democratic voice (as I have 
shown that it sometimes does), the landscape that it etches is marked by 
tremendous inertia.     

 I take seriously     Freeman and Rogers’ assertion that all of the disad-
vantages of federalism could ostensibly be turned into advantages. States, 
counties, and even neighborhoods can make choices that mobilize their 
most vulnerable residents; they can shape policies in ways that enliven 
the citizenry and when they do, inertia will work in favor of democracy. 
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Heather   Gerken ( 2012 ), a preeminent legal scholar, convincingly advances 
precisely such a progressive vision of federalism:

  It is a mistake to equate federalism’s past with its future. State and local govern-
ments have become sites of empowerment for racial minorities   and dissenters, the 
groups that progressives believe have the most to fear from decentralization. In 
fact, racial minorities and dissenters can wield more electoral power at the local 
level than they do at the national. And while minorities cannot dictate policy 
outcomes at the national level, they can  rule  at the state and local level. Racial 
minorities and dissenters are using that electoral muscle to protect themselves 
from marginalization and promote their own agendas.  

  While Gerken shrewdly observes that federalism can be used toward pro-
gressive ends, she does not presuppose that federalism   has a particular 
moral or partisan valence. I echo that sentiment. We cannot assume the 
value of federalism a priori because its effects are contingent on politics. 
At the same time, federalism is itself a determinant of politics, not just on 
the institutional level (shaping laws, norms, policies) but also on the mass 
level (shaping how people engage with politics in response to policies). 

 Homing in on the latter process, I advance an account that provides 
a key metric for evaluating federalism: political equality. Though feder-
alism can both constrain and enable democratic participation, presently 
and as far as antipoverty policy is concerned, it does more of the former. 
U.S.  federalism simply lacks the design features that would allow it to 
do otherwise. Fiscal equalization measures deemed central in other fed-
eral polities (Canada is a close example) are not even on the table in the 
United States (Ahmad and Craig  1997 ). Provisions like that of Section 
106 of the German constitution –  which explicitly requires equality for 
all persons  wherever they live  –  are nonexistent in the United States and 
not even up for discussion. 

     Freeman and Rogers highlight fi scal federalism with a redistributive 
element across and within states as especially important. I concur. So 
much of Medicaid’s story is about costs and budgets. A program that 
everyone thought would be small and inexpensive has become a “threat” 
to budgets everywhere. Through its more expansive taxing and bor-
rowing powers, the federal government has the tools and fl exibility to 
manage that threat more effectively than subnational entities (Peterson 
 1981 ,  1995 ). Still, the feds have continually tried to pass much of the 
buck to the states, and states have done their own fair share of buck 
passing both up and down the intergovernmental ladder. In a context 
of devolution, this has meant that even generous states and counties 
have to pull back and ration benefi ts (Hoffman  2012 ; Olson  2010 ). 
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It has also meant that unequal economic standing across and within 
states is closely tied to disparate access to Medicaid. This has political 
consequences because it sends messages to denizens about the fairness, 
structure, and effi cacy of our government. Other federal polities make a 
more concerted effort to equalize resources across subnational units. In 
the absence of such exertions, the United States’ unique brand of fi scal 
freewheeling means that there are fewer constraints on the extremes of 
federalism and enormous gaps in services that policy benefi ciaries face, 
despite their shared membership in the same political community. 

 The fi ndings offered here warrant caution in response to simplistic 
plans to increase state or local fl exibility without attending to the corre-
sponding dangers of widening geographic inequality. Paul Ryan’s   (R- WI) 
budget proposals (2012– 2016) are demonstrative. Ryan and others are 
in favor of block- granting Medicaid in order to give states the freedom 
to innovate and improve the effi ciency of the program. Without address-
ing the drastically different positions that states and localities occupy 
with respect to the resources they can command to steer such a mas-
sive undertaking, relinquishing so much control is a frightening pros-
pect for democracy. Even when the federal government apportions more 
resources to poorer states in an attempt to respond to economic realities, 
it is often the poorest states with the most to gain from federal interven-
tion that are most resistant to that intervention (for political, cultural, 
and other reasons). This means that the “fl oors, not ceiling” approach 
that Freeman and Rogers promote is doubly important. Often, however, 
the inclination is toward making the fl oor as low as possible. Moreover, 
the heights of both the fl oor and the ceiling have distinct implications for 
how benefi ciaries experience policies and the attendant quality of their 
democratic citizenship. 

 Perhaps in 1965, when Medicaid fi rst began, the differences in 
outcomes (of all sorts) between states that aggressively implemented 
the program (New York) and those that ardently resisted it (Arizona) 
were simply attributable to geographic diversity in policy preferences 
and states’ inclination to innovate. However, it was likely not long 
before those differences began to feed back into the very systems that 
structure equality of opportunity. For those left uninsured: sicker pop-
ulations who are more vulnerable to medical catastrophes are also 
less well positioned to push for change in the system. And as I show 
throughout this book, even for those who are insured via Medicaid, 
the unequal contextually varied nature of the program can dampen the 
proclivity to engage in political activity of all sorts. In the long term, 
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this certainly has implications for the kinds of political opportunities 
we might expect for marginalized populations in the states and local-
ities that are most defi cient in distributing policy resources. This may 
be one reason why, despite the broad and wide appeal of Medicaid 
among low- income people of all different political and social persua-
sions, the program has been consistently vulnerable to political attack. 
Medicaid’s political susceptibility is a symptom of a much larger 
ailment. It is a marker of an uneven democracy where citizenship is 
differentiated across place. The antidote to this is a bold, critical, mor-
ally infused, and empirically rooted reenvisioning of the relationship 
between federalism and democracy in the United States. 

  Fragmented Democracy  does not achieve such reenvisioning, but it 
points toward a method for enacting it:  centering on those who are 
most deeply affected by federalist social policy, registering their expe-
riences, and identifying the ways that political processes fail to incor-
porate them as full and equal participants in American democratic 
practices. Ultimately, such an exercise is not actually about federalism. 
It is about the depth of our commitments as a putatively democratic 
polity. Federalism is simply an institutional mechanism through which 
we see such commitments (or lack thereof) ordained. As such, “the 
impetus for social justice as equality  … and democracy will not be 
found –  either positively or negatively –  in federalism itself “(Simeon 
 2006 : 43). 

 Federalism is both a producer of politics (the emphasis of this book) 
 and  a product of politics. Riker ( 1975 ) reasoned that the latter observa-
tion was cause for deeming federalism epiphenomenal and derivative of 
other political forces. But it is precisely because federalism is subject to 
alteration via the political system that we must understand it and, based 
on our knowledge, change it. This book offers such knowledge:  fed-
eralism acts as a purveyor of political inequality by unevenly eroding 
the political capacity of social policy benefi ciaries in particular locales. 
Having evidence of this, we now face the much more compelling task of 
deciding what to do about it. As we confront that dilemma, we would 
do well to incorporate and center the experiences of Medicaid benefi -
ciaries as well as other racially and economically marginal groups who 
live everyday in the interstices of our fragmented democracy and whose 
voices are vital to the cause of setting it right.    
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    Appendix A 

 Qualitative Interviews 

 The qualitative part of this project is based on sixty- one in- depth inter-
views with Medicaid benefi ciaries and stakeholders in thirteen states 
(Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, 
New Jersey, New  York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Vermont). 
Forty- fi ve of those interviews were with benefi ciaries and sixteen were 
with stakeholders. Stakeholders were people who have close interactions 
with benefi ciaries; this group included six public benefi ts attorneys, nine 
employees of nonprofi t organizations that advocate directly for Medicaid 
benefi ciaries, and one high- level state bureaucrat. 

  Logic and Process of Interviews 

 The methodological approach underlying this book’s qualitative research 
design is that of case study logic (Small  2009 ; Yin  2003 ). Since interview 
data are such a central part of this project, it is worth taking the time to 
clarify the signifi cance of case study thinking. It is helpful to begin with 
the alternative: sampling logic. Mario Small ( 2009 : 24) summarizes the 
main aspects of sampling logic:

  Sampling logic refers to the principles of selection associated with standard survey 
research. In a sampling model, the number of units (e.g. individuals) to be studied 
is predetermined; the sample is meant to be representative; all units should have 
equal (or known) probability of selection; and all units must be subject to exactly 
the same questionnaire … The objective is statistical representativeness.  

  Case study logic casts sampling logic as an (at times) inappropriate tool 
for the job of careful and in- depth qualitative investigation. In a case 
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study design, interviews proceed sequentially so that each additional 
case provides information that will be used to further hone the research 
questions and insights. As a result, the number of cases is not predeter-
mined and the content of the questionnaire is not constant (Small  2009 ). 
The goal is to continue interviews until they yield little new information 
(saturation). 

 A sequential process of data collection was key in this study. I used 
information from early interviews to shape those that came later. 
Interviews with benefi ciaries prior to 2012 (four out of forty- fi ve) were 
unstructured. I  conducted them before my ideas were fully formed. In 
these conversations, I introduced a few major topics (i.e., economic chal-
lenges, health care, politics) and simply engaged in conversation. Though 
relatively unfocused, these early interviews were crucial because they 
pointed me to Medicaid and gave me a sense of how the program mat-
tered to benefi ciaries. 

 By 2012, I developed a focused research agenda and constructed an 
interview guide. The interviews with benefi ciaries that occurred after 
this point (forty- one out of forty- fi ve) were semi- structured. The trained 
interviewers (whom I will discuss in a subsequent section) and I used this 
guide to facilitate conversation with benefi ciaries (the questions in the 
guide are included at the end of this Appendix). Having a guide ensured 
that at least some questions came up consistently. However, we did not 
strictly follow the guide and we certainly did not use it in the manner in 
which a survey instrument would be used (i.e., with sampling logic in 
mind). Instead, we leveraged it as a template for conversation rather than 
as a hard constraint. The purpose of the qualitative interviews was to 
generate ideas, hypotheses, and explanations. The strategy was inductive. 
Since I did not understand the processes connecting Medicaid policy to 
political participation at the beginning of this research, I left room for ben-
efi ciaries and stakeholders to enlighten me. I took special care to ensure 
that the conversation was open and fl exible enough for benefi ciaries to 
bring up things that I would not have thought to ask them. (In retrospect, 
this is where some of the most poignant insights came from.) The four 
research assistants (RAs) who interviewed benefi ciaries were trained to 
take a similar approach. I encouraged them to establish rapport, to probe 
when something was unclear, to follow leads that went off script, and to 
be conversational. As a result, though the interviews contained similar 
enough kinds of information to be comparable, they were each different. 
Those differences yielded constructive variation. This is not acceptable 
per the standards of sampling logic (where representativeness and equal 
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treatment/ probability are the goals), but it is consonant with case study 
logic (where research leads are pursued by adapting prior information). 

 In contrast to the interviews with benefi ciaries, interviews with stake-
holders were unstructured and I personally conducted all of them. I used 
no guide. Since all of the stakeholders were engaged in direct work with 
benefi ciaries, I simply asked them about the work they did and let the 
conversation unfold organically from there. The sequential element was 
still crucial here: most of my interviews with stakeholders occurred later 
in the research process (after 2013). I  identifi ed stakeholders based on 
what benefi ciaries had previously told me (about lawyers helping them, 
navigators signing them up for benefi ts, etc.). Moreover, when I  spoke 
with stakeholders I had the knowledge that I gained from benefi ciaries 
in mind, so I asked questions meant to clarify, corroborate, or extend the 
narratives benefi ciaries had offered. When benefi ciaries talked about how 
diffi cult and frustrating Medicaid fair hearings could be, I followed up by 
asking lawyers to describe the fair hearing process in detail. This kind of 
complementarity was vital. Had I not interviewed dozens of benefi ciaries 
fi rst, I would not have known which stakeholders to reach out to or what 
to talk to them about. Notably, stakeholders were highly educated, very 
informed, and often quite assertive. So my conversations with them were 
not constrained by the ideas I had developed in my prior interviews with 
benefi ciaries. To the contrary, stakeholders were unpredictable. In my 
interviews with them, I learned things that I could not have anticipated. 
In that sense, sequentially interviewing benefi ciaries and then stakehold-
ers clarifi ed issues until I  reached the point of saturation (the last two 
interviews told me little that I had not heard before).  

  Case Selection 

 The strategy for case selection centered on the goal of theoretical range 
(Yin  2003 ). Because I knew Medicaid was very different across state and 
local contexts (even before I realized that this book would be about fed-
eralism), the fi rst dimension I emphasized was geography. I interviewed 
benefi ciaries from states with varying population sizes (Iowa versus 
New Jersey) and from states that were racially heterogeneous (Illinois, 
New  York) and those that were more homogenous (Idaho, Vermont, 
Iowa), as well as from states where Medicaid was being expanded and 
had a reputation for generosity (New York) and those where it was not 
expanding and where benefi ts were reputedly stingy (Georgia and North 
Carolina). I also aimed for benefi ciaries in large cities (Detroit, New York 
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City, Chicago), in suburbs and small cities (Marietta, Georgia; Ann Arbor, 
Michigan), and in   rural areas of Michigan and New York. Finally, in light 
of the racial heterogeneity of the Medicaid population, I interviewed ben-
efi ciaries across racial and ethnic lines. None of this was meant to achieve 
representativeness in a formal sense but it was meant to provide range. 

 I also selected some benefi ciaries  because  of their political activities. 
Most of the benefi ciaries whom I initially interviewed were inactive polit-
ically, especially around issues related to Medicaid. Later in the interview 
process, I  used social media and the friendship networks of benefi cia-
ries to identify a cadre of very engaged benefi ciaries (like Riley and Kay, 
who were highlighted in  Chapter 7 ). I sought them out with the logic of 
theoretical replication in view: this is a process by which very different 
cases are examined in order to highlight matters of theoretical interest 
(Small  2009 : 25). The interviews with activist benefi ciaries illuminated 
pathways and barriers to engagement and the role of federalism in shap-
ing the possibilities of advocacy.  

  Recruitment Process 

 Participants were recruited in several ways:  through fl yers posted at 
community health centers, hospitals, and bus stops; through face- to- face 
interactions at local Medicaid offi ces; and through snowball recruit-
ment via previous interviewees who recommended fellow benefi ciaries. 
I  recruited stakeholders by directly contacting their organizations and 
asking them for an interview.  

  Interviewers 

 I conducted most of the interviews personally. However, since I am an 
English- speaking African- American woman of Caribbean decent, I took 
extra steps to ensure variation in the race and language of the interview-
ers. This helped to provide reference points for addressing how my eth-
nic and racial positioning might have affected the interview process. For 
this purpose, trained RAs conducted thirteen of the interviews. A trained 
bilingual RA interviewed four Spanish- speaking Latino benefi ciaries (in 
Spanish) in Florida. This was a supplement to several interviews that 
I  personally conducted with English- speaking Latinos (in New  York 
and Georgia). The Spanish- language interviews were meant to safeguard 
against the possibility that language bias was obscuring critical aspects of 
benefi ciaries’ experiences. Those interviews consisted of longer and more 
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detailed conversations with Latino benefi ciaries than the ones that I con-
ducted in English, so it did appear that there was a benefi t to utilizing a 
Spanish- speaking RA. 

 In addition to hedges against bias related to language, I also consid-
ered the role of race. Two trained RAs who were white interviewed seven 
white women and one   black woman. Again, this supplemented the inter-
views that I personally conducted and provided a sense of whether inter-
views across racial boundaries yielded signifi cantly different observations. 
White benefi ciaries did not talk much more or say anything observably 
distinct to the white interviewer compared to me. On the other hand, the 
black woman interviewed by a white female RA said signifi cantly less 
and did not mention race (which was quite unusual among the black 
benefi ciaries that I  interviewed personally). Though I cannot draw any 
ironclad inferences from these necessarily idiosyncratic instances, race 
did not appear to impact interviews with white benefi ciaries as much as 
it did those with black benefi ciaries. I suspect this is because white benefi -
ciaries do not consciously view their experiences with Medicaid through 
the prism of race (or alternatively, do not feel comfortable articulating 
such a perspective to strangers, even another white person) while black 
benefi ciaries do, but would only tell a black person so. 

 Finally, a trained male interviewer (of South Asian decent) interviewed 
one African- American male benefi ciary. As in the other instances, this 
was to provide a reference point for assessing whether male benefi ciaries 
would discuss their experiences with Medicaid differently with a male 
interviewer than they had with me. This did not appear to be the case.  

  Beneficiary Demographics 

 In terms of demographics, 82  percent of the benefi ciaries interviewed 
were women; 73 percent had at least one child; 42 percent were African- 
American, 27 percent white, and the remaining 31 percent were Latino 
or Asian; 25 percent were immigrants and 45 percent had (or had a child 
with) a serious health condition. Interviewees ranged in age from early 
twenties to early sixties and had spent an average of nine years on Medicaid 
(although that ranged from less than one year to more than twenty).  

  Data Collection and Analysis 

 The semi- structured interviews lasted as long as 103 minutes; the average 
interview was fi fty minutes. Some interviewees kept in contact with me, 
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so I was able to have multiple conversations with them after the initial 
interview. Interviews took place in a variety of public places chosen by the 
participants (libraries, coffee shops, parks, etc.) and sometimes over the 
phone. Interviewees were paid $25 and the interviews were recorded. After 
transcription and an initial round of general thematic coding, I conducted a 
second round of coding specifi cally focused on identifying circumstances in 
which interviewees referenced the relevance of state, county, or local con-
texts. Coding was done using the Web- based software  Dedoose . The pri-
mary purposes of the interview data were to: 1) help generate hypotheses 
for the quantitative analysis by illuminating relevant factors that I could 
have otherwise overlooked; 2)  to further corroborate and explain the 
quantitative results (this purpose was specifi cally for interviews that took 
place after the quantitative analysis was complete) 3) to provide insights 
about aspects of the relationships between Medicaid, federalism and politi-
cal participation that went beyond the scope of available quantitative data.  

  INTERVIEW GUIDE  

  Personal Background 

  Introduction (after conversation to establish rapport):   I am going to begin 
by asking you some questions about your personal background and your 
experiences with Medicaid.  

   a.     Could you start by telling me a little bit about yourself? 
[Probes: Where are you from? Where did you grow up?]  

  b.     If respondent has not already mentioned this: Are you employed? 
If so, what do you do for a living? If not, how long have you been 
unemployed and what did you do before?  

  c.     Are you, your child, or both of you enrolled in a program that 
provides government health services, often called Medicaid?  

  d.     If respondent has not already mentioned this: What is the name of 
the program? Who is enrolled?  

  e.     How long have you (or your child) been enrolled?  
  f.     What did you do for health care before you were enrolled?   

  Pre- enrollment 

   a.     Can you tell me a bit about what led you to apply and enroll? Can 
you remember when the idea fi rst occurred to you or how you ini-
tially thought to apply?  
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  b.     Did you know you were eligible? How did you know you were 
eligible?  

  c.     At the time you decided to apply, did you have any fears or con-
cerns going into the application/ enrollment process?  

  d.     What did you hope to get from [program name]?  
  e.     How long did you expect to be enrolled?    

  Enrollment Process 

   a.     If you can think about the day you fi rst applied for [program 
name], can you tell me what that was like? What do you remember 
from that day?  

  b.     Follow- up: Was it easy to apply?  
  c.     When you fi rst applied, were you able to talk to someone to get 

directions about all the things you had to do to get enrolled?  
  d.     How would you describe the people you spoke with at the agency?    

  Program Usage and Experience 

   a.     Have you (or your child) actually used [Medicaid] benefi ts to cover 
doctor visits, hospital stays, health clinic visits, or for anything 
else? How often?  

  b.     What has it has been like getting the care you need through the 
program?  

  c.     How has it been accessing care? For example, fi nding a doctor, 
getting prescriptions fi lled, etc. [Probe: Easy? Challenging? Why?]  

  d.     What has the quality of the care you’ve received been like? Can 
you explain why or give an example?  

  e.     Do you ever think that doctors, caseworkers, or anyone treats you 
differently or thinks of you differently because you are insured 
through Medicaid?  

  f.     In general, do you think that other people (neighbors or friends) 
view you differently for being a part of the program?  

  g.     Do you view yourself any differently?  
  h.     Where do you go (physically) to handle matters related to your 

Medicaid benefi ts?  
  i.     When you go there, what is it like?  
   [Potential probes: Have you ever noticed the presence of security 

personnel at the offi ce? Have you ever interacted with them or seen 
anyone else do so? Have you ever noticed any signs on the wall at 
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the offi ce? Can you remember what kinds of things they said? Are 
you allowed to keep your phone turned on or talk on your phone 
in the offi ce? If not, how do you feel about this? Do you bring your 
children with you when you visit the offi ce? Are there any rules 
about what your children can or cannot do (example: they must 
sit down, they cannot make noise, etc.)? If so, how do you feel 
about this?]    

  j.     What is it like when you talk to the people working at the offi ce?  
   [Potential probes: Are you usually given the time to say what you 

need to and explain your situation? Are things explained to you in 
detail?]    

  k.     Have you received Medicaid in more than one state? In your expe-
rience, does the program vary from state to state? If so, how?   

  Resistance 
   a.     Was there ever a time you had a complaint or problem with 

the program, your benefi ts, eligibility, enrollment, services, or 
anything else?  

  b.     If so, what was it? [If there was more than one:] tell me about the 
others?  

  c.     Did you do anything in response to this problem? If so, what? If 
not, why not?  

  d.     Have you ever raised a complaint or grievance in the time you 
have been in the program? If so, what was it about? How was it 
handled? How did you feel about the way it turned out?  

  e.     If respondent has not already said this: Was there ever a time you 
had a complaint or problem but didn’t say anything about it? Why 
not? How do you feel about the issue now?  

  f.     In general, if someone in the program were to raise an issue or 
challenge a caseworker’s decision, how do you think things would 
turn out?  

  g.     Do you think you have much infl uence with your caseworker or 
whomever you deal with in the program? Do you think you have 
any say over what happens to you in the program?  

  h.     Overall, how would you say you are treated in the program?    

  Politics 
   a.     Do you think Medicaid is any different from other government 

programs?  
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  b.     Do you think you share any common political interests with other 
Medicaid benefi ciaries? Why or why not?  

  c.     If a group of people who had Medicaid were working together for 
changes in agency policies or client rights, would you participate?  

  d.     Would you be willing to sign a petition? How about attend a meet-
ing? How about take part in a protest or rally?  

  e.     Do you think such a group would be successful? Why or why not?  
  f.     Groups like the one I described do not get started very often; why 

do you think people in programs like [program name] don’t orga-
nize to fi ght for benefi ts and other things?  

  g.     Can you tell me what politics is to you? Describe what you think 
of when you think about politics or when you hear that word.  

  h.     Do you participate in politics in any way? Describe how or tell me 
about why you don’t.  

  i.     Do you think politics matters? Tell me more about how or why.  
  j.     Do you think there is anything that happens with the Medicaid 

program that can be considered “politics”?  
  k.     Do you think what you experience with Medicaid is connected to 

local, state, or federal politics? If so, how?  
  l.     Do you think Medicaid benefi ciaries have much infl uence in 

politics? Why?  
  m.     Throughout the country, various states are cutting back on 

Medicaid and other health care programs for the poor in order to 
save money. What do you think about this?  

  n.     Do you think there is anything that people who use these programs 
can do to stop cuts from being made?  

  o.     What do you think about the health care reforms passed in 2010?  
  p.     Has anything changed about Medicaid over the past few years 

since health care reform has been implemented?       
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Appendix B 

 Statistical Tables    

  Civic Attitude  is a scale based on respondent ratings of how important 
the following civic activities are: 1) reporting a crime; 2) volunteering; 
3) serving on a jury; 4) serving in the military; 5)voting. Respondents rated 
these activities as important, somewhat important, or not important. 

  Polparticipation  is an index of political behavior indicating how many 
ways respondents participated in the following political activities: 1) tak-
ing part in a political group; 2) taking part in a political rally or demon-
stration; 3) voting. 

  Geographic Disparity  measures variation in overall mortality rates 
among counties within states. Information was gathered from the United 
Health Foundation’s Health Rankings data. 

  Welfare Employees  measures the ratio of state welfare employees to 
the number of residents living in poverty (standardized). 

  Health Center Revenue  measures the proportion of revenue that 
Federally Qualifi ed Community Health Centers in a state receive from 
Medicaid. 

  Hospital Beds  measures the number of for- profi t hospital beds per 
1,000 state residents. 

  Scope of Services  is a measure of state’s provision on non- mandatory 
services in seven distinct categories:  1) Services by type or target 
group; 2)  Women’s services; 3)  Services delivered by specifi c provid-
ers; 4)  Rehabilitation services; 5)  Devices and equipment; 6)  Drugs; 
7) Transportation. State performance in these categories is gauged to cre-
ate a measure of the scope of services offered by each state. Data were 
gathered from Public Citizen Health Research Group.                           
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  Table B1      Summary Statistics  

  Variables    Mean    SD    Min    Max  

 Sex    1.450    0.497    1 = Female    2 = Male   
 Health  2.093  0.969  1 = Excellent  5 = Poor 
 Medication Use  1.918  0.274  1 = Yes  2 = No 
 ER Visit  1.823  0.382  1 = Yes  2 = No 
 Age  27.78  5.889  16  64 
 Register  0.685  0.465  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Vote  0.606  0.489  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Church  4.300  1.595  1 = Everyday  7 = Never 
 Alcohol 

Dependence 
 0.0117  0.108  0 = No  1 = Yes 

 Drug Dependence  0.0101  0.0999  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Depression  0.172  0.377  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Poverty  3.139  1.348  1 = 0– 49% pov 

line 
 5 = 300% pov 

line 
 Education  1.878  0.854  1 = less than HS  4 = College or 

grad 
 Employed (in past 

week) 
 1.302  0.459  1 = Yes  2 = No 

 TANF (in twelve 
months) 

 0.0351  0.184  0 = No  1 = Yes 

 SSI (currently)  0.0252  0.157  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Kids  1.854  1.381  0 = No Kids  10 = Ten Kids 
 U.S. Born  1.175  0.380  1 = Yes  2 = No 
 Jail (ever)  0.0530  0.224  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Civic Attitude*  12.84  1.881  5 = Low  15 = High 
 Married  1.768  0.422  1 = No  2 = Yes 
   Black  0.523  0.500  0 = No  1 = Yes 
   Latino  0.293  0.455  0 = No  1 = Yes 
 Polparticipation*  0.503  0.628  0 = participated 

in none 
 3 = Participated 

in three 
 Medicaid  0.486  0.500  0 = No  1 = Yes (self or 

child) 
 Geographic Health 

Disparity* 
 0.121  0.0320  0.0400  0.220 

 Welfare 
Employees* 

 0.00601  0.00361  0.000717  0.0183 

 Benefi t Expand  0.361  0.480  0=No  1 = Yes 
 Black   Enrolled  0.225  0.0989  0.0323  0.786 
 Health Center 

Revenue* 
 0.383  0.103  0.150  0.600 

 Hospital Beds*  0.400  0.305  0  1.100 
 Marginal Vote  0.563  0.0634  0.425  0.705 
 Income 

(standardized) 
 −0.0931  0.692  −0.809  19.30 

 Scope of Services*  −0.0662  0.966  −5.741  2.264 

      *     Variables requiring further explanation    
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  Table B2      Medicaid and Political Outcomes (Basic Regression)  

  Variables    (1)    (2)    (3)  

  Vote    Register    Participate  

 Medicaid    −0.10**    −0.12***    −0.06***   
 (0.046)  (0.043)  (0.017) 

 Age  0.02***  0.01***  0.01*** 
 (0.003)  (0.003)  (0.001) 

 Sex  −0.19***  −0.13***  −0.03* 
 (0.043)  (0.039)  (0.016) 

 Employed  −0.08*  −0.22***  −0.07*** 
 (0.044)  (0.039)  (0.016) 

 Health  −0.02  0.04**  0.01* 
 (0.019)  (0.018)  (0.007) 

 U.S. Born  −0.31***  −1.60***  −0.39*** 
 (0.082)  (0.052)  (0.022) 

 Income  0.09***  0.08***  0.05*** 
 (0.024)  (0.025)  (0.008) 

 TANF  −0.09  0.14**  0.01 
 (0.059)  (0.055)  (0.023) 

 Education  0.26***  0.26***  0.15*** 
 (0.024)  (0.022)  (0.009) 

   Black  0.32***  0.29***  0.13*** 
 (0.050)  (0.047)  (0.019) 

   Latino  −0.06  0.04  0.00 
 (0.059)  (0.053)  (0.022) 

 Civic Attitude  0.13***  0.09***  0.05*** 
 (0.012)  (0.010)  (0.004) 

 Church  −0.06***  −0.05***  −0.03*** 
 (0.013)  (0.011)  (0.005) 

 Observations  5,033  7,079  7,113 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  
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  Table B3      Medicaid and Political Outcomes (Expanded Models)  

  Variables    (1)    (2)    (3)  

  Vote    Register    Participate  

 Medicaid    −0.11**    −0.13***    −0.07***   
 (0.048)  (0.045)  (0.018) 

 Age  0.02***  0.01**  0.01*** 
 (0.003)  (0.003)  (0.001) 

 Sex  −0.15***  −0.03  −0.00 
 (0.045)  (0.042)  (0.017) 

 Employed  −0.05  −0.17***  −0.05*** 
 (0.046)  (0.041)  (0.017) 

 Health  −0.02  0.03  0.01 
 (0.020)  (0.019)  (0.007) 

 U.S. Born  −0.33***  −1.63***  −0.40*** 
 (0.083)  (0.053)  (0.022) 

 Income  0.08***  0.05**  0.04*** 
 (0.025)  (0.024)  (0.008) 

 TANF  −0.08  0.11*  0.01 
 (0.060)  (0.056)  (0.023) 

 Education  0.26***  0.26***  0.15*** 
 (0.025)  (0.023)  (0.009) 

   Black  0.31***  0.35***  0.14*** 
 (0.052)  (0.049)  (0.020) 

   Latino  −0.08  0.05  −0.00 
 (0.059)  (0.053)  (0.022) 

 Civic Attitude  0.12***  0.09***  0.05*** 
 (0.012)  (0.010)  (0.004) 

 Church  −0.07***  −0.04***  −0.04*** 
 (0.013)  (0.012)  (0.005) 

 Drug  0.15  −0.03  0.17** 
 (0.178)  (0.163)  (0.069) 

 Alcohol  −0.35*  −0.18  −0.13* 
 (0.192)  (0.165)  (0.069) 

 Depression  −0.10*  0.11**  0.02 
 (0.052)  (0.050)  (0.020) 

 Kids  0.01  0.03**  −0.00 
 (0.014)  (0.013)  (0.005) 

 Married  −0.03  −0.09**  −0.00 
 (0.048)  (0.044)  (0.018) 

 Jail  −0.21**  −0.50***  −0.17*** 
 (0.105)  (0.081)  (0.037) 

 Observations  4,955  6,915  6,94 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  
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  Table B4      Medicaid and Political Outcomes (Matched Data)  

  Variables    (1)    (2)    (3)  

  Vote    Register    Participate  

 Medicaid    −0.07*    −0.09**    −0.03**   
 (0.040)  (0.037)  (0.015) 

 Age  0.02***  0.01**  0.01*** 
 (0.004)  (0.003)  (0.001) 

 Sex  −0.19***  −0.13***  −0.04** 
 (0.043)  (0.039)  (0.015) 

 Employed  −0.04  −0.28***  −0.08*** 
 (0.047)  (0.040)  (0.016) 

 Health  −0.01  0.06***  0.02** 
 (0.021)  (0.019)  (0.008) 

 U.S. Born  −0.10  −1.53***  −0.33*** 
 (0.086)  (0.054)  (0.022) 

 Income  0.11***  0.07**  0.05*** 
 (0.030)  (0.031)  (0.011) 

 TANF  0.12  −0.44***  −0.04 
 (0.131)  (0.096)  (0.041) 

 Education  0.23***  0.27***  0.14*** 
 (0.026)  (0.024)  (0.009) 

   Black  0.33***  0.33***  0.16*** 
 (0.054)  (0.049)  (0.020) 

   Latino  −0.09  0.14***  0.02 
 (0.063)  (0.055)  (0.023) 

 Civic Attitude  0.11***  0.08***  0.04*** 
 (0.012)  (0.010)  (0.004) 

 Church  −0.05***  −0.04***  −0.03*** 
 (0.013)  (0.012)  (0.005) 

 Observations  3,925  5,543  6,563 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  
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  Table B5      Medicaid and Political Outcomes (Seeming Unrelated Regression)  

  Variables    (1a)    (1b)    (2a)    (2b)    (3a)    (3b)  

  Medicaid    Register    Medicaid    Vote    Medicaid    Participate  

 Married    0.60***      0.63***      0.59***     
 (0.049)  (0.059)  (0.049) 

 Health  0.06**  0.04*  0.06**  −0.04  0.06**  0.01 
 (0.026)  (0.023)  (0.030)  (0.024)  (0.026)  (0.021) 

 Kids  −0.02  −0.02  −0.02 
 (0.019)  (0.022)  (0.019) 

 Child Health  0.06*  0.05  0.06* 
 (0.035)  (0.042)  (0.035) 

 TANF  1.30***  0.14*  1.40***  −0.04  1.30***  0.02 
 (0.149)  (0.072)  (0.182)  (0.075)  (0.148)  (0.065) 

 SSI  0.85***  0.70***  0.85*** 
 (0.198)  (0.215)  (0.198) 

 Sex  −0.01  −0.04  −0.01  −0.12**  −0.01  −0.09* 
 (0.048)  (0.052)  (0.056)  (0.055)  (0.048)  (0.047) 

 Medication  0.11  0.09  0.11 
 (0.080)  (0.089)  (0.079) 

 Alcohol  0.06  0.15  0.14 
 (0.268)  (0.305)  (0.263) 

 Drug  0.54*  0.75**  0.47 
 (0.291)  (0.329)  (0.289) 

 ER  −0.16***  −0.15**  −0.16*** 
 (0.061)  (0.071)  (0.061) 

   Black  0.38***  0.37***  0.41***  0.41***  0.39***  0.44*** 
 (0.056)  (0.060)  (0.065)  (0.064)  (0.056)  (0.055) 

   Latino  0.45***  0.03  0.49***  −0.06  0.45***  −0.02 
 (0.064)  (0.069)  (0.081)  (0.078)  (0.064)  (0.066) 

 Poverty  −0.44***  −0.45***  −0.44*** 
 (0.021)  (0.024)  (0.021) 

 Health Cntr 
Rev 

 −0.55*  −0.33  −0.62* 

 (0.333)  (0.394)  (0.331) 
 Total 
Coverage 

 2.22**  1.18  2.30** 

 (0.908)  (1.092)  (0.902) 
 Hospital Beds  −0.04  0.11  −0.02 

 (0.106)  (0.124)  (0.105) 
   Medicaid     −0.30**    −0.38***    −0.39***  

 (0.130)  (0.137)  (0.121) 
 Age  0.01***  0.02***  0.02*** 

 (0.004)  (0.004)  (0.004) 
 Employed  −0.10*  −0.00  −0.07 

 (0.050)  (0.054)  (0.046) 
 U.S. Born  −1.60***  −0.40***  −1.19*** 

 (0.068)  (0.111)  (0.072) 
(continued)
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  Variables    Medicaid    Register    Medicaid    Vote    Medicaid    Participate  

 Income  0.02  0.08**  0.07** 
 (0.032)  (0.037)  (0.029) 

 Education  0.23***  0.27***  0.30*** 
 (0.029)  (0.031)  (0.026) 

 Civic Attitude  0.10***  0.13***  0.13*** 
 (0.012)  (0.015)  (0.012) 

 Church  −0.07***  −0.07***  −0.09*** 
 (0.014)  (0.016)  (0.013) 

 Observations  4,663  4,663  3,460  3,460  4,683  4,683 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  

  Table B6      Medicaid and Political Participation across States  

  Virginia    California    New York    Michigan    New Jersey    Texas  

 Medicaid    −0.12**    −0.16***    −0.17**    −0.05    0.05    0.01   
 (0.048)  (0.043)  (0.067)  (0.060)  (0.054)  (0.038) 

 Age  0.00  −0.00  0.01  0.00  0.02***  0.01** 
 (0.004)  (0.004)  (0.006)  (0.005)  (0.005)  (0.004) 

 Sex  −0.05  −0.16***  −0.03  0.09  0.11*  −0.03 
 (0.049)  (0.048)  (0.074)  (0.066)  (0.056)  (0.041) 

 Employed  −0.16***  −0.17***  −0.20**  −0.13*  −0.01  0.04 
 (0.054)  (0.048)  (0.077)  (0.067)  (0.059)  (0.044) 

 Health  0.00  0.01  −0.00  −0.01  0.00  0.06*** 
 (0.025)  (0.021)  (0.033)  (0.032)  (0.028)  (0.018) 

 U.S. Born  −0.20*  −0.13**  −0.42***  −0.59***  −0.50***  −0.37*** 
 (0.110)  (0.055)  (0.071)  (0.205)  (0.064)  (0.054) 

 Income  −0.08  −0.02  0.03  0.03  0.07  0.18*** 
 (0.052)  (0.023)  (0.041)  (0.057)  (0.050)  (0.038) 

 TANF  0.06  −0.01  0.14  0.17  −0.08  0.28** 
 (0.149)  (0.127)  (0.225)  (0.192)  (0.207)  (0.129) 

 Education  0.18***  0.19***  0.09**  0.13***  0.14***  0.07*** 
 (0.031)  (0.029)  (0.037)  (0.042)  (0.035)  (0.024) 

   Black  0.06  0.17**  −0.04  0.08  0.22**  0.10 
 (0.056)  (0.080)  (0.110)  (0.099)  (0.103)  (0.067) 

   Latino  −0.17  −0.00  −0.10  0.14  0.06  −0.09* 
 (0.113)  (0.073)  (0.103)  (0.201)  (0.108)  (0.052) 

 Civic Attitude  0.09***  −0.00  0.02  0.03*  0.00  0.07*** 
 (0.013)  (0.013)  (0.020)  (0.017)  (0.014)  (0.012) 

 Church  −0.06***  −0.00  −0.04*  −0.06***  −0.03  −0.03*** 
 (0.015)  (0.014)  (0.022)  (0.022)  (0.016)  (0.012) 

 Observations  544  716  332  451  494  993 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  

Table B5 (cont.)
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  Table B7      State Contextual Factors and Medicaid Benefi ciaries’ Political 
Behavior  

   (1)    (2)    (3)   

 Participate  Register  Vote 

 Age  0.01**  0.00  0.01* 
 (0.002)  (0.006)  (0.007) 

 Sex  −0.02  −0.14*  −0.17** 
 (0.027)  (0.072)  (0.078) 

 Employed  −0.06**  −0.23***  −0.09 
 (0.026)  (0.068)  (0.075) 

 Health  0.01  0.04  −0.01 
 (0.012)  (0.032)  (0.036) 

 Child Health  0.01  −0.13***  −0.02 
 (0.016)  (0.043)  (0.050) 

 Income  0.03  0.07  0.01 
 (0.019)  (0.056)  (0.050) 

 U.S. Born  −0.39***  - 1.90***  −0.29* 
 (0.036)  (0.098)  (0.163) 

 TANF  −0.06  −0.06  −0.18 
 (0.060)  (0.148)  (0.168) 

 Education  0.11***  0.25***  0.22*** 
 (0.015)  (0.040)  (0.043) 

   Black  0.17***  0.38***  0.31*** 
 (0.034)  (0.087)  (0.097) 

   Latino  −0.01  0.04  −0.10 
 (0.039)  (0.096)  (0.111) 

 Civic Attitude  0.04***  0.10***  0.13*** 
 (0.007)  (0.017)  (0.020) 

 Church  −0.04***  −0.08***  −0.06** 
 (0.008)  (0.020)  (0.023) 

 Geographic Disparity  −0.67  0.58  - 2.37* 
 (0.482)  (1.247)  (1.292) 

 Black   Enrolled  −0.06  0.04  0.37 
 (0.155)  (0.397)  (0.456) 

 Scope of Services  0.02  0.05  0.09** 
 (0.015)  (0.039)  (0.044) 

 Welfare Density  0.01  0.09**  −0.01 
 (0.014)  (0.037)  (0.041) 

 Benefi t Expansion  0.05**  0.16**  0.06 
 (0.027)  (0.071)  (0.079) 

 Benefi t Reduction  −0.10**  −0.34***  −0.20* 
 (0.044)  (0.115)  (0.122) 

 Observations  2,385  2,371  1,546 

  Standard errors in parentheses
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  
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  Table B8      Medicaid and Political Participation (Baseline 
Multilevel Model)  

  Participate  

 Medicaid  −0.30*** 
 (0.093) 

 Sex  −0.09 
 (0.054) 

 Age  −0.00 
 (0.002) 

 Black  −0.19* 
 (0.097) 

 Latino  0.02 
 (0.085) 

 Income  0.01 
 (0.007) 

 Education  0.11*** 
 (0.008) 

 Nativity  0.47*** 
 (0.073) 

 Health  −0.01 
 (0.028) 

 Church  −0.07*** 
 (0.013) 

 Neighborhood Poverty  0.50* 
 (0.273) 

 Neighborhood Percent Black  0.02 
 (0.124) 

 Level 1 N  2,517 
 Level 2 N  343 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p <0.1  
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  Table B9      Medicaid and Political Participation: Perceptions of 
Neighborhood Disorder and Cohesion  

  Participate  

 Medicaid  0.31 
 (0.325) 

 Sex  −0.04 
 (0.053) 

 Age  −0.00 
 (0.002) 

 Black  −0.17* 
 (0.097) 

 Latino  0.05 
 (0.084) 

 Income  0.01 
 (0.007) 

 Education  0.12*** 
 (0.008) 

 Nativity  0.37*** 
 (0.072) 

 Health  −0.03 
 (0.027) 

 Perceptions of Cohesion  0.33*** 
 (0.039) 

 Perceptions of Disorder  0.59*** 
 (0.220) 

 Medicaid * Cohesion  −0.18 
 (0.129) 

 Perceptions of Disorder (Quad)  −0.10* 
 (0.055) 

 Disorder (Quad)* Medicaid  −0.05* 
 (0.026) 

 Neighborhood Poverty  0.14 
 (0.283) 

 Neighborhood Race (Black)  0.09 
 (0.121) 

 Level 1 N  2,518 
 Level 2 N  343 

  Standard errors in parentheses 
 *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1  
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    Notes

      1     Medicaid, Political Life, and 
Fragmented Democracy 

     1     This name and the others used in this book are pseudonyms. Details about 
the qualitative interviews are provided in  Appendix A .  

     2     Swartz and Sommers ( 2014 ) show that Medicaid expansion does not induce 
signifi cant cross- state migration, debunking the “welfare magnet” hypothesis 
in the case of Medicaid. They do fi nd small net migration effects, so some 
people likely migrate in response to Medicaid availability. This is consonant 
with the picture that emerges in this study. Medicaid may not commonly 
induce mobility, but it factors into decision- making processes about where 
to live, and it can, on occasion, either prevent benefi ciaries from moving or 
prompt them to do so.  

     3     Though see Hopkins (2018) for an important perspective on the increasing 
nationalization of politics.  

     4     Relatedly, I understand “citizens” to be members of the political community 
as dictated by geographic boundaries, irrespective of legal status or formal 
documentation.  

     5     I deploy the term “federalist” to describe the federated structure of the 
U.S.  political system and the policies most affected by that structure. As 
I mean it, “federalist” social policies are those policies that differ signifi cantly 
across states (and sometimes localities) as a consequence of federalism. I  do 
not  use the term “federalist” in (either direct or indirect) reference to the 
 Federalist Papers , the Federalist Party that existed from the late 1790s to 
the early 1800s, or the well- known conservative/ libertarian group called The 
Federalist Society.  

     6     This is especially true because the ACA eliminated asset tests for non- elderly 
adult Medicaid benefi ciaries whose eligibility is based on modifi ed adjusted 
gross income (MAGI). This applied to all states.  
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     7     For example, Medicaid is a key provider of long- term care for elderly 
Americans (a provision that eats up a disproportionate share of the pro-
gram’s budget). Medicaid also provides health insurance coverage for 
those who are disabled and “medically needy” (Grogan and Patashnik 
 2003 ). These populations are important, but not the central focus of 
this book.  

     8     In this instance I refer to the technical designation of “low- income,” which 
applies to those between 100 percent and 199 percent FPL. Throughout this 
book, I sometimes use this term more colloquially.  

     9     Most scholars agree that these disparities are not due to the Medicaid pro-
gram itself. Instead, they stem largely from the ways that social determi-
nants of health predispose benefi ciaries to a range of health problems (Frakt 
et al.  2011 ).  

     10     These groups are more positively constructed and tend to have more politi-
cal power than other groups of benefi ciaries; they are also more likely to be 
drawn from the ranks of the middle class (Schneider and Ingram  1993 ).  

     11     Jodon, Courtny. 2015. “Medicaid Expansion Protestors Rally at Capital.” 
Available at:   http:// krcgtv.com/ news/ local/ medicaid- expansion- protestors- 
 rally- at- capitol?id=1204347 .  

     12     Drabble, Jenny. 2017. “Protesters Stage Valentine’s Day Rally outside Sen. 
Burr’s Offi ce in Support of Obamacare.” Available at:   www.journalnow  
 .com/ news/ protesters- stage- valentine- s- day- rally- outside- sen- burr- s/ article_ 
44a92e29- 958a- 528e- 909b- f42fa22595f4.html .  

     13     Much of the event was recorded and is available via YouTube:   www  
 .youtube.com/ watch?v=iNb8ROFU7x4 .  

     14     Bruce Westerman, “Medicaid Grants Give States More Freedom,”  The Hill , 
March 21, 2017.  

     15     These numbers are based on a compilation of information from a wide vari-
ety of newspaper sources from around the country.  

     16     Though the “qualitative”/ ”quantitative” distinction is familiar and helpful 
for making this work legible to others, I am skeptical of its veracity.   

  2     Democratic Citizenship and 
Contextualized Policy Feedback 

     1      Barron  v.  Mayor of the City of Baltimore , 32, U.S. 243 (1833).  
     2     A wharf is a structure built on the shore of a harbor or riverbank where ships 

can dock.  
     3     Among other things, the Fifth Amendment prohibits the government taking 

private property for public use without compensation.  
     4     Specifi cally, section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment reads: “All persons born 

or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are 
citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state 
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immuni-
ties of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of 
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life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person 
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”  

     5     See also Beam, Conlan, and Walker  1983 , Erk  2006 , and Landau  1973  for 
more thoughts in this vein. Landau ( 1973 : 173) offers this humorous and 
resonating response to the muddled conceptual thicket of the federalism 
literature:  “Having wandered again through the literature on federalism, 
I emerge with a prayer: would that our language were standardized –  just a 
few technical terms would suffi ce. When I fi rst took this trip, I found feder-
alism proper, dual federalism, cooperative federalism, centralized federalism, 
mature federalism, national federalism, and what was then the ‘new’ fed-
eralism. I am now obliged to add creative federalism, dynamic federalism, 
contract federalism, the ‘new’ new federalism and, Lord help us, permissive 
federalism. In Heaven’s name, what goes on here?” I have no new version of 
federalism to add to this long lineage.  

     6     See Article I, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.  
     7     See Article VI of the U.S. Constitution.  
     8     Madison confi rms this view of federalism in  Federalist  51 when he says, “In 

the compound Republic of America, the power surrendered by the people is 
fi rst divided between two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted 
to each subdivided among distinct and separate departments.”  

     9     There is no universally agreed upon timeline for the development of federal-
ism in the United States. The typologies of federalism that I assert here and 
the general timeline connected to them serve the purpose of broad historical 
sketching. It is worth acknowledging that scholars do not agree about these 
typologies, and that additional types exist (see  footnote 5  in this chapter).   

  3     Federalism, Health Care, and Inequity 

     1     This is most apparent in the original exclusion of agricultural and domes-
tic workers from Social Security provisions, which rendered nine out of ten 
African- American women workers ineligible (Mettler  1998b ).  

     2      https://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fi leName=001/llsl001 
.db&recNum=728   

     3      www.nlm.nih.gov/ hmd/ diseases/ early.html   
     4      Figure 3.1  taken from “A Historical Review of How States Have Responded 

to the Availability of Federal Funds for Health Coverage,” a 2012 report by 
Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured.  

     5     Research suggests that it does. Though this book does not address specifi c 
questions about Medicaid and motherhood, the ethnographic work of legal 
scholar Khiara Bridges concretizes the processes through which the imple-
mentation of Medicaid shapes how pregnant women experience the state. 
Bridges details the (often unsettling) ways that “state subsidization of preg-
nant women’s medical expenses via Medicaid functions as a carrot that 
entices women to submit themselves to state supervision, management, regu-
lation and discipline” ( 2008 : 69).  
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     6     This is based on the 2015 Current Population Survey. Washington, DC is 
excluded. For rankings, see  http:// kff.org/ other/ state- indicator/ distribution- 
by- raceethnicity/ ?currentTimeframe=0&selectedDistributions=black&  
 sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Black%22,%22sort%22:%22  
 desc%22%7D .  

     7     This is based on the 2015 Current Population Survey. Washington, DC is 
excluded. North Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas were tied for eleventh 
place with 15 percent poverty rates. For rankings, see  http:// kff.org/ other/ state- 
indicator/ poverty- rate- by- raceethnicity/ ?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel 
=%7B%22colId%22:%22Total%22,%22sort%22:%22desc%22%7D .  

     8     Arizona’s entire Medicaid program is run through a 1115 Waiver and has been 
since its (late) beginning, though the state has recently applied for an amendment.  

     9     I offer details about Indiana’s Medicaid expansion at the beginning of the 
 next chapter .  

     10     For more on the implications of this waiver request, see Jamila Michener 
and Julilly Kohler- Hausmann, “Why We Shouldn’t Drug Test Poor People,” 
 New York Times , June 28, 2017.  

     11     Alice Wong, “My Medicaid, My Life,”  New York Times , May 3, 2017.  
     12     As detailed in the interview guide included in  Appendix A , I asked benefi -

ciaries the following: “Do you think what you experience with Medicaid 
is connected to local, state, or federal politics? If so, how?” Every person 
interviewed said yes and most provided an explanation for that answer.  

     13     I am not claiming that benefi ciaries move in order to maximize benefi ts. 
However, my qualitative interviews suggest that they often notice how mov-
ing across states, counties, and neighborhoods changes access to benefi ts and 
experiences with the program.   

  4     State Policy and Political 
Mis(Education) 

     1     Bruch and colleagues ( 2010 ) are a notable exception. In one part of their 
seminal article, the authors consider how variation in state TANF regimes 
bears upon political participation. They fi nd signifi cant effects, but the pre-
cise mechanisms and implications of the fi ndings are underexplored.  

     2     To be clear,      coverage  effects that stem from expansion are distinct from (but 
related to)  experiential  effects that stem from the actual processes benefi ciaries 
go through once enrolled in Medicaid. Increased participation in the wake 
of wide- scale Medicaid expansion can be explained by participatory upticks 
among benefi ciaries and non- benefi ciaries who are responding in the short- 
term to expansionary policies. Though important to chart, such coverage 
effects do not tell us much about Medicaid’s more enduring infl uence on actual 
benefi ciaries (most of whom have experiences with the program during times 
of both expansion and retrenchment). My focus is on this latter point, as it best 
helps us gain traction on the political lives of Medicaid benefi ciaries.  

     3     Stakeholders represent or advocate for benefi ciaries. This group included 
public benefi ts lawyers, directors of nonprofi t organizations, and frontline 
workers in organizations tasked with connecting benefi ciaries to helpful 
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resources. Stakeholders provided a different, but complementary and often 
corroborative perspectives on program experiences.  

     4     For more detail on the qualitative methods used in the book, see  Appendix A .  
     5     The states from which interviewees hailed were:  Florida, Georgia, Idaho, 

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North 
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Vermont.  

     6     Thematic coding and analysis were conducted using  Dedoose , a Web appli-
cation for mixed- methods research.  

     7     This was likely the shift to managed care that occurred in Florida circa 2013.  
     8     NICU is an acronym that stands for neonatal intensive care unit. NICUs 

specialize in the care of ill or premature newborn infants.  
     9     Though this is not usual, it is a striking example (Swartz and Sommers  2014 ).  
     10     I limit myself to the third wave because this is the only wave in which FFS 

asks questions about political activity (as such, it was not possible to esti-
mate panel models due to lack of available data on the dependent variables 
in multiple waves).  

     11     There were 7,529 respondents interviewed in wave three with a response 
rate of 77 percent.  

     12     The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (ADD Health) is a 
school- based survey of a nationally representative sample of students who 
were attending grades seven to twelve in 1994– 1995. I used the third wave of 
that data, which provide a snapshot of the students as young adults between 
the ages of eighteen and twenty- six. Despite the truncated age range, ADD 
Health boasts a large sample (N = 4,882) and detailed questions about health 
insurance status and political participation (not an easy combination to 
fi nd). ADD Health is a program project designed by J. Richard Udry, Peter 
S. Bearman, and Kathleen Mullan Harris and funded by grant P01- HD31921 
from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, with 
funding from seventeen other agencies. Special acknowledgment is due Ronald 
R. Rindfuss and Barbara Entwisle for assistance in the original design.  

     13     Such an experiment was conducted in Oregon in 2008. The researchers who 
conducted that experiment have now linked the results to voting records to 
observe the effect of Medicaid on voting, but have not published the results 
yet. Regardless, such data present problems with external validity precisely 
because the relationship between Medicaid and voting in Oregon is likely 
very different than it is in other places. Ultimately, experimental results 
from a single state are helpful, but cannot adjudicate the core questions at 
stake here.  

     14     This is an index that refl ects whether respondents: 1) were part of a polit-
ical group; 2) took part in a political rally or demonstration; 3) voted. See 
Appendix for summary statistics.  

     15     The FFS asks respondents whether they  or  their children are currently on 
Medicaid, so this measure refl ects engagement with the policy on the part of 
the individuals or on behalf of their children. The results are unchanged by 
controlling for which was the case.  

     16     Civic attitudes were measured using a scale combining respondents’ ratings 
of the importance of fi ve activities: voting, serving in the military, jury duty, 
volunteering, and reporting a crime.  
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     17     These are general self- reports where respondents are asked, “How is your 
health?” and select from fi ve responses ranging from poor to excellent. The 
results are robust to additional types of controls for health like whether 
respondents had visited the emergency room in the past year and whether 
they have a serious health problem that limits the work they can do.  

     18     Alternative estimation via ordered, probit- produced equivalent results.  
     19     Given the plethora of models, I present point estimates and standard errors 

for the main variable of interest (Medicaid). Full models are provided in the 
Appendix.  

     20     Since the FFS data contain information on mothers and fathers from the 
same family, I ran alternative models clustering by family. The nested data 
structure does not appear to infl uence the results.  

     21     This is true whether expanded models are based on original or matched data.  
     22     I selected covariates for matching that were likely to infl uence both the treat-

ment and outcomes, while omitting variables that could be affected by the 
treatment (e.g., health) and thus induce post- treatment bias (Stuart  2010 ). 
Matching did not eliminate the imbalance between the treatment and control 
groups, but it did substantially reduce it.  

     23     These additional controls account for important and potentially confound-
ing demographic patterns.  

     24     This includes eligibility expansions to new Medicaid populations or the pro-
vision of services that were not covered before (e.g., transportation). So, for 
example, during this period Illinois expanded eligibility for children and par-
ents, Texas discontinued coverage for medically needy adults, and so on.  

     25     This includes whether they cut eligibility for certain groups, reduced specifi c 
service offerings, or initiated co- pays. During this period, six of the fi fteen 
states included in the analysis reduced the services offered, eight of the fi fteen 
cut eligibility, and seven of the fi fteen initiated co- pays.  

     26     This variable is based on a ranking complied by a national nonprofi t organi-
zation (Public Citizen) in a report entitled “Unsettling Scores: A Ranking of 
State Medicaid Programs.”  

     27     This is the number of welfare bureaucrats divided by the number of state 
residents living below the poverty line.  

     28     Each of these states has at least 130 Medicaid benefi ciaries represented in the 
survey.  

     29     Scope of services is an exception: this variable sometimes exhibits stronger 
effects among non- benefi ciaries.  

     30     Most notably, omitted variable bias, a problem that plagues all cross- sec-
tional research based on observational data.   

  5     Particularistic Resistance in 
County Contexts 

     1     The work of Franklin 2017 is a notable exception.  
     2     The policy feedback literature generally views interactions with welfare 

bureaucracies as an independent variable by assessing their impact on voting 
and other forms of mainstream political action. This is quite distinct from 
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viewing such help seeking  as a political outcome itself . Joe Soss is excep-
tional among feedback scholars in positing the latter view.  

     3     I draw this terminology from Soss and Weaver 2016.  
     4     Some states require Medicaid managed care enrollees to fi rst complete the 

internal managed care organization appeals process before beginning the 
state fair hearing process.  

     5     I submitted FOIA requests to states across the country. A  few states (like 
Florida and New York) provided such information quickly and with little 
fanfare. Other states (like Georgia and Pennsylvania) claimed to have no 
records relevant to the request. Still other states (like Virginia) acknowledged 
having the records but would not release them.  

     6     Because I did not have data on state actions, I  calculated appeal rates by 
dividing the number of appeals (per county- year) by the number of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries (per county- year).  

     7     Admittedly, it is hard to interpret these rates without knowing the numbers 
of adverse actions taken against benefi ciaries. Perhaps benefi ciaries appeal 
less in Florida because they have less reason to (e.g., there are fewer sanc-
tions). States did not provide me with this information, so it is hard to tell. 
However, if recent research documenting social policy implementation in 
Florida is any indication, this is not a likely explanation (Soss et al.  2011 ).  

     8     I omit income, a core element of SES, because it is more highly correlated 
with other variables in the model and would introduce more issues with 
confounding. (Note that when I include median household income or county 
poverty levels in the models, education remains signifi cant while these vari-
ables generally do not.)  

     9     This is a rough proxy for detecting race effects because more fi ne- grained 
longitudinal county- level data were not available.  

     10     The lack of equality between the mean and variance suggests that a Poisson 
model is inappropriate and the likelihood ratio test of alpha confi rms that 
the negative binomial model is the better choice.  

     11     A Hausman test indicates that fi xed effects is a more appropriate choice than 
random effects in this case.  

     12     U.S. Census Bureau:  “2011– 2015 American Community Survey 5- Year 
Estimates.”   

  6     People, Places, and Social Policy 
in the City 

     1     It is worth noting that there is a long- standing debate over whether people- 
based policies are a more effective salve for urban woes than place- based 
policies (Glaeser  2000 ). I believe that the answer to that must be determined 
by evidence- based evaluations of specifi c policy initiatives. To date, evidence 
suggests that both kinds of policy approaches have some merit. (On this, see 
Neumark and Simpson  2014 .) While this is not a matter I can fully take up 
here, this chapter does generally speak to the political upshots of debates 
about people-  and place- based policies.  
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     2     City- level fi gures on Medicaid populations are hard to come by. I calculated 
these by using publicly available county- level Medicaid enrollment data for 
cities in which county and city boundaries largely overlap. The data are from 
2010, which is before Medicaid expansions have occurred, so the most recent 
numbers are likely higher in cities that have benefi ted from the ACA’s expan-
sion of Medicaid.  

     3     I focus on perceptions because I  believe they are the main mechanism for 
shaping attitudes and actions (Michener  2013 ).  

     4     There is no shortage of scholarly disagreement about how best to defi ne the 
concept of disorder. I agree that there are substantial problems with the idea 
(see Kubrin  2008 ). I also realize that notions of disorder are racialized and 
have been used to advance policies that disproportionately impact people 
of color. For example, disorder has been used to justify broken windows”, 
a form of policing that often prompts outsized punitive responses to minor 
criminal(ized) infractions. One need not accept such policies nor affi rm the 
unsavory purposes for which disorder can be deployed to acknowledge its 
function in urban life. So, while I take a critical stance toward disorder and 
its associated racial projects, I  nonetheless contend that it captures (how-
ever imperfectly) phenomena that are important for properly conceptualizing 
neighborhoods.  

     5     Neighborhood clusters are ecologically meaningful and geographically con-
tiguous aggregations of census tracts that are internally homogeneous across 
key indicators of race and class.  

     6     This index ranges from 0 to 7 with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation 
of 1.3.  

     7     This is measured as a scale of how much of the following respondents observe 
in their neighborhoods:  trash, graffi ti, vacant properties, public drinking, 
public drug use, and incidents of robberies. For simplicity, I converted this 
continuous scale into a categorical form that indicates whether perceptions of 
disorder were low, moderate, or high. The category low = perceptions of dis-
order were at least half a standard deviation below the mean, middle = per-
ceptions within half a standard deviation of the mean, and high = perceptions 
more than half a standard deviation above the mean.  

     8     This is measured as a scale of how respondents rate their neighborhoods 
according to the following criteria:  how close- knit the neighborhood is, 
whether there are adults in the neighborhood children can look up to, whether 
people in the neighborhood get along, whether adults in the neighborhood 
know who children are, whether parents in the neighborhood know their 
children’s friends, whether neighbors are willing to help each other, whether 
parents know each other, whether neighbors share the same values, and 
whether neighbors can be trusted. Again, I converted this continuous scale 
into a categorical form that indicates whether perceptions of cohesion were 
low, moderate, or high. The category low means perceptions of cohesion were 
at least half a standard deviation below the mean, middle means perceptions 
within half a standard deviation of the mean, and high means perceptions 
more than half a standard deviation above the mean.  
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   9     In the case of disorder, the interaction is with the quadratic form of the per-
ceptions variable.  

     10     Since Medicaid was a dummy variable (0  =  no Medicaid insurance, 
1 = Medicaid insurance) and perceptions of disorder was a categorical vari-
able (1 =  low, 2 = moderate, 3 = high) (see  footnote 8  for details), when 
the two are interacted, the resulting variable is equal to zero for all non- 
benefi ciaries.  Figure 6.2  depicts patterns for interactive scores above zero, so 
it is limited to benefi ciaries, which refl ects the phenomenon of interest in this 
chapter.   

  7     Policy Advocacy across a 
Fragmented Polity 

   1      New State Ice Co . v.   Liebmann , 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., 
dissenting).  

   2     Excluding the elderly (those over sixty- fi ve who are dually eligible for 
Medicare).  

   3     See Kaiser Family Foundation State Health Facts:  http:// kff.org/ health- reform/ 
state- indicator/ total- monthly- medicaid- and- chipenrollment/ ?currentTime  
 frame=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Total%20Monthly%20
Medicaid%2FCHIP%20Enrollment%22,%22sort%22:%22desc%22%7D .  

   4     I did not count how many distinct posters there were. However, I looked at 
the page daily for nearly two years and observed many different posters.  

   5     Sadly, Riley passed away unexpectedly at the age of forty- nine in early 2017.  
   6     In  Gideon  v.  Wainwright  (1963), the U.S. Supreme Court found a right to 

counsel in criminal cases. This requires that counsel be appointed for indi-
gent defendants in state court facing imprisonment due to felony charges. In 
 Argersinger  v.  Hamlin  (1972), the court again supported the right to counsel 
in criminal cases. This requires that counsel be appointed for indigent defen-
dants in state court facing imprisonment due to misdemeanor charges. No 
similar federal rights exist for civil cases.   

  8     Federalism and Political Inequality 

   1     Claire Cain Miller. “Liberals Turn to Cities to Pass Laws and Spread Ideas.” 
 New York Times :  The Upshot , January 26, 2016.  

   2     Gregory, 111 S. Ct. at 2399.     
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   administrative fair hearings,       104  –     5   , 
     108  –     13     

  process of,       105  –     7      
  request form for in New York,      105    

  Affordable Care Act (ACA, 2010),      9  ,    54  –     55   , 
    60  ,   163  

  political stakes of,      17   
  repeal efforts,      17   
  Trump’s Executive Order on,      163    

  African- Americans,      10   .  See also    Black  ;   race  
  Alabama    

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      54  ,   55   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    

  Alaska    
  late Medicaid implementation by,      42   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    

  American Association of Labor Legislation 
(AALL),      38   

  American Healthcare Act (AHCA),      17   
  Arizona    

  late Medicaid implementation by,      42   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    

  Arkansas,      163  
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53     

    Barron v. Baltimore ,       19  –     20      
  Better Care Reconciliation Act (BCRA),      17   
  Black,      6  ,   10  ,   32  ,   34  ,   55  ,   80  ,   100  ,       101  , 

    104  ,   109  ,   110t5.1    ,   121  ,   122  ,   123  , 

    166  ,   175  ,   181tB1  ,     182tB2  ,   183tB3  , 
  184tB4  ,   185tB5  ,   186tB6  ,   187tB7     . 
 See also    race  

  Black Lives Matters (BLM),      149    

   California,      2  ,   79  
  county administration of Medicaid in,      92   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    

  Campbell, Andrea,      25  ,     26   
  case selection,      62   
  Chicago Community Adult Health Study 

(CCAHS),       127  –     28      
  child Medicaid enrollees,       49  –     50      
  Cities.      See also    federalism and social policy 

in cities  ;   neighborhood disorder 
  intra- city disparities in Medicaid 

services,      114     
  neighborhood social cohesion,   

    126  –     27   ,      129  –     31       
  citizenship.      See also    democratic citizenship  ; 

  social citizenship 
  defi ned,      7   
  dual citizenship,       19  –     20      
  second- class citizenship,      3    

  Clyburn, James E.,      133   
  Colorado    

  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    
  Community Development Block Grant 

program (CDBG),      115   
  Connecticut    

  lack of county administration of 
Medicaid in,      92    
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  county- level Medicaid administration    
  particularistic resistance and,      14  ,    91  –     93        

   Delaware    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage 

in,      53    
  democracy.      See also    citizenship, political 

partipation 
  federalism as buttressing of,      23   
  geographic disparities in Medicaid as 

affecting,      17    
  democratic citizenship,      13   .  See also  

  citizenship 
  dual citizenship and,       19  –     20      
  federalism and,      163   
  percentage of births fi nanced by 

Medicaid and,      52    
  dental coverage under Medicaid,       52  –     53   , 

     73  –     74      
  Derthick, Martha,      162     
  dispute formation process,       90  –     91      
   Dividing Citizens  (Mettler),      25    

   Facebook    
  policy advocacy of Medicaid 

benefi ciaries and,       137  –     43       
  Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 

(FMAP) rates,      49   
  federal poverty line (FPL)    

  Medicaid eligibility and,      9  ,   10    
  federalism,      10  ,   13     .  See also    federalism 

and inequality  ;   federalism and social 
policy in cities 

  Affordable Care Act (ACA, 2010) 
and,      163   

  APD research on,      24   
  defi ned,      20     
  democracy and,      15  ,   23  ,   165  ,     166  , 

    167     
  democratic citizenship and,      163   
  development of,      13  ,    22  –     23      
  dual citizenship and,       19  –     20      
  incarceration policies and,      166     
  policy advocacy and,      15  ,    134  –     35   , 

     137  –     43   ,      151  –     52      
  policy advocacy via public assistance 

attorneys and,       159  –     60      
  political participation and,      8  ,   23  ,   24  ,     25  , 

      26  ,     58  ,   83   
  poverty policy and,      26  ,    34  –     36   ,     38   
  primer on,       20  –     21      

  public policy and,      23   
  racism and,      24  ,   26   
  welfare medicine and,       37  –     38       

  federalism and inequality,      8  ,    13  –     14   ,   33  , 
   58  –     59   ,    164  –     65    .  See also    geographic 
inequality 

  Medicaid policies production of,      54   
  prioritization of different enrollee 

populations by state,      50    
  federalism and social policy in cities,   

   14  ,    115  –     16   ,    131  –     33      .  See also  
  neighborhood disorder  ;   neighborhood 
social cohesion 

  federal grants- in- aid to state and local 
governments,      117   

  shift from place- based policies towards 
people- based policies and,       116  –     18       

  Florida,      70  
  administrative fair hearings in counties 

of (2004- 2011),       108  –     13      
  county administration of 

Medicaid in,      92   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      54  ,   55   
  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53   
  policy advocacy of Medicaid 

benefi ciaries in,       143  –     47       
  Forand, Aime,      40   
  Fording, Richard,      26   
  Fragile Families and Child Well- Being 

Study (FFS, 2001/ 2004),       75  –     76      
  Freeman, Richard,      165  ,   166  ,   167    

   geographic inequality    
  administrative capacity and,       74  –     75      
  benefi t contract and expansion and,       71  –     73      
  democracy and,      17   
  dental, vision, hearing aids, physical 

therapy and end of life care benefi t 
disparities,       52  –     54      

  effect of mediated advocacy on 
benefi ciary inclusion and,       154  –     56      

  Federal Medical Assistance Percentage 
(FMAP) rates,      48  ,   49   

  federalism’s effect on access to public 
assistance attorneys and,       159  –     60      

  Medicaid benefi ciaries and political 
participation and,       70  –     71   ,      79  –     83      

  Medicaid expansion 1115 waivers and,   
    55  –     56   ,     163   

  Medicaid expansion status by state 
(June 2017),       54  –     55      
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  pregnancy and childbirth fi nanced by 
Medicaid and,       50  –     52      

  President Trump’s executive order on 
ACA and,      163   

  prioritization of different enrollee 
populations by state,      50     

  scope of services offered and,       73  –     74      
  Sheppard- Towner Act (1920s) and Hill 

Burton Hospital Construction Act 
(1940s) and,      40   

  state- by- state roll out of Medicaid 
implementation and,      42    

  Georgia,      3  ,   70  
  Medicaid expansion and,      55      

  Gerken, Heather,      167   
  Goldwater, Barry,      41    

   health insurance    
  employer- sponsored,      37   
  political battle for national,       38  –     42       

   Healthy Indiana Plan ,      60   
  hearing aids coverage, under Medicaid,      52  ,     53   
  Hill Burton Hospital Survey and 

Construction Act (1946),      40     
  Humphrey, Hubert (U.S. Vice President),      49    

   Idaho    
  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53    

  Illinois    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    

  incarceration policies, federalism and,      166     
  income eligibility limits and FPL, Medicaid 

and,       9  –     10      
  Indiana,      60  ,   163  

  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    
  Iowa,      70    

   Kansas    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    

  Keiser, Lael R.,      89   
  Kennedy, John F. (U.S. President),      41   
  Kentucky,      71   
  Kerr- Mills bill (1960),       40  –     42       

   Laski, Harold,      23   
  Latinos,      10  ,   55  ,   181tB1  ,   182tB2  ,   183tB3  , 

  184tB4  ,   185tB5  ,   186tB6  ,   187tB7   . 
 See also    race  

  Louisiana,      3  
  percentage of births fi nanced by 

Medicaid in,      50  ,   52     

   Maine    
  county administration of Medicaid in,      92   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    

  Managed Care Organizations (MCOs),      71  
  policy advocacy of Medicaid benefi ciaries 

on authorization requirement 
of,       143  –     47       

  Marshall, Justice John,      19   
  Massachusetts    

  county administration of Medicaid in,      92   
  percentage of births fi nanced by 

Medicaid in,      50  ,   52    
  mediated advocacy.      See also    policy 

advocacy of Medicaid benefi ciaries 
  effect of geographic fragmentation on 

benefi ciary inclusion,       154  –     56      
  federalism and geographic disparities 

in access to public assistance 
attorneys,       159  –     60      

  inclusion of Medicaid benefi ciaries 
in,      153  –     54     

  public assistance attorneys and,      160      
  Medicaid.      See also    federalism  ;   geographic 

inequality  ;   Medicaid benefi ciaries  ; 
  particularistic resistance (PR)  ;   political 
advocacy of Medicaid benefi ciaries  ; 
  political participation 

  administrative capacity and,       74  –     75      
  benefi ciaries on inadequacy and 

capriciousness of,       66  –     70      
  benefi t contract and expansion 

and,       71  –     73      
  benefi ts of,      13   
  child enrollees,       49  –     50    
  county level Medicaid administration 

and,      14  ,    91  –     93      
  creation of by Title IX of SSA 

(1964),      42   
  density of in urban centers,       118  –     19      
  dental coverage under,       52  –     53   , 

     73  –     74      
  effects on citizenship and democratic 

participation,      17   
  end of life care coverage,      54     
  ethical force of,      49   
  expansion of,       54  –     55      
  expansions in 1980s,      46     
  genesis of,       40  –     42      
  geographic relocation for improved 

benefi ts,       70  –     71      
  hearing aids coverage,      53   
  income eligibility limits and FPL,       9  –     10      
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  inequality and,      10  ,    49  –     50   ,      52  –     54      
  as largest source of public health 

insurance in U.S.,      8   
  1115 expansion waivers,       55  –     56   ,     163   
  physical therapy coverage under,      53   
  political history of,       42  –     48      
  poverty and state Medicaid expansion,      55   
  as primary health coverage provider to 

low-income Americans      8   
  race and state Medicaid expansion,      54   
  scope of services offered and,       73  –     74      
  timeline of state implementation of,      42   
  vision coverage under,      53  ,    73  –     74      
  vital benefi ts provided by,      18    

  Medicaid benefi ciaries    
  case selection,      65   
  density of in urban centers,       118  –     19      
  geographic relocation of for improved 

benefi ts,       70  –     71      
  on inadequacy and capriciousness of 

Medicaid,       66  –     70      
  particularistic resistance and race 

of,       99  –     101      
  particularistic resistance and 

socioeconomic status of,       93  –     99      
  political vulnerability of,      10  ,   11       
  as poor, people of color and prone to 

health problems,      8   
  poor health status of,      10   
  satisfaction with Medicaid,      66   
  on stigma and negative bureaucratic 

interactions,      63     
  stories of,      4  ,    15  –     17       

  mental health services,      70  
  care of mentally ill as viewed as state 

responsibility,      37    
  Mettler, Suzanne,      25     
  Michigan,      72  ,     73  ,   79   
  Military Service,      31  ,     35  ,   37  ,     104   
  Miller, Lisa,      25  ,     166   
  Minnesota    

  Medicaid physical therapy 
coverage in,      53    

  Mississippi,      70  
  FMAP rates in,      48   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      55      

  Missouri    
  Medicaid physical therapy 

coverage in,      53    
  Moynihan, Daniel Patrick,      116    

   Nebraska    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    

  neighborhood conditions    
  Medicaid experiences and,       121  –     26       

  neighborhood disorder,       121  –     26     
  defi ned,      121   
  indicators of,      121   
  quantitative assessment of political 

participation and,       129  –     31       
  neighborhood social cohesion,       126  –     27     

  quantitative assessment of political 
participation and,       129  –     31       

  Nelson, Barbara,      87   
  New Hampshire    

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid physical therapy 

coverage in,      53    
  New Jersey,      79  ,   150  

  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    
  New Mexico    

  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53   
  percentage of Medicaid funds for 

children,      50    
  New York,      70  ,   71  ,   79  

  administrative fair hearing request form 
in,      105   

  administrative fair hearings in counties 
of (2004- 2011),       108  –     13      

  county administration of 
Medicaid in,      92   

  FMAP rates in,      48   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53   
  percentage of Medicaid funds for 

children,      50    
  Nie, Norman,       86  –     88      
  North Carolina    

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      55     
  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53    

  North Dakota    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52     

   Oaklahoma    
  Medicaid expansion and,      55    

  Obama, Barack (U.S. President),      47   
  Ohio,      2  

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    
   1115 waivers, state Medicaid expansion 

and,       55  –     56   ,     163    
  Oregon    

  Medicaid physical therapy coverage 
in,      53     

Medicaid (cont.)
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    Participation in America ,  Political 
Democracy and Social Equality  
(Verba and Nie),      86   

  particularistic resistance (PR),       85  –     88     
  as benefi ciaries’ response to second face 

of the state,       89  –     90      
  county characteristics and fair 

hearings,       107  –     8      
  county- level administration role in,   

   14  ,    91  –     93      
  defi ned,      85   
  fair hearings initiated in New York 

and Florida between 2004 and 2011 
and,       108  –     13      

  initiation of administrative fair hearings 
and,       104  –     5      

  perceptions of institutional 
responsiveness and,       101  –     3      

  race of Medicaid benefi ciaries and 
decision to resist,       99  –     101      

  in response to complex Medicaid 
bureaucracies,       88  –     89      

  socioeconomic status of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries and,       93  –     99       

  Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act (ACA).      See    Affordable Care Act 
(ACA, 2010)  

  Pence, Mike,      60   
  Pennsylvania    

  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53   
  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53    

   Perils of Federalism  (Miller),      25   
  physical therapy coverage, under 

Medicaid,      52  ,     53   
  policy advocacy    

  defi ned,      135   
  scholarly neglect of as a mode of 

political behavior,      135    
  policy advocacy of Medicaid benefi ciaries,   

   14  ,   136  ,    147  –     52   ,    160  –     61    .  See also  
  mediated advocacy 

  on authorization requirement of 
MCOs,       143  –     47      

  federalism and,       134  –     35      
  important political outcomes from,      135  ,   136   
  rareness of among Medicaid 

benefi ciaries,      135   
  via Facebook,       137  –     43       

  policy feedback,       60  –     61     
  neighborhood level processes of,      120   
  place- based resources and,      118   
  political learning approach,       65  –     66   ,     71  ,   79    

  political capacity    
  defi ned,      58    

  political life    
  defi ned,      7      

  political participation,      57  ,   61  
  administrative capacity and,       74  –     75      
  benefi t contraction and expansion 

and,       71  –     73      
  Chicago Community Adult Health Study 

(CCAHS) and,       127  –     28      
  contextualized feedback (CF) model 

illustrative case (Lucie),       30  –     32      
  contextualized feedback (CF) model of,   

    26  –     30   ,      164  –     65      
  federalism and,      8  ,   23  ,   24  ,     25  ,       26  ,     58  , 

  83  ,    164  –     65      
  health’s affect on,      10   
  Medicaid negative relationship with,      63  , 

  79  ,   126  ,   127  ,   129  ,   136   
  Medicaid positive effect on,      79   
  neighborhood disorder and,   

    121  –     26   ,      129  –     31      
  neighborhood social cohesion and,   

    126  –     27   ,      129  –     31      
  political learning approach to,       65  –     66   ,     71   
  protests over Medicaid and,       11  –     12      
  quantitative measurement of,   

    75  –     76   ,      77  –     79      
  scope of services offered and,       73  –     74      
  state policy heterogeneity and,       79  –     83       

  political resistance.      See    particularistic 
resistance (PR)  

  politics of healthcare,      37  
  battle for national health insurance 

system,       38  –     42      
  colonial approach to,      37   
  in pre- war era,      37   
  states historical role in,      37    

  poverty and public policy.      See also  
  socioeconomic status, and 
particularistic resistance of 
benefi ciaries and 

  federalism and,      26  ,    34  –     36   ,     38   
  state Medicaid expansion and,      55    

  pregnancy and childbirth,       50  –     52      
  protests and rallies, about Medicaid,   

    11  –     12      
  public assistance attorneys    

  as mediated advocates,      160       

   race.      See also    Black  ;   Latinos 
  federalism as bolstering racism,      24  ,   26   
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  particularistic resistance as benefi ciaries’ 
response to second face of the state 
and,       89  –     90      

  particularistic resistance of Medicaid 
benefi ciaries and,       99  –     101      

  people of color as disproportionately 
represented in Medicaid,      10   

  racial discrimination,      101  ,   127   
  state Medicaid expansion and,      54   
  treatment by caseworkers and,      100      

  Reagan, Ronald (U.S. President),      116   
  resistance.      See    particularistic 

resistance (PR)  
  Rhode Island    

  lack of county administration of 
Medicaid in,      92   

  Medicaid vision coverage in,      53    
   Rise and Resist  (political group),      12   
  Rogers, Joel,      165  ,   166  ,   167   
  Roosevelt, Franklin D. (U.S. President),      39   
  Rural,      31  ,   65  ,   101  ,   133  ,    155  –     56   ,     160  , 

  166  ,   174   
  Ryan, Paul,      168    

   sanctuary cities,      132   
  Schram, Sanford,      26   
  Sheppard- Towner Act (1921),      40         
  Simeon, Richard,      15   
  Skogan, Wesley G.,      121   
  social citizenship,       13  –     14   ,     23  ,    56  –     57      
  Social Security Act (1950),      40     
  socioeconomic status, and particularistic 

resistance of benefi ciaries,       93  –     99      
  Soss, Joe,      26  ,   65  ,   89  ,   93   
  South Carolina    

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      55   
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53    

  states role in healthcare.      See    federalism  ; 
  geographic inequality   

   Tennessee,      70    
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid expansion and,      55     
  Medicaid physical therapy 

coverage in,      53    
  Tenth Amendment,      21   
  Texas,      79  

  Medicaid expansion and,      55    
  Title IX of the Social Security Act of 

1964,      42   
  Truman, Harry (U.S. President),      39   
  Trump, Donald (U.S. President),      12  ,   17  ,   132  

  Executive Order on ACA of,      163     

   urban inequality.      See    federalism and 
social policy in cities  ;   neighborhood 
disorder  ;   neighborhood social 
cohesion  

  Utah    
  Medicaid hearing aids coverage in,      53     

   Verba, Sidney,       86  –     88      
  Vermont,      163  

  county administration of Medicaid in,      92   
  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52    

  Veteran,      31  ,     35  ,   37  ,     104   
  Virginia,      79  

  Medicaid expansion and,      55    
  vision coverage under Medicaid,      52  , 

    53  ,    73  –     74       

   Wagner- Murray- Dingell bill (1943),      39     
  Westerman, Bruce (U.S. Congressman),      12   
  Wildavsky, Aaron,      33     
  Wilson, Woodrow,      162     
  Wisconsin,      79  

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52   
  Medicaid eligibility by FPL,      9    

  Wong, Alice (Medicaid benefi ciary),      57     
  Wyoming    

  Medicaid dental coverage in,      52       

race (cont.)
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